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ABSTRACT:
This is a three year (1992-1995) longitudinal study of the Guaymas, Sonora, offshore
shrimping industry in the Gulf of California. In early 1990's two events coalesced to
practically paralyze the Mexican offshore shrimp industry. First, shrimp production
dropped precipitously, 68% in one season, bankrupting cooperatives and almost all but
the wealthiest private boat owners. Secondly, a formerly populist government adopted
"structural adjustment" policies as requirements for debt restructuring, and began to
privatize public industries. A new fishing law in 1992 opened shrimp fishing to the
private sector in an area reserved for the cooperatives since 1982. Lacking governmental
support, the cooperatives collapsed and many fishermen were left without work. Using a
political ecological approach, I analyze the complex interplay between constraints
imposed by a fishery commons in crisis and political economic policy to promote exportled economic growth.
The research documents how fishermen responded to the crisis. The majority
intensified existing activities in the informal economic sector, consolidated households,
and depended more on reciprocity. Some migrated in search of work. But fishermen were
not passive victims of domination and macroeconomic policies. Resisting, fishermen
sold shrimp illegally offshore and protested through sit-ins, highway blockages and
violence. I investigate the mechanisms through which the state and its political party, the
Partido Revolucionario Institutional (PRI), manipulated and controlled a local political
arena through a cacique. The state also coopted dissident leaders and occasionally
resorted to physical violence to repress the movement. Government officials using
populist rhetoric and empty promises stalled dissident activities until the private sector
was operational and more fishermen were absorbed back into the system.

II

Worldwide, the effects of structural adjustment policies have been reported
principally in terms of increased gross national product. This case study documents the
hardships which fishermen faced during the transition from cooperative fishing to
workers in the private sector. Many lost their jobs, and the majority of working
fishermen earn less, and have fewer benefits and job security under the private system
than under the cooperative system. Left without a strong organization, fishermen have
little recourse for abuses which they sometimes encounter in the private system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

"DeL pLato a La boca a veces se cae La sopa"
"From plate to mouth, sometimes the soup falls"
Sometimes you have something and lose it without wanting to - a fisherman's
explanation of the proverb

Kathunk, kathunk, ringggggg, whoooosh. I look up from my bottom bunk in the
cabin I am sharing with the boat's engineer to see the kneeling figure of the cook, picking
up pieces of squash which had fallen out of the frying pan as it crashed off the stove and
was sliding down the hall. With a smile, he looks up and continues to gather the squash
and refill the pot. Back in the kitchen, he washes the vegetables and places them once
again to cook on the stove. The sailor follows closely after the cook sprinkling Pinal, the
ubiquitous cleaning liquid, on the floor. Then he mops up the generous amounts of
grease which splattered to the Hoar along with the squash. It was a dubious beginning to
my first shrimp fishing expedition.
It wasn't long before I became used to the strange odor that I had at first identified as

smelly socks, but later recognized as rotting sea matter. and learned to tolerate greasy
food prepared by a mechanic-turned-cook. I soon became accustomed to the
disadvantages of being the sole woman in a tisherman' s domain; taking infrequent bucket
baths in a two by two square foot bathroom while holding the door shut with a rope,
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sleeping in my clothes, and tolerating the obscene girlie pictures which adorned the walls
of the cabins. The inconveniences were small in comparison to the rewards: the clear,
beautiful nights and invigorating brisa (seabreeze) off the Gulf of California, the
excitement as the nets were pulled in, steering the boat and reading the sonar in the early
hours of the morning, watching and learning about the incredible variety of marine
animals and birds who frequented the environs and decks of the boat. I feel privileged to
have been allowed to glimpse a world that few non-fishermen have entered, and to have
known these respectful men and their families.
This dissertation is based on a three year study of the Guaymas off-shore shrimping
industry. Years of travel to Guaymas had engendered in me a love for the sea and a
fascination with the shrimp boats which moved in and out of the harbor. Shrimping was
to me a mysterious industry, and I often wondered where the boats fished and why there
was little shrimp for sale in town. In an effort to unravel the mystery and with some
trepidation, I began to hang out by the boat docks where fishermen worked.
A female doing ethnographic research in a male domain presents special problems,
particularly when research is conducted in isolation and away from the presence of other
females. I knew, however, that without participant observation on fishing expeditions the
research would be incomplete. While not particularly concerned about my own safety as a
lone female aboard a ship crewed by males, to mitigate any problems I wanted fishermen
to understand the purpose of my trips. I also wanted to avoid alienating wives of
fishermen whom I hoped \vould eventually become my friends and collaborators in the

------.---

._----------._-------------------------------
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research project. On my first trip, to make both fishermen and myself feel more at ease,
I invited along a young male master's student in marine conservation from a local
university, Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey (ITESM). Using
my contacts from this initial trip, I subsequently asked fishermen and social workers in
the cooperatives to take me home to meet the families of these and other fishermen.
Consequently, I successfully conducted offshore participant observation on six additional
trips, ranging from 2 days to 2 weeks. I have always been treated with utmost respect
from Guaymas fishermen, who early in my research assumed a protective watch over me,
chastising other fishermen who might comment on the presence of a female in male
territory. I was also successful in gaining the support and friendship of many wives of
Guaymas fishermen, without which this study would not have been as easy or complete.
Because fishermen were often working on their boats when they were in port, I
sometimes visited with them when they took a break to drink coffee at El PCrico,
Chemita's small food stand which stands near the entrance to the docks. Chemita was a
former cook and socio of the Isla de Pajaros cooperative until he suffered an accident on
board boat in 1988, which severed his leg. Chemita walks with the aid of a straight
wooden leg donated to him by a group of American doctors. He opened the food stand to
support his family when he was no longer able to fish.
I knew that visiting with fishermen at Chemita's stand was acceptable for females
because other women, including some fishermen's wives, were also his patrons. Through
Chemita, I was also able to gain important contacts in the Guaymas community. While
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Chemita's stand is patronized primarily by fishennen, it is also frequented by
businessmen from Guaymas, lieenciados (lawyers), guateros (illegal buyers of shrimp),

armadores (private boat owners), prostitutes, and male and female workers in the sardine
and shrimp packing plants. All come to drink a soda or a cup of his thick, black "cafe

eolado," a coffee toasted with sugar and steeped in a conical cloth inside a blue, enameled
coffee pot. Customers come to Chemita's stand not only to drink and eat, but to visit
Chemita as well. Chemita is known locally as a meliehe de marea, a person who loves to
gossip, and his clients jokingly refer to his stand as Oeeuri6 asi, (It happened like this) or
EI Imparcial (the Hennosillo newspaper). He is also a reliable source of infonnation,
knowing the local politiea (politics) in town, what boats are about to dock or the minute
they arrived, how many tons of shrimp each brought in, where the boats are currently
fishing, who fell overboard, and who is the current bolele 2 (lover) of whom. Chemita can
be trusted to pass on an important message to another fishennan.
In addition to learning important information and the opportunity to meet others in
the community, spending time at Chemita's stand gave me an opportunity to know
fishennen informally. It gave them the chance to question me about my research and for
me to explain my purpose for coming to Guaymas. It also gave me an opportunity to
listen to their casual conversations, through which I was often entertained by fishermen' s
special and sometimes morbid sense of humor. I began to understand in part the function
of jesting in this high risk occupation; how fishermen use joking as a mechanism to cope
with death. dangerous circumstances or situations beyond their control.
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Chemita has a dry sense of humor and pokes fun at his artificial leg, referring to
3

himself with the slang term for an amputee, mocho. It was early September, 1994. A
cooperative fisherman, named Pastor, Chern ita and I were sitting in the hot shade on the
iron railing outside of the closed packing plant behind Chemita's stand. The rose bushes
outside of the packing plant were irrigated regularly and produced a healthy crop of
mosquitoes. The mosquitoes started to bite my legs, and I began to swat at them wildly.
Chemita was seated on a chair with his bad leg stretched out on another chair. Unsmiling,
he advised me not to get upset. He raised his pant leg to expose his wooden leg, about I
112 inches in diameter and painted bright green .. "Espera, e5pera, para que piquen a mr'.
(Wait, wait, so that they will bite me). Pastor laughed. "That won't work", he commented.

"Los moscos no les gusla el verde". (Mosquitoes don't like green). Pastor pensively
studied Chemita's wooden leg for a few seconds and began to tell a story.
There once was a marinero (sailor) who had his heel cut off when a
labia on the boat fell on him. His whole leg was not cut off, like
Chemita's. Only his heel. They put on a skin graft from his leg and hair
began to grow out of his heel.
Pastor's fat belly shook as he laughingly told the macabre story. Chemita snickered.
When fishermen left for the season, I passed my days with their wives. As the
unofficial local taxi driver, I ended up in nearby ejidas (agrarian communities formed
after the Mexican Revolution of 1910-17) picking fruit, at the Seguro Social (hospital)
visiting a sick relative of a fisherman or bringing home a new baby, and attending local
Partido Autentico Nacional (PAN) political elections with the women. Time alone with
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the women led to open conversations and gave me a good insight into their point of view
of the occupation of fishing. It also gave me a chance to participate in female domains
and establish rapport with wives.
In order to establish rapport, anthropologists pride ourselves in our ability to adapt to
local situations and to learn the unwritten rules which govern cultural interaction .
. Nevertheless, in spite of our training and best attempts to grasp the rules, we almost
invariably make some social blunder attributeble to our unfamiliarity or
misunderstanding of a situation. I was no exception. Worse still, my cultural blunder
had the potential of jeopardizing the good relationship I had developed with a group of
local women, as the following story will illustrate.
Because I was interested in the relationship between the inshore and offshore
shrimping sector, I spent some time doing research in small coastal fishing villages in
Sonora. In one of the villages I became acquainted with a crab fisherman, Tomas, and his
family. Tomas lives with his wife, two unmarried daughters, three grandchildren by one
of the unmarried daughters, and two unmarried sons, 15 and 25. Another older son from
Guaymas often spends time in the house on the weekends.
Their block house is large and has three bedrooms. Because no one in the household
likes to sleep in a room alone, in the summer the hottest bedroom is usually empty.
Another cooler bedroom contains two double beds pushed together and a single cot, and
the third bedroom contains a double bed, a single bed, and a cot. Nighttime sleeping
arrangements appear to be in constant flux, depending on who is visiting, the temperature
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inside of the house, and what child or adult wants to sleep with whom. In the summer
when there is a seabreeze, no rain, and few mosquitoes, some in the household sleep on
the roof <if the house. The house is within a few blocks from the water's edge, and the
breeze from the sea makes the roof cool in distinct contrast to the 100 degree
temperatures inside the house below. On my second visit with the family, I slept on the
roof under a mosquito net tent with two of Tomas's granddaughters.
Several hours into the night, however, a spider bit my hand, causing it to swell.
Unable to sleep because of the pain, I decided to climb down the ladder to sleep inside the
house. Checking in the first bedroom, I discovered a space in one of the double beds
beside one of the grown daughters. I climbed in, curled up and went back to sleep. Not
long afterwards, I was awakened by the daughter talking to her mother in the kitchen
adjacent to the bedroom. The lights from the kitchen outlined their figures in the
doorway, and with the extra light, I glanced beside me in the bed. To my chagrin. I
discovered that I was sleeping in the bed with the father, Tomas, not with the sister as I
had thought. When Tomas's wife heard me climbing down the ladder from the roof, she
had risen to go to the bathroom, leaving her space in the bed. It was precisely at this
moment that I climbed into her spot. Mortified over my mistake, I crawled out of bed to
face the women in the kitchen. I began to apologize, trying to explain that my error was
innocent. The women listened stoney faced to my explanation, but then told me that they
knew I had no bad intentions. They had been discussing whether to wake me, however,
because they feared that Tomas would roll over in the night, as was his custom, and put
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his arms around me, mistaking me for his wife. Tomas slept through the whole
embarrassing episode, but repeatedly asked me in front of visitors the next day with
whom I had slept the previous night. The members of the family, including the women,
remain some of my closest friends in Sonora.
This is a story of a modem Mexican shrimp fishery in Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico,
and the men that work in the industry. But it is much more than a romantic tale ofa life
on the sea, or how gutsy and hard working fishermen harvest shrimp on boats in the Sea
of Cortez. It is more than a study of how fishermen's wives struggle to keep their homes
and work to provide extra money during economic crises. The study is infinitely more
complex than how the product is prepared for shipment to the U.S. and Japan, where it is
eagerly consumed by fancy diners in the finest restaurants in San Diego and Tokyo.
Much more than fishermen, markets, and household economic strategies, it is principally
a study of the dialectic between the state and a subaltern 4 culture, played out in a modem
offshore fishery in Mexico. It investigates the mechanisms through which the state and
its political party, the Partido Revolucionario Institutional (PRI), manipulate and control
a local political arena, access to resources in a common property, and a marginalized
population. The study, in tum, analyzes how this subaltern group of fishermen survives
the effects of ecological crises and changing political economic philosophies which
simultaneously leave them baffled, out of work, and struggling to eke out an existence.
But it also illustrates how these fishermen are not passive victims of domination and
macroeconomic policies. Shaping their own destiny through resistance, they in tum have
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exerted an important "limiting impact" on their superiors (Stem 1987:5-11) and played a
part in the response of the state (Nugent 1988; Smith 1985 :84-85). The study describes
how fishermen use passive resistance when confronting corruption and lack of democratic
process head-on would be "suicidal" (Scott 1985:xv), and heroic or open protest when
economic demands on their resources exceed their "morally" accepted standards (Scott
1987:309).
Nineteen eighty nine and the early 1990s were witness to two events which coalesced
to practically paralyze the Mexican offshore shrimp industry in the Gulf of California.
First, shrimp production dropped precipitously. From a recent production high in the
1986-87 season of 4,973 metric tons delivered to the port of Guaymas, production fell
steadily in subsequent years to a low of 1,589 metric tons in the 1990-91 season (Boletin

lnformativo No. 35, Centro Regional de lnvestigacion Pesquera Agosto, 1994).
5

Cooperatives and almost all but the wealthiest private owners went bankrupt. The second
event which dealt a devastating blow to fishermen in the social (cooperative) sector of the
industry were changes in macroeconomic policies. A formerly populist, protective
government adopted additional neoliberal economic measures based on governmental
support of private industry and open markets. A change in the fishing law in 1992
opened up the shrimp fishery which had been reserved for the cooperative sector since
1982 to the inicialiva privada (private initiative).
The near collapse of the industry was devastating for both fishermen and the
Guaymas economy. Because of the political economic policy to promote export-led
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economic growth, the Sonoran shrimp fishery is one of the most economically important
fisheries in Mexico, contributing 16% of the national fish production. During the 199394 season, the fishing activity generated $70 million dollars in the state from 12 million
pounds of shrimp, ten million of which were delivered to Guaymas (La Voz del Puerto
May 31, 1994). Ninety percent of the product is exported (La Voz del Puerto, Sept. 13,
1994).6
Macro-economic changes and ecological crises affected my own research as well.
What began in 1992 as a study of the relative success or failure of fishing cooperatives in
Guaymas, Sonora, evolved by virtue of their almost complete disappearance, into a
complex study of an industry in turmoil and transition. Nonetheless, the success of one
remaining cooperative provides a basis of comparison to other failures, and can be
important for development policy which strives to give equitable opportunities to
fishermen.
In this investigation. I try to give a 'human face' (Cornia, Jolly and Stewart 1987) to
the effects of both reduced production and neoliberal or 'structural adjustment' policies
adopted by Mexico in the mid to late 1980's to bring the country out of a severe economic
crisis. The 'human face' shows how shrimp fishermen passively resist the
macroeconomic austerity measures and corruption within their organizations. It also
reveals how they augment miserable salaries brought on by an ecological crisis by
secretly selling their product off-shore on the black market, haggling over prices, and
hurling insults at crooked buyers. The human face is one of a dejected fisherman, sitting
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for days on end on the docks looking for work when private boat owners are hiring from
out-of-town. It is about how men and women wring the life out of a peso in their efforts
to bring food to the table when there is no work on the sea. But the human face is not all
serious. It is the black humor of a family, laughingly explaining how they sit and stare at
their blaring stereo because the television, along with the washing machine and
refrigerator, has been broken for months and they have no money for repairs.
To understand the complex interplay between constraints imposed by a fishery
commons in crisis and a government intent on maximizing export production, I turn to
the new field of political ecology (Wolf 1982; Sheridan 1988). Political ecology allows
me to examine the relationship between local cultures, international markets and political
forces. Additionally, it permits me to explain how the local environment constrains these
political philosophies and use of the resources (Sheridan 1994; 1995:xvi-xvii).
According to Thomas E. Sheridan,
The ecology of any human community is political in the sense that it
is shaped and constrained by other human groups. The exploitation,
distribution, and control of natural resources is always mediated by
differential relationships of power within and among societies. At the
same time, however, the resources being exploited impose certain
constraints as well - constraints that modify the political force fields
emanating from outside the community in question (l988:xvii).
This research will focus on what Comaroff (1982) describes as a "dialectic of
articulation," the point at which the "political-economic and socio-cultural relations and
structures within the social formation" intersect with the forces and institutions of larger
processes. This interface,7 therefore, is the place for anthropologists to study humans,
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because this is where the human (inter)action occurs, not at the level of statistics on Gross
National Product or the number of employed or unemployed. Formerly, much of the
dialogue between the national political forces and the local fishermen was articulated
through the cacique, a political and economic boss closely tied to the ruling party, Partido
Revolucionario Institutional (PRI).8

Guaymas and the Shrimp Fleet
Physical location:
The city of Guaymas is located along the southwestern coast of Sonora on the Gulf
of California, otherwise known as the Sea of Cortez. Today it is a city with a population
of 87,484. 9 Guaymas is a natural port, protected by the Isla de Pujaros, which is a true
jetty that prevents the surf from entering the bay. Further, the entrance to the bay is
restricted by natural. underwater barriers of Punta Baja and EI Morro Ingles, which
maintain a calm bay year round. Periodic dragging of the bay allows boats of a vessel
draft of 16 to 25 feet to enter the outside bay, and large international vessels often unload
merchandise offshore (Chisem 1990). Smaller boats of 15 feet vessel draft, such as
shrimp boats and some boats of the Mexican marines, may enter the interior bay.
The climate of Guaymas is semiarid. It is characterized by low rainfall, 226.3 mm
annually, and extreme temperatures, ranging from 5.2 centigrade in the winter months
and as high as 42 centigrade in the months of July, August and September. The Laguna
de Empalme and a number of local esteros (coastal lagoons) including Tortuga, Yasicuri,
Coch6rit, El Rancho and El Soldado, served as breeding grounds for shrimp and fish.
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Much of the current Guaymas economy, developed around fishing and shrimping in
particular has roots which extend back thousands of years.
The shrimp industry in Mexico is divided into two sectors: the inshore sector
composed of fishermen who fish in small boats in the bays and close to shore, and the
larger alta mar, or offshore sector, dominated by highly capitalized deepsea trawlers.
The present study principally addresses activities in the latter sector during a time period
from January 1992 through May, 1995. For nearly ten years, from 1982 to 1991, shrimp
and other "luxury" species were reserved for cooperative fishermen. Under pressure from
the private sector who wanted access once again to the profitable fishery, the new fishing
law of 1992 gave private boat owners (armadores) the right to fish for shrimp. The
majority of the fleet passed quickly to the hands of the armadores. Four hundred-fifty
shrimp boats in Sonora are registered to fish in the alta mar; of the 380 boats docked in
Guaymas, all but 20 are now property of the private sector (iniciativa privada).
Political ecologv of the Guavmas shrimp fishery
To understand the political ecology of the Guaymas shrimp fishery, we must explore
both elements which mutually constrained resource use. First, we can examine changing
macroeconomic policies which showed favoritism towards the private sector and severely
restricted the resource for cooperative fishermen. But we also must examine the ecology
of shrimp production in the Gulf of California, whose reduction in resources threatened to
shut down the industry, in spite of the desires of politicians in Mexico City who had
established the new economic order. An examination of some ways these elements are
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articulated locally will illustrate the utility of using political ecology to study a modem
industry.
Reduction in shrimp resources in the late 1980's and early 1990's was brought about
by a host of human caused factors -- over-capacitation of the fleet, lack of control on
poaching during the offseason, extension of the season, and environmental contamination
in the gulf -- as well as ecological factors beyond human control. Under pressure from
the private sector, the government sought to maximize production by increasing boat
permits and extending the season when females were gravid (pregnant). But increases in
fleet size, off-season fishing and removing gravid females from the stock meant less
resources. As resources declined, more off-season fishing occurred because fishermen
had fewer economic reserves. By virtue of declining salaries and cooperative corruption,
fishermen secretly sold large quantities of shrimp offshore, resulting in lower cooperative
production. Cooperatives. in turn, were unable to repay debts and private banks were
unwilling to risk making new loans. Because the new economic philosophy favored the
private sector, cooperatives received no governmental support and collapsed. For two
years. from 1990 to 1992 many tlshermen responded to the crisis through.sit-ins, highway
blockages and violence.

lo

Resistance activities and corruption within the cooperatives

was undoubtedly an instrumental factor in the decision to allow the private sector to enter
the tlshery.
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Fishing cooperatives and international development
At least until very recently, the cooperative model has been the most common means
of solving managerial and organizational problems within fishery development (Jentoft
1986:353).11 While examples of successful fishing cooperatives are reported in the
literature (e.g. McGuire 1983; Petterson 1980; Short 1989; Ruddle 1985), more, like the
Guaymas cooperatives, have failed (e.g. Poggie 1980; Pollnac 1981; McGoodwin 1980;
Sabella 1980). It has been suggested that cooperatives fail because illiterate fishermen
can be easily cheated by corrupt officials (Pollnac 1988: 16), and because of internal
corruption and caciquismo (McGoodwin 1980:42). I propose that while internal
corruption and caciquismo did contribute to the downfall of the cooperatives, lower
educational levels of fishermen were not important factors in their downfall. I suggest
that macro-economic policies which favored the private sector, combined with production
declines, were the major causes of their failure.
The new political economy: Structural adjustment economics:
A short explanation will illustrate why Mexico adopted economic reforms which
produced such drastic changes in the shrimp industry. During the 1980's and early in the
1990's, debt-ridden countries in Sub-saharan Africa, the Caribbean, and Latin American,
including Mexico, have undergone radical changes in their economic policies. Either at
the insistence of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (1M F), or merely
because they chose to board the political economic bandwagon (Williams 1994;
Manzetti: 1994:46), these countries have adopted a number of "structural adjustment"
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policies. Old economies based on a protectionist, state controlled, monopolistic order
were replaced with a new economic policy, including privatization of industries, free

.. 12
trade an d competItIOn.
In conformity with structural adjustment economics, Mexico patterned its economic
policy along a prominent economic model in use in the United States under Ronald
Reagan and Great Britain under Margaret Thatcher. During the term of president Miguel
de la Madrid (1982-88), in 1986 Mexico joined the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT)13 and began to sell public owned companies. 14 Economic changes of the
new order accelerated during the sexenio 15 of Carlos Salinas de Gortari (1988-94). In
1990, Mexico signed an agreement with the United States, the Brady Plan, to reduce
medium and long term debts totaling $48 billion U.S. dollars. Under the Brady Plan, the
U.S. promised to grant debt and debt service relief if countries adopted 'market-oriented
economic reforms to promote growth' .16
The signing of the Brady Plan with the U.S. was undoubtedly instrumental in
promoting privatization of Mexican industries. It may also ha.ve been responsible for
constitutional changes to Article 27, which made possible for the first time the legal sale
and rental of the corporately held community lands (ejidos) redistributed to peasants after.
the Mexican RevolutIOn of 1910-17 (Ramamurti 1992: 164-65). The signing of the Free
Trade Agreement with Canada and the United States in January, 1994 further opens the
country to the world markets. Privatization of industries received strong support from
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disgruntled wealthy Mexicans, who were eager to have the opportunity to invest
themselves.
In Mexico, the older economic order based on protectionism had roots in the colonial
era as early as 1525, when the Spanish Crown regulated commodity prices in New
Spain. I? With the implementation of the 1917 Mexican constitution, a more intense
program of governmental intervention began, characterized by import substitution, public
ownership, and protectionism of Mexican industries (Manzetti 1994:44).18 In response to
the 1968 riots and student unrest in Mexico and in an effort to improve living standards,
president Luis EchevelTia Alvarez's government (1970-76) began to increase the number
19
of publicly owned industries and augment social spending. As wealthy Mexicans
became disenchanted with Echeverria's policies and alleged leftist leanings, a capital
flight resulted. In 1976, Echeverria's government permitted the peso to float, resulting in
an immediate devaluation of 40% (Lustig 1992: 18-20).
Public spending continued in the late 1970's and Mexico began to borrow heavily on
the international market. Increased spending was based on the false assumptions that the
price of one of their valuable exports, oil, would continue to rise. and the rates of
international credit would remain low. When the price of oil fell in 1981, Mexico failed
to execute fiscal changes to alleviate the crisis, and the cycle of capital flight, high
inflation, and devaluation was repeated, culminating in early 1982. Inflation neared 100
percent, real wages fell by more than 12 percent, and the peso devalued over 267 percent
during the year. The nationalization of the banks in 1982, and the establishment of
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foreign controls over exchange in the last months of the sexenio of Jose Lopez Portillo
(1976-82), increased tensions between the private sector and the government,
precipitating additional capital flight (Ferrer 1991: 14-60). The private sector eagerly
embraced the new economic order of de la Madrid and Salinas de Gortari.
Ecolo~ical

crisis in the GulfofCalifornia

In addition to the detrimental effects that Guaymas fishermen suffered when the
government permitted the private sector to enter the shrimp fishery, fishermen were even
more devastated by a tremendous decrease in shrimp production in the 1990-91 season.
In recent years scientific observers and fishermen alike have noted a decrease in the
number and size of landings of fish in the gulf of California. 20 The reduction in marine
resources is a common problem worldwide (cf. McGoodwin 1993) and in part is blamed
on the nature of common property tenure of oceans and seas (Hardin 1968)?1
Anthropologists in recent years have shown that smallscale fishermen do manage
fisheries commons, often operating within, or despite systems of state control (McCay
and Acheson 1987; Berkes 1989; Ostrom 1990; National Research Council 1986; Poggie
and PoIInac 199 I). Fewer investigators have focused on the often deleterious role that
states play in management and encouragement of the development of industrialized fleets
(cf. Anderson 1987; Pinkerton 1987; Kurien 1993; Cruz 1986) and how political
decisions made to favor economic growth negatively impact the ecology of an area (Befu
1980). Governments and international developers often encourage the industrial sector to
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produce without consideration for the long term sustainability of the resource (Platteau
1989).
Management practices of the ministry of fisheries, Secretaria de Pesca, (Sepesca) in
Mexico have contributed to the deterioration of the fishery. Through local offices,
Sepesca regulates and enforces the fisheries. A separate arm of Sepesca, Centro Regional
de Industrias Pesqueras (CRIP), conducts scientific research on the fisheries which they
provide to the regulatory agency to make management decisions. Oftentimes, however,
political decisions override the advice of the government research biologists. Within the
context of shrimp fishery in Mexico, I suggest that managers of the fishery in Mexico, by
maximizing the effort of the fleets and through lack of proper vigilance in the offseason
for a number of years created an "open access" common property in the Gulf of
California and in large part are to blame for recent reductions in shrimp stocks in the Gulf
of California. 22 Aside from what appears to be overexploitation in the general fishery,23
shrimp reproduction decreased in part because fishing is allowed to continue into the
spring when female shrimp release their eggs into the sea.
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Recent efforts by Sepesca to

reduce the number of new permits issued. and. with the aid of the armadores, to increase
vigilance during the offseason, seems to have produced positive results during the 199495 season.
The probable causes for the reduction particularly in shrimp resources are multidimensiona1
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and extend beyond management issues. Many point to drag nets

(chinchorros de arras/re) used by the shrimp trawlers as the principal causes for
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reduction in marine resources (cf. Nava and Findley 1994).26 Critics argue that equipment
of the inshore sector, the gillnet (chinchorro de linea) is much more selective, bringing in
less bycatch, than the equipment used by the trawlers. But others criticize the harmful
practices used by growing numbers of in-shore fishermen who use monofiloment gill nets
which sometimes lock off entrance to bays (Kramer 1993), and the use of a miniature
dragnet (changos) in the bays, as other causes of the problem.
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The hypersalinity of the water in the upper Gulf, caused both by reduced flow and
agricultural uses of Colorado river water and high rates of evaporation which
characterizes the area, has had a major environmental impact in the northern region, with
repercussions in the south (Barrera-Guevara and Campoy-Favela 1992).28 Salinity is
known to affect postlarvae survival and growth of shrimp, and shrimp grow faster in
water of lower, but undefined, salinity (Zein-Eldin and Renaud 1986: 10- I 1) and fresh
water. Contamination of alta mar shrimp stocks with Infectious Hypodermal and
Hematopoietic necrosis (II-IHN) virus infected postlarvae shrimp stocks from capture
facilities are believed to be another cause for the early 1990's declines in the high
susceptible blue shrimp (Lightner. et.al), which suffers a 90% mortality rate when
infected in capture (Holmschmidt 1995).29
Numerous contaminants have also contributed to the deterioration of the Bay of
Guaymas (Ochoa-Macchetto 1987; Alvarez-Manilla 1991; Castrezana 1995); the fish life
that was once abundant is rare. and dangerous to eat if found. The "very blue" waters of
the mouth of the bay, described by Steinbeck in 1941 (1951 :247) are now muddy. oil
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covered and littered with plastic containers. The stench of drainage and sardine oil can be
detected at times where it pours into the bay in various locations.
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The development of marinas for the tourism industry in numerous esteros in the
environs of Guaymas prejudices an equally important fishing industry. Undeveloped, the
esteros, bays, and inlets host extensive mangrove forests which provide important nursery
grounds for numerous species of birds, fish, shellfish and crustaceans, includingpenaeid
shrimps (Brusca 1980: 15). Most of the esteros around Guaymas as well as in other areas
in the Gulf of California have been destroyed in recent years. Bays are being developed
with luxury condominiums and hotels, and the inshore shallows have been dredged to
provide marinas for private yachts.
Structural adjustment economics, ecological crisis and the human response
Anthropologists and sociologists have studied how communities, households, and
individuals respond to and survive under structural adjustment programs designed for
economic recovery after a debt crisis.-'\ It is also known how individuals and households
in Latin America and the Caribbean rcspond in general to economic crisis. The ways that
the urban poor survive in citics through bureaucratic favors and rcciprocity based on
networks of patronage, loyalty and confianza (Lomnitz 1982; 1988; Velez-Ibailcz 1990)
are well documented. Additional strategies include varied subtcrranean employment in
thc informal sector (Portes and Schauftlcr 1993) with women often providing the extra
labor (Beneria 1992).32 Households incrcase in size becausc of incorporation of other
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relatives in the households, and consumptive patterns change (Gonzalez de Ia Rocha
1988).33
Guaymas fishermen responded in varying ways to the economic crisis brought on by
the new structural adjustment policies and reduction in shrimp resources. Like
individuals and households documented in the literature above, the vast majority of
Guaymas fishermen families tightened their belts, intensifying already existing activities
in the informal economic sector, and consolidated households. They also survived by
depending more on reciprocity, of which patronism
fishermen migrated in search ofwork.
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was an integral part. Other

A number of fishermen, in addition to

implementing the above mentioned coping strategies, also expressed their frustration
through violent and nonviolent protest.
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Fishermen, like other subordinate groups. both accommodate and resist those who
dominate them: the state in the first order. and later the private boat owners who
themselves were allowed entry to the fishery by the state. To understand the relationship
of domination and subordination. and the character of resistance of fishermen we can tum
to the thoughts of Antonio Gramsci (1971). Ranajit Guha (1982) and others in the Indian
subaltern studies group. as well as the work of James C. Scott (1985). For purposes of
nomenclature. fishermen may be referred as a subalterns. Subalterns or 'people' are those
who stand in opposition to 'elites' or dominant groups, foreign as well as indigenous
(Guha 1982:8).37
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Like other dominated groups, the reaction of fishermen often took the form of
passive, non-confrontational resistance to what they perceived was impinging on their
right to earn a decent living. James C. Scott (1987:309) argues that the moral economy
of the subsistence ethic can be seen as the reason behind peasant protests around the
world. Claims on peasant incomes by money lenders, landlords or the state are never
legitimate, according to the peasant viewpoint, if they impinge on peasants' ability to
meet culturally defined subsistence requirements. While for years fishermen passively
resisted by selling shrimp offshore, it was only during a two year period, from 1990 to
1992, that the under-rumblings of discontent precipitated fishermen into outright physical
resistance.
Scott finds peasants are "likely to be more radical at the level of ideology than at the
level of behavior, where they are more effectively constrained by the daily exercise of
power" (1985 :331). But the goal of peasant resistance is not to overturn or transform the
system of domination. but to "survive within it." (Scott 1985:301). Noting that peasant
rebellions are few and far between, Scott feels that peasants find it more prudent to search
for pragmatic solutions in their struggles with those who "extract labor, food. taxes, rents.
and interest from them" (1985:xvi). These everyday forms of resistance which
characterize powerless groups he describes as "foot dragging. dissimulation, desertion.
false compliance. pilfering, feigned ignorance, slander. arson. sabotage," etc. (1985:xvi).
Scott agrees with Moore (p.345 in Scott 1985) that these acts are mainly "backwardlooking" attempts to revive a "social contract" which has been violated. They are acts to
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remedy concrete grievances (Scott 1985:345) and are primarily aimed at bread and butter
issues.
"Petty thefts of grain or pilfering on the threshing floor may seem like
trivial 'coping' mechanisms from one vantage point, but, from a broader
view of class relations, how the harvest is actually divided belongs at the
center (Scott 1985 :296).
Scott notes that peasants often are often not aware that they are resisting. "What,"
Scott asks, "do you call the poor man in Sedaka who 'appropriates' a gunny sack of paddy
from a rich man's field: a thief, tout court, or a resister as well? What are we to call the
act of a thresher who takes care to leave plenty of paddy on the stalks for his wife and
children who will glean tomorrow: an act of petty pilfering or an act of resistance?" (Scott

1985 :290). The problem, according to Scott, is that the actor, if he is aware, may be hard
pressed to show intent or even admit there was thought behind the action. These ideas
are so imbedded in peasant subculture in the struggle for subsistence and survival of the
household that they are not articulated. "The fish do not talk about the water." (Scott

1985 :30 1). We may then apply this same logic to fishermen's acts of selling fish offshore.
I suggest that selling offshore occurs at multiple conscious and unconscious levels, and
fishermen themselves are often unable to verbalize their reasons for doing so.38
Fishermen turned to active protest when they were completely denied access to the
resource. The work of Indianist Partha Chatterjee and Karl Marx may help to elucidate
this problem. Partha Chatterjee (1982: 11-12) demarcates three modes of power which
may exist, or co-exist in states or power relationships; the communal. the feudal and the
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bourgeois modes.
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Chatterjee notes that the communal mode of political power arises in

societies based principally on agriculture. To Karl Marx, '''the individual relates to
himself as proprietor, as master of the conditions of his reality ... "'and land is the
presupposition of labor, not its product (Chatterjee 1982: 12). Quoting Marx,
The earth is the great workshop, the arsenal which furnishes both
means and material of labour, as well as the sea, the base of the
community. They relate naively to it as the property of the community, of
the community producing and reproducing itself in living labour. Each
individual conducts himself only as a link, as a member of that community
as proprietor or possessor. The real appropriation through the labour
process happens under these presuppositions, which are not themselves the
product of labour, but appear as its natural or divine presuppositions'
(Marx in Chatterjee 1982: 12).
Fishermen are not unlike the Namiquipans of Chihuahua whom Nugent describes
(1993: 155), workers whose "'natural' unity oflabor, with its material presuppositions
such as land and the products of labor upon it" explains their attachment to the pueblo
lands and self-identities (1993: 155). Fishermen's attachment to the resource and identity
as fishennen explain in part why they actively resisted. While shrimp fishennen, at least
for the past tifty years, have been fully integrated in capitalist production for an export
market, in their popular memory they relate to the sea in a communal mode. Thus,
denying them their rights to the resource which they perceive as theirs by natural right,
provoked violent reaction. The government who deprived them of this right. and the
banks which took away their boats which were their only access to the resource, therefore
became the targets of their resistance.
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The chapters that follow address in more detail the topics introduced above. Chapter
2 places Guaymas in historic perspective and discusses the nature of caciquismo,
corruption, and PRI party politics in the shrimp industry. In Chapter 3 I analyze the
dissident movement from the time I arrived in the field in 1992 through 1994, and
illustrate how PRI cooptation of dissident leaders and false promises kept fishermen from
carrying their case to the United States. Chapter 4 is a comparison of a successful
cooperatives with one which failed. I show the role that patronismo played in
cooperative politics and how structural adjustment economics, internal corruption and
low production brought about the downfall of the cooperative. Chapter 5, Making a
living at fishing, compares salaries and benefits of the cooperative fishermen with free
fishermen working for armadores, and illustrates the advantages which cooperative
fishermen enjoy compared to those working in the private sector. In Chapter 6, I consider
the coping strategies which families used to survive during the economic crisis, including
intensification of offseason activities and women's work. The governmental role and
other politics of shrimping fishing are discussed in Chapter 7 and the nature of structural
adjustment economics and its manifestation at the local level are addressed in Chapter 8.
A glimpse of what it is like to be a Mexican shrimp fishermen working and playing
offshore and a discussion of production and legal and illegal markets are included in
Chapter 9. Chapter 10 draws conclusions from the case study and makes some
suggestions for sustainability of the fishery. Appendix A includes the methodology
which I used in the fieldwork. and Appendix B is a microstudy of one family who lived
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through the crisis. Appendix C is a collection of corridos and cartoons relating to the
dissident movement.

Chapter 1 Endnotes
1. Other researchers have noted that women fishermen often have difficulty on board
ship because wives of fishermen perceive them as a threat (Kaplan 1988).
2. The botete is the local name for the Puffer fish, family Tetraodontidae. As a
defense mechanism, the fish inflates itself like a balloon on touch. It is also a delicious
meaty fish, once the poisonous viscera is removed. Fishermen say that their wives prefer
the botete (or lover) to themselves, because the botete has more meat. Because of their
long absences from port, fishermen often joke about their wives' botetes.
3. From the word mochar, to lop off.
4. As used by Guha (l982:vii-viii) and others who studied the dominated classes of
India, subaltern is used as a name for subordinates or those of "inferior rank," "whether
this is expressed in terms of class, caste, age, gender and office or in any other way."
5. The fishery appears to be in a recovery period and production has steadily been
increasing since 1991. During the 1994-95 season boats delivered 4,617 metric tons to
the port, just short of the 4,973 kilos produced in the successful 1986-87. The record
production high for Guaymas was recorded in 1980, when 5,993 metric tons were
delivered to the port (La Voz del Puerto Sept 8, 1995).
6. Lower shrimp production in the early 1990's meant a loss of approximately five
thousand Guaymas jobs in the capture or processing of fish, and the closure of many
machine and repair shops which serviced the industry (La Voz del Puerto, Sept. 13, 1994.
While production and jobs are increasing, profound differences exist between the way
that cooperative fishermen lived in the 1980's, and how they live now, as workers for the
private sector. With the cooperative closures and reduction in the number of boats in the
shrimp fleet, many fishermen sought employment in other occupations, a difficult task for
workers whose only skill is fishing. Armadores, on the other hand, have profited under
the new fishing law, and wealth is increasingly being concentrated in the hands of a few
of the more fortunate.
7. Norman Long uses the concept of 'interface' to describe interactions between
individuals who have differing interests, power and values. Interface studies are not
limited to social interactional processes, but are situated within broader institutional and
power fields (Arce and Long 1992:214).
8. The Spanish word cacique was adapted from an Arawak work Kassequa, meaning
indigenous authority (de la Pena 1988). The concept of cacique as indigenous authority,
however, changed form under Spanish rule. According to some historians, in many
places in Mexico throughout the colonial era, principales, or indigenous leaders, claiming
to be descendants from Aztec nobility, held most of the local public posts established by
Spanish rule. These men became wealthy relative to fellow community members by
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withholding some of the money collected for the Crown and through their involvement in
regional commerce. The strength of the Indian village elites increased during the early
18th century, but began to lose advantage with the abolition of the tribute system and
administrative reforms under the Bourbons (Schryer 1990:30-31. Bartra (1975) notes that
a large number of caciques originated with reforma agraria after the Mexican Revolution
of 1910-17. See Chapter 2, The History of the Guaymas fishery, for an in-depth analysis
of the ways a cacique functions within modern society.
9. XI Censo general de Poblaci6n y vivienda 1990.
10. President Carlos Salinas de Gortari and officials in the ministry of fisheries came
to Guaymas to quell rebellious fishermen. Resistance leaders were coopted, bought off by
PRI, and planned movements were thwarted as the government tried to maintain order
during negotiations for the Free Trade Agreement with Canada and the United States. See
Chapter 2 for an extended discussion of resistance activities.
11. Cooperatives are formed for a variety of reasons. They are often formed for the
purpose of implementing governmental policies and frequently are engaged in training
programs in fishing and processing operations and business and marketing management
(Jentoft 1986:200; Pollnac 1988; Orbach 1980:48).They serve to increase remuneration,
reduce costs and provide a greater range of services or goods to members (Orbach
1980:48). Fishing cooperatives are sometimes imposed "from above" by national
governments or development agencies as vehicles for regional economic development
(Jentoft 1986a: 198) and governments sometimes use them as vehicles of control over an
export crop (McGoodwin 1987:230).
12. See Branford and Kucinski (1988) and Smith, et ai, eds (1994) for an analysis of
structural adjustment economics in Latin America, and Lustig (1992) for a study of
Mexico in particular.
13. The GATT is an agreement which regulates trade laws and practices, and is
dominated by the Western industrialized countries. It has been replaced by the new
World Trade Commission.
14. In mid 1985, the Mexican government announced economic adjustment
measures, including a 100 billion peso reduction in public spending and the liquidation.
sale, or transfer to local governments, of some 236 public owned entities. By 1988, 66.3
percent of the public enterprise sector had been sold or transferred, but this has had very
little economic impact, as these were companies of less economic importance (Ferrer
1991 :46-48). Major changes began when president de la Madrid initiated talks on the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1984, and announced that he would
disincorporate public businesses in 1985. Critics question why the government of de la
Madrid waited for two years after the crisis of 1982 to establish a ne\v economic model.
after the economy was already improving, and blame it on his supposed leftist leanings
(see Ferrer 1991 :51). The fact that the first disincorporation package was announced prior
to the 1985 legislature elections leads some to believe that the structural reforms were a
means of gaining support from the politically active private sector. Ferrer (1991 :52-56)
supports this hypothesis by documenting that the sales were made to huge private sector
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investment groups, and the disincorporation process was not used to distribute stocks to
workers. Close ties between private business and government leaders allows the
government to meet private sector demands for disincorporation without losing
regulatory powers. For whatever reason privatization was accelerated, it did serve as a
signal to foreign and national investors that Mexico wanted to improve relations with the
private sector (Ramamurti 1992).
15. A six year political term.
16. While privatization had already begun on a limited scale, it was not untii Salinas
entered office and the Brady plan was implemented, that important industries, such as
banks, the telephone company, and Petroleos de Mexico (PEMEX) refineries were
privatized, ejido "reform" occurred, and the free trade agreement was signed.
17. See Ferrer 1991: 36-37 for a brief discussion of colonial practices.
18. To alleviate the economic crisis precipitated by the Great Depression of the
1930's, state interventionism or dirigisme began to gain support of conservative elites in a
number of Latin American countries (Manzetti 1994:44). In many Latin American
countries, especially Mexico, public enterprises were the mechanisms through which
investment flowed, where full employment could be achieved, where fairer income
redistribution among all social classes could occur, and where politicians could create
important patronage networks. The patron client relationship is an integral part of
Mexican politics. Politicians established networks within organizations, ensuring votes
for themselves and in return performing favors for their constituents. For example, a
politically active fisherman picked up for drunk driving was released by j't, ; mayor of
Guaymas, a Panista the fisherman had supported for office. (See Chapter 2, the History of
Guaymas, and Appendix B, the Human Face of Structural Adjustment and Ecological
Crisis for additional examples of how this worked within the fishing community and see
Manzetti (1994) for further discussion of public industries. It was only after the oil shock
crises of the 1970's and subsequent recessions that the economic feasibility of the populist
model begin to be questioned. Opposition to the model began to grow among
conservative political. economic and social groups when increasing tiscal deficits and
higher taxes overshadowed its benefits. Conservatives saw the public enterprises as
economically inefficient. mismanaged, corrupt and instruments for political manipulation
(Manzetti 1994:44-45). Some postulate that the government instituted structural reform.
particularly privatization, to win back the private sector, which was disillusioned first by
the policies of Luis Echeverria (1970-1976), and by the 1982 crisis and the
nationalization of the banks in the last months of the Lopez Portillo administration (Ferrer
1991 :52-56; Ramirez 1994:29,40-41).
19. By borrowing externally, the government invested heavily in infrastructure
projects. education, and public health. but also wasted a tremendous amount of money
and accumulated a large national fiscal deficit.
20. see McGuire 1991; Arizona Daily Star, Oct. 21,1991; March 19, 1995; Neuman
1993; Kramer 1994; Nava 1995. Researchers at the Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios
Superiores de Monterrey, Campus Guaymas, and Conservation International, Guaymas,
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note with alarm the reduction in numbers of endemic species to the upper gulf, including
the vaquita, or Gulf of California harbor porpoise, the totoaba, a giant corvina like fish,
chano, an abundant sciaenid fish (croaker), as well as the deterioration of the sea's
benthic-demersal (bottom) community of organisms (Nava and Findley 1994). An
international biosphere reserve, established in 1993 under the presidency of Salinas de
Gortari to conserve the resources of the upper Gulf, still has no management plan and the
reserve has not been implemented.
21. Hardin argued that unregulated, commons are subject to overexploitation
because individuals feel they must maximize individual take but feel no responsibility for
conservation. Later refinements of Hardin's argument centered around regulation, and
common properties were distinguished from "open access" properties, the latter being
more susceptible to overexploitation. Open access property rights imply that access to
the resource is unregulated and open to anyone. Common, or communal properties, on
the other hand, exclude outsiders and regulate member use (Feeny, et al. 1990).
22. In a report issued by the Camara de Diputados (1993), a major problem in the
fishery cited was a "deficient administration," one which should be based on the quantity
of biomass which could support the industry and a "null integrated vision of management
and planning of the environment." This is not surprising when we take into account that
most positions in Sepesca are political appointments, principally for members ofPRI,
without in most cases conscientious regard for experience within the fishing industry. See
Chapter 7, The Political ecology of shrimping in Sonora, for a more in-depth analysis of
this problem.
23. Comparative data from the 1970's (Snyder and Brusca 1975) and recent data on
several important commercial species, including chano. the butterfly ray (Gymnura
marmorata), and two species of shrimp (Penaells californiensis and P. stylirostris) shows
overfishing during the time when spawning occurs, such that the "quantity of new
individuals produced and available for recruitment is insufficient to maintain the optimal
size of the population" (Nava and Findley 1994:8). Although no statistics are available. it
is known that the bycatch is not growing to their maximum capacity. Recent comparison
of sizes of the bycatch of shrimp fishing with historical data from 1947 illustrates that the
composition of species of bycatch has suffered significant changes and sizes have been
drastically reduced. which is indicative of a population under stress (Findley and Nava
1995).
24. Private owners pressure to keep the season open in the spring when females are
gravid because shrimp cluster in groups close to shore to release their eggs and are easier
to catch, and are particularly desirable because of their larger size. Shrimp fishermen of
alta mar believe that they should not be fishing when females are gravid, but in most
cases continue to fish until the season is officially closed by the ministry of fisheries.
Sepesca. There appears to be evidence that because of their high fecundity. removing
some gravid females may not seriously affect recruitment unless the fishery is under
severe pressure from overfishing or reduction in stocks from other causes is occurring
(McGuire 1995 personal communication). There have been some cases when fishermen
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of alta mar have voluntarily ceased to fish for shrimp before the season has ended. For
example, fishermen in Puerto Penasco tried unsuccessfully to convince the government to
close the fishery when they felt the species were endangered of being overfished in 1992,
and some Guaymas fishermen of alta mar switched to fish for calamar gigante (giant
squid) towards the end of the 1994-95 season where they realized a greater profit than
they could from declining shrimp stock.
25. Reduced resources during the 1990-91 season were also blamed on EI Nino,
warm ocean currents which normally move through the Gulf, but had moved further
south during these years. Real evidence is lacking that this was a factor in the reduced
production. The presence of EI Nino is generally favorable for shrimp reproduction
because it brings warmer water. There was a weak notation of EI Nino in the Gulf during
the 1992-93 season, but no corresponding great increase in production. In general, the
system has more effect on fish production along the coastal regions of South America.
The presence of red tide, masses of plankton which kill fish stocks, were also blamed for
reduced production in the 1990-91 season. There is, however, little evidence that this
affected shrimp production because these plankton blooms occur at superficial levels and
shrimp live at deeper depths (personal communication Dr. Fernando Manrique, ITESM
Guaymas, October 6, 1995).
26. They argue that repeated and non-selective bottom trawling nets affects the
endangered totoaba and other species by removing from the population many juvenile
and subadult individuals and indirectly by effects on the food webs in general they both
occupy (see also Barrera-Guevara 1990). The practice may affect the number of fish in
general because they are removing many juveniles which cannot reproduce, and
removing juveniles on which shrimp prey (Holtschmit 1995).
27. The incidental catch of vaquit as in gillnets of both shrimp trawlers and pangas
has been noted for a number of years (Vidal, in press), but the incidence appears to be
much more common among small fishermen gillnet users than among shrimp trawlers.
[n 1993, for example, only one of 15 incidental mortalities of vaquita were observed in
shrimp trawlers in the upper Gulf. The rest were attributable to gillnet users (D'Agrosa,
ct al. 1994).
29. The use of pesticides and increased salinization with the introduction of Green
Revolution technologies have undoubtedly affected the fishery, although the direct
impact is difficult to measure because commercialization in the fishery began at about the
same time as commercial agriculture (Holtschmidt 1995). Nonetheless. the trace elements
of pesticides from agriculture have been detected in Gulf waters, including DDT. PCB,
and peD (Barrera and Campoy 1992:59). Other contaminants have been noted in the
Gulf and traced to industrial and domestic sources. Heavy metals from industrial and
domestic wastewater discharges have been found in the upper Gulf (Gutierrez-Galindo. et
al. 1994).
30. Before 1987, the virus was unknown in the Gulf and undetected in the stock
(Lightner, et al 1992) but it was present in the late 1980's and early 1990's. Scientists
speculate that the decreases in the numbers caught during the early 1990's may relate to
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the release of this stock into open waters. Increased catches during the 1994-95 shrimp
season indicate that the Penaeus stylirostris stock appears to be recovering and perhaps
developing a resistance to the virus (Holtschmit 1995).
31. Twenty-six sources of contamination have been identified in the bay of Guaymas
(Castrezana 1995). A thermoelectric plant on the bay of Empalme increases the
temperature of the water, while hydrocarbons, both oil and diesel, leak into the bay when
large petroleum boats and small boats are filled at the PEMEX agency. Hard metals leak
into the bays from shipyards, and up to 80% of the discharge oflocal sardine industries,
contaminated microorganisms, pour into the bay. Ammonia, used for freezing in the
packing plants, is also released into the water. The estuary of San Jose de Guaymas, near
Empalme, receives both the untreated drainage from Empalme and fertilizers from
numerous adjacent orchards. Flushing of the estuary by sea water is restricted by two
causeways which separate the sea from the estuary. Untreated raw drainage in Guaymas,
mentioned above, is dumped directly into the bay of Guaymas, as well as in two other
areas where unburied broken pipes allow sewage to enter. The one oxidation tank for the
city is insufficient, and city officials have the money to build a 10 meter wide, 3 meter
deep canal from the tank to empty into the bay. An environmental impact statement,
required by law, has never been ordered.
32. For Latin America see Edelman 1990; Hart 1991; Moberg 1992; Stanford 1994;
Baitenmann 1994. Coping strategies which families adopt in response to drought induced
ecological crises are better known, particularly in Africa (see Watt 1988; Garin and
Harrison 1988; Longhurst 1986).
33. In Guadalajara, married women under 40 supplemented income in the informal
sector, but in older families, grown children provide the extra income (Gonzalez de la
Rocha 1988).
34. de la Rocha (1988) found that families spend much less on health, and because of
higher costs, spend more on clothes, transport. and housing.
35. See Chapter 1, footnote 17; Chapter 4 Cooperative comparisons; and Appendix
B for an explanation of how patronismo functions within Mexican society.
36. Although a number of fishermen did migrate from Guaymas in search of work,
the migration tradition to the U.S. is not developed in this area as it is in the more
southerly ';sending" states. Fishermen tend to identify more closely with fishing, and
often do not consider other occupations for this reason. See Chapter 5 for a discussion of
identity and work.
37. Some scholars describe how ordinary people resist governmental austerity
programs initiated under the rubric of structural adjustment economics and ecological
crises (Edelman 1990; Grindle 1989), and in particular to those adjustments that devolved
from the reforms to Article 27 of the Mexican constitution (Harvey 1994). Harvey and
other scholars generally agree that the Chiapas rebellion which erupted on January 1,
1994, was a response to salinismo and the macroeconomic policy which opened up the
economy to global markets and put an end to land redistribution in effect since the time
of the Mexican Revolution of 1910-17. Heroic resistance has been so common a
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response to structural adjustment austerity measures in some countries that they have
been given the name 'IMF riots' (Moberg 1992:3).
38. Because the relationship of dominance/subordination plays so important a part in
the understanding of the shrimp fishery, I find "subaltern" a more useful concept than
"peasant," another possible choice. The broad definition of peasant used by Colburn
(1989:ix) includes two parts; 1) that they are agriculturists, and 2) that they have a
subordinate position in a "hierarchical economic and political order." His minimalist
definition simplifies years of discussion and controversy over what constitutes a peasant
(Wolf 1986; 1966; 1957; Shanin 1987: 19; Firth 1964). Fishermen could be called
peasants, as they are a type of agriculturist, they work the land (the sea) and harvest its
products and (some) occupy an underdog position in relation to economic and political
orders. While Wolf restricts the term to agriculturists, Raymond Firth (1964: 18) includes
fishermen within the category of peasants. But we would be hard pressed to place
fishermen within the framework of poor, middle and rich peasants (see Wolf 1969),
because they at different times occupy different positions in the hierarchy of power and
benefit differentially from resource production, both temporally and situationally.
Following Guha's definition (see endnote 1) (1982:8), even impoverished landlords, rich
peasants and upper-middle peasants who 'naturally' ranked with the 'people' or
'subaltern,' could be classified as 'elite' under certain circumstances. For purposes of this
study, because fishermen resisted their officers who are also fishermen, and are
themselves "peasants" in a sense, subaltern is a better term for fishermen because it
posits a dominant/subordinate relationship, rather than a nomenclature based on a mode
of production or class position. But regardless of labels, much of what is ascribed to
"peasants," in resistance literature applies to this subaltern class of fishermen.
38. According to Comaroff and Comaroff, current debate in resistance literature
revolves around the question "Does an act require explicit consciousness and articulation
to be called' resistance'?" (1991 :31). As summarized by Kaplan and Kelly (1994: 126)
Gramsci's theory of resistance is about consciousness. Because subaltern consciousness
is "fragmented and contradictory," opposition to domination is reduced to resistance. It is
only the "organic intellectuals" who can make possible a real revolution because they are
fully conscious of the hegemonic order. Kaplan and Kelly disagree.
The extreme alternative to the merely resisting, hegemonized, and
fragmented subaltern is not the organic intellectual but the alienated one,
self aware and critical to the point of incapacity. Emerging in between are
different kinds of responsible agents. We see a political terrain populated
not only by unconscious resistors and alienated ideologues, but also by
agents (such as union leaders and religious prophets) who challenge
existing and permeable structures of domination, with varying scope of
intention and facing varying modes of danger and levels of risk. In
particular, we see many people in between mere resistance and pure
alienation when considering colonized social spaces, where multiple
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grammars operate through manifolds of contingently categorized peoples
(1994:127)
See Chapter 4 Cooperative comparisons and Conclusions for further discussion of
fishermen's reasons for selling offshore.
39. As Nugent (1993:154) suggests, these are similar to concepts developed by Eric
Wolf and based on the modes of production; kin-based, tributary, capitalist) (Wolf
1982:7lff, as cited in Nugent 1993: 154). According to Wolf, "'One of the utilities of the
concept of mode of production lies precisely in that it allows us to visualize intersystemic
as well as intrasystemic relationships. We shall use the concept to reveal the changing
ways in which one mode, capitalism, interacted with other modes to achieve its present
dominance'" (Wolf 1982:76). Nugent notes that both Wolf and Chatterjee agree that the
different modes of power may coexist within a particular social formation and that the
distinct modes develop in relation to each other (p. 154). But while both Wolf and
Chatterjee were referring to subsistence systems of production and power posited against
capitalist enterprises of power and production, Chatterjee's categorization of differing
modes of political power could have utility on a more abstract level. Shrimp fishermen,
at least for the past fifty years, have been fully integrated in capitalist production for an
export market, as both workers (poor peasants) and boat owners ("middle" peasants or
small holders). But during the time when they were owners of boats (little capitalists),
their mode of power relationship to the state and its agent, the cacique, was of a feudal
sort. Resistance to the cacique began when they were prevented fully from participating
in the benefits of the market.
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CHAPTER 2
THE GUAYMAS FISHERY IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

"Camaroll que se dllerme, se 10 /leva la corriellte"

"The shrimp that sleeps will be carried away by the current" If a fisherman does not remain alert, the government will take away every thing- a
fisherman's interpretation.

The Guaymas shrimp fishery: 1994-1925
The banderazo, or ceremonial departure of the shrimp fleet, is a festive affair.
Aboard a Mexican navy escort ship of the Sixth Naval Zone, white suited sailors stood at
attention while the marching music of John Phillips Sousa blasted throughout the boat.
On the upper deck, an official waved a banner to announce opening of the 1994-95
shrimp season, while the Delegado de Pesca (local ministry of fisheries official) threw
overboard a giant wreath of red and white flowers commemorating fishermen who had
died at sea. Three at-ease commanding officers, their white uniforms sparkling with gold
trim and ribboned metals, grimaced and covered their ears as the cannon blasted three
shots at 10:30 A.M. on September 14th. In a more Mexican festive spirit, mariachi music
replaced the military music of minutes before. Shrimp boats began to leave the port,
some racing straight out to sea. Others shrimp boats, playing counterpoint, circled the
bay and passed close enough to the marine boat to receive the waves and well wishes of
the guests of the government. Governmental officials, private owners (armadores), and
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fishermen alike hoped for a successful season. Fishing, principally shrimping, is the
largest industry in Guaymas.
Production of shrimp in Mexico in 1995 is almost exclusively in the hands of private
enterprise (inicialiva privada). Although from 1982 to 1991 fishing cooperatives had
exclusive rights to the resource, the new Ley de Pesca 1992 allows private owners

(armadores) to enter the fishery without contracting with a cooperative. Of the
approximately 30 fishing cooperatives that operated in Guaymas in the 1980·s. only one
remains. The cooperative, Isla de Pajaros. has a membership of 110 fishermen and
operates a fleet of 18 boats. For a variety of reasons. but principally for lack of
governmental support, drops in production levels, and internal corruption within the
system, all other cooperatives have failed.
Two private boat owners economically and politically dominate the offshore (alta

mar) shrimp fleet. Ernesto Zaragoza Iberri and his sons own and manage Inversiones
Bacochibampo, SA CV, a company that operates 43 boats. Julio Ramon Luebbert
Duarte, the other principal armador, is owner of Pesquera Selecta de Guaymas, SA CV,
and operates around 40 boats. Numerous other armadores, including small businessmen,
lawyers, bankers, and fishermen, own from one to ten boats, a number of which are
captained by the owners themsdves.
The two dominant armadores are longtime Guaymas businessmen. The first
member of the Zaragoza family, Gaspar Zaragoza Echavarria, arrived in Guaymas in the
1880's from a fishing area in the Basque region of Spain. A private accountant, he
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became a wealthy man by expanding into the commercial wholesale business. His eight
grandsons, including Emesto Zaragoza Iberri, continue to operate the family businesses.
Ernesto Zaragoza Iberri entered into the shrimp business in the 1970's, leaving in 1982
when the fleet was transferred to the cooperative sector. and again entering the early
1990's (Florencio Zaragoza 1995 personal communication). In the spring of 1995
Zaragoza was elected national president of the Camara Nacional de la Industria Pesquera
(CANAINPES), the Mexican association of private boat owners. Julio Ramon Luebbert.
the other large private owner, owns various businesses in Guaymas, including a
lumberyard and hardware. The holdings of the two dominant armadores are vertically
integrated. Inversiones Bacochibampo, the business of Zaragoza, operates a large
packing and freezing plant and acquired a second plant in the summer of 1995. Luebbert
owns three packing and freezing plants, a shipyard, and exports under his own label,
Selecta. A number of other armadores operates a large packing plant in association,
which they purchased from the Regional Federation of Cooperatives Sur de Sonora
(hereafter Federation), a now closed umbrella organization for Guaymas cooperatives.
The prehistory and history of the Guaymas Area and fishery
From the presence of Clovis spear points north of Guaymas, archeologists know that
nomadic hunters were in the area as early as 11 thousand years ago (Oi Peso 1955).
Beginning around 9000 B.P., groups of indigenous inhabitants, part of the broader group
of hunters and gatherers termed the Desert traditions of the American Southwest,
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exploited the sea near Guaymas. leaving shell mounds attesting to their activities (Ortiz
1990b; lves 1963; Fagan 1989).
In historic times, and undoubtedly before. the Guaymas area was a frontier region for
the Seris. Lower Pimas, and Yaquis. Portuguese navigator Francisco de Ulloa made the
first historically recorded visit to the Guaymas area in 1539 when he sailed up the
Sonoran coast to the Colorado river, reporting groups of indigenous peoples camped in
the bay (Ortiz 1990a). The groups were probably composed of the Guaymas and
Upanguamas, Seri speakers, mixed with Pimas, Yaquis, and perhaps, Opatas (Sheridan
1982: 197).1 The Guaymas Seris were principally fishers and gatherers who roamed the
coast from Bahia Kino to Guaymas. Apparently hostile to the other Seri groups, they
were joined with Yaquis and Lower Pimas in the Yaqui pueblo of Belem around 1670
(Gerhard 1982:283) and were still living in Belem when German Jesuit Father Adam Gilg
arrived in 1688 to revive the Seri missions (Spicer 1962: 106). The indigenous groups
who had not relocated to Belem were reportedly hunting deer and fishing when Jesuits
established the first mission in 1701, San Jose de la Laguna, north of the present day port
of Guaymas (Pradeau 1969). This mission lasted only a few years. Another Jesuit
mission, San Jose de Guaymas, was established by Juan Maria de Salvatierra in 1704 in
approximately the same location (Decorme 1941 :406).
The area was hot and dry, and because there were few sources of fresh water
indigenous inhabitants were unable to cultivate plants. When Juan Lorenzo Salgado,
head of the Yaqui Belem mission, visited San Jose de Guaymas in 1742, he was unable to
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verify the number of reported 300 inhabitants living in the rancheria as they were rarely
present "because their sustenance is from fish and cattle and they are continually in the
mountains or the sea" (Pradeau 1969[1990]:69). Their subsistence activities and the
aridity of the region were also noted in a 1781 Informe oficia! of the Sonoran missions by
Teodoro de Croix, comandante general of the Provincias Intemas. de Croix explained
that the inhabitants of the Sonoran missions could not be made to be horticulturalists,
"because they scarcely have water to drink and they are only able to subsist through
Nature. because they are accustomed to maintain themselves with fishing that they do in
the coast. and with herbs and roots that they gather in the monte." (AGN Mexico City,
Provincias Intemas. Vol. 258 FF, 101-123 Exp.8). Don Jose Galvez, Visitador General of
New Spain, established the port of Guaymas was as one of the cuarteles (quarters) of the
Expedition of Sonora on August 31, 1769. Because of the scarcity of fresh water in the
port and the pennanent water sources near the laguna in San Jose de Guaymas, Spanish
troops first located inland. However. the difficulty of navigating boats in the estuary
during low tides led them to change their base of operation to the port of Guaymas by the
early 19th century (Pradeau 1969[1990]:78).
The city, which dates back to the first of the 19th century, grew as a commercial
center whose port served as a loading and unloading center for merchandise and
passengers, as well as a base for military operations. The city has carried various names
throughout its history; Villa de San Fernando de Guaymas, from 1825 to 1859; San
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Fernando de Guaymas, until 1862; Guaymas de Zaragoza, until 1935; and Heroica
Cuidad de Guaymas de Zaragoza, until the present, 1995 (Pradeau 1969 [1990)).
The history of Guaymas shrimping:
From the early part of the 20th century until the late 1930's. Guaymas fishermen
were fishing for shrimp in canoes using casting nets (atarrayas). A local market in
Guaymas for shrimp never developed because shrimp was so plentiful in the bay, and
young boys merely threw out their atarrayas and sold the shrimp they caught cheaply to
local residents. The commercialization of shrimp in Sonora began in the 1930's, and in its
early years was dominated by foreigners-- Japanese, French, and Americans. The
Japanese were the first to fish with shrimp trawlers, operating in the Guaymas area by
1938. They fished with one trawling net (chinchorro de arrastre) as one fisher described
them in "ugly boats curved up the sides." Edward F. Ricketts, the marine biologist who
traveled with John Steinbeck into the Sea of Cortez in 1939 and 1940, described the
waters of San Carlos close to Guaymas as "soupy with shrimps" which they easily
scooped up for an evening meal. He also described the fleet of 12 Japanese boats, 6 or 7
of which were fishing near Guaymas. (Hedgpeth and Ricketts 1978)? The Japanese kept
only the shrimp, throwing overboard the vast quantities of fish caught in the shrimp nets.
In part because the government suspected the Japanese were using shrimp boats for
espionage during World War II, Sonoran governor Abelardo Rodriguez revoked
permission for the Japanese to fish in the early 1940's.
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In the late 1940's or early 1950's, Mexican citizens of French ancestry from Santa
Rosalia, Baja California Norte, expanded into the Guaymas fishery. A French copper and
later manganese mining company, EI Boleo. which had been established in Santa Rosalia,
Baja California Norte in 1884. began to look for other investments when the mines began
to play out in the late 1940's. In the early 1950·s. the French Mexican company brought
shrimp boats to Guaymas and contracted with members of the cooperative La Pawling to
crew the boats (Bahre 1983:298; Martinez 1994 personal communication).
According to Captain Geraldo "Lalo," Montano, a Guaymas armadol" fishing was
very different in Guaymas in the 1940s. Fish and shrimp were plentiful in the bay of
Guaymas. at times "spilling over the back of the boats." Mexican fishermen, like the
Japanese, saved little of the fish because the boats were small (33 to 55 feet), and there
was barely enough room for the shrimp. Shrimp boats operating in the 1940's and 50's
were constructed of wood and carried ice for preservation. The first refrigerated boat was
built in 1946 by Luis Martinez Corona, a Guaymas armador and later Capitan del Puerto
of Guaymas.

3

Shrimp was frozen on board and packed it in six pound boxes, selected for

size and color (Luis Martinez 1994 Personal communication).
The first packing plant of shrimp, oysters, clams, tuna, and bass, Productos Marinos,
was established in the late 1930's in Guaymas by General Avelardo E. Rodriguez, who
operated fishing industries in Baja California. Don Hector Ferreira Acosta, a Hermosillo
businessman influential nationally in the fishing industry, financed Rodriguez. The
Americans and Japanese bought beheaded shrimp, which were iced and exported through
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local packing plants to Los Angeles, California. The tlrst processing plant of frozen
shrimp, Pesquera de Topolobampo, was established in 1941, in Topolobampo, Sonora,
under the management of Senor Ferreira (Garcia 19??). A number of private packing
plants and export companies operated from the 1940's until the government in 1982
required shrimp to be sold through the governmental parastatal company, Ocean Garden
(Alberto Tirado 1994, personal communication).4
History of the Guaymas cooperatives and recent changes in the fishing law
The first Mexican tlshing cooperatives, both inshore and offshore, were established
in 1938 by populist president Lazaro Cardenas (1934-40). Modeled on the corporate
agrarian

~iido,

cooperatives were formed to improve living standards, increase

participation of tlshermen, produce food for the nation, and generate export income
(McGoodwin 1980). A series of laws from 1938 to the 1970's gave exclusive tlshing
rights of certain luxury fish, including shrimp, to cooperative fishermen, and until 1982
armadores were required to enter into contracts with cooperatives for labor. To
circumvent the law, armadores formed a number of "armador - cooperatives" in the
1940's and 1950's, some of which operated until the fleet was transferred to the
cooperative sector in the early 1980's. Annadores provided boats in the name of their
spouses, and they themselves together with other fishermen, manned and operated the
boats. By the mid 1950's, the shrimping industry was dominated by armadores, but
cooperatives numbered around twelve.
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In 1982. under a law issued by President Lopez Portillo, the government purchased
the entire Mexican shrimp fleet and sold it to old and newly formed fishing cooperatives.
The government required all arm adores to sell their boats to the government. and
cooperatives were required to purchase even old and outdated boats and equipment
(Miller 1990). Until the early 1990's, when the private sector was allowed into the fishery
under the new "structural adjustment" economic policies of President Salinas de Gortari.
cooperative fishermen had exclusive rights to the resources.
Cooperative fishinl,! and the resistance movement
To analyze and understand how the Guaymas shrimp fishery today, we should
examine the recent years of political turmoil, economic crisis, and resistance within the
cooperative fishing sector. Politically penetrated by the Partido Revolucionario
Instituciom'il (PRI), the Guaymas shrimp fishery has had a tumultuous and fascinating
history. Much of the controversy within the Guaymas shrimp fishery and the recent
turbulence in the cooperatives revolved around the personage of Priista Florentino Lopez
Tapia, whom most Guaymenses refer to as the cacique. Until his death in 1992,
Florentino Lopez Tapia had dominated the cooperative fishing sector for more than 20
years, organizing and defending the rights of fishermen, but also manipulating the system
to his benefit and that ofPRI.
Florentino Lopez Tapia was born in Guaymas in 1926, and made his first fishing
voyage in a small boat (panga) at the age of 12. In the 1940's, Florentino and other
fishermen formed the first Guaymas offshore Mexican fishing cooperative, Rodolfo Elias
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Calles, and he served as its president for several terms. Like other cooperatives in these
times, Rodolfo Elias Calles cooperative initially operated with pangas and with only one
boat of the high seas (alta mar). By the 1960's, Guaymas had five cooperatives and
numerous armadores, and Florentino had begun to fight for social justice for the
fishermen, often taking firm stands for them when they were mistreated by private
owners. In 1965, Florentino was instrumental in forming a stronger organization of
cooperatives, the Federacion Regional de Sociedades Cooperatives Pesqueras del Sur de
Sonora and served as its president and in other positions from 1965 until 1972.
Simultaneously, the leader held various positions in the national Confederacion de
Cooperativas in Mexico City. A loyal Priista from 1946 until his death, Florentino
occupied several political posts, including diputado federal (representative to congress)
for the Third Electoral District from 1982 until 1985. In 1988, he was elected presidente
municipal (municipal president) for Guaymas, holding office until the fall of 1991
(Barrera Lopez 1992).
A natural leader, Florentino was skilled at oratory, persuasive, and had the apparent
ability to organize. He was described as authoritarian, practical, somewhat comical, and
very astute. He undoubtedly raised public consciousness towards the fishermen, a
generally marginalized population in Mexico. His most dominant and controversial
presence was probably felt most strongly during the 1980's, when shrimp fishing was
reserved exclusively for cooperative fishermen and when he held several important
political positions.
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Because of his charisma and power, some fishermen assigned supernatural attributes
to Florentino. As one fisherman described him after his death,
Tenia tanto poder, este [Florentino}, se dice tiene tanto poder este
seHor qlle era Dios, Y pllede lIlorir cllando qllisiera. Y la genie clienia
que no 11l1lrieJ Florenlino - que anda en un rinceJn. La genie del sector
pesquera no crean.

He had so much power, this one [Florentino], they say that he has so
much power this senor that he was God, and he could die when he wanted.
And the people say that Florentino did not die, that he walks.around
somewhere. The people of the fishing sector don't believe [that he died].
According to many fishernlen, Florentino has been the only leader who ever stood up
for their rights. On the good side, Florentino, through the Federation, built houses for
some fishermen, and intervened personally on the behalf of others, giving them work
when they were disabled and unable to fish, removing them from jail and standing up for
fishermen's rights against the abuses of private boat owners. The Federation provided
training courses for fishermen and their wives and employed an attorney who handled
legal problems free of charge. The Federation also gave to people poorer than the
fishermen, collecting clothing and food at Christmas and providing scholarships for
children of non-fishermen.
But fishermen also talk about the "bad things," that Florentino did, many of which
were unlawful, or at least, unethical. Florentino personally attended meetings of the
cooperatives, pressuring fishermen to support the candidates of his choice for cooperative
officers. A "mafia," composed of Florentino's men, for the most part held positions of
directors in the cooperatives. Because by law they were required to change positions
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every two years. these same men merely rotated (chiceandose) positions. In
corroboration with officers in the cooperatives. loans made to the cooperative were
allegedly diverted to Florentino and the Federation. Florentino and his "Banda de

Sinaloa," a group of men who originated from Sinaloa and oflocal renown as a "hola de
corrllplos, .. (bunch of corrupt men) controlled the Federation, held the directors offices.
and served as his right hand men when Florentino was municipal president. One
fisherman expressed how they felt about the fraud. corruption and power within the
Federation.

Era lIna menlira, lIna sinverguenza que eSlaban haciendo. Eslos
seflores se hicieron muy ricos, muy ricos. TanIo que iban caminando por
la calle, llevaba mas guardaespaldas que el presidenle de la Republica. Y
la genIe como yo, por la genIe como olros, lenia que /wcer un espacio
para que pasara .I'll personaje.
It was a lie, an act without shame that they were doing. Those men
were made very rich, very rich. So much so that walking along the street,
they had as many bodyguards as the president of the Republic. And
people like me, for the people like others, had to make a space for the
personage to pass.
In spite of his negative qualities, many fishermen still assert that Florentino
originally had the good of the fishermen in mind, and had helped many fishermen and
other Guaymenses, but that those surrounding him were the ones who had caused the
most harm and were the most corrupt. One former director and friend of the cacique
remarked that Florentino was a "natural leader but a poor administrator." And the good
he did for the community, with the money "contributed" from the fishermen, was not
always appreciated. Fishermen resented that he gave away their money to the poor of
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Guaymas, and that their own children could not receive scholarships, because they
themselves suffered at times. And they greatly resented when a percentage of their
earnings were sent to PRJ headquarters, to support candidatures of Florentino as well as
other Priistas, and when Florentino donated money for the highway from Hermosillo to
Guaymas out of funds contributed by fishermen to the Federation, designated for other
uses. Fishermen gladly contributed fish to the Federation fish market for the poor of
Guaymas. but were angry when they discovered that the prices were the same as in any
other local fish market. They were also displeased when in place of salaries some were
issued certificates (vales) that were to be redeemed at the "Iienda de raya" (the company
store, the Federation supermarket) for elevated prices, or for tickets to public baseball
games because one of the officers owned a baseball team ..
Jt was not long after all of the cooperatives were formed in 1981 that fishermen
became aware of the corrupt administrations within their own cooperatives as well as the
Federation. Although they were aware of the corruption, and that their officers were
getting rich at their expense, the great majority of fishermen were afraid to vocally
dissent. Dissident fishermen relate tales of beatings and less flagrant punishments.
Outspoken fishermen were sometimes forced from their cooperative by denying them
their salaries, and they were unable to obtain other employment after they were

bulelinado (bulletins were spread around town naming the culprit). Cooperatives which
rejected the cacique's men or were outspoken were also punished. Because Florentino
worked closely with Banpesca, the government bank which loaned to fishermen, insolent
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cooperatives were sometimes denied loans, or reserved loans at higher rates of interest.
Diesel was allegedly withheld or slow in coming, as was the permission (despacho) for a
boat to leave to fish. Because fishermen feared reprisals, and because they received
protection under some cooperative leaders, resistance to the corruption did not begin until
around 1987. Resistance was encouragement by members of the Partido Autentico de la
Revoluci6n Mexicana (PARM) political party.
Fishermen had indirect evidence of the corruption of cooperative and Federation
officers merely by assessing their holdings: trailers, large houses. ranches and new cars
(del ano). But while they often could not prove that their officers nor the Federation

directors had stolen from them, they had tangible evidence that the Federation officers
had diverted contributions for their personal use and Flcentino's political gain.
Therefore, the return of these contributions, the "famous 900 kilos," as well as the
exposure of the corruption of the cacique and his men, became the focus of the resistance
movement in 1987.
Contributions from fishermen to the Federation dated from 1983 when the directors
of the Federation instituted a program to aid the cooperatives. Each boat in the Guaymas
fleet, approximately 350, were encouraged to contribute 800 kilos of first quality large
and packaged shrimp each season to the Federation. In return, the Federation was to
establish a fund for the replacement of the older boats in the fleet. In addition, fishermen
were to receive life insurance, one million old pesos ($333) for natural death and two
million old pesos ($666) for accidental death. In 1985, the amount of contribution was
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increased to 900 kilos per boat, at which level it remained until the 1989-90 season.
Additional money "contributed" to the Federation .. 06 (U.S.) for each pound of shrimp
sold through the parastatal marketing company Ocean Garden Products Inc., was used to
build an immense freezing plant "Ia planta del elefante" ('the elephant plant'), capable of
processing 300 tons of shrimp a day.
After years of contributions, however. fishermen realized few personal benefits.
They were able to account for only five boats purchased through the Federation. although
Florentino asserted that the organization had purchased sixty (Lira. August 17, 1990).
Most families of dead fishermen did not receive indemnification. even though pictures
occasionally appeared in the local paper of directors giving money to an appreciative
widow and her children. With the same money collected from the fishermen, the
Federation began to amass properties, including land, 25 refrigerated trailers, a
mechanical repair shop, a grocery store, and a fish market. The Federation also made
sizable contributions to state and federal PRI campaigns, and Florentino contributed a
large amount towards the construction of the highway from Guaymas to Hermosillo. To
protest the misuse of their money, fishermen began to object vocally and refused to make
contributions to the Federation in 1988 and 1989.
Guaymas fishermen were encouraged to object by members of an opposition party,
Partido Autentico de la Revoluci6n Mexicana (PARM).5 Three Parmistas figured
prominently in the resistance of Guaymas fishem1en: Salvador Mendoza Martinez, and
6

PARM state representative (diputado local) Cecilia Soto Gonzalez and her husband M.
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Patricio Este\'eZ Nenninger, federal representative (diplliado federal). Salvador Mendoza
Martinez arrived in Guaymas in 1935 from his home state of Michoacan and worked for a
number of years in the Oficina de Inspecci6n de Pesca, and later served as Delegado de
Sepesca in Guaymas. Formerly a Priista, Mendoza changed his political affiliation after
he "fell" from Sepesca, a stronghold for PRI appointees, and joined the PARM party.
According to Salvador Mendoza (1992) fishermen first publicly voiced their
complaints against the cacique and the Federation when the PARM candidate for
president of the Republic, Cardenas Sol6rzano, visited Guaymas in the fall of 1987. That
same autumn, a group of fishermen unsuccessfully attempted to meet with visiting
Minister of Fisheries, Pedro Ojeda Paullada, and Governor of Sonora Felix Valdez to
discuss their problem. Frustrated fishermen tried to intercept the bus of the functionaries
in front of the Aduana Maritima in central Guaymas, but were pushed and held back by
the bodyguards (guaruras) in charge of protecting the public figures. When some of the
dissidents were transported to the local jail, fishermen were certain of what they had
suspected: PRI officials were protecting the Guaymas cacique.
During 1988 and 1989, more fishermen began to protest louder and more publicly.
After some of the more vocal fishermen were allegedly kidnapped and beaten by men on
the side of the cacique, fishermen decided they needed to band together. In August, 1989
the Comite Pro Defensa de los Derechos del Pescador, A.C. was formed as the legal
representation of the fishermen. Parmista Salvador Mendoza served as the self-appointed
first director.
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The committee, along with PARM, began to exert pressure against the government
of the State of Sonora to intervene, but their complaints remained unaddressed by the
state government. Dissident leaders then met with Salinas de Gortari in Mexico City in
July, 1989. To exert further pressure, nine fishermen staged a hunger strike for 12 days
in the Plaza de los Tres Presidentes in September, in front of the Palacio de Gobierno
Municipal in Guaymas. Seven fishermen who finished the strike each received 5,000
new pesos ($1.666 dollars) after President Salinas was made aware of the situation. The
positive results of the hunger strike undoubtedly encouraged dissident fishermen to
accelerate their protest.
It was not until early 1990 that the numbers of dissidents increased significantly and
protests intensified. The growth of the dissident movement corresponded to significant
decreases in shrimp production. Shrimp delivered to the port of Guaymas had fallen from
5000 metric tons in the 1985-86 season to approximately 1600 tons in the 1990-91
season, a 68% drop. By 1990, a number of cooperatives were losing ground, selling
boats to stay afloat, and closing their doors when bank debts increased to levels that they
could not repay through production. The government, which for years had supported the
cooperative sector, was adopting new "structural adjustment" economic policies, and
turning to a model based more on private enterprise. In 1990, the government signed the
"Brady Bill" with the United States government for loans to shore up a sagging Mexican
economy. Anxious to be rid of its paternalistic role with the cooperatives, the
government chose not to rescue the cooperatives by extending new loans.
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Decreases in production coupled with governmental policies which was increasingly
favoring the private sector over the cooperatives, meant that many cooperatives were
experiencing difficulties and fishernlen were left without work. With the aid of Salvador
Mendoza, who fishermen claim "protected" them and "gave them dignity," a growing
number of cooperative dissidents began to fight back. In January, 1990, the

m~jority

of

the members of the Mar de Cortez cooperative called an assembly and removed corrupt
directors appointed by the cacique, Florentino. On April 8 of the same year, these same
socios elected new officers, outspoken opponents of Florentino. Although Florentino was
furious at the insolence of the cooperative and refused to recognize the new officers, the
arrival of Salinas de Gortari to Guaymas April 24, 1990, probably delayed any counteraction. Salinas spoke before 500 fishermen and their families, promising the resolve the
problem within 60 days. Two years later fishermen still remembered and commented on
his unfulfilled promise. In the spring of the same year, 1990, two other cooperatives, the
Progresista Sonorense and Jose Maria YUfiez, joined the protest and removed their
corrupt officers. Members of these cooperatives, upon examining the accounting books,
for the first time discovered the amounts they had been contributing to the Federation
through the "famous 900 kilos" and the .06 per pound, as well as how much they had
been contributing directly to PRI party headquarters for the previous 8 years.
But the major events which set off a full-scale resistance movement of fishermen and
non-fishermen occurred on "Black Thursday" (jueves negro), May 24, 1990. Only thirty
days after the departure of Salinas, vocal resistance, sit-ins and the participation of the
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PARM party in the resistance movement provoked the followers of Florentino to respond.
On "Black Thursday" fishermen were in their 80th day ofa sit-in (planlon) in front of the
Palacio Municipal in La Plaza de los Tres Presidentes. In the previous weeks they had
extended their sit-in into the municipal offices where Florentino presided, undoubtedly
irking the cacique and disrupting business. After a meeting in the Federation, two to
three hundred of Florentino's men, led by Raul Dena Romero. president of one of the
cooperatives. Jesus Lucero Cossio. secretary of the Federation. and Jesus Cota Ruiz,
another Federation officer. rushed the three blocks to the Plaza. pushing down and
beating the fishermen with sticks. Florentino's men slashed and burned fishermen's
protest banners and placards, while local police watched their actions without interceding.
From the Plaza they proceeded to the offices of PARM, the locus of much of the
resistance movement (fa manzana de la discordimcia), which also served as the
headquarters of the Comite de los Derechos de los Pescadores. Upon learning that
Florentino's men were headed towards the office, Parmistas Salvador Mendoza and Don
Aurelio Cabrera quickly locked the building and left only a short time before the men
arrived. Florentino's men kicked down the door, broke windows, removed papers,
typewriters and furniture, and set fire to all in front of the building. From the PARM
office they proceeded to the office of the Cooperative Progresista, which only the day
before had elected new officers, but were barred from entry. Attempts to pillage the
offices of the cooperative Mar de Cortez were thwarted when new president David Lugo
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Moreno shot two bullets into the roof of the porch with a .380 pistol (Ruiz C. May 24.
1990; Rodriguez L., May 24, 1990).
In La Voz del Puerto, the local paper under his control, Florentino disassociated
himself with the actions of the cooperative fishermen, deploring their violence which
"provoked the uneasiness" of the town, and promised to investigate (La Voz del Puerto.
May 25, 1990). Local Parmistas attributed the "intellectual authorship" of the act to the
officers and legal advisors of the Federation, and to Jose Manuel Cervantes Castro,
private secretary of Florentino (Ruiz C. May 25, 1990). Most were certain that
Florentino, as president of the Federation, must have known of the plans.
In retaliation for the insolence of the cooperatives, Federation officers refused to sign
official documents which recognized the new cooperative officers. One officer, Eleno de
Anda, threatened to block the dissident fishermen from leaving on the boats to fish. And
officials in the Secretaria de Pesca in Mexico found supposed irregularities in the
assembly of La Progresista cooperative in which members had ousted their corrupt
directors. Fishermen in the cooperative called another assembly, reelected the same
officers, and a representative from the cooperative took their papers to Mexico city to be
signed by a functionary in Sepesca. Fishermen then became aware of the extent of the
conspiracy between Sepesca, PRI and the Guaymas cacique. Three years later a
fisherman became noticeably upset as he explained what had happened when a
cooperative officer delivered the papers to the functionary in Mexico City for signing.

'Ya esta todo qlle listed pidi6 ahora. Que pase plies, firme las tomas
notas' [the official minutes of the assembly). Sabe que 10 dijo el amigo?
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Que el tenia orden de arriba que un orden de no firmar nada. Y que.. que
era orden de arriba.
'Here is everything that you asked for now. Let it pass, sign the
official minutes of the assembly.' Do you know what the friend said to
him? That he had an order from above, an order not to sign anything.
And that...that was an order from above.
In the months following, fishermen, their wives, and sympathizers, disgusted with
the actions of Florentino and his men, began to renounce their membership in PRJ.
burning their credentials in public in front of the Presidential Palace. Among those
renouncing their membership was Francisco Javier Veldemiin Meza, who later figured
more prominently in the continued struggle of dissident fishermen eEl Imparcial June 13,
1990; June 22, 1990; July 6, 1990; Carmen Lira August 18, 1990). On July 7th and July
10th, 1990, Guaymas fishermen and Parmistas bodily blocked the international highway
through Guaymas for a period of one and a half hours, and throughout the summer of
1990 fishermen and Parmistas blocked entrances to public buildings and staged sit-ins in
officials' offices. Fishermen were seeking judicial action against 17 of Florentino's men
responsible for the actions on "Black Thursday." They also demanded their right to
democratic rule put forth in the Ley General de Cooperativas, and the return of the money
from the "famous 900 kilos." Finally, they were protesting the kidnapping of two
children of a militant Parmista, who were detained and later released unharmed.
At first state PRI elected officials refused to intervene in the problem, knowing that if
they defended the rights of the cooperativistas, they would have to sacrifice the public
image ofPRI. But when fishermen and Parmistas blocked the entrance to the Presidential
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Palace in Guaymas at the end of July, 1990, governor Rodolfo Felix Valdes, who had
also carefully avoided becoming involved, was forced to intercede through the state
justice department. Florentino flexed his political muscles and declared that he could
easily take care of the mischief-makers by himself.
Yo tengo la gente sz{/iciente como para sacar de aqui a esos
revoltosos ... no son cooperativistas. son zl11osflojos que c01'rimos p01'que
no trab{y·aban. Los otros son de la oposicion. de un partido [PARM}. que
no vale nada. que no represent a a nadie y que solo recibe prebendas
electorales sin /wcer ninguna inversion en campanas (Berdejo A" July 31,
1990, Excelsior).

I have sufficient men to remove these troublemakers ... they are not
cooperative members, they are lazy ones that we got rid of because they
didn't work. The others are part of the opposition of a [PARM] party that
are not worth anything, they do not represent anyone and they only receive
political benefits without making any investment in campaigns
(Berdejo A., July 31, 1990, Excelsior).
The numbers of dissidents were growing, as other cooperatives held elections to
remove corrupt officers. In an act which illustrated their strength and conviction, on
September 22, 1990 about 600 frustrated and militant fishermen stormed the seaside
Hotel Playa de Cortes, searching for Florentino, who along with officials of the
Federation had been meeting with the Secretario de Trabajo (Minister of Work). Arriving
with a lynch mentality, fishermen had plans to "grab" the cacique and his men, and "hang
them." But Florentino was forewarned, and he and the others fled out the back to the
beach, where they boarded pangas and escaped by sea in the early morning hours.
Discovering that Florentino had escaped, angry fishermen returned to the parking lot and
overturned seven cars belonging to members of the Federation (E1 Imparcial Sept. 22,
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1990). Although no legal actions were brought against those who destroyed and burned
PARM offices the previous May, six dissidents, including Parmista Salvador Mendoza, el
Nero and David Lugo Moreno, were incarcerated for the vandalism of the cars at the
hotel (La Voz del Puerto Sept. 29; 1990).
Dissident activities and sit-ins continued throughout 1990 and 1991, and the
Hermosillo paper,Q imparcicil kept readers entertained with political cartoons relating to
Florentino and the "case of Florentino." Guaymas fishermen also expressed their anger
and sadness in poems and corridos written about the heroic resistance movement. In the
summer of 1991, Guaymas voters, tired of the corruption within the PRJ government led
by Florentino, elected a mayor from the Partido de Acci6n Nacional (PAN). That same
year fishermen elected new officers in the Federation, for the first time denying
Florentino a director's position. Nevertheless, his presence continued to be felt, and
many say that he remained the cacique until his death, manipulating the political system

"abajo del agua." (under the water).
Fishermen removed Salvador Mendoza as the leader of the Comite in 1991 because
they felt he did not have their interests at heart. Dissidents also rejected Parmista
Diputados, Patricio Estevez Nenninger and Cecilia Soto, when they realized that they,
along with Salvador Mendoza, were being paid by PARM to lead the unrest and for
which they were enjoying personal political gain. And according to dissidents and other
Guaymenses, Salvador Mendoza had taken funds and had "cunningly" (maiiosamente)
removed important documents from the Comite office, some of which he sold to PRJ
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governmental officials, and others which he used for his personal advantage when he later
wrote a book.
Dissident activities escalated once again on January 28th, 1992. For days fishermen
had been staging hunger strikes in the federal office of Hacienda, another in the offices of
the Ministry of Fishery (Sepesca), and a "planton" in front of the Federation officers, and
planned to request an audit of the Federation of visiting Secretario de Pesca, GuillernlO H.
Morales. To make it appear that all was well in Guaymas and that the discord of the
previous years had been resolved, state police rounded up 44 persons in the early morning
hours of January 28, 1992., including 4 women, who had been occupying the front steps
of Sepesca for several weeks. The dissidents were placed on a bus, incarcerated in the
jail in Empalme, the closest community south of Guaymas, and released late in the day.
The following day fishermen successfully obtained an audience with the Secretaria de
Pesca, but apparently to no avail, as the government was unwilling to intervene.
The resistance movement probably reached its zenith in 1990, which was also the
season of the lowest production in the last 30 years of shrimping in Guaymas.
Additionally, it was also a time when credit was tight because the government was
loaning less to the cooperative sector. Fishermen were receiving little in payment for
their work, and large amounts of their limited salary were skiml1.1ed by their cooperative
officers, paid to the banks, or contributed to the Federation. When fishermen could no
longer sustain themselves and their families, their only recourse was to resist-- either
passively, by selling shrimp off-shore, or if they were without work, heroically, through
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public manifestations and conflict. A number of factors probably caused fishermen to
actively resist the system and remove corrupt officials from the cooperatives and
Federation. Without production drops, problems obtaining credit, and the encouragement
from the PARM party, it is doubtful that fishermen would have responded with such
force.
The Guaymas cacique was a powerful and important figure in both Mexican and
Guaymas history, and possibly one of a dying breed of political leaders. Cacique power
has traditionally been an integral part of the Mexican state and it was through caciques
that PRJ became entrenched in small local groups (Friedrich 1986). It is knO\\TI that local
caciques function as the brokers and gatekeepers (Velez-Ibanez 1978; 1983; Wolf 1956),
and themselves are the "mechanism of articulation" with global economic and political
systems (de la Pena 1988:4). Through friendship and ritual kinship, caciques are bound to
influential figures outside of their communities (Friedrich 1986). They are also tied
through these same mechanisms to members of local communities. The cacique
maintains legitimacy by his ability to organize and his pragmatic ability to benefit both
local groups and the ruling party, PRI (de la Pena 1988; Cornelius 1972). Urban caciques
in Mexico City consolidated their power by enlisting the service of aides, who collect
money from those under their control. These aides were then rewarded by receiving a
share of the money collected and appointments to various leadership positions in village
councils (Cornelius 1972). The urban cacique benefited PRJ by mobilizing votes, and
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through benefits to local populations or violence eliminated public protest against the
government.
The Guaymas cacique maintained control over the fishermen and benefited PRI
through many of the classic methods described by others who have analyzeg cacicazgo in
both Mexican agrarian and urban settings. He ensured the support of the fishermen by
helping them during financial crises, building houses and serving as their voice in local
disputes against private boat owners. His personalistic style and his own humble
beginnings as a panga fishermen made him initially approachable and instilled confidence
in fishermen that he had their best interests at heart. He was tied to a number of Guaymas
fishermen through fictive kinship (compadrazgo) which both ensured his continued
support and their loyalty to him. He placed some of his compadres and close friends in
positions of the mesa directiva (governing board) of the cooperatives, ensuring that they
would support his political causes and would contribute to PRI party headquarters. He
often attended meetings of the fishing cooperatives to ensure their support, while at the
same time humoring members by telling each group that their cooperative was the best in
Guaymas. He also benefited the PRI government by contributing to the candidatures of
state and federal officials through funds donated through the cooperatives. He
maintained political control of the general Guaymas population through his humanistic
and public works, contributing clothing, food and scholarships to the poor of Guaymas
and helping to build public roads which benefited the Guaymas economy. The
inclination of Mexican peasants to enter as dependents into patronistic relationships also
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explains his longevity.7 Establishing a dependency relationship was important for the
maintenance and well-being of Guaymas fishermen. It was not until his more recent
years in power that knowledge of his wealth, corruption and strong-armed tactics of his
aides turned the fishermen as well as and his political constituents against him. In his
latter years, he became more isolated from the fishermen and perhaps more closely
aligned with PRI. He often turned a deaf ear to fishermen who complained that their
officers were taking money from them, and fishermen describe how his strongmen in the
Federation prevented them from speaking with the cacique directly.
Florentino Lopez Tapia was representative of a type of leader whose influence
appears to be waning as PRI loses some of its despotic control. The elimination of the
cooperatives and their umbrella organization, the Southern Sonoran Federation of
Cooperatives, has also eliminated a political power base for fishermen and destroyed
traditional ties that PRI had through local caciques.

8

Unfortunately for fishermen, there

is no powerful voice or organization which will fight for their rights. Because local
mechanisms are no longer available, fishermen have recently appealed to the president of
the republic using other traditional, proven acts--earrying their message directly to the
president and participating in hunger strikes.

9

Florentino's friends and even many of his enemies still believe that the cacique
always had the good of the people in mind, but those whom he had placed in power often
did things which caused Florentino problems. When Florentino was faced with resistance
from the fishermen and militant Parmistas, he successfully kept legislators and higher
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governmental officials from intervening on the part of the fishermen. To remind PrUsta
officials of what he had done for them and to keep them from interceding, Florentino was
reported to have announced publicly, "Si voya caer, van a cae,. mllchos. " (If I am going
to fall, there are many who are going to fall). The threat appeared to work. As a
fisherman commented after hearing the remark, "Entonce.\·, nlillca se han llegado los
ordenes de presion". (Therefore, the apprehension orders have never arrived.)

Chapter 2 Endnotes
I Gerhard (1982) disagrees that the Guaymas group was Seri, citing a contemporary
report from March 2, 1751, which indicated that the Guaimas spoke a distinct language
from the Seris, and was similar to Piman (see Gerhard 1982, note 1, p. 398).
2 Japanese boats were estimated to be 150-175 feet long, shallow draft of 14 feet, and
the largest held a crew of 50
3 The Mexican federal police for communications and transport are divided into two
branches: la policia federal de carninos (the federal highway police) and la policia federal
de puertos (the federal port police). Each major port is headed by a Capitan del Puerto.
4 See James Greenberg (1995) for a more detailed history of the growth of Mexico's
shrimping industry.
5 P ARM is a political party formed by ex-members of PRI, and philosophically not
too dissimilar from the dominant party.
6 Cecilia Soto Gonzalez has been a member of various political parties; initially
PLM, and later joining PARM. Most recently she was the 1994 presidential candidate for
the Partido del Trabajo (PT), a party allegedly financed largely by PRI to draw support
away from the Cardenista party, Partido Revolucionario Democratico (PRD). In the
summer of 1995 she was aspiring to be governor of Sonora but had no party affiliation,
having renounced membership in PT after losing the presidential elections (La Voz del
~ July 19, 1995).
7 Cornelius (1972) cites the patron-client relationship as a reason for the persistence
of caciquismo in urban settings in Mexico City. The cacique in urban settings organizes
aides who collect from settlement residents and these aides receive a portion of the
economic rewards. Settlement residents in tum rely on the cacique's contacts with
governmental officials and "high status" individuals to secure benefits for the
community.
8 There is also evidence from recent studies in agricultural reform that the ejido as the
political apparatus for ejidatarios is being destroyed (see Baitenmann 1994). The ejido
has served as the base of a pyramidal structure tied to the governing board, regional
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peasant organizations, and finally to the Confederaci6n Nacional Campesina, ultimately
tied to PRI, the ruling party.
9 In August, 1995, a leader of the inshore sector of shrimp fishermen, Raul Sanchez
Fourcade staged a hunger strike in Mexico City to protest the fact that season was to open
for armadores at the same time as the inshore sector. See Chapter 10 "Conclusions" for
more discussion.
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CHAPTER 3
RESISTANCE AND THE END OF AN ERA: THE RECENT STRUGGLE OF
DISSIDENT FISHERMEN 1992-94.

"£1 rio revuelto, gmzallcia pescador"
"In a churned up river, the fisherman wins"

Leadership contests and the workings of the political system
It was early in the evening in the first days of February 1992, in downtown Guaymas.

Several hundred angry fishermen were filling the Plaza of the Three Presidents (Plaza de

los Tres Presidentes), or as the dissident fishermen preferred to call it, The Plaza of
Dignity (La Plaza de la Dignidad), located in front of the palacio municipal.
Demonstrations and protests against the government, which had flowed and ebbed over
the recent months, were once again increasing in strength. This early February evening
dissidents were meeting to plan a course of action. Fishermen were angry because of the
recent incarceration of some of their members. The dissidents had been demonstrating in
front of Sepesca with the hopes of attracting the attention of the Secretaria de Pesca who
was visiting from Mexico, when local police arrested them and jailed them in Empalme.
They were also protesting the lack of governmental response for the return of the money
which they had donated to the Federacion Regional de Sociedades Cooperatives de la

Indus/ria Pesquera "Sur de Sonora" (the Federation) for life insurance, retirement for the
fishermen, as well as the renovation and replacement of the fleet. Unable to carry their
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case directly to the Secretaria, and receiving no help from the state government, they
realized that their only recourse was to carry their cause outside of the city.
Two men headed the dissident fishermen and themselves were engaged in a power
struggle for the political leadership previously held by the cacique. As fishermen
clustered near the statues of the three presidents, the two prospective leaders alternately
took over the microphone and blasted their comments throughout the large plaza and the
adjacent streets.
One of the leaders was El Nero, an intense, wiry, and intelligent man in his mid
sixties who was born in Vera Cruz. His proper name is Luis Cox Aranda, but was given
the nickname, El Nero, when he first came to Guaymas in 1956 from Mexico City.
Nero l means companion in the language of the "lower world," el Nero explained, in
slang (calo) that is used in Mexico City among the "poor people." El Nero usually
dressed in black, appearing more like a priest than a politically active fisherman. This
evening in February he wore a black shirt and black pants, and around his neck a cross of
a blue stone. El Nero had an established lifetime mission of correcting the ills of world,
and one fisherman commented that he had been "on strike" (en huelga) for 40 years. He
asserts that he was in the university studying engineering when he quit to join a local
governmental protest. He, like other older fishermen who arrived in Guaymas before
1982, were not originally from the area and were not fishermen. Some arrived in
Guaymas in the 1960's for the bracero program, but were recruited into the fishing
industry. El Nero had worked as a free fishermen in the cooperative T6bari for three
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years, in Progresista Sonorense, and in 1966 was a member of Alberto 1. Pawling
cooperative. In recent years he had been involved in numerous public demonstrations
against the Federation. He was among those physically beaten and himself lost a tooth on
"Black Thursday," when Florentino's men attacked the demonstrators in the plaza. He
describes himself as a fighter for social rights, and in spite of the beating was not afraid to
oppose the cacique. In his words, "Yo no conozco el miedo" (I don't know fear).
El Nero belongs to no political party. However, when Jose Ramon Uribe Maytorena,
the Panista, was denied the municipal presidency which he claimed he won legitimately
in 1991, EI Nero came to his aid. EI Nero organized a hunger strike for 18 days in the
plaza with 40 other fishermen and "poor people." When Jose Ramon was not allowed to
take office and was paid off by PRJ, thl' families of the strikers were not given any money
for their efforts. This confirmed EI Nero's assertion that political leaders were primarily
involved for their personal benefit. EI Nero speaks frankly that clean politics can not be
found in Mexico.
No hay politica, aqui es pura bribonada, 0 sea Ie voya serfranco,
nosotros los mexicanos somos muy rateros, y muy rebaquetones todos.
Porque ahi nomas andamos viendo a quien chingamos, 0 sea que nos
robamos porque nos han eviciado, los que se han adlleiiado 300 familias
que son las dueiios del pais, nos han enviciado, dandonos, dandonos,
dandonos esto otro sin merecerlo. Entonces son 300 familias sllmamente
muy poderosos son las que deciden el destino de la nacion.
There're no politics, here it is pure bribery, well, I mean I'm going to be
frank, we Mexicans are thieving people, and we all try to cheat each other.
Because here we just walk around seeing who we can fuck over, that is we
rob because we were corrupted by those who have power, those that own,
the 300 families that own the country have corrupted us; doing this to us,
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doing that to us, without us deserving it. Thus, there are 300 extremely
powerful families that decide the destiny of the nation.
El Nero delivered impassioned speeches, but with little knowledge of the workings
of politics. He most effectively achieved results through hunger strikes, a strategy that is
2

guaranteed to bring about immediate attention in Mexico. A true hunger striker is
viewed with compassion by the people, who generally try to help the "pobrecilos," by
giving money or food to their families. A hunger striker who cheats, however, like the
local head of the PAN party in Guaymas who was caught in a hallway eating a sandwich
when she was on strike, is viewed with contempt by the people. El Nero, as evidenced by
his slender body, was a true hunger striker. He had participated in and organized many
strikes to successful ends.
El Nero stands in sharp contrast to one of the other political leaders of the fishermen,
Francisco Javier Velderrain Mesa, "El Giiero." Where el Nero is impassioned and
impUlsive, and unafraid of standing up to anyone, El Giiero is much more of a politician.
They were both capable of engaging in demagoguery and used large words that
impressed, but were incomprehensible to fishermen with little education. El Gilero is
white haired and balding, charismatic, smooth talking, and presents his case with reason.
As El Nero tends to incite the crowds with passion, El Giiero in a calm voice explains his
plan. Both leaders had been involved in the recent struggle of the fishermen and along
with others, founded the Comite por la defensa de los derechos de los Pescadores, later
to become the Instituto por la defensa de los derechos de los pescadores, the central
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organization which was sponsoring the meetings and organizing the opposition. The
Institute had been established on February 14, 1992. based on the committee which was
formed in December, 1991, and represented 1.684 fishermen, or approximately 70% of
the cooperative fishermen.
Contrary to public statements made by both, EI Gilero, like el Nero, had been more
involved in politics in recent years than in the active occupation of fishing. "Yo soy
pescador desde los 18 aiios, verdad," EI Gilero established his authenticity as a fisherman
to me one afternoon. He began as a panga (small motorboat) fisherman in Sinaloa in
1973 and later moved to Guaymas to board the shrimp boats at a time when Florentino
was already in power. He had started a cooperative and had served as its president. In
recent years, he achieved notoriety for selling the cooperative regis/ro (permit to operate)
in Puerto Penasco. Apparently his ability to organize outweighed his tainted past.
The meeting on the 18th of February, 1992. was to decide a plan of action. EI Nero,
accompanied by several other men, wanted to go to Hermosillo the following day to ask
the government for help. He made his appeal to the crowd but was rejected, as fishermen
turned away from him and smiled in amusement with their friends. EI Gilero had another
plan, to gather the entire dissident group and march to Hermosillo, and if they received no
help from the government, ultimately continue their march to Nogales, Arizona "to let the
U.S. government know that the Mexican government is deaf to our problem and was not
giving the fishermen a chance to work." The crowd applauded him and El Nero
conceded his opponent's victory, while stating that he would personally take the fight to
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Hermosillo. El Gi.iero planned out the march, which was going to take place the
following morning at 9:00 AM. Another man took the microphone. encouraging the
women and older people who could not make the march to gather funds for the trip. The
men then began to push the women to the center of the crowd, urging them to help
prepare food and solicit money for the trip. The women were resisting and shy at first,
but smilingly and reluctantly moved to the center of the crowd. A group of around 30
women finally clustered in the center of the crowd, vowing to help.
The following morning fishermen and their wives arrived in the plaza with packed
bags in preparation for the march. El Gi.iero explained that they were trying to persuade
authorities from Hermosillo to come to Guaymas to deal with their problem. If they had
not arrived by noon, he continued, they would begin the march to Hermosillo. and to
Nogales if necessary. Several men took the microphone, asking that the march be
peaceful. "We don't want violence. Behave well," one admonished. Another added his
advice, "We want discipline" and warned fishermen not to use "bad language." Someone
announced that a local professor had donated money for the march and everyone
applauded and cheered. Occasionally El Gi.iero would begin to talk informally with
groups of the fishermen, becoming even more rhetorical as the size of the group
increased.
The dissidents were asking for a meeting with officers in the Federation and Sonoran
state authorities. El Gi.iero had talked personally with president Salinas four times, two
times traveling to Mexico City. He felt that Salinas wanted to find a solution to the
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problem but the state authorities were not cooperating. Two years before fishermen had
even asked Florentino to help, because although he was no longer mayor or the city nor a
member of the Federation, he was still cacique. Dissidents were asking the Federation to
give each fisherman $350,000 pesos ($116,666) and a new boat for six fishermen. A
young man who had worked closely with the Guaymas city government when Florentino
was mayor, explained that the state PRJ government did not want to help because the
Federation officers were also members ofPRl.
The planned march quickly caught the attention of the state government. By 4:00 in
the afternoon three representatives from the governor's office in Hermosillo had arrived
in Guaymas to meet with the dissidents. The governor agreed to send representatives to
negotiate because he did not want any unrest in Sonora while the state and Mexico were
negotiating the Free Trade Agreement with the U.S. and Canada. The PRJ held state
government had no intention, however, of helping fishermen fight their political allies,
the Priista led Federation. From the point of view of the dissidents, the meeting proved
unsuccessful because Eleno de Anda, president of the Federation, and other officers did
not attend. Eleno de Anda, in fact, had stated earlier that he was not interested in
resolving their problems (El Imparcial February 13, 1992). Around 400 fishermen, some
accompanied by their wives wearing pretty polyester dresses, flat shoes, large earrings,
and perfume, returned in the evening with their bags in preparation for the march.
Several cars would accompany the marchers to carry belongings, food and the weaker of
the protesters.
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Around midnight, however, El Gilero called off the march because it appeared that
the government was going to respond to their demands. The delegado de Sepesca,
Moises Zazueta, promised dissidents three new cooperatives, with three more being
considered for formation (La Voz del Puerto February 20. 1992). Apparently pleased
with the action, El Gilero announced that there would be another meeting the following
day to resolve the problem. The meeting the following day, nevertheless, was also
unsuccessful because officials from the Federation did not attend.
Subsequent meetings attended by El Guero and El Nero. state officials and
occasionally Federation officials occurred in the following months, but dissidents never
received responses to their requests. The government has given no money to the
fishermen and the promised cooperatives have never materialized. The Federation itself
was at the point of bankruptcy, and even if directors had been inclined to pay the
fishermen, which they were not, it would have been impossible. They never admitted
that they did not use the money from the sale of the 900 kilos per boat for replacement of
the fleet.
The government did make an attempt to find more productive activities for fishermen
than organizing irritating demonstrations and marches which would serve to embarrass
those in power. An announcement appeared in the newspaper El Nacional in January
1993 and in La Voz del Puerto (January 3, 1993) that the government was going to help
the dissidents begin a taxi company. The government planned to buy six combi taxis for
the benefit of 50 ex-fishermen. The offer to become taxi drivers was met with laughter
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and jokes among the fishermen, who had difficulty envisioning themselves as chauffeurs.
Guillermo Torres Vidal, secretario of the Institute for the Defense of the Rights of
Fishermen, made his own proposal to the government. He requested money for a fish
market, six boats, and a mechanic shop for mUltiple use, to provide occupations more
suited to skills of fishermen. In spite of the dissident appeals, apparently the government
was still intent on making the men taxi drivers. Representatives from the government
came to the office of Derechos de los Pescadores and requested papers on the cars owned
by individual dissidents presumably to determine if they were creditworthy and/or knew
how to drive. The dissidents were all the time doubtful that the government would do
anything. knowing that they were only making promises to keep them quiet. In the end,
they were right, as the government never invested any money into these programs.
The march to Nogales never came to fruition. According to dissidents, PRJ paid EI
Guero to calm the fishermen and prevent the march from occurring. While both EI Gilero
and EI Nero claim that they received no money for their activities, many Guaymenses
believe that they had been paid by PAN to publicize the corruption within PRJ. EI Gilero,
it appears, benefited by playing each side off the other, which he was able to do because
he professed no allegiance to either party.
The march to Hermosillo, where they probably would have received only additional
promises from the government, would have proved useful only if it had been continued to
the U.S. Mexico was in the final stages of plans to sign the Free Trade Agreement with
3

the U.S and Canada and the state of Sonora wanted to appear free of conflict for the
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passage of the bill through the U.S. Congress. Dissidents knew that protesting the lack of
governmental concern for social injustices and involvement of public officials in corrupt
activities would have proved embarrassing for the government of Sonora in their
negotiations.
On the 14th of March, 1992, el Gilero was removed as head of the Institllto poria

defensa de los derechos de los pescadores "for subversive movements," and because he
continued to delay the march. In an effort to save face. El Guero disagreed, claiming that
he had renounced his position, and was not removed (La Voz del Puerto March 19,
1992). Before he was removed, he withdrew funds from the bank which had been set
aside for the march, stating that some of the less savory of the dissidents only wanted the
money to "drink it up" (pistearselo). Earlier, in a radio interview El Gilero announced
that he had returned the funds, up to 5 pesos each, to the contributors the "humbly poor
people" (hllmi/demente pobreeitos) (Interview XEBQ Guaymas February 29, 1992). At
the same time he announced that he had returned the funds, he also made some revealing
statements about the missing funds.

No vamos a deeir que soy mlly honesto, ni voy a decir que muy
honrado porque nadie 10 va a ser. Es difiei/ porque nadie eneontraria aun
honrado. Pero que la pongan en la balanze porque un /ider tiene que
haeer sus gastos. EI no va a vivir del aire, l verdad?
We are not going to say that 1 am very honest, 1 am not going to say
that [I am] very upright because no one is going to be. It is difficult
because no upright [people] can be found. But you have to put it in
balance because a leader has to take care of his expenditures. He is not
going to live on air, true?
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The end of an era
On April 4, 1992 the cacique of Guaymas and ex-president of the Municipio de
Guaymas, Florentino Lopez Tapia, died of a heart attack. For the last nine of his 66
years, Florentino had hypertension and had suffered a stroke several years earlier which
left him with a slight speech impediment. He had undergone surgery in 1980 for the
heart condition. but his health, partially due to his heavy smoking, had been deteriorating
in recent years. Those close to him discounted his health problems as the cause of his
death, attributing it instead to the recent fight, personal attacks on his character. and his
removal from the Guaymas political scene and the Federation of cooperatives. The local
head of the PRJ memorialized Florentino as a polemicist but a social reformer (La Voz
del Puerto April 6, 1992). In homage to his leadership, the more charitable of
Guaymenses asserted that while he had "made errors," for the most part he was a good
person with honorable intentions, but was surrounded by a greedy lot of corrupt officials.
Others felt that the attacks on him were unjust and were in large part precipitated by the
decreases in production and lack of governmental support for the cooperative fishermen
in recent years.
In a move perhaps more than coincidentally associated with Florentino's death, three
days after his demise, representatives from the Banco del Atlantico began to foreclose on
and auction Federation properties. Properties were valued at almost 3.5 million dollars
and included the large office building, a processing plant, a fish market, and land in a
colonia of Miramar where a housing development for fishermen was planned (La Voz del
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Puerto April 7, 1992; June 4, 1992). In April as well, the Secretaria de Pesca and the
government of the state of Sonora ordered an audit of the organization. to take place on
May 11th (La Voz del Puerto May 11. 1992). Fishermen, however. held little faith that
the audit would expose the misuse of money in the Federation. According to Salvador
Mendoza Martinez. local director of the Partido Alltentico de la Revoillci6n Mexican

(PARM) the audit was not ordered until after directors had burned papers and erased
computer information. He called the audit a farce and stated that the only thing that could
be proved was that the .06 per pound of shrimp was given to the Federation (La Voz del
Puerto April 14, 1992) which could be proved from records from the cooperatives.
On June 2. 1992, the registration of the Federachin Regional de Sociedades

Cooperatives de la Industria Pesquera "Sur de Sonora," which had operated since 1947,
was canceled by the Direccion General de Fomento Cooperativo y Organizacion Social

para el Trabajo (STyPS) of the government. The permission to operate was withdrawn
for not complying with its ostensible social objective of giving assistance and uniting the
fishing cooperatives. An audit showed from 1979 to 1983 the organization had failed to
send required financial statements to the Delegado of Sepesca for signing. The audit also
found other unspecified accounting and administrative irregularities (La Voz del Puerto
June 5, June 9, 1992).
Continued dissident activities 1992-93
Throughout the remainder of the year, dissidents continued to meet and demonstrate
to try to attract the government's attention. After ousting EI Giiero, they elected a new
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president of the Institute, Vidal Montes de Oca. and a secretary. Guillermo Torres
Molina. nicknamed Romel, after the German general. The dissidents met each morning
in an office attached to the cooperative Progresista Sonorense. Vidal Montes de Oca, a
quiet, scholarly man. sat most of the time in the office pecking out announcements and
letters with two fingers on an ancient typewriter. occasionally with the carbon placed
backwards. Romel. the secretary, was an impressively large. broad shouldered man with
a gentle manner. He disliked his nickname. nonetheless. he was the man who organized
the dissidents into action. Each participating cooperative sent two representatives to the
Institute. although meetings in the office were often attended by retirees because many
other fishermen were working. The Institute was gathering documents to prove to the
government the extent of the corruption within the Federation and among officers of their
own cooperatives. They had, for example, made a list of all the boats that had been sold
by cooperatives and bought by former directors in the cooperatives. "How could they
have bought these boats when they were just socios like us and didn't have any money?,"
Romel asked me one day. They had many papers and proof that the .06 cents per pound
donated from the cooperatives went to PRI campaign funds, that the highway from
Guaymas to Hermosillo was paid for by Florentino out of Federation funds, and that
Florentino had deposited city funds in his own personal account.
Dissidents continued their protests, which for the most part were ineffective. On the
18th of June they had planned to take over the offices of Sepesca but the occupation
lasted only several hours (E1 Imparcial June 19, 1992). The representatives of the twenty-
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five cooperatives who supported the dissident activities sued the ex-leaders of the
Federation, an act which never brought results. In an agreement with Beltrones. the
Priista governor of Sonora, dissident fishermen pledged that they would not protest in
front of the Secretario de Pesca, Guillermo Jimenez Morales, when he came for the
traditional salida, or departure of the fleet in September (EI Imparcial September 15,
1992). In exchange, the dissident fishermen gave Guillermo Jimenez Morales a month to
fulfill a promise which he had been made in a recent meeting in Hermosillo, attended by
Roberto Sanchez Cerezo, secretario of the Sonoran state government. the secretary of
economic development, the delegado of Sepesca in Guaymas, Enrique Ahumada Tarin,
subsecretario B of the government, and dissident representatives. In this meeting, the
governmental official promised to deliver 23 shrimp boats to the dissidents (La Voz del
Puerto September 15, 1992). None have ever been delivered.
The new cacique hopefuls
An era had ended in Guaymas. With the death of Florentino, fishermen began to
more openly discuss the events of the past 10 years. In the months that followed with the
cacique out of the picture, activity increased among the others who aspired to be his
replacement. EI Nero, EI Giiero and Salvador Mendoza Martinez, the Parmista who
began the resistance movement against Florentino, haunted the steps of the offices ofEI
Imparcial and La Voz del Puerto, waging a newspaper war to convince the fishermen that
they should each be the representative of the "authentic fishermen" of Guaymas.
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In October, 1992. EI Guero decided to try another ploy to gain political leadership of
the fishermen. He established the instiluto Estatal Pro Defensa de

10.1'

Derechos del

Pescador, later renamed the instiluto Estatal por los Derechos del Autentico Pescador, to
stand in contrast to other organizations which did not represent the true fishermen. The
Institute, according to EI Guero. was formed for the sole purpose of seeking work for the
fishermen. Through the governor, Manlio Fabio Beltrones Rivera. the group had
solicited credit through PRONASOL to purchase three boats for multiple uses, to fish for
shrimp, squid, scale fish and snail. EI Guero planned to form a new federation of
cooperatives, the "mar de Sonora," with three cooperatives. This would be a different
type of federation, announced EI Guero, and directors would not request the 900 kilos of
shrimp or the .06 cents per pound of shrimp (La Voz del Puerto October 12. 1992).
Continuing to compete with EI Guero and EI Nero for power was Salvador Mendoza
Martinez, the Parmista. Mendoza and Patricio Estevez Nenninger, husband of then
federal diputada and 1994 presidential candidate of the Partido de Trabajo, Cecilia Soto
Gonzalez, had just recently published a book entitled La Lucha de los pescadores de
Guaymas (1992). The book documents the fisherman's struggles from the period
beginning in 1985. Fishermen in Guaymas, if they knew of the book, mentioned its
selective and self-serving scope. They saw Mendoza as an opportunist who wrote the
book solely for his personal political gain. In the fall of 1992, Mendoza, like EI Guero,
began to try to make his presence known by carrying a series of public statements to the
press supporting the shrimp industry and attacking the private banks for gaining at the
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expense of the small annadores (La Voz del Puerto, December 1, 1992 and December 11.
1992. He claimed that because EI Guero was not the true representative of the fishermen.
his newly formed federation was invalid. Mendoza called for the fonnation of his own
group which would be for the defense of the fishermen, whether it be C! federation or a
union (El Imparcial October 17, 1992).
Neither the federation and cooperative proposed by El Guero, nor the federation or
union suggested by Martinez and Patricio Estevez, ever left the ground. Permission for
the new organizations were denied by the government who feared to create another
organization like the Federation which they had recently closed (La Voz del Puerto
March 26, 1993). Without the leadership of EI Guero and Mendoza, Guaymas fishermen
formed a union of fishennen in the spring of 1993. The Union de Pescadores y

Armadores de Guaymas. A. c., with a membership of 300 fishennen, assumed the fight of
the Institute. One of their principal purposes for grouping together was to protect the
interests of local fishennen who were being displaced by fishermen from outside of
Guaymas. In April, 1994, they wrote Salinas de Gortari a letter requesting help with the
overdue accounts (carteras vencidas) of the boat owners. In the letter, they complained
that although the government had offered money to refinance the loans through the
government fund FIRA,4 Guaymas banks were not willing to accept the money and
restructure the debts. They were also asking the government to help them buy boats.
Union members rejected suggestions made to them by the governor of Sonora, Manlio
Fabio Beltrones, and the secretary of Economic Development (secretario de Desarrollo
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Econ6mico). that displaced fishermen dedicate themselves to activities such as selling hot
dogs. churros, and popsicles (EI Imparcicil April 5, 1994).
Throughout the fall of 1992 and into 1993. active fishermen working away from the
port were scarcely aware of the activities of the dissidents. When fishermen arrived in
Guaymas. or learned of their activities on the boat radios, some were happy that the
dissidents were continuing to pressure the government into action while they had to work.
Some were pleased that a new federation was in the planning stages. Although almost all
had been in opposition to the corruption in the old Federation, they felt that they needed
an organization that would come to their defense. While the private owners, whose
presence was already being felt in Guaymas. had their organization, the workers felt that
they had little recourse for action against their employers. Other fishermen were in
opposition to the dissident activities, calling the activists group ofne'r-do-wells, the
majority of whom did not want to work, but were merely pressuring the government to
get money. Some viewed the activities of the dissidents as futile, repeating a saying in
reference to the hopelessness of the movement. "Despues del conejo ido, pedradas al
matorraT' (After the rabbit has gone, you throw rocks). The saying carries the same
meaning as "It's water under the bridge." Critics of the dissidents felt that if they had
been working fishermen, the government would have been more attentive to their needs.
There is some truth in what all said. Some of the dissident fishermen were retired or
were more interested in gaining notoriety and easy money than working. Others,
however, were destitute fishermen who had been displaced from the fishery and
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participated in the resistance movement because they felt they had no other recourse.
Nevertheless, it would be hard to believe, after years of rejection by the government, that
many held any real hope that their problem would be resolved.
Dissident activities continued into 1993, and in April dissidents held a demonstration
in front the of the Banco del Atlantico. Fishermen were asking for the return of their
cooperative boats embargoed by the bank for nonpayment of debts. The Banco del
Atlantico held the majority of the carreras vencidas, the outstanding debts of the
cooperatives, which had been transferred to them when Banpesca closed.' When bank
official Tomas Burns told dissidents to leave or he would take legal measures against
them, the dissidents decided to return the following day to protest their treatment (El
Imparcial April 2, 1993). A large crowd of spectators were in agreement with the
movement of the dissidents and empathized with the plight of the fishermen. A local
musician expressed his sympathy.
The greater part are humble people. They are fishermen. Those that
are not are in accord are the rich that have robbed the people. It has
affected the economy of Guaymas. They [the fishermen] need the
primordial things. The directors of the bank are Priistas and connected
with the government and they are all corrupt. That say that Mexico is a
democratic country. These are lies. It is the rich that have everything.
They believe that they are superior to the poor classes. It is very sad.
Two of the three dissident spokesmen never achieved any political position in
government. El Nero never professed to want an office and EI Guero was never openly
associated with any political party. Fishermen speculated that El Guero wanted a position
so that he could "continue robbing." Mendoza, however, had sought political support for
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federal legislator for PARM, which he won. Presidential elections in the municipio in
1994 were won by PRI, by a person outside of the fishing sector. No one ran in support
of the fishermen. Local political power had again reverted to the ruling party whose long
time control had only briefly been truncated by PAN.
In large part, the activities of the dissidents died down with the close of 1993,
although a few last gasps could be heard into 1994. Romel and others professed to
continue their fight, but practicality and the futility of the movement perhaps brought it
almost to an end. Some dissidents began to find other employment. Romel, for example,
went to work in a beer store. The dissipation of the movement perhaps coincided with
the increasing number of jobs available for fishermen as the sector had become
reactivated through the embargo and subsequent sale of many cooperative boats to
armadores, and the restructuring of the debts in the private sector. The entrance of
numerous new armadores into the fishery was encouraged by increases in production
noted principally in the 1993-94 season and the governmental programs which extended
credit at more reasonable interest rates.
In spite of all of the grilla (noise) and protests of the dissidents, the government
never aided, and apparently never intended to help the dissidents recover the money taken
from them through their cooperatives, or to refinance the cooperative debts and return
their boats. Nor did they appear to have intentions of buying new boats, as they had
professed. Governmental promises to fishermen were merely populist rhetoric, designed
to quell unrest and keep the fishermen from carrying their protests outside of Mexico,
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which would be embarrassing while Mexico negotiated for the passage of the Free Trade
Agreement.
In addition to making promises to fishermen, the government coopted several
dissident leaders in their attempts to stifle the movement. It is well known that political
stability is one of the goals of the PRI-led government and that cooptation and repression
are common mechanisms for control of opposition groups (Anderson and Cockroft 1966;
Borda-Fals 1990; Purcell 1981; Velez-Ibanez 1983). The dissident leader, El Gilero, was
initially paid by PAN to stir up opposition to the Priista-led local government. He was
later coopted by the PRI government, and paid to stop the march to Nogales. Salvador
Martinez, the Parmista, was paid by PARM to lead opposition to the PRI government, but
later sold incriminating papers to the PRI. El Nero, it appeared, primarily preferred to act
on his own staging hunger strikes, but also occasionally benefited when PRI paid the
strikers to discontinue their protests. Initially unable to control dissident leaders, the PRI
cacique used physical repression in attempts to stop the movement. Cooptation of leaders
serves as an effective tool under a political system where real hopes for attaining power
as leader of an opposition party are remote. It also serves the ruling PRI party well by
maintaining political stability. By coopting various leaders, the government effectively
paralyzed the movement. Dissidents themselves were not so easily bought off, and
continued to replace leaders who sold out with ones which were more committed to the
cause.
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The activities of the dissidents, along with reports of numerous abuses of credit by
local banks and an impending paralization of the industry, probably did help to bring
about a national forum to air the problems. One hearing was held in Guaymas in
February, 1993. The protests also probably brought about a change in the Delegado de
Pesca in early 1993. The Delgado position held by Moises Zazueta, a PRI party loyalist,
was taken over by Oceanographer Francisco de Jesus Melo Sanchez. 6
Governmental promises to deal with the problems of fishermen unemployment gave
dissidents hope and stalled the resistance movement. In spite of its apparent support, the
government was not disposed to help fishermen in their fight with the Federation. As
officials of the Federation and the state and national government were held by PRI, and
because the Federation had for many years contributed money from the cooperatives to
PRI campaigns, any exposure of fraud within this umbrella organization would have
exposed local and national public figures.
It is interesting to speculate why fishermen continued to be optimistic that their
problems might be resolved when all experience had shown that the government was
making ''puras promesas" (pure promises). More than one dissident acknowledged that
what they were seeking would be difficult to achieve, but that they still held hope. They
were realists, on the other hand, knowing that the announcements of aid by the
government were probably not true, but that the government's only purpose was to make
them think that they were helping. Perhaps their naive hope can be traced back to all of
the years of patronismo to which they were accustomed. They had lived through the
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years of Echeverria and Lopez Portillo, when the government helped the fishennen by
extending a seemingly unending supply of credit, and reaffinned the shrimp resource for
exclusive property of the cooperatives. Old habits are hard to break, and as fishennen
were accustomed to governmental help they still clung to the faint possibility that they
would once again be taken care of. Perhaps the words of one dissident fishennan best
explains their feelings and actions.
I. Entonces, que va a hacer uno? Seguir luchando. Aver si hay una
patrona que nos hace caso. Aver si hay un presidente de la republica
honesto. Si hay un gobernador. Pero eso, mientras seguimos con el
sistema que tenemos, va a ser la misma, todo el tiempo como obreros,
como campesinos, como pescadores. Todo estamos. Si 10 que anda
programando, este viejo, [Salinas de Gortari] no mas andan nosotros,
decimos una mala palabra que decimos, "un engafzo pendejo, no mas".
Therefore, what can one do? Continue fighting. And to see ifthere is
apatrona that listens to us. To see if there is an honest president of the
repUblic. If there is a[n honest] governor. But this, meanwhile if we
continue with the system that we have, it is going to be the same, all the
time as workers, campesinos and fishennen. This is what we are. If what
is being programmed by this old one [Salinas de Gortari] [is] as we are
now, we can say a bad word that we say, it is a "stupid deception," no
more.
He continued, expressing the frustration they feel against the system. "We feel
impotent because we can do nothing. For this I tell you that one has the inclination to
cry. It makes you mad. Because we can do nothing."

Chapter 3 Endnotes
From compafiero, companion.
2 In the spring of 1995, ex-president Carlos Salinas Gortari staged a hunger strike for
several hours to gain sympathy from the Mexican people after he was accused of being
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associated with the assasination of Donaldo Colosio, presidential candidate for PRJ in
1994.
3 Canada and the U.S. had already signed a mutual agreement.
4 A governmental fund for the promotion of agricultural activity
5 See Chapter 7 "The Politics of Financing," for further discussion.
6 Zazueta left to become the head of a governmental office which investigates
election fraud.
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CHAPTER 4
COOPERATIVE SUCCESS AND FAILURE: CACIQUISMO, PATRONISMO, AND
PASSIVE RESISTANCE

"Tanto peca

cl que mata la vaca como (;1 que Ie agarra la pata."

"The one who holds the fect of the cow as it is slain is as guilty as the one who kills

it." Loosely translated, all who participated in the killing are guilty.

In the spring of 1992, Los Camaroneros de Guaymas) (hereafter Los Camaroneros)
was considered to be one of Guaymas's best cooperatives. While small, it was solvent,
had good boats, no major divisions among the membership, nor insurmountable internal
problems. Unlike most failing cooperatives, Los Camaroneros was struggling but was
afloat, and appeared to be under good leadership. In spite of its positive assets, however,
the cooperative was experiencing economic problems arising principally from decreases
in production and changes in governmental policies which made credit expensive and
more difficult to obtain. Attempts to increase production were futile, and in the spring of
1993, Los Camaroneros joined other Guaymas cooperatives and closed its doors.
2

An in-depth analysis of one cooperative in its last troubled year illustrates the role
of the cooperatives in the lives of fishermen and explains why all but one of Guaymas
cooperatives failed. After examining one failed cooperative in depth, I compare it with
the one remaining Guaymas cooperative, La Isla de P<ijaros. While basic functions and
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many regulations governing cooperatives are comparable, management differences in La
Isla de Pajaros cooperative and all other cooperatives can be discerned.
History of Los Camaroneros cooperative
Los Camaroneros Cooperative was founded in 1981 when the Mexican government
bought the shrimp fleet and sold it to the cooperative sector. Shrimp production was
excellent in the Gulf of California in the mid 1980's, and the port boasted of receiving
one record boat catch of 25 metric tons in a 30 day trip. 3 These were the golden years of
shrimping and a few of the more fortunate fishermen earned up to $60,000 in the 8 or 9
month season. Los Camaroneros cooperative began to prosper and was able to purchase
new boats to replace older ones. Many members were living a life of which they had
previously only dreamed. They owned new pickups and houses and would often meet on
Saturdays in restaurants to drink beer and eat seafood. By the early 1990's, the
cooperative owned 12 newer boats and numbered 82 socios. They experienced one debt
free year.
Success, however, was short-lived. By the 1990-91 and 1991-92 seasons production
had decreased dramatically from the late 1980's and all Guaymas cooperatives began to
sustain severe economic problems. The government bank for fishermen, Banpesca, had
closed and loans were difficult to obtain and slower in arriving. Fishermen were failing
to produce enough to pay for the expenses of their trips and to repay cooperative debts,
and the cooperatives began to flounder. The quality of fishermen's lives fell as well, and
during the four month off-season fishermen began to increase their dependency on their
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cooperatives, taking out loans to be repaid after the first trip of the season. To remain
solvent, Los Camaroneros cooperative officers decided to sell boats. first selling three,
and then in 1991 selling off two more to liquidate debts By 1992. the cooperative had
reduced its fleet to seven boats and had 62 members, as some socios had left to crew the
boats that had been sold to armadores. The cooperative was still considered one of the
most prosperous of the cooperatives and members were taking expedient measures.to
ensure its survival.
Plwsical setting and description of the cooperative
The office of the cooperative was a pleasant place to visit. It was located in an older
residential area on a side street in downtown Guaymas, only two blocks from the seawall
and three blocks from the docks. It had a rose garden and shade was provided by a
coconut palm on the front lawn. Socios gathered in front to pass the time of day during
the veda (the off-season). Socios also gathered inside of the cooperative, in a reception
area with scats and a high counter which separated the secretaries from those who visited
the office. The three secretaries, all young, pretty, and dressed professionally in
uniforms-- brightly colored business type suits with short skirts-- were reason enough to
come into the cooperative. Susana, the social worker, was generally in the office ready to
listen to the current problem of a socio. A small kitchen at the back was center focus on
Saturdays, when the office personnel and socios who were onshore, gathered to eat fresh
shrimp ceviche, orjugo de rez, and enjoy the hot flour tortillas made by the cleaning
woman. Birthdays of the officers or a secretary were reasons for celebration with a cake

-------------------------------------------~~---------------
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and cokes or beer. The atmosphere was relaxed and officers often gathered around the
secretaries to talk and kid. Francisco, the president, liked to tell jokes. "There once was
a crew member on my boat who only wore his underwear. He walked into the kitchen
one day and the cook told him not to come into the kitchen with his sho,rts on, so he took
them off, and had nothing on." Francisco laughed, and the secretaries politely smiled.
Francisco liked the joke, and repeated it again for his own benefit, again receiving the
same lukewarm but polite response from the young women.
The cooperative was second home to the fishermen and an important source of
financial and emotional support. Any financial necessity, including a death in the family
or a grave illness of a family member, a ride to the hospital, an auto mechanical problem,
or a personal crisis, would be addressed, ifnot resolved, within the cooperative. For
example, the treasurer wrote a check for 3,600 pesos ($1,200) in the summer of 1992, in
the midst of the cooperative financial crisis, to the family of a deceased cooperative
watchman so that they could purchase a modest casket and bury him in the "poor"
cemetery. Ifa car would not start, the mechanics among the group went immediately at
work to try to resolve the problem. Susana the social worker's car, a VW bug, was
notoriously recalcitrant, and almost daily a group of members could be see with their
heads inside the hood or pushing her down the street. In contrast to other cooperatives,
socios in Los Camaroneros were a united group. Within the cooperative a fisherman
could always find a friend with whom he could discuss a personal crisis.
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During the shrimp season, the cooperative provided support for both fishermen and
their families. Two directors in the cooperative took turns communicating by radio with
each boat twice daily. Information about crew members, mechanical problems on the
boats, the approximate location of the boats, and emergency messages from fishermen to
their families were relayed back to the cooperative. Wives who needed to inform their
husbands of an illness or financial problem, or to simply send their love, could contact the
cooperative to have their message relayed by radio. If the arrival of a boat was to be
delayed for a long period of time, if they had entered another port for repairs, or were
going to unload the product in another port, officers in the cooperative would contact the
families. Officers often traveled to nearby ports to rectify problems on board and returned
with money from the sale of small shrimp for the fishermen's wives in Guaymas. Before
the first trip of the year, the cooperative advanced each fisherman 1000 new pesos

4

($333) to buy provisions for the family in the month that he was absent.
Organization and operation of the cooperative
By law, cooperatives hold an annual assembly and every other year five officers are
elected, including a presidente (president), secrelaria de administracion, (secretary of
administration) secretaria de vigilancia(secretary of vigilance), tesorero (treasurer), and

secretaria de ayuda social (secretary of social aid). Los Camaroneros also elected one
person responsible for vigilance within the packing plant. Members hold annual
assemblies to establish regulations and review the economic state of the cooperative.
Members review the cases of others who had left the cooperative to work without
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permission, or had in some other way violated the rules of the cooperative are reviewed
with the member. A socio could be dismissed if the offense was grave. Fishermen were
punished for lesser offenses by denying them one or two 3D-day fishing trips.
Membership is limited by the number of boats the cooperative owns. Each shrimp
boat carries six crew members: a patrcJn (captain), a motorista (boat engineer). the
a:vl/dante de motorista (helper of the motorista), a cocinero (cook) and two marineros

(sailors). At the first of the season boats generally carried from one to three pavos, young
apprentices. oftentimes sons of members.
A few crew members remained together for years, but the majority rotated between
boats during the season. Marineros who held credentials for patrdn were sometimes
changed to give them a chance to captain a boat. Other crew changes occurred because of
fights, because a crew member was punished and had to stay in for a trip, or because a
crew member was bored "looking at the same faces" and requested transfer. Crew
members sometimes changed boats because they were incompatible with a crew that used
drugs.
Maintaining discipline among the membership was one of the most challenging and
important tasks for officers, and appeared to occupy a considerable amount of their time.
As expressed by one director, "Tiene que tener muc/za concha," (You have to have a lot
of patience). Unlike armadores who can fire a crew member when he desires, dismissal
from a cooperative can only occur with serious cause. Only about one-third of the
membership of the Camaroneros de Guaymas were never punished for violating the laws
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of the cooperative. Others, however, were repeat offenders, typically for failing to appear
at their boat at the hour of departure because they were drinking or lacked ganas (desire),
for abandoning the boat in another port when they went ashore, for fighting onboard with
other crew members, or for selling large shrimp offshore.
Many socios were punished for infractions that occurred when they had been
drinking or taking drugs. Gordo, for example, was cas/igado (punished) in 1993.
Members acknowledged that he had a drug and alcohol addiction, which frequently
caused him to act irrationally. A former officer discussed Gordo and the problem of drug
and alcohol abuse among fishermen.
Many times they could be helped with their addictions, but they don't
want a remedy. After being punished five or six times, they should learn.
This has happened to Gordo many times. If I went out in front of a truck
and got hit, I wouldn't go out in front of a truck anymore. There is a
saying 'mas sabe el diablo por viejo que por diablo' (with age you learn
more). But in some cases it is 'Illas viejo, nuis pendejo' (the older you are,
the more stupid you are). They also say 'los golpes qui/an los bru/os '"
(The blows of life make you less stupid).
But Gordo was slow to learn and he was punished for threatening and almost hitting
Marco, the treasurer. All of the socios knew that Marco, an officer since the inception of
the cooperative, had taken money from the cooperative. Few, however, would dare to
make the charge to his face. One February mornihg between trips, Gordo, inebriated to
the gills, came to the cooperative to ask Marco for money and borrow one of the
cooperative's pickups. Because the vehicle was already in use, Gordo requested Marco's
personal car. But Gordo was drunk and Marco refused. Gordo's temper flared and in
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violation of the respect that a director, especially Marco, demanded, Gordo began to yell
at Marco. "You have robbed from the cooperative and you have a lot of new cars. You
can lend me one of them." Gordo moved close to Marco with the intent of hitting him.
Marco exploded at the insolence of the cook, and grabbing Gordo by the am1, pushed him
outside of the cooperative and held him up by his collar. Marco yelled at Gordo that what
he said was not true and he was wrong to say these things. Many socios witnessed the
scene. Because Gordo had "mistreated" an officer. and particularly Marco. he was
punished for one trip.
Gordo was not the only cook who was punished that season. A young marinero
arrived at the cooperative in October, 1992 to talk with the directors about a problem he
had on the boat. He retrieved a tissue paper from his pocket, unrolled it, and revealed a
long incisor. A fight had erupted on the boat and the cook had socked the marinero in the
mouth, knocking out his tooth. His other front teeth were also loose, and he had come to
the cooperative to get money to see a dentist. "Because I didn't clean my teeth well in the
past, my teeth are loose. So any little knock loosens them." The fight was a result of a

"tonteria," a stupid thing that had happened on the boat. The men had brought on board a
cajuama (liter of Tecate) which was intended for a raffle. The cook, who was high on
drugs, decided that the beer was his and was not going to raffled. A scuffle ensued and
the cook knocked out the marinero's tooth. The cook was punished for the rest of the
season for his act. "Write all of this down", the marinero instructed me, "so that it will
come out in your book."
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Socios are not the only ones disciplined. A director can also be docked one month's
salary for not attending the radio at the hour he is assigned or for having an accident in
the cooperative car while under the influence of alcohol. Marco, the longtime director,
spoke nervously as he elliptically discussed the punishment for a director embezzling
money from the cooperative.

Y Ie cclstigan. lambien. lin caracler adminislralivo. y y y y con el
dinero ... y y y y y. con un liempo lam bien swpendid().
And they punish him, also, in an administrative way, and, and, and,
with the money ... and, and, and, and, and, he is also suspended for a time.
Cooperative operation, production and relations with lending institutions - 1991-93
In addition to dealing with errant behavior among the membership and running the
daily operations of the business of shrirnping, officers spend much of their time
negotiating with creditors and trying to motivate members to produce. Shrimp boat
operating costs are high and in times of low production, careful management of a
cooperative is required for it to remain creditworthy. Approximately $30,000 is needed to
repair and provision a boat for the first month's voyage. Costs included repairs and
upkeep of the boat ($10,000 at the first of the season) and diesel for one 30-day trip
($10,000). Other operating costs include food and health insurance for the crew and
salaries for the office personnel and officers.
The 1991-92 season was not good for the cooperative. Each of the seven boats
brought in an average of 10 metric tons per boat, generating approximately one million
U.S. dollars, but not enough to pay off the debts and operating costs. Interest rates on
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unpaid balances in the bank were causing the cooperative to lose ground. A bank debt of
2,919.000 new pesos (approximately $973.000 dollars) at the beginning of the 1991
season. with fines imposed for late payments, increased by 377,000 new pesos
(approximately $125,666 dollars) to 3.296.000 (approximately $1.098,667) by the middle
of January.
Los Camaroneros was unable to repay bank loans on time because of low production.
Not only were there less shrimp available for capture. but the 1991 entry of the armadores
negatively affected the cooperative. Of serious concern was the loss of good captains
who either bought boats or went to work for higher wages for armadores. Competition
among the armadores to increase production worked to the advantage of good captains.
Those who earned 2000 pesos/ton ($666) in the cooperative could earn double that
amount, 4000 pesos/ton ($1333) working for an armador.
The offshore sale of medium and large shrimp by crew members was also negatively
affecting legitimate production. Fishermen reasoned that because their officers were
taking money from the cooperative, the only way to ensure their fair share of the
dwindling profits was to sell shrimp offshore and keep all proceeds. Directors suspected
that members were selling offshore, but had no proof, as members hid the activity even
from other crews. It was a delicate balancing act for the captain, bringing in enough
shrimp so that he would not be relieved of duty, while continuing to sell enough on the
open sea to benefit himself and the crew members.
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Meeting bank repayment schedules was also difficult because operating costs had
been increasing over the years. Federal subsidies on diesel fuel to the shrimp industry in
the 1980' s had been cut and the cost of diesel was increasing. From October 1991 to
May 1992, for example, the cost of diesel had tripled, rising from 610 to 1850 old
pesos/liter and was continuing to rise monthly.
To break even on the costs of operation, boats in Los Camaroneros. had to bring in
5

1.6 tons to 2 tons of shrimp a trip. Because the cooperative was unable to meet these
production goals during the 1990-91 season, they were unable to secure a new bank loan.
Consequently, this cooperative, like many others, received an advance from Ocean
Garden. the major exporter of Guaymas shrimp. to obtain money to leave on the first
voyage of the 1991-92 season. The loan was small, however, and they were only able to
make small boat repairs. The 1991-92 season was the worst recorded in Guaymas history
and Los Camaroneros cooperative was unable to make headway on their bank debts,
which were rising daily with penalties charged on unpaid balances.
By 1992, the inability to repay bank loans was also a problem for armadores leasing
boats from the cooperatives. If a cooperative or armador was unable to meet payment
schedules, the now privatized banks commonly doubled the interest on the unpaid
balance, eventually making relJ.ayment an impossibility.6 By June. combined debts of
both cooperatives and armadores rose to 76,000,000 pesos ($25,334,000 dollars) (La Voz

dcl ~ June 5, 1992). 7 By fall of 1992, banks and other creditors had begun to
embargo and auction cooperative boats considered to be a poor risk for debt restructuring.
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By October, at least 70 boats remained in the port, either for lack of capacity to finance or
because they were immersed in legal proceedings (La Voz del Puerto October 5, 1992).
In May, 1992, Bancomex analyzed the capacity of Los Camaroneros to meet debt
obligations by determining the amount that boats are able to produce based on the total
Guaymas fleet's production of the previous year, coupled with the amount they owed to
creditors. The bank restructured their debt, dropping the interest rate from 33% to 15%
with 8 years to repay.
Cooperative directors. politics and corruption
Not only did the cooperative share financial problems experienced by other
cooperatives, it also shared the same levels of cacique influence into cooperative affairs.
Until the late 1980's, Florentino Lopez Tapia controlled the cooperative, and his men had
occupied the offices in the mesa directiva, rotating positions only as required by law. A
socio explained how Florentino manipulated the cooperative.

fEl} era una especia de ... uno que fa genIe manejaba." (He was a
type oLone that controlled the people). Florentino interfered in different
areas, in the work, the pay, the product. And he went to the assembly. If
you were not in agreement with him, with him ... he could cause you harm
or punish you. But if you were on his side, nothing happened to you. He
gave his men cars and houses. All of this was for their own benefit. It was
not for us. We earned well because there was a lot of shrimp.
In the late 1980's Los Camaroneros became more independent of the Federation, the
umbrella organization of cooperatives, refusing to pay the "900 kilos"g and began to
remove corrupt officers associated with the cacique. After ridding the cooperative of all
but one of Florentino's men, in recent years officers were chosen because they were
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friendly or because they were fun to socialize with, without conscious regard for their
capacity to run the cooperative. Francisco was an exception.
Francisco was elected president of the cooperative in 1991. He was a m%ris/a and
socios respected him because he was hard working, honest, and always kept the boat
motor clean and in good working order. In all of his 23 years as a fisherman, he had
never missed a trip. a record that few fishermen can match. He had never before served
on the mesa direc/iva (board of directors). As president, however. Francisco was often
criticized for being strict. Because members trusted no officer, many also suspected him
of stealing from the cooperative. He took offiee when the cooperative was experiencing
financial problems and production was low, a time when members were especially
critical of the directors.
Francisco had always been critical of the management of the cooperative and wanted
a chance to run it in a businesslike manner, eliminating favoritism and placing the
economy of the cooperative as a top priority. Francisco won a position on the board of
directors with only 16 votes, because many candidates were nominated and the votes
were diluted. While socios had decided this same year to remove Marco, the only
remaining director on the cacique's side, in the end Marco kept his position by "buying
votes," loaning money out of his own pocket, or buying beer for the socios. He reminded
socios as he made them a loan that they should vote for him when elections were to
occur.
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Mario. a member, explained that to maintain office you had to make the members
happy. and loaning money was important. An officer could easily recuperate the money
after the first trip out to sea. There were many socios who felt this way and felt obliged
to ,'ote for the officer who loaned. He commented on the simplicity and "backwardness"
of the members for thinking this way.
They say that the Chinese open their eyes at 15 days. and we have still
not opened ours at fifty years. The Chinese at 15 days after birth open
their eyes. And we still haven't opened ours. The fishermen are backward
because they don't study. It is only the people with money who go to
study "af ofro fado" (in the U.S.) to get a doctorate or a better career. The
people at the bottom, what are we going to do? All the time we are
marginalized. All the time it is like this, the only thing we have is work.
We have to work for very little. Very little.
But now laughing, Mario continued. "But we are masochists, the Mexicans. We like
to suffer. We are masochists." Mario was like many fishermen, often joking about their
predicaments or bad luck, preferring to make light of a situation over which they had no
control.
Loaning money is a particularly effective strategy for winning an election because of
the timing of election assemblies. Assemblies are always held in August or early
September, only weeks before the season opens. By this time, socios have depleted all of
their savings, and because they had begun to work on the boats, had to leave other paying
jobs to work for the small salary that the cooperative gives members during the
offseason. 9
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Socios acknowledged that Marco had "robbed" from the cooperative. He secretly
owned a paper store, and a machine shop that made parts for motors. He also reportedly
had "Ires

ml~jeres"

and maintained their separate households, a fisherman's dream

achievable either through I) wealth, 2) some money and great finesse, or 3) a little
money and a lot of luck. Marco needed neither finesse nor luck. He had money to
support the three households. Socios envied his success with women and generally
ignored his "indiscretions" in the cooperative for two reasons. Socios knew that all of the
officers were "corrupt'" and "robbed" the cooperative. If they entered with good
intentions, within a year others on the mesa direcliva had taught them how to manipulate
the system to their advantage.
Marco was also allowed to stay because he robbed less than other officers and was a
nice person. Socios distinguished between the officer who "robbed" from the cooperative
from those that embezzled "desgraciadamenle", or who robbed more than others. The
latter are called "sin verguenzas" (without shame), those who rob large amounts of
money and feel no shame for their actions. Moto, another socio, explained the problem
of corruption within the cooperative ..

Ellos manejan el producto. Hay unos que son muy malos. Olros
robaron, pero no desgraciadamente. Roban poco. Hay lin os que roban
mas.
They manipulate [rob] the product. There are some that are very bad.
Others robbed, but not to extremes. They rob a little. There are some that
rob more.

------------------------~-=============-----------------
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And then when it comes time to vote, he continued, "Ifhe is a good person they put
him in anyway. Si es robador, ni modo" (ifhe is a robber, there's nothing to be done).
In recent years members had removed all of the sin vergllenzas from the board of
directors. One owned two video stores, one in Guaymas and another in Mazatlan, as well
as other businesses. He lived in a large two story house in the center of Guaymas with
the video store located on the street in front. One of the sons of a socio pointed out his
house when we returned a video of Los Camaroneros, a fictitious movie produced by
Florentino's followers, which painted a glowing picture of the cooperative leadership in
Guaymas. With a wry smile the son philosophized about the problem, "This is the house
that my father gave him. Son pendejos, los peseadores, eomo se diee enla peljellla."
(They are stupid, the fishermen, as they say in the movie).
Internal corruption, combined with low production and exorbitant interest rates
charged by the now privatized banks was one of principal reasons for the downfall of the
cooperative. Officers and the accountant creatively worked in collusion to take money
and manipulate the accounting records. Officers made money when they bought
merchandise for the cooperative. In agreement with a shop owner, they createdJaetllras
Jantasmas (fake receipts) made out for a price higher than the actual price of the item.
When officers sold shrimp they sometimes recorded that it was of a smaller size, reducing
the amount paid to the fishermen. Members who were the watchdogs in the processing
and freezing plants themselves took the product, hiding boxes of shrimp until all
personnel were gone. At times officers borrowed money which they never repaid. They
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routinely invested cooperative profits into their own interest bearing accounts, later
borrowing the money to enable them to divide profits with socios, but requiring the
membership to repay the interest on the loans. Officers also earned money through the

sobl'antes, the shrimp left over when boxes are filled in the packing plants. This shrimp
was taken to another packing plant for processing, and the directors kept the profits.
Fishermen rarely questioned the accountant. Occasionally and with the aid of
sympathetic secretaries they did examine accounting books, where they discovered the
ways they had been cheated.
Beto de la Celia, 10 a socio, explained in part how members felt, and why they
allowed the corruption to continue. "Posiblemente, si yo era lider, igual." (Possibly, if I
were leader, I would do the same). When I asked him why, he responded ''porque ... es la

oportunidad. Solamente no dejar rastros. No dejar huelles." (Because ... there is the
opportunity. Only you shouldn't leave traces. Don't leave prints). "It is the same in the
U.S.," [there is corruption] he added, "but there is more vigilance."
An explanation as to why corruption is allowed to continue within Mexican
organizations may be in part explained by the social value expressed in a common
Mexican dicho (saying). The dicho, "Mejol' mal conocido que bueno pOl' conocer, ..
loosely translated means that even if a person is bad, you know his character. Thus an
undesirable known person is preferable over someone unknown, who may tum out to be
worse. The saying goes a long way toward explaining the longevity of corrupt, or simply
inept employees or government officials.
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The longevity of Marco can also be explained through the institutions of patronismo
and paternalism in Hispanic culture. Marco, through his years in the cooperative, had
become the patron (boss) of the men. In order to maintain control, however, he had
certain obligations towards his peons. He assured their loyalty by loaning them money
and cars in times when they were destitute, and they in tum maintained him in office for
his favors even when they knew that he was corrupt. Patronismo thus becomes a means of
survival for the poor, which explains its persistence in this modem society. Culturally,
paternalism is also a comfortable relationship for people who are accustomed to a strong
patriarchal figure in the family, in the work place and in government.
The two institutions of paternalism and patronism also explain the difficulty which
cooperative fishermen encountered when Banpesca closed, banks were privatized and the
iniciativa privada entered the fishery. Fishermen felt abandoned by the governor of
Sonora, Beltrones, and the president of the republic, Salinas de Gortari, because they had
become used to the care of a paternalistic government which addressed their needs.
Accustomed to years when debts were forgiven, they had difficulty understanding the
position of the banks who were unwilling to loan when they failed to repay.
By the spring of 1993, production lows, high interest !ates, rising costs of
production, and internal corruption all coalesced to bankrupt the cooperative. Bank
officials were unwilling to renegotiate the loan but proposed that fishermen form groups
of 6 or 7 members who would become owners of boats. Members were unenthusiastic
about the offers because they would have to put up their homes as collateral and repay the
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debts of the cooperative. They understood the risks involved, and knew that the idea
would be met with stiff opposition from their wives. The home, in the vast majority of
cases, was the only "savings account" for the families. Wives, as the principal money
managers in the household, jealously guard their homes, and often refuse to place them as
security for loans.
Marco called a meeting to explain to the membership that they would be fishing the
last trip of the season, but members would sell all product offshore. Bankers had arranged
through Ocean Garden, the principal exporter of shrimp in Mexico, to have cooperative
debts paid back directly by production. By selling everything offshore, Marco reasoned,
fishermen would be able to keep all profits. Because the cooperative was to close, there
was no advantage for the fishermen to bring in the shrimp to Ocean Garden. "But don't
tell anyone what we are going to do," Marco warned the members. "I'm not going to earn
anything from these sales." Members knew that Marco's apparent altruism was
calculated on his part to prevent an audit of the cooperative where his dishonesty would
be discovered. A fishermen explained,
Marco doesn't want a problem because he would be left without
anything," explained a fisherman. "Without money, cars, houses, nothing,
not even land. He would fail in the streets. An audit is very dangerous for
him, for this reason he is afraid and is negotiating with the bank."

In the subsequent two months, Marco became more accessible and friendlier with
cooperative members, reaffirming the fishermen's suspicions that he had taken money
and was trying to thwart an audit.
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By the end of June the cooperative closed. After completing negotiations with the
bank, each socio received a sum of 14,300 pesos ($4,766). Members never engaged an
attorney to fight for their cause or ordered an audit, even though on a secret visit to the
bank some members discovered their officers had made no payment to the bank all
season. Except for a handful of protesters, the majority of the membership wanted to
avoid controversy and .quietly receive their settlement. Several wives tried to no avail to
convince their husbands to negotiate, even to the extent of bringing an attorney to talk to
their spouses. "The women know they should be fighting:' one wife explained. her voice
filled with frustration, "but this is the way they are. This is why we have nothing. It's
like they say, 'los pescadores son pendejos. '"
Analysis of the failure of the cooperative:
The failure of Los Camaroneros has many roots, and it would be difficult to single
out anyone principal reason why the cooperative closed. Without prioritizing, I will
examine some of the reasons for its failure. The lack of production, both reflected in a
real drop in shrimp reproduction and a scarcity of successful captains were major reasons
for the downfall. Corruption of the officers and the influence of the cacique, Florentino
Lopez Tapia, and the Federation in cooperative affairs were other strong factors. The
longevity and entrenchment of officers probably allowed the officers more opportunity to
embezzle. Monetary contributions to the Federation had no apparent positive benefits for
members. Mismanagement was another factor. Some officers in the cooperative made
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unsound economic decisions in the years of low production, spending and loaning money
which they did not have.
Governmental economic policy shifts which withdrew support from the cooperatives
were also responsible for the cooperative failure. The government closed Banpesca , the
government bank for fisheries in the late 1980' s and privatized banks in 1991. It
withdrew subsidies for diesel, and passed the new Ley de Pesca, 1992, which allowed the
armadores to enter the fishery. With the closure of Banpesca, the apparently endless fund
which the government had provided for the cooperative sector through the 1980's
abruptly disappeared. When the government instituted structural adjustment measures in
the late 1980's to shore up the economy, credit became harder to obtain and carried
higher interest. When banks were reprivatized in 1991, decisions to extend credit were
made internally within each bank. The change in the fishing law permitted private
fishermen to purchase boats, and the private bankers preferred working with the
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armadores over the cooperatlvlstas.
Another important reason why the cooperative collapsed was because members sold
medium and large shrimp on the open seas. With permission, cooperative fishermen sold
small shrimp outside of port, dividing this money equally between all crew members.
Fishermen also clandestinely sold medium and large shrimp off-shore, reducing the
amount of production for the cooperative. Fishermen reasoned that because their officers
were taking money from the cooperative, the only way to ensure their fair share of the
profit was to sell shrimp themselves and keep all proceeds. According to some
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fishermen. if officers had not been corrupt and had set a good example. members would
not have sold the shrimp offshore. The shortsightedness of the fishermen for selling
illegally when the cooperative was trying to increase production is understandable
considering their lack of trust in their own officers. But ultimately this was an important
factor in their downfall. The lack of production combined with internal corruption meant
that they could not meet bank repayment schedules, eventually closing the cooperative.
Members failure to remove entrenched officers whom they knew were corrupt was
another error. It is fathomable, nonetheless, considering the stronghold that the cacique
had over the cooperative and the punishment that members sometimes received for
supporting opposition candidates. Members also held little faith that a newly elected
officer would not also become corrupt once in office, and they knew that Marco would
loan to them when they needed money.
The cooperative was able to maintain solvent through these eight years of corrupt
administrations principally because shrimp was plentiful, and because they were
supported by the government, which forgave unpaid loans to Banpesca and subsidized
diesel. When new structural adjustment policies were adopted, support for the
cooperatives was largely withdrawn and subsequently all but one cooperative collapsed.
A successful cooperative: La Isla de Pc1jaros
The analysis of the failure of Los Camaroneros cooperative was used as a
representative exanlple of the fate of all but one Guaymas cooperative, La Isla de Pc1jaros.
In 1995, two and one half years after all other off-shore cooperatives closed their doors,
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La Isla de Pajaros continues to operate despite political economic policies favoring the
private sector. Like other cooperatives in the early 1990's, La Isla de Pajaros cooperative
also suffered from low production and had accumulated large unpaid debts. By 1993 it
was uncertain whether they would be able to make it through the season.
La Isla de Pajaros cooperative faces many of the same problems which plagued Los
Camaroneros. Selling illegally is also a problem within La Isla de Pajaros, but officers
and members strictly follow a cooperative bylaw that calls for dismissal of a member
selling illegally. Like Los Camaroneros, a group of members in La Isla de Pajaros also
favor officers who loan them money, without consideration for their capacity to run a
business. There also exists a strong minority who has always held control of the
cooperative, and persuades others to elect good officers. The examination of a recent
election in the cooperative will illustrate how this works.
For several weeks in July, two groups of socios had been meeting two and three
times a week. One group, the "pura gente seria" (the serious men), were also referred to
as "pura gente noble (noble men). The other group was the Partido Verde «the Green
Party) or the "marijuanos"(those who used drugs). Each group was discussing who
would be their candidates for the upcoming elections. As many of the socios wanted an
office in the cooperative, which would allow them to stay in Guaymas for the next two
years, there were plans to remove all of the current directors to give more an opportunity.
The two factions each had informal campaign directors who tried to gain support for their
candidates. The gente seria were in part organized by Alejandro, a 35 year old rnotorista.
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Three years before, Alejandro had been presented to me as the principal "grill6n" in the
cooperative, a person who is political and likes to talk and make a lot of noise, like the
cricket. Alejandro has a facility with words and is persuasive and powerful in his speech.
"You cannot talk softly (blandito) like you would to a lady when you approach these
men. If you say, 'I want you to vote for so-and-so,'" he instructed me in a soft. singsongy voice while moving his head from side to side, "no one will listen to you. You
have to be forceful in your speech so that they believe you." Some think I am angry
when I talk, but this is not so. I am only speaking that way so that the men will listen."
Alejandro is interested in the welfare of the cooperative and wants to be sure it operates
well. He entered into the campaign again this year to support candidates who knew how
to run a business.
The major opposing faction, the Partido Verde, was headed by a fisherman from the

ejido of San Jose de Guaymas. As he was the one who supplied most of the marijuana
and cocaine to the cooperative, he was confident that his men would support him.
Because of their addictions, this group supported officers who loaned them money.
The assembly was to occur on Saturday, August 20. By August 18, the gente noble
had divided into two groups, one that supported the candidacy of Pedro Martinez for
president, a respected captain who had previously served as an officer. The other faction
supported Alfonso, a previous president. The "marijuanos" were supporting the
candidacy of Gilberto Valdez. Gilberto was a likable captain who had been on the mesa

directiva for two years. Some felt, however, that Gilberta spent too much time
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socializing with secretaries. Gilberto knew that to win an election. as well as to stay in
office, you had to loan money. He had already loaned 9,000 pesos ($3000) in the early
days of the campaign.
On Friday morning, August 19th, the "pura genIe noble, " socios who wanted to see
the cooperative proceed in an economically sound direction, were meeting in the
cooperative. They were proud that they had paid off all debts on the boats and retrieved
them out of pawn from the ban1e During the past two years. under the leadership of
Ernesto, the president, the directors had bought a machine shop and had just remodeled
the new auditorium they had purchased behind the cooperative. The atmosphere was
tense, however, among the "genIe noble" because many aspired to be on the new mesa

direcliva. Verbal attacks came dangerously close to turning into physical fights. Socios
accused candidate Alfonso, a previous president, of pawning the boats to the bank during
his presidency without consulting the socios, and fishing for shrimp when his cooperative
boat went out to guard the bays. While the accusations were true, Alfonso was angry that
they were made in public. Members then began to argue over five boats which had
reportedly sold large shrimp offshore during the previous season. Everyone knew that the
crews had sold large shrimp illegally, but officers had no proof. Included was one boat
captained by one of the "genIe noble, " who himself aspired to office. While Ernesto, the
president, had heard which other captains had sold shrimp offshore, he had not heard that
this captain was involved. When a socio told him, he exploded, screaming obscenities
and throwing papers from his desk. He refused to talk to a bank official who called him
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on the phone. In his fury socios feared he would suffer a heart attack. Socios all began to
yell at one another and hurl accusations. The secretaries fled outside when it appeared
that there was going to be an all out brawl. A full-fledged battle was averted when the
rowdiest of the fishermen were calmed down by the others and taken outside.
In the evening there were several more meetings, one among the "gente noble, " who
had calmed down after the morning ruckus. The 52 members present chose their slate of
officers. Pedro Martinez would be nominated as Secretary of Administration along with
Gilberto Valdez. the candidate of the marijuanas, for another office. Ernesto. the
previous president, would be put forth as treasurer. It was decided that one of the "gente

de abajo, " an older respected marinero, should be on the mesa direct iva so that the others
in these positions would have someonl' with whom they could relate. They decided that
they must remain with this slate of officers, no matter what happened in the meeting.

"Duro, duro, "the men were prompted by Alejandro. "Duro, duro," they responded.
On the morning of the assembly Alejandro went to drink coffee with the president of
the partido verde and others of the marijuanos who were gathering in the home of the
mother of one. The marijuanos had also held a meeting the night before and decided to
unite with the "gente seria, " because neither of the two groups wanted to see a division in
the cooperative. Alejandro met with the marijuanos that morning to assure their loyalty.
The "presidente" assured him that they would support the same slate of officers.
An hour later the annual assembly began in an auditorium behind the cooperative.
Officers began the lengthy process of reading the production and expenses of each boat.
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Socios, for the first time in the history of the cooperative, then asked that the Secrelaria

de Vigilancia to read the amount that each socio owed to the organization. The Secrelaria
began to read the amounts that each socios owed, ranging from a few pesos to up to 1000
or 1500 pesos ($333 to $500). Socios then requested the Secrelaria de Vigilancia read
the amount owed by the directors. Two of the directors sunk into their chairs and another
lowered his face. Whereas the 92 socios owed a total of 95,000 pesos ($31,666), the six
directors owed 120,000 ($40,000). One officer was a candidate for the new mesa
directiva. The socios angrily talked of ousting the directors from the cooperative. To
placate those who wanted to remove the officers, those in favor of the directors asked
officers to announce how they were going to repay the money. One by one the officers
explained how they would repay.
The socios were angry because when they borrow money, they must pay what they
owe on the first trip. A funeral in the family of a marinero, for example, may cost 10,000
($3,333). If the member borrowed this money from the cooperative, the money is taken
out of their first paycheck of the season, which might surpass what they earn. Officers,
however, are not required to pay back money in this manner. The problem stems in part
from the way that the directors are paid. They receive an equal percentage of what each
ayudante in a boat earns. Although a crew member receives his money in a lump sum,
the director receives his money as each boat arrives. It can be as little as 200 pesos ($66),
an amount that can be spent very rapidly. "The other problem," a socio explained, "is
that most walk around well dressed (andan asi, bien cambiado). wearing perfume, and
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like to go out with the women and buy new cars." The fisherman demonstrated how they
walked. Putting his fingers under his collar and standing up tall. he strutted around the
room, moving his head from side to side.
Because of the criticism which had been directed toward Ernesto for the money he
owed, organizers of the campaign for Pedro and Ernesto wanted to ensure that the men
would still support the candidates. Alejandro knew what they had done was cause for
dismissal from the cooperative but he and others did not want to see this happen.
Alejandro asked for the microphone again, "Tli, presidenle, dura COl1l1osolros (stay with
us). Forget all that has happened during the last three hours." He directed the question at
the "president" of the mar(jual1os, who was standing at the back of the room behind all of
his ''familia de /umadores" (family of smokers), numbering around 30. "Duro," the
president of the marijuanos assured him, indicating that they would continue to back the
candidates. The elections proceeded and the slate of officers presented by the "genIe
noble, " supported by the mar(juanos won the election by a significant majority over the

other candidate, Alfonso. The new president, Pedro Martinez promised the socios that
he would personally assure that the money the directors had borrowed would be repaid to
the cooperative.
The informal and formal leadership of the cooperative has much to do with its
success. Like Alejandro, others who have been members of the cooperative for many
years want to assure the survival of the cooperative. They work hard to unite factions and
elect officers who have the capacity to run the cooperative. When they discovered that
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the officers owed money to the cooperative, they took measures to insure that the money
was repaid. Although an annual audit is performed, in the ten years since the formation of
the cooperative, socios had never requested to see its results. They planned to make it a
policy every year to read off the amounts owed by the membership at the annual
assembly. During the 1994-95 season, members and officers repaid all money which
they had borrowed.
Strict discipline of members is a key to the cooperative's success. In the past,
members who sold illegally have been dismissed from the cooperative. In the case of the
five boats which had sold illegally, officers had no real proof that the sales had occurred.
During the 1994-95 season when cooperative boats were fishing off the coast of Chiapas,
however, one cooperative boat crew had witnessed another crew selling illegally. In the
August 1995, assembly members expelled two members from the cooperative who were
the instigators, one of whom was a founding socio.
Organization of the cooperative also has much to do with its success. Organizers and
first officers of La Isla de Pajaros cooperative were former cooperative officers and
successful armadores who incorporated private business practices into the operation of
the cooperative. As former cooperative directors, they were familiar with the ways the
system could be manipulated to a director's advantage and built in safeguards to prevent
this from happening.
For better accountability and management of the fleet, each cooperative officer,
except for the president, personally oversees operations of a 4th of the fleet, from 4 to 5
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boats each. A vital key to the cooperative's success is that individual boats function as
small cooperatives. Each boat maintains its own bank account; to guard against fraud,
checks \witten on these accounts require two signatures, the officer responsible for the
boat and the president of the cooperative. The president of the cooperative reviews all
orders and receipts on a daily basis. While cooperative officers request loans on behalf of
all boats in the cooperative, the money is divided equally among each boat. An
individual boat is held responsible for paying for its own repairs and maintenance, and if
it lacks operating capital, it can request a loan from another boat in the cooperative. The
boat which borrowed is then required to repay the loan within the current or following
season. In this way fishermen are rewarded for conserving resources and maintaining the
boat in good order. Profits for each boat are divided among crew members at the end of
the season. If a boat has experienced few mechanical problems, the crew receives a
greater share of the profits.
To encourage members to work for the cooperative, individual boat captains and
motoristas who achieve first through third places in production and boat economy are
given bonus incentives at the end of the season. If after two seasons a captain consistently
produces less shrimp than other captains in the cooperative, he is removed as captain and
demoted to marinero, the lowest paying official crew position on the boat. If the
cooperative lacks good captains, free fishermen are hired from outside the cooperative.
In other cooperatives organized collectively and with less control over production and
illegal sales, members are not as motivated to conserve resources or produce for the
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cooperative. Because they see less direct benefits from their efforts, they tend to work
productively for themselves, but counterproductively for the cooperative.
The Isla de Pajaros cooperative has also been successful because they practice good
fiscal management. During the crisis in the early 1990's boats in the cooperative were
painted every other year and members themselves made all repairs to nets. In contrast,
many other cooperatives failed to implement cost saving measures during the crisis,
painting their boats each year and contracting out net repair at greater expense. To save
on boat repairs, in the spring of 1995 the cooperative bought its own mechanic shop and
employed two workers, saving on repairs which would have to contracted outside.
Additionally, one of the best mechanics among the members serves for two year terms as
resident mechanic, helping other boat engineers repair their own motors. When the price
of beef rose in March of 1995, the cooperative purchased sides of beef and made their
own cuts, saving $18,000 U.S. in the season. The cooperative also has plans to construct
a freezer and storage room for food, enabling them to buy food in bulk and hold frozen
fish until prices rise, which they do near Easter. Further, the cooperative maintains bank
accounts in dollars to protect against peso devaluation, to avoid service charges for
exchanging money, and to pay bills which require payment in dollars.
Because of their sound financial practices and because officers pay their bills on
time, La Isla de Pajaros was one of six alta mar cooperatives in the country chosen by the
government for debt restructuring at the end of the 1993 season. They were also chosen to
receive additional loans from the government administered through Sepesca. The
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government was undoubtedly wanting to demonstrate some support for the cooperative
sector through Salinas's program of"socialliberalism."J2 Without government aid
through direct loans and debt restructuring loans, the cooperative would probably have
suffered the fate of all other cooperatives. The credibility Isla de Pajaros established with
the banks and local businesses throughout the years guarantees them new credit every
year.
Lack of significant corruption and infighting among the membership are other
contributing factors in their success. Unlike other cooperatives, members of Isla de
Pajaros have removed corrupt officers and never acquiesced to the demands of Florentino
Lopez Tapia, the cacique. To prohibit directors from holding office for years on end, as
was normal practice in other cooperatives, bylaws restrict officers to a four year
consecutive term.
Education and cooperative success
Lower achieved levels of education are often mentioned in literature on cooperatives
as reasons for their failure. The current research does not support this finding. In the
questionnaire administered to fishermen in three cooperatives in June, July and August,
1993, I found that nine (28%) of the socios interviewed in San Pedro Dominguez attained
only a sixth grade education, while 15 (45%) ofCamaroneros de Guaymas socios and 15
(39%) ofIsla de Pajaro socios interviewed held only a sixth grade education. Only one
member of San Pedro Dominguez had attended high school, compared to 5 (15%) in
Camaroneros de Guaymas and 10 (26%) in Isla de pajaros. Three members of
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Camaroneros de Guaymas had graduated from high school, compared to four in Isla de
P~iaros.

One member ofIsla de Pajaros, a former president of the cooperative, attended a

university for one year.
It might be argued that higher attained levels of education in Isla de Pajaros may
explain some of their success as a cooperative. Literature from other parts of the world
report that fishermen with low levels of education are easily cheated by corrupt officers in
their cooperatives. From the analyzed data, we see that that older fishermen, in general,
have lower levels of education, a relationship only weakly correlated (San Pedro
Dominguez correlation coefficient r = -.4016, Camaroneros de Guaymas r = -.5618, Isla
de Pajaros r = - 6003). Fishermen in Isla de Pajaros cooperative were on the average
younger than fishermen in the other two cooperatives and fishermen in San Pedro
Dominguez were on the average older than the other two cooperatives. It would be
difficult, however, to prove that the level of attainment of education of members affected
the success of the Guaymas cooperative, Isla de pajaros. Recent officers have had lower
levels of education (two to three years in primary school), and some of the more astute
older members also have lower levels of education (one to two years). Structural
differences as well as good administrations probably are more plausible reasons for the
success of the remaining cooperative.
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Table 1. Levels of education by cooperative
Cooperative

Isla de Pajaros

San Pedro

Camaroneros de

Dominguez

Guaymas

Number of cases

32

33

38

Mean (years)

5.6

6.9

7.4

High (years)

10

12

13

Low (years)

1

2

2

Standard deviation

2.3

2.55

2.9

In light of the success ofIsla de Pajaros cooperative, we might ask why other
cooperatives did not adopt similar organizations. Although several did try to retrofit the
organizational model, attempts failed because officers and members were unwilling to
accept the accountability the system necessitates. When I asked the president in 1995,
Lupe Leon, why the cooperative was successful, he replied that above all there was
honesty and honor among the membership. "In a cooperative," he added, "there was no
room for egotism and members need to work together."
Under the current political climate which favors privatization, it is unlikely there will
be a resurgence of fishing cooperatives in Mexico, although the government appears to
support successful cooperatives like Isla de pajaros. Nonetheless, as fishermen and
political observers who for years have watched political changes in Mexico have noted,
anything could be possible under a different presidency. Legal changes which permitted
the armadores to enter the fishery were made only within the new 1992 Ley de Pesca,
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unlike constitutional changes to Article 27 which made ejido reform possible. Change,
therefore, could be instituted rapidly by revising the law. Should the government approve
additional cooperatives, it would be prudent to follow successful models of organization
such as that exhibited by Isla de Pajaros cooperative. Apparently cooperative fishing,
when organized into smaller accountable units and run by competent officers, can be
successful. Cooperatives provide protection and job security for members. and are an
important safety net for fishermen during economic crises.
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Chapter 4 Endnotes
The name of the cooperative has been changed to protect the identity of informants.
2 Los Camaroneros was among four cooperatives chosen for study, one of which had
closed when field work was initiated in early 1992. The cooperative was recommended
for study by various people knowledgeable in the fishing sector because of its apparent
success. See Appendix A for further explanations of the reasons for choosing particular
cooperatives for study.
3 This compares with one metric ton or less per trip during the production crisis or
the early 1990's.
4 All pesos within this document have been converted to new pesos instituted in
January, 1993. I have used an exchange rate of 3 new pesos to a dollar, as the majority of
the economic data was gathered before the peso devaluated in December, 1994.
5 This amount varies among cooperatives and armadores, depending upon the amount
owed to credit institutions. Vasquez and McGuire (1993) estimated the break-even point
for a boat ofaIta mar at 12.2 metric tons of shrimp per season at U.S. $9.40 per pound. In
December, 1994, the cooperative Isla de Pajaros estimated their break-even point at a
significantly lower level, at 12 metric tons sold for U.S. $7.50 per pound.
6 Doubling the interest rate as a fine stilI remains a common loaning practice in
Guaymas banks.
7 See Chapter 8, The Politics of Financing, for governmental policies towards
reviving the industry.
8 See the Introduction for a discussion of the "900 kilos." Members quit donating to
the Federation because they had received neither new boats nor any other benefits. They
calculated that over a three year period they had donated over $2.5 million U.S. to the
Federation.
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Members in the Camaroneros de Guaymas received the equivalent of $66 every two
weeks during the offseason.
I () Beto de la Celia received his name because he is a mama's boy. Celia is the name
of his mother.
II The reasons why bankers chose not to loan to cooperatives is addressed in Chapter
8 Structural Adjustment economics, politics, and the fishery.
12 In his 1992 lnforme anual Salinas de Gortari denounced neoliberalism as
inhumane and populism as a "paternalistic bureaucracy that inhibits the initiatives of the
people." He proposed instead an approach that he called "social liberalism" and which he
instituted through a ground-up social welfare program entitled the National Solidarity
Program or PRONASOL. (Needler 1993:23-27).
13 See Chapter 9, The Work and Play of Fishing, for a complete discussion of the
relative advantages of being a cooperative fishermen vs. a free fishermen working for
armadores.
9
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CHAPTERS
MAKING A LIVING AT FISHING: ECONOMICS AND IDENTITY

"EI que a huell arhol se arrima, buella sombra 10 cohija "
"He tlzat seeks tlze slzelter of a good tree, Ilice slzade will cover"
A fisherman interprets, "The one who has a good job, earns well."

An examination of the economics of making a living at fishing allows us to make
important comparisons among Guaymas shrimp fishermen. First, it helps to distinguish
among three cooperatives, two of which closed at the end of the 1992-93 season. It also
allows us to compare earnings of cooperative and free fishermen working for armadores.
Finally, an economic analysis of the work of fishing illustrates how recent structural
reforms in the industry have affected the men who earn their living on the sea.
Comparisons between cooperatives as well as comparisons between cooperative
fishermen and free fishermen working for arm adores can best be determined through an
examination of salaried and non-salaried earnings through shrimp fishing. Even so, the
determination of total annual fishing income is problematic, particularly in the case of
cooperative fishermen. An accurate assessment is not possible because of the large
amount of shrimp and fish sold illegally, not recorded, and generally under reported.
Many cooperative fishermen, even if they are willing to speak frankly, keep no records
and do not remember the total amount sold on the black market. Even though some of
the large armadores keep accurate records of the small shrimp which they sell, many
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small annadores who captain their own boats mayor may not keep these records.
Therefore, a discussion of fishing income must be made keeping these factors in mind,
and except where specific records have been kept, incomes should be considered only as
approximations.
Income from shrimping can be best described as erratic, both within the season, and
from season to season. It is income dependent both on the abundance of the resource and
skill and luck of fishennen in locating and capturing it, the condition of the boat and
resources for its maintenance, and the impact of the fleet on the fishery. A myriad of
factors combine to affect shrimp reproduction, and scientists are sometimes reduced to
educated guesses as to why one season experiences a proliferation of the species,
followed by one in which there is a reduction of resources. While the vagaries of shrimp
reproduction are at times perplexing to scientists, the good and bad seasons are of more
immediate concern for the families of shrimp fishennen. When production is good,
fishennen revel in their economic success, which might allow them to buy a car, begin
house construction or build onto an existing one, or perhaps send a child to high school or
the university. When production is poor or a fishennan is out of work, however, families
with fewer resources are reduced to sending their children to work and eating a diet of
beans and tortillas. Within the season itself, good or bad, production is characterized by
extremes.
The bulk, if not all, of household earnings is acquired during the shrimp season,
which in recent years commenced in September and extended throughout the month of
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April or early May. Baring unforeseen problems with a boat, the most lucrative
fishing months are usually the first one or two fishing trips (viaje.\) of the season when
shrimp are abundant. Subsequently, production drops sharply in the aftermath of the
pursuit of a thousand plus boats on the resource in the Gulf of California. Major
mechanical problems with a boat, reduced shrimp availability or bad fishing luck,
however, may result in very low production even during the first trips, often imposing
hardships on families who depend on these months of high income to sustain them
throughout the leaner months.
Salary (fa Iiquidaci6n) from shrimp fishing, but not all income during the season, is
dependent on production brought to port and processed for export to the U.S. and Japan.
Fishermen are paid after each 25 to 40 day viaje. Not withstanding major problems with
the equipment motors, or refrigeration, crews usually make six to seven trips during the
shrimping season. During the first few months of the season, Guaymas fishermen who
have been fishing close by generally return to their home port to unload their product, but
as the season progresses fishermen may wander further away from home in search of
more lucrative fishing grounds. During the 1993-94 season, for example, hundreds of
boats in the Guaymas fleet fished the last few months of the season off the coast of
Oaxaca and Chiapas in the Gulf of Tehuantepec, and some unloaded their product in far
off ports of Salina Cruz, Oaxaca and Puerto Madero, Chiapas.
Salaries for both cooperative and free fishermen vary considerably and are dependent
on their crew category on the boat. Except for the most successful captains working for
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armadores, cooperative fishermen earn a higher percentage of product sale than free
fishermen (pescadores libre.\) working for armadores. For members of the one remaining
Guaymas cooperative and for fishermen working for certain armadores, income fluctuates
with the quality, size and color of the shrimp. Other free fishermen working for
armadores receive salaries at a flat rate per ton, not dependent on size or color of first
quality shrimp, important factors which determine the selling price of shrimp.
Income from the sale of shrimp which is processed and exported represents only a
portion of a fisherman's seasonal earnings. Income from the sale of shrimp and fish on
the black market, particularly for many cooperative fishermen, represents an almost
equally important source of income. This was especially true among fishermen in the
now closed cooperatives, whose black market sales income sometimes surpassed their
legitimate sales income.
Comparative incomes of cooperative and free fishermen
A survey of 104 cooperative fishermen in three cooperatives was made after the
1992-93 season, partially to determine household income from all sources. Based on
fishermen's recall, fishermen earned the following from legal sales of shrimp processed
and exported to the U.S. It must be kept in mind that this was one of the least productive
seasons experienced in the shrimp fishery over the past 10 years.
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Table 2. Cooperative incomes (liquidacion) for export marl{eted shrimp: 1992-93
season. Exchange rate calculated at 3 pesos per dollar.
Cooperative
Number of cases
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Minimum
Maximum

1

Isla de Pajaros

San Pedro
Dominguez
31
9194 pesos
3429 pesos

Camaroneros de
Guaymas
32
13503 pesos
7568 pesos

35
23178 pesos
10598
pesos

dollars
pesos
3,000 $1,000
16,000 $ 5,333

pesos
4,000
40,000

pesos dollars
9,000 $ 3,000
49,000 $16,333

dollars
$ 1,333
$13,333

1,~~omes (liquidacion) - San Pedro Domin 9
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81

i

I

Std. Dev = 3429.47
Mean 9194
N =31.00

=

o
Salary in Dollars
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Incomes (Iiquidacion) - Camaroneros de Guaymas
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4
Std. Dev = 7568.42

2

=0;=..11• • Mean
= 13503
N = 32.00
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Salary in Dollars

Incomes (Iiquidacion) - Isla de Pajaros
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Std. Dev = 10598.20
Mean = 23178
N = 36.00

Salary in Dollars
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The data represent three distinct populations,2 with widely varying means (see
Appendix A Methodology for statistical explanation). There are several reasons why
salaries of members of San Pedro Dominguez cooperative are the lowest of the averages
of the three populations. First, the cooperative lacked capital to repair boats before the
season opened. Therefore, boats returned frequently to port, and for months at a time,
some boats did not leave. In part, maintenance problems for thc boats of San Pedro
Dominguez cooperative related to the age of the fleet. In general, older boats require
higher maintenance. In 1991, the average age of the fleet of the 11 boats owned by San
Pedro Dominguez was 17.2 years. This cooperative was in operation since 1950, and was
transferred no new boats when the government reserved the sector for cooperatives in
1981. In contrast, the two more recently formed cooperatives, Camaroneros de Guaymas

and Isla de Pajaros had been transferred newer boats and had replaced older ones. The
fleet of 12 boats belonging to Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative averaged 10.5 years,
with one additional boat with an age over 20 years. Isla de Pajaro cooperative owned
boats which on the average were younger than the other two cooperatives, 8.7 years

(Delegaci6nfederal de Pesca en el Estado de Sonora, Antiguedad de la Flora
camaronera del puerto de Guaymas J991). An additional reason for lower salaries of
members of San Pedro Dominguez related to the large amount of shrimp sold offshore
and not processed through the cooperative. Without sufficient bank financing for
operating expenses, members decided to sell shrimp offshore to purchase fuel and
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provisions for the crew. Members were also selling an indeterminable amount of
shrimp offshore to benefit themselves and protest the corruption of their own officers.
Age and Income
Finally, in part lower salaries of San Pedro Dominguez cooperative may also reflect
the older age of fishermen. Shrimp fishing is physically demanding, and most fishermen
agree that over the age of 50 the productivity of a fisherman decreases. After this age, in
fact. many fishermen retire. A comparison of ages of members of the three cooperatives
shows that San Pedro Dominguez cooperative members were considerably older than
those of the other two cooperatives. San Pedro Dominguez members themselves attribute
some decreased production to their inability to work as hard as younger fishermen. An
additional factor explains why San Pedro Dominguez fishermen on the average were
older than the other two cooperatives. Many of the fishermen had been members since
the early days of the cooperative, which was formed in 1950. Because of their longevity
in the cooperative and the degree that they were united as a group, in recent years they
decided to admit few new members into the cooperative. They restricted new
membership because they wanted to maintain control, avoid conflicts, and divide profits
only among themselves. Thus, crew positions which are often held by younger men,
particularly the marineros, were filled by free fishermen.
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Table 3. Ages of cooperative members: Three Guaymas cooperatives
Cooperative
Number of Cases
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Standard
Deviation

3

San Pedro
Dominguez

Camaroneros de
Guaymas

Isla de Pajaros

33
25
66
50.2
9.12

33
26
58
40.7
9.24

38
23
59
36.6
7.8

Members of Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative earned less from income of
shrimp processed through the cooperative (liquidaci6n) than did members ofIsla de
Pajaros cooperative, the only remaining cooperative. Camaroneros de Guaymas
production was off, in part, for lack of good captains. Lower means for the liquidaci6n of
members of Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative, in comparison to Isla de Pajaros
cooperative, can also be explained by offshore sales. Members of Camaroneros de
Guaymas probably sold more large shrimp offshore during the entire season.
Additionally, when fishermen discovered that their cooperative was closing, they sold all
product away from port. Production was also less in Camaroneros de Guaymas because,
like San Pedro Dominguez cooperative, boats experienced mechanical problems and the
cooperative lacked money to make repairs. In comparison, salaries of Isla de Pajaros were
higher because the fleet was able to be maintained through cooperative funds, captains
were more successful and there was more strict control over off shore sales.
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Black markets sales
Fishermen in cooperatives, both the closed and the remaining Guaymas cooperative.
are permitted to sell all or a large portion of the small shrimp and other fish captured in
the shrimp nets off shore on the black market. They sell to giia/eros. those who buy and
sell illegally, pay no taxes and for the most part vend products nationally. Fishermen in
closed cooperatives, and some in the functioning cooperative, also clandestinely sold
large shrimp offshore, which commands an even higher price, sometimes double. the
price of smaller shrimp.
In the one remaining Guaymas cooperative, Isla de Pajaros, members determine how
much of the small shrimp they will bring to shore to process (maquilar) along with the
large shrimp. The rest of the by-catch (rebusca) including small shrimp (chatarra) is
sold to giiateros. Interestingly, this practice continued when the peso devaluated by
almost half in early 1995. Even though fishermen could earn more by processing small
shrimp for the international market, the majority still preferred to sell to giiateros because
it meant money was paid immediately and directly to fishermen. Selling to guateros was
also important for maintaining reciprocal relationships which fishermen have established
with the illegal buyers. 4
While a large amount of the by-catch is sold offshore, other crews make prior
agreements with certain Guaymas giiateros and sell when they arrive in port. One
prominent giiatero, himself a former fisherman and director in his cooperative, buys
much of this product. He and his brother truck the shrimp to Tijuana, Northern Baja
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California. where part is sold to restaurants in the U.S. Cooperative crew members
divide profits from sales to giia/eros equally among the six crew members and the one to
two pavos. the young men who help on the boat during the first few trips of the season
when extra hands are needed. The pavos. or fishermen apprentices. derive their total
income from the sale of small shrimp and fish. Paying pavos in this manner is also
customary among armadores. Among some boat crews of armadores. however. pavos
are not entitled to equal shares of this income. but must depend on the generosity of the
crew members who individually reimburse the young men an amount they deem to be
appropriate.
The survey questionnaire administered in the summer of 1993 showed the amount
which fishermen in three cooperatives earned from the sale of the rebusca. Marked
differences between the three populations can be noted. Income from sales of the
rebllsca, particularly those at the high end in the cooperative Camaroneros de Guaymas
may be the most accurate of the comparative data. Because I participated on five fishing
trips with crews of Camaroneros de Guaymas, members knew that I was aware of the
extent of the sales and many were unafraid to answer truthfully. Ninety-two percent, or
31 of the 33 socios interviewed, responded to the question. Aside from the fact that many
socios in Camaroneros de Guaymas knew me well, there are other important reasons why
responses of members may be high than responses from cooperative members in the one
existing cooperative, Isla de Pajaros. Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative members
sold all of the shrimp offshore during the last trip. Also, when the questionnaire was
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being administered, Camaroneros de Guaymas was in the negotiating stages for the
closing of the cooperative and members had little to fear if they told the truth. Members
of San Pedro Dominguez, a cooperative which also eventually closed, were more
clandestine with their answers. Fourteen of the 33 interviewed, or 42%, refused to
respond. Low response can be contributed to custom - that this is a secret, - that I knew
the members less well, and that the cooperative was not closed. Members were
negotiating to rent their boats to an armador, which they were planning to crew.
Response rate on the question relating to illegal sales was also low in Isla de Pajaros
cooperative, the only remaining cooperative in Guaymas. Nearly half (45%), or 17 of the
38 interviewed refused to answer the question. The question was usually met with smiles
and replies sllch as "that is a secret."

Table 4. Cooperative Income from the sale of the rebusca, the by-catch of shrimp
fishing
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Although cooperative fishermen are permitted to sell small shrimp to offshore or
inshore giiateros, or if they desire, to sell it privately themselves, the sale of small shrimp
is closely monitored by armadores. If a private boat is not captained by the owner, the
private owners require that fishermen bring all shrimp, large and small, to shore. Because
infraction results in immediate dismissal for the captain and crew members involved,
many fishermen adhere to the rule because they fear that "spies" in shoreside
communities will report illegal sales to their boat owners. One large private owner told
me how he fired a captain for selling small shrimp on the open sea because he was sure if
he had sold the small shrimp, he had also sold the large shrimp. Aubert and VasquezLe6n (1993) report that even though they are forbidden to sell, some captains working for
armadores do sell the chatarra (small shrimp) to giiateros. But to avoid arousing the
suspicions of the boat owner, before selling they consult with giiateros to determine how
much is being sold by other captains working for the same armador. All large armadores
and some small armadores who require the fishermen to bring the small shrimp to shore
buy it at half its value. In the 1994-95 season, the sales price of small shrimp varied from
18 to 32 pesos a kilo ($6.00 to $10.66). There were some armadores, however, who paid
fishermen a flat rate of9 pesos a kilo, regardless of the current market price. Other
~adores

chicos, those who captain their own boats, often sell the product on the open

sea to gila/eros, splitting the profits between the boat owner and the crew.
Systems for sharing the profits from the sale of small shrimp vary among armadores.
While some owners keep 50% for "the boat" (themselves), other armadores chicos keep
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30% for the boat owners and divide 70% between the crew, including the owner
captain who then earns all of the 30% and 116th or 117th of the other 70% sold. One
small armador commented that the armadores grande.l·

(rico.l~

operate more strictly and

more like a business. This small armador, owner of one boat and also the boat's captain,
identifies closely with the crew and explained why he shares a larger percentage with the
crews. "We are different," he told me. "We are part of the workers. We know the
problems and needs of the fishermen and we think it is fair to share."
Comparati\'e salaries: cooperative fishermen and free fishermen working for arm adores.
A comparison of the salaries of both cooperative fishermen and free fishermen
working for arm adores can illustrate variability in earnings, both seasonally and
categorically among crews. Salary comparisons also allow us to contrast earnings of
cooperative fishermen and free fishermen working for armadores. While the majority of
fishermen have a difficult time recalling precisely what they earn, Armando, a motorista
in Isla de Pajaros cooperative keeps accurate records of both his earnings from his taxable
salary from legal sales, and sales of small shrimp and other eatable fish offshore. During
the 1993-94 shrimp season Armando's income was as follows:
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Table 5. Seasonal Income from Export Shrimp of Cooperative Motorista
Gross income

Income
pesos/
metric
ton*
Sept 13- Oct 15,93 2,505
Oct 19- Nov 18,93 2,129
Nov 19-Dec 28, 93 2,344
.Jan 3- Feb 12,94 . 2,399
Feb 13- Mar 27,94 2,665
Apr 2- May 10, 94 2,900
Totals

kilos
captured

Gross
income in
pesos

Gross
income in
dollars

Net
income**
in dollars

6,001
2,558
1,486
1,200
1,145
793
13,184

15,033
5,448
3,481
2,879
3,052
2,302
NS32,194

$5,011
1,816
1,161
960
1,017
767
$10,698

$4,219
1,580
1,034
866
916
707
$9,322

*A metric ton equals 1000 kilos
** Taxes ranging from 8% to 16%, depending on salary (liqllitlacioll) earned for
each trip
The following table illustrates what Annando earned from the sale of the rebusca
Table 6. Sale of rebllsca (all by-catch), including cllatarra (small shrimp) gross and
net earnings (no taxes paid) by cooperative motorista.

1st viaje (trip)
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

N$ pesos net
N$ 5,000
3,000
2,500
2,500
2,700
1,700
Total N$ 17,400

Dollars net
$ 1,666
$ 1,000
$ 833
$ 833
$ 900
$ 566
$ 5,798
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Combining both legal and black market sales, Armando earned the following in
the 1993-94 season.

Table 7. Combined income, legal and black market sales, cooperative motorista
Pesos
Net income legal sales (after taxes) N$ 27,966
N$ 17,400
Net income illegal sales
Total taxable and non-taxable
N$ 49,594
Net income N$ 27,966 + 17,400 = N$ 45,366

Dollars
$ 9,322 dollars
5,798 dollars
16,531 dollars
15,122 dollars-

Armando divided his total salaried income plus the illegal sales by the number of
months that he worked, eight in total, for an average of

Gross N$49,494.18

= N$6,187 per month

Net

= N$5,671

N$45,366./8

$2,062 dollars

per month $1,890 dollars

Table 5 also illustrates trip fluctuadons in income. Shrimp size, color and quality as
well as international market demand affect its price and ultimately fishermen's salaries
from the shrimp legally processed for sale. Fishermen in the Gulf of California fish
principally for blue shrimp (Penaells stylirostris) and brown shrimp (Penaeus

californiensis). Fishermen in alta mar, particularly in recent years, have fished more
brown shrimp than blue, principally because there is more available, particularly at the
depths they traditionally trawl. This is true, even though they prefer to fish for the large
blue shrimp, which commands a higher price than brown shrimp, a difference of, for
example, U.S .35 per pound for 15 count/pound (Ocean Garden Products, Inc. December
18, 1994). Additionally, shrimp which has been conserved well on board ship and during
processing can be sold as first quality, bringing a high price on the international market.

------
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Second quality shrimp, that is, shrimp which may be spotted because of improper
processing of the product on board, because freezing temperatures on board are not low
enough, or for improper processing in the plant, sells for less. Broken shrimp or shrimp
contaminated with diesel, termed "frozen" by Ocean Garden, the,parstatal marketing
company, brings an even lower price per pound and is sold on the national market.
Cooperative fishermen and some fishermen working for arm adores are paid according to
the market price of the shrimp, which in Armando's case varied from N$ 2129 to
N$2900 per metric ton during the 1993-94 season.
Comparing trips, the first was by far the most lucrative and Armando earned $5,885
dollars net, combining his legal and illegal sales. Net income for the second trip,
however, had dropped to $2,816 dollars. The lowest paying trip of the season was the
sixth and last he fished, and his net earnings totaled $1,334 dollars.
Pay scales, as noted above, differ according to the position a crew member occupies
on the boat. All members in Isla de Pajaro cooperative divide 22.27% of the total product
sales. Of this amount, captains (patrones) and boat engineers (motoristas) earn an equal
percentage, 23.21%, the engineer's helper (ayudante) and the cook (cocinero) each earn
14.31 %, and the two sailors (marineros) each earn 12.48%. Thus marineros earn
approximately one-half of the captains and motoristas. In comparison to Armando's total
net earnings ofN$45,366 ($15,122), a marinero on the same boat with Armando earned a
net total ofN$32,886 ($10,962). Discrepancies in salaries were leveled out through the
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illegal sales. On this trip, the marinero earned more through the illegal sales than he
netted in legitimate sales.
For illustrative purposes, we could then compare cooperative fishermen's earnings to
what a patron. motorista and marinero working for a large armador in Guaymas might
earn producing an equal amount of shrimp. During the 1993-94 season the amount of
shrimp unloaded in Guaymas varied greatly, from 42,255 tons to 140 kilos, but averaged
I3 tons per boat, the average (l3,l 84) which Armando's boat produced (CRIP 1994).
Productions figures, however, may be misleading. Local officials question the extremely
high catches reported by the top producers. Officials and fishermen alike surmise that
production may be inflated because these boats, under the direction of their owners, were
purchasing shrimp offshore to process. Data from CRIP may, however, underestimate
the number of boats which produced over 13 tons, because an unknown number of boats
in the 1993-94 season unloaded their product in the ports of Mazatian, Sinaloa, Puerto
Madera, Chiapas and Salinas Cruz, Oaxaca.
Whereas cooperative fishermen in Isla de Pajaros eam 22.27% of the product sales,
before the devaluation of the peso in late 1994, most armadores paid their crews an
amount established through custom, 20.27% of sales. Nonetheless, after the devaluation
of the peso, in early 1995 armadores continued to pay crew members at the same peso
rate, making no adjustments for increases which armadores were earning with the
s
devaluation. Not reflected in the chart below is the share of profits which cooperative
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fishennen receive, which in the case of Annando, after eleven years in the cooperative,
totaled $16,000 in 1994.

Table 8. Salary comparisons: Cooperative fishermen and free fishermen working
for armadores
Seasonal Earnings

Gross income
(Salary/dollars

Net income
(Salary/dollars

Illegal sales
(rebusca)*** nontaxable/dollars

Cooperative
motorista and
patroll
Cooperative
marinero*

$10,698

$8,936

$5,800

$ 5,772

$5,162

$5,800

Patron/armador**

$19,775

NA

$2,900***

Motoristalarmador
**

$10,107

NA

$2,900***

Marinero/armador
**

$ 3,076

NA

$2,900***

*Based on rate paid by the existing cooperative which varied according to sales
price from 1290 to 1560 pesos/metric ton - U.S. $430 to $520.
** Based on salaries paid by one large armador at a flat rate of 4500 pesos/ton for
the patroll, 2300 pesos/ton ($766.66) for the motorista, 1000 pesos/ton ($333) for each
the ayudallte and cocillero, and 700 pesos/ton ($233.33) for each marillero, and onehalf of profits from sale of small shrimp (paid fishermen at the rate of $3
dollarslkilo) divided equally among crew members.
***These are only approximations of actual earnings. While free fishermen
working for this armador are required to split profits of all small shrimp with the
armador, they are allowed to keep any fish which they capture in the shrimp nets,
and which they can either sell or bring to port. There is no way to estimate which
amount of the illegal sales al"e shrimp or fish, but generally the largest portion of the
illegal earnings of a cooperative fisherman comes from the sale of small shrimp
which command a higher price than scale fish (escama). Free fishermen who are
denied the earnings from small shrimp, on the other hand, may try to recapture lost
earnings by maximizing sales of fish. At the first of the season, limited free time of
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crew members on board ship and limited room in the freezer (bodega) both
constrain the quantity of fish which can be filleted and stored for later sale or
consumption. If time permits, fishermen prefer to filet fish to sell because of its
higher price. Under time constraints, fish sales then are primarily limited to whole
fish sold to gilateros off-shore. After the first few viajes, however, fishermen have
more free time and can filet fish for a higher selling price or for home consumption.
From the above estimates, one can easily compare earnings of cooperative and free
fishermen. Good captains working for arm adores are paid more than cooperative
captains, principally to motivate them to produce and not sell away from port. Free
captains working for armadores, in addition, often are paid bonuses depending on their
production in comparison to other boats in the armadore's fleet, earnings not reflected in
the above chart. Motoristas working for this same armador would earn slightly less than
the cooperative motorista. The real difference can be demonstrated when cooperative
marineros and marineros working for armadores are compared. Marineros working for
armadores earn only slightly more than half that of cooperative marineros, a fact which
contributes to large rates of turnover among this category of seaman working for
armadores. Marineros say that the boat owners are "robbing" from the marineros to pay
the captains.
Armadores justify the large differential in salaries paid to captains and marineros
with the reasoning that captains who are paid large salaries will be more motivated to
produce, thus increasing the earnings of all of the lower paying categories of fishermen.
In some cases, but not all, this has proved true. One hundred and forty-eight boats out of
the a total of two hundred ninety-four boats delivered more than the 13,184 tons that
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Armando's boat brought to the Guaymas port (CRIP 1994 Boletin Informativo No.
35). But at the rate of 700 pesos/ton, a marinero would have to crew on a boat which
produced 25 tons or more, depending on the size of shrimp delivered by the armador, to
match the salary for legal sales alone of a cooperative marinero. In the 1993-94 season,
CRIP data shows that twenty-eight boats delivered 25 tons or more to the Guaymas port.
But from the discussion above, those knowledgeable on the local fishing industry
question the very high production of a few boats in Guaymas. A few local armadores
report that only around 10 to 15 boats realized catches of 25 to 26 tons in the 1993-94
season.
Further, Table 8. does not reflect the actual amount which free fishermen working for
armadores might earn from the sale of the rebusca, including small shrimp and fish.
Earnings from the sale of the rebllsca are quite variable. An armador may choose to fish
principally for only the small shrimp, using nets of a smaller size, or may fish close to the
shoreline, in the areas where they know they will find the smaller shrimp. In the
remaining cooperative, members decided to prohibit use of smaller mesh nets used to
catch small shrimp. Nonetheless, the practice does occur among cooperative fishermen.
It is unknown to what extent fishermen working for armadores actively seek the small

shrimp.
Identity. job mobility and self-worth
It is easy to understand through the above economic comparisons why off-shore
fishing holds appeal for many Guaymas men. This is true in spite of the negative aspects
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of the occupation: the high risks, the long time away from port and difficult working
conditions. Fishermen, many of whom enter the occupation at a young age, have low
levels of education. Clearly, the general low levels of educational attainment for many
fishermen inhibit their chances for equal paying jobs in other professions. However, it is
interesting to note that even high school educated men choose fishing as an occupation,
realizing that their chances of earning good salaries are greater than other job
opportunities available to them. Fishermen, for example, earn significantly higher
salaries than an accountant working for a cooperative. Off-shore fishermen also have four
to five months of "vacation." during which time, if they are enterprising, they can earn
additional money. An added economic factor explains the tenacity of fishermen to their
occupation. Because most shrimp is sold on the international market and payment is
received in dollars, shrimp fishing is one of the few occupations in Mexico which is
positively affected by peso devaluations. Thus, when most Mexicans were negatively
impacted by the peso devaluation in the 1980's and as well as in late 1994 and 1995.
cooperative shrimp fishermen of alta mar almost overnight realized an effective 50 to
90% salary increase. With the entrance of the armadores. however. fishermen have not
been privileged to this salary increase.
Because armadores pay high salaries to many captains. we might ask why more
captains in the now existing cooperative do not leave to work for armadores. where they
can earn more money. Indeed. some headhunting occurred after armadores began
operation in 1991. and was a factor which contributed to the downfall of Camaroneros de
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Guaymas cooperative. When a cooperative is economically sound, however, like the
one existing cooperative, captains prefer to work in the cooperative because of the job
security. They know that an armador could lay them off if production falls. Under the
cooperative system, as well, fishermen have year round medical care and eam for their
retirement through Seguro Social, the health system for non-governmental workers. They
also receive a pension when they retire and a share of the cooperative profits. Therefore,
for some captains, the social and economic benefits of cooperative fishing far outweigh
the enticement of high salaries but job insecurity working for armadores.
While captains may earn more working for armadores, the above economic analysis
demonstrates that cooperative marineros are financially better remunerated than free
fishermen working for armadores. This fact either leads some marineros to grumble or if
pay is too low, to look for work or establish small businesses on shore. A fisherman's
opportunities for work on shore, however, may be limited to minimum wage jobs. The
minimum daily wage for workers in January, 1995 was 15.18 pesos. but calculated for 7
days a week. Thus, at minimum wage, in January, 1995 a worker received 213 pesos
($43) every two weeks before taxes. But in times of low shrimp production, a shrimp
fisherman may also only cam the equivalent of minimum wage.
For some marineros the extended time away from port and their families is not
justified by salaries which fail to match those which they earned under the cooperative
system. But when production is high, fishermen enjoy economic success unattainable in
the low paying jobs on shore. Thus, the seductive lure of the possibility of high salaries,
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even when they earn reduced salaries working for armadores, leads some marineros to
stay with fishing.
Dedication and tenacity to fishing goes well beyond the economic advantages which
off-shore fishermen have over their friends and relatives working on shore. It is not
unusual to hear a fishermen say that he cannot leave fishing because "this is the only
work I know." We might question these statements by assessing fishermen's skills.
Because of their isolation from ports and their need to be self-sufficient, fishermen are
jacks-of-all trades: cooks, mechanics, electricians, carpenters, weather forecasters,
painters, salesmen, and computer operators of electronic equipment. Because they do
possess other job skills which would allow them to find work on shore, it would be
prudent to look for other reasons why fishermen remain in the occupation even in times
when they earn little money. Their tenacity has as much to do with identity as it does with
the hope for high salaries.
There is a large degree of persistency to fishing which stems from their love of the
sea, their freedom to travel, and their identification with fishing as a way of life. findings
which have also been noted by other researchers (see Gatewood and McCay 1988: Smith
1981: Pollnac and Poggie 1979). Gatewood and McCay, for example. found that
although responses to questions on job satisfaction varied between the six New Jersey
tisheries they studied, all fishermen enjoyed the adventure and challenges of fishing. had
pride in their work, and are attached to fishing as a way of life.
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The view of fishing as a way of life is expressed in the words of a captain and
current president of the one existing cooperative in Guaymas.
Fishing is a little occupati'on for me. The best moment in life. I have
always fished and I never rejected fishing, although I would have been
able to be a professional in whatever other work. Also, I knew from a
when I was a boy that I liked fishing very much. Because all of my family
were' fishermen, no, have been fishermen. Some still are fishermen, others
have died, but all my family since my grandfathers were fishermen. Thus,
from when I was a very small boy they took me on the boats, and they
took me on the large boats also. The first time that we left on a boat on the
sea (afuera - meaning on a shrimp boat), that I went as a pavito
(apprentice), I was 10 years old. In those days there was a lot of
production. And when we arrived, they gave me money. And this awoke
in me, the [sic], I said to myself, this is business, to work in other places
and earn money.
Although fishermen often tire of the long time away from families and their hard
living and working conditions, most approach their work with gusto (see Alonso 1992).
For Chihuahuan peasants from Namiquipa, according to Alonso, "work and gusto are
forms of activity and experience through which social identities are negotiated and social
value [esteem] is accorded to persons" (p. 166). Off-shore shrimp fishermen derive gusto
from their work. Long hours, dangerous storms, and sleepless nights do not prevent them
from finding something entertaining and satisfying in their work. It is not uncommon to
find them joking with each other, singing, playing with a sea creature, or merely staring at
and enjoying the sea.
Fishermen also derive pleasure from their elevated esteem in Guaymas. Captains and
motoristas in particular are viewed with a certain respect in this community which
depends on tishing as the main source of livelihood. A number of old Guaymas families
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are headed by captains, some of whom now own their own boats. Fishermen's selfsacrificing lifestyle draws sympathy from the community, and most Guaymenses feel that
fishermen's high salaries are warranted by their difficult working conditions and time
spent away from home. Proof of the community support for the fishing sector can be
seen on the day of the opening of the season. The departure of the fleet is not only an
activity attended by fishermen and their families. It is also a national and community
affair. In 1995 the president of Mexico, Emesto Zedillo, along with many non-fishermen
came to the boat docks to see off the men in the traditional salida.
Fishermen know. however, that they are sometimes criticized for their bawdy
behavior on shore. In light of my association with fishermen, I would have to agree with
one fishermen when he spoke of community and self perceptions.
You have probably heard that fishermen are groseros (speak in
obscenities) and that they drink. They say we are "gente de abajo" (lower
class people). But we are really genIe humilde (humble people). And
genIe humi/de treat others with respect, more than people who are of a
higher class.
Fishermen's freedom to work in isolation, away from the watchful eye of the boss,
also gives them KlIslo. Meeting certain production levels and schedules are their principal
responsibilities. How these production levels are met. however. is left up to the
fishermen While workers on shore must contend with constant supervision. fishemlen
are allowed to make decisions on their own. Within certain boundaries. they are also not
bound to a fixed schedule and work independently from the boat owner at home or the
cooperative officers. If they are tired, for example, they are allowed to take a nap if
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necessary. Fishermen are also allowed freedom from the day to day responsibilities of
family life. Although they often comment that they miss their families, after a few days
on shore it is not uncommon to find them hanging out by the boat docks with their
friends.
Many Guaymenses comment on their alegria (happiness) and envy fishermen's
lifestyle and extra money for entertainment. I am reminded ofa crew of fishermen fresh
off the boat, laughing and drinking beer in the back of a pickup parked in front of CRIP,
the research arm for Sepesca. A government biologist watched them from the window of
his office, and with more than a trace of envy in his voice, commented on the men.
"Look at them. It's the end of the season and they are probably earning little money. But
they are happy drinking beer with their friends. They know how to enjoy life."
Fishing is a very masculine activity, requiring fortitude and courage. Through
fishing, men receive a sense of self-worth through the re-affirmation of their machismo
(male identity). Their machismo is in part reaffirmed through their courage in the face of
the danger they face at sea, and their social value in the community is reproduced through
these acts. The physical strength required to do the work also affirms their masculinity,
and fishermen feel proud when they have completed a difficult physical task. Machismo
is also (re)created through their sexuality. Time away from home and the community
allow them freedom from censure. They are free to pursue other women. which in tum
reinforces their sense of masculinity which they attain through sexual prowess.
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I have demonstrated that fishermen working under the private system have
experienced a significant loss of income as well as a source of food for the family.
Although many free fishermen working for armadores are able to keep all fish other than
shrimp for household consumption, in some trips very little edible fish is brought up in
the shrimp nets. And because armadores generally keep half of the small shrimp,
fishermen have either less to sell or take home to their families. Shrimp is an important
source of food for the families. But apart from the alimentary contribution it makes,
fishermen derive considerable pleasure and pride in bringing home food which they
produced for household consumption. Fishermen families are often financially dependent
on non-fishing relatives during the off-season, and in tum supply these same family
members with fish and shrimp during the season. Therefore, less food produced also
means that they are unable to reciprocate with extended family members and friends.
Men receive honor and respect through their ability to produce and maintain their
families. They are dishonored, on the other hand, when they are unable to meet family
subsistence requirements. Fishermen lose self-esteem and honor when their wives seek
outside employment to supplement income, or they must request a loan from a family
member. As workers for armadores they bring in significantly less in actual earnings.
both from salaries and sale of the rebusca. Their inability to enjoy the bene tits of
monetary devaluations has deprived them of salary increases from which they benetited
as cooperative fishermen. Consequently, lower incomes undermine the fisherman's sense
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of self-worth and feelings of masculinity. Lack of control over sales of the rebusca
also denies fishermen the ability to leverage their marginal positions vis a vis the
armadores.
Because of their identity as fishermen and their free life-style, most fishermen still
prefer to remain in the occupation even earning less working for the armadores. One
fisherman wrote about the loyalty of the "true" fisherman, in comparison to a person who
has studied and only fishes when there is good income.
El pescador neto si gai1Q mucho dinero, que bueno. Si no gana, ni
modo, pero nunca Ie da la espalda a la pesca (no se raja). Los
estudiantes que se hacen pescadores si ganan dinero se quedan y si no,
algunos, la mayoria se van. Quiere decir que dejan la pesca.
To the true fishermen, ifhe earns a lot of money, that's good. Ifhe
doesn't earn, there is nothing he can do about it, but he never turns his
back on fishing, (he doesn't quit fishing). The students that have become
fishermen, if they earn a lot of money they stay, and ifnot, some, the
majority go away. That is to say, they leave fishing.
The fishermen writing the above passage alludes to the loyalty of the "true
fisherman." as opposed to those who enter fishing to earn good money. Like the captain
also quoted above. the incentives for earning well while getting to travel and know other
ports often leads young Guaymas men to quit school to become fishermen. A fair
number of pavos. the fishermen apprentices. are themselves sons of other fishermen who
have seen firsthand the financial benefits and personal rewards of the occupation. But
other fishermen admonish their sons not to become fishermen. Ismael, a former
cooperative fisherman, explains why he does not want his son to become a fisherman ..
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There is too much work in fishing. Here in fishing you can earn well,
but only in a good season. With the salary [working] on land, you earn
less, but it is more secure. You pass many days on the sea without the
family, without celebrating birthdays and other memorable fiestas. And
the years pass and you never have the opportunity to spend what you have
earned.

Chapter 5 Endnotes
1. 3.05 pesos to the dollar was the exchange rate when the survey instrument was
administered.
2. I chose three active cooperatives to study. I looked for one cooperative which had
longevity as a cooperative and at least one which formed when the fleet was reserved for
the cooperative sector in 1982. In searching for cooperatives to analyze, I simply asked a
number of community members and fishermen which cooperative organizations would be
interesting to study. Almost invariably the response was the same, and I chose
organizations based on these recommendations. San Pedro Dominguez cooperative was
formed in 1950, and Los Camaroneros de Guaymas and Isla de Pajaros were both
founded when the fleet was passed over to the cooperatives in 1981. In retrospect, I
realized that respondents were directing me to cooperatives which had the greatest
economic stability, as the three I chose were among only six cooperatives which survived
the 1992-93 season.
3. Missing data accounts for discrepancies in number of cases reported in various
tables.
4. See Chapter 9 "Working and Playing on the high seas, markets, passive resistance
and getting by" for a more complete discussion of the symbiotic relationship between
fishermen and guateros ..
5. At the beginning of the 1995-96 season, one large armador gave his captains a
20% salary raise because of the devaluation of the peso against the dollar. The peso
actually devalued over 100% from December 1994 to September 1995.
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CHAPTER 6
FAMILY COPING STRATEGIES AND OFF-SEASON ECONOMICS

"Dfos aprieta, pero 110 a/wrea"
God squeezes, but he does 1I0t aballdoll

In the previous chapter I compared cooperative and free fishermen and showed how
salaries for the majority of fishermen have decreased for those working in the private
sector. Additionally, a number of fishermen were displaced from the fishery and sought
permanent or temporary work on shore. In this chapter I examine the strategies which
fishermen families adopted to cope with displacement or decreased salaries caused by the
closure of their cooperatives, the entrance of the private sector into the fishery, and the
ecological crisis in the Gulf of California. In general, household members coped with the
crisis by intensifying activities which they already utilize during the off-season and
months of low production. I use comparative data from three cooperatives to illustrate
some of these strategies.
Contributions of other household members to total household income
In part, erratic income and low production is leveled out through the income
contributions of women and other household members. From the survey questionnaire
administered to cooperative fishermen, I found 11 members (33%) of San Pedro
Dominguez cooperative were sole providers, compared to 21 (64%) in Camaroneros de
Guaymas and 26 (68%) in Isla de pajaros. The contributions of other household
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members to total household income are most notable in San Pedro Dominguez. In
thirteen San Pedro Dominguez households one additional person worked, and in 6 more
households, two additional persons worked. In three more San Pedro Dominguez
households, a total offour to eight members of the household worked.
Table 9. Comparisons of average age of fishermen amI total number of workers in
the household
Cooperative

Sole provider

One additional
contributor

Two
additional
contributors

Three or more
additional
contributors

San Pedro
Dominguez
mean age = 50
years

33%
n = 11

39%
n = 13

18%
n=6

9%
n=3

Camaroneros
de Guaymas
mean age =41

64%
n = 21

18%
n=6

15%
n=5

3%
n=1

Isla de Pajaros
mean age=37

68%
n =26

27%
n=9

8%
n=3

0

A significant number of married and unmarried children continued to live at home in
San Pedro Dominguez cooperative, the organization composed of a larger number of
older socios. Within these households composed of wives, older children, and sometimes
grandchildren, a number of adults contributed to household income (see Table 11).
Family size of San Pedro Dominguez was larger, for the most part, than the other
cooperatives, averaging 6 members per household, compared to 5.5 for Camaroneros de
Guaymas and 4.7 for Isla de pajaros.
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Table 10. Household size by cooperative
San Pedro Dom.

Cooperative

Camaron. de

Isla de Pajaros

Guay.
Number of cases

33

32

36

Min. hh size

2

3

1

Max. hh size

16

10

8

Mean

6

5.531

4.722

Standard Dev.

3.167

1.665

1.5

Table 11. Total household income by cooperative
San Pedro
Dominguez
33

Cooperative
Cases

Camaroneros de
Guaymas
33

Maximum

pesos
1400
49117

dollars
$ 466
16,372

pesos
8800
53400

dollars
$ 2,933
17,800

Mean

17843

5,948

27437

9,146

Standard Dev.

10374.76 pesos

Minimum

11501.45 pesos

Isla de Pajaros
38
pesos

dollars

54300 $18,100
26479

8,826

12706.18 pesos

Any consideration of total household income must take into account the secrecy and
unreliability of reported earnings from illegal sales (see Chapter 5. for explanation). With
these limitations in mind, Table 11. allows us to compare household incomes between
cooperatives. Members of Camaroneros de Guaymas on the average earned more than

- ---

-----------------
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members of Isla de Pajaros cooperative, the only remaining cooperative. In large part this
higher amount can be attributed to the more accurately reported income from sales offshore. While fishermen's salaries in San Pedro Dominguez cooperative were low because
fi~hern1en

were older, the boats were in a state of disrepair, and because members sold a

large amount of shrimp offshore, their total household income was enhanced by the
contributions of other household members. Statistical analysis, however, showed almost
no correlation between the number of family members working and total household
income (correlation coefficient r = .436, San Pedro Dominguez; r = .277 Camaroneros de
Guaymas; and r = .183 Isla de pajaros). In part this can be explained by salary and age
differentials between the three cooperatives. Isla de Pajaros and Los Camaroneros de
Guaymas cooperative members were younger and personally earned more money and less
family members contributed to total household income. Older fishermen in San Pedro
Dominguez were aided, but not fully supported by grown children and extended family
members who lived within and outside of the fisherman's household. From informal
interviews as well as the survey questionnaire, it was noted that older children frequently
contribute to the maintenance of their parents when the father's earning ability lessens or
they reach retirement age. As noted earlier, fishing productivity decreases when a man
reaches 50 years of age, the average age of fishermen surveyed in San Pedro Dominguez.
Contributions of wives of fishermen
Survey research, based on responses of fishermen, showed that by far the largest
number of wives of fishermen did not work.
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Table 12. Reported number of fishermen's wives working in three cooperatives
Isla de Pajaros

San Pedro

Camaroneros de

Dominguez

Guaymas

Number of cases

33

33

38

Wife working

3 (9%)

3 (9%)

4 (11%)

Wife not working

28 (85%)

28 (85%)

27 (71%)

No response

2 (6%)

2 (6%)

7 (18%)

Cooperative

While survey research based on fishermen's responses indicated that few wives of
fishermen work, in reality many women do work, the majority operating businesses from
their homes. Fishermen may have under reported this phenomena for two reasons. First,
if a woman is not working full time, or is selling something from her home, many men do
not consider this work. When I asked one fishermen why he had responded that his wife
did not work when I later discovered that she did, he was at loss for words. His wife
cared for an older woman in the patient's home. When he realized that I knew the truth,
the fisherman then admitted that he did not want his wife to work. The latter reason for
the underestimation of women's contributions to income probably accounts for the
greatest number of false negative responses to the question in the survey research, "who
else works in the household," a respons~ which would include the wife along with other
household members.
Many women indicated that they would like to work, especially during the most
economically difficult times in recent years, but their husbands would not allow them.

------------------------
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Some had even secured jobs, but then did not appear for the first day of work because
their husbands objected. Others worked, but only for a few days before they were
pressured by their husbands to quit. One woman found work in the sardine plant while
her husband was out at sea, but when he returned he forced her to quit. Another older
woman, Louisa, described how she had always worked until she married, but then her
husband made her quit. Now, when her family was older, she still wanted to work, but
would be unable to gain employment because of her age (55). Prejudice against hiring
older people in the work force can be noted in almost any advertisement for work, where
the jobs require that a person be preferably younger than 29, or at most 35 in order to
apply. I For secretaries and other jobs with high visibility, male managers prefer to hire
young, pretty women. Thus, an older male or female worker and a less physically
attractive younger woman have less job opportunities available to them. Older women
may work in the fish packing plants, be self employed or clean other people's houses.
According to women, most husbands refuse to allow their wives to work outside of
the home because of male pride and machismo (see Alonso 1992). The honesty in the
response of one fisherman when asked why he did not want his wife to work typifies their
attitude. "Here she has her house. The macho Mexican doesn't want the woman to work
outside of the house. They need to take care of the children." Another fisherman wanted
his wife to stay home because if she worked, she would not be able to "attend" to his
needs when he came in from a fishing trip. Because he had observed working wives in
the U.S., he assumed that ifhis wife worked there would be no food on the stove when he
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came home, and she would be too tired to make love. Others objected because of male
pride and honor. "pOl'que la genIe empieza a hab/ar que no puede suslener a lafamilia.

r

la genIe es muy chis11losa" (because people would begin to say that he could not take

care of the family. And the people like to gossip a lot). But another important reason
why men object to having the women work is often alluded to in their conversations.
"Y ou have to have a lot of confidence in the relationship for the women to work,"
responded one fifty-five year old fisherman. This response of fishermen stems from the
fear that if a woman works outside of the home, she will begin to have relations with
other men. A number of women reasoned that men feared that their wives would find a
lover if they worked because they themselves had women in ports outside of Guaymas.
One wife added that many in Guaymas think the women are like this, and some, but not
all, do have lovers. Some women accept the double standard, knowing that their
husbands have other women. This same woman. like many others of like mind,
commented, "But I respect my husband and my children, so I wouldn't do it."
Many women are frustrated over the male attitude about women's work, especially
during the recent economic crisis, because they know that they can help the family
through the lean months or years. And if the wife is younger, there is always another
family member, sister or mother, who can help her with childcare. Whereas many women
do not work outside of the home because their husbands object, a significant number
contribute to household income by selling items from their homes, including cosmetics,
new and second hand clothing, food and craft articles. Some wives, a few accompanied
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by their mothers, made repeated trips to Nogales, Arizona, climbing up the hills and
jumping through holes in the fence to buy used clothing to sell in Guaymas. Others
sewed clothes to sell. And during the devastating seasons of the early 1990's. a few men
reluctantly permitted their wives to work. some in maquilas and some cleaning houses.
A few examples can illustrate both the ingenuity and difficulties women encountered
trying to better their lives for their children during these difficult years of low production
and transition from being cooperative fishermen to the oftentimes even less lucrative
positions as crew members on boats of armadores.
Rosa Maria is the wife of Rodolfo, a former member of the now closed cooperative,
Camaroneros de Guaymas. They are the parents of four children, ranging in age from 16
to 2 years. Rosa Maria had worked when they were first married but quit when she
realized that "it was not bringing good results" because the more she earned, the more
Rodolfo spent. During the summer of 1993, after the cooperative had closed and their
future was uncertain, she and her older daughter left one morning during the off-season to
look for work while Rodolfo stayed at home with the younger children. Both mother and
daughter secured jobs, but upon returning home found Rodolfo looking dejected and
feeling very lonely in his home alone. Consequently, neither mother nor daughter
appeared for the work the next day. But, she indicated, if it were necessary, she would
find work.
The occasion presented itself in the season after the cooperative closed. With a
portion of the money which he received from the settlement of the cooperative, Rodolfo
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and another member of the cooperative bought a panga, a small boat. and motor and
began to fish for shrimp when the season opened in the bays. They shrimped for a month
in the Bay of Lobos, in the Yaqui area south of Guaymas. until production decreased.
When the relationship with the associate strained, Rodolfo decided to sell the panga and
return to Guaymas. But he was unable to find employment for three months, until in
January, 1994, he finally found work as a marinero on a shrimp boat. Because of low
production and low pay, Rodolfo only earned about $100 dollars a month, and the family
was struggling to make ends meet. When the season closed Rodolfo was employed in a
sardine plant, but again for low wages. During the summer of 1994, Rosa Maria began to
sell Javra and Avon products to women in her church and neighborhood, and was proud
to have grossed 800 pesos ($266) injust a few weeks, but of this she owed 500 pesos
($166) for the purchase of the products.
Another wife of a free fisherman, Nati, has worked cleaning hotel rooms and houses
to eam money during the past few difficult years. When his cooperative closed in 1991,
Nati's husband was unable to find work on a shrimp boat. He worked for a year as a
plasterer, and over her husband's objections, Nati began to work in a hotel in San Carlos,
cleaning rooms. In the 1994-95 season he had been able to find work as an ayudante on
the boat of an armadar, but was earning very little, 1000 pesos a ton ($333). The first
trip, which had lasted 60 days, he brought home 6,500 pesos ($2,250) in salary. Crew
members were able to keep very little money from the fish which they caught because the

armadar refused to buy enough food for the crew, as is customary, and they were forced
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to either eat the fish or sell it to buy provisions. Further, when a problem developed on
the boat, crew members were required to pay for the repair. Additionally, the crew had
been given no quinsena when they worked preparing the boat for departure. To help out
the family, for the first time the couple's 16 year old son had left with his father to work
as a pavo on the shrimp boat. Despite the low salaries the father earned as a fisherman
working for an armado,., Nati's husband had earned less in the year he worked as a
plasterer, and because he like being a fisherman, refused to search for other work on land.
Nati was tired of living alone and was looking forward to the years when he would retire
and stay home with her.
Additional coping strategies of fishermen families under adverse conditions: reciprocity.
credit and savings.
The same mechanisms which allow families to survive through months of low
production, or during the off-season when there is little work, allowed shrimp fishermen
to adapt to job displacement and uncertain employment during the time of the collapse of
the cooperatives and the entrance of the private sector. If other household members did
not contribute to household income, the social network of extended families and
compadres living in other households, personal savings accounts and effective money
management helped some families through the adverse economic conditions. Others,
with relatives as poor as they are, did not fare as well.
Both by default because of fishermen's long absences from port, and because many
fishermen and their wives agree that women manage money better, it is the woman in the
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household who is responsible for ensuring that the money which the fishermen brings
home can feed the family and pay the bills while he is away. In a notable number of
cases, when a fisherman has money, he may spend it drinking, eating, buying drugs, or
how one fisherman referred to prostitution, "contributing to the bank accounts of women
in other ports." But there are also a large number of fishermen, not only the wives, who
are conscientious about saving and providing the best for their families.
In by far the majority of known cases, it was the wife who sought support from her
relatives, principally female, when her husband was away and the family ran out of
money, or when he was out of work and they had no other source of income. Out of
pride, many fishermen will not ask for a loan from a non-fisherman relative. Women, on
the other hand, feel free to and often ask both female and male relatives for financial help.
They, in turn, as well as their husbands, readily help other family members when they too
have a problem.
Rosa Maria, the fisherman's wife mentioned above, like other women, depended
extensively on family members for support when her husband was out of work or did not
earn enough income. She and Rodolfo live in a colonia on a hill above some of the main
docks. Rosa Maria's mother and two married sisters live closeby, in three separate, but
adjacent households higher on the hill above Rosa Maria's and Rodolfo's home. Rosa
Maria also has two brothers who work part of the year in the U.S. and return to fish near
Guaymas in the fall. After the cooperative closed, Rodolfo worked little during the off
season. But by combining resources with her sisters, Rosa Maria and the family made it
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through the difficult times. The families often ate together, each sister bringing a portion
of the meal. which consisted primarily of soups "because they go farther." When
Rodolfo fished, he brought home shrimp and other seafood which they shared with all of
the families. If Rosa Maria needed money, she would ask one of her brothers. In return.
Rosa Maria once gave her brother her gold bracelet to sell when he needed a motor for his
boat. Although Rodolfo had given her the bracelet, he was not mad when he found out
because the brother helped them a lot. When the cooperative closed, with the money
Rodolfo obtained in the settlement, he helped another of Rosa Maria's brothers purchase
a panga and motor. On the other hand, he never requested or received money from his
own parents or brothers.
Savings accounts. investments and loans
Many families are accustomed to adjusting to their unpredictable salaries and adapt
their lifestyles accordingly. During the mid 1980's when production was high, some
fishermen at the top end of the payscale were earning incomes of$50 to $60 thousand
dollars a season. Even those fishermen who were reimbursed at lower levels were
earning substantial amounts, enough to enable them to build houses of block (materia!),
buy cars, lots (terrenos) maintain savings accounts, and take vacations. Low production
in the early 1990's, and erratic employment and lower pay under the private system
meant that in many households salaries barely covered household expenses and there was
no money left over for "entertainment" (diversiones). While in the past a few families
maintained savings accounts, it is less common today because families generally have no
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extra money to save. Those that have extra money prefer to invest in more secure
investments such as their homes, land or gold jewelry, all of which are protected against
peso devaluations and are not as easily spent.
Investments in gold

From at least the early 1980's and continuing into recent years, fishermen have
invested in gold; in chains, large anchors and other medallions, shark teeth mounted and
tipped in gold, belt buckles and "slave" bracelets for themselves, but principally in the
form of bracelets worn by women. Almost any female from a few months of age in
Guaymas owns one, two, three or more of the circular, etched, pinkish 10 to 14 carat gold
bracelets, some or all of which she wears daily. Local jewelers do a brisk business at the
first of the season, when fishermen, in a romantic gesture for their wives or girlfriends,
pay in installments on the bracelets, which may range in price from 600 pesos ($200) to
2000 pesos ($666). One especially sentimental 35 year old man gave his wife a gold
bracelet every mother's day, each year that they were married. She owned 16 bracelets in
total. The gold bracelets, however, are not only a symbol of love. They have the
liquidity of cash, and function as one of the most secure savings accounts and collateral
for credit.
Loans and credit

Sources of credit for fishermen are limited, and if available, carry high interest.
Cooperative fishermen, in this regard, have a considerable advantage over free fishermen,
because they can usually depend on their cooperative for loans at no interest.
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For cooperative members and for some free fishermen who are paid a qllinsena by
the armador when they begin to repay the boats in the offseason. the small amount they
receive does not begin to cover household expenses. By July, when their savings from
the season have been depleted, cooperative fishermen begin to exercise an option not
available to free fishermen. With great regularity, often daily or at least weekly, many
come to the office of the cooperative to ask for a loan from one of the officers.
Nacho, or Pliras Manchas, as he was jokingly called, was one of those who regularly
visited Los Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative searching for money. A captain, his
nickname originated from his recent period of bad luck in fishing. A mancha is a school
offish, and he was kidded because he was unable to capture puras manchas. Because he
produced little, he had been punished (castigado) by the cooperative who relieved him of
his position as captain both in February of 1991 and December of 1992. Unwilling to go
"backwards" and take the position of marinero, he chose to stay in port. Other than an
unsuccessful trip to fish for giant squid in May, 1992, Nacho had made no other attempt
to earn money during the veda, although his family was having economic problems and
each month owed 570 pesos ($190) on their credit cards to Zaragoza's stores. The family
earned money by selling fried pasta, (fake chicharrones) which a son sold in downtown
Guaymas and for which he earned from 20 ($6.66) to up to 50 pesos ($16.60) daily. But
with this small income from the sale of the pasta, the family was unable to pay off their
bills. During the summer of 1992, Puras Manchas made a daily visit to the cooperative
to ask Marco for money.
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Depending on their political alliance, members of Los Camaroneros de Guaymas
cooperative would either ask for a loan from Francisco, the president, or Marco, the
treasurer (see Chapter 4). Marco was known as an easier touch, having learned early that
this was one way to guarantee yotes for his reelection. He would remind the socio as he
loaned, and immediately before the next election, that he had helped them out when they
needed it. Francisco, on the other hand, was of a different frame of mind. He had always
been in opposition to favoritism on the part of the board of directors (mesa directiva). "A
cooperative is for cooperation, and I can't give money to one socio if I don't give it to
another.
Nacho knew better than to ask Francisco for money. So Nacho would sit for hours
inside of the cooperative or outside in front talking to one of his amigas waiting for
Marco to return. Marco was often at the bank, attending to his other businesses, or
perhaps simply staying away to avoid the men in the office, and he only appeared a few
hours a day. Occasionally, Nacho would encounter Marco in the cooperative, and
generally was successful in obtaining a loan from him.
While most cooperative members borrow from their cooperative during the
offseason, free fishermen working for armadores are not able to obtain loans, "until the
first load of shrimp lands on the dock, " commented a disgusted wife. Aside from the fact
that the small armadores do not have the capital to loan, both the small and large
armadores are running businesses, and find it a risky undertaking to loan to a crew
member who may not remain an employee. The cooperatives, on the other hand, have
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more recourse for collection as members rarely renounce their membership. The late
summer months are a difficult time for most Guaymas fishermen. Cooperative and free
fishermen alike begin to work preparing the boats for the departure and have no
opportunity to earn extra money aside from the quinsena, if they are fortunate enough to
receive one. Thus for Guaymas fishermen accustomed to obtaining loans and regular

quinsenas from their cooperatives, the transfer of the fleet to the hands of the armadores
has affected most families adversely.

Quinsenas

In addition to being able to borrow money from the cooperative, most cooperative
members held an advantage over free fishermen in time of the veda for another reason.
They received a regular quinsena, a small bi-weekly salary beginning in the month of
July when they repaired the boats. Cooperative quinsenas varied from 200 pesos ($66) to
350 pesos ($116) dependent on the economic condition of the cooperative. In recent
years as the cooperatives were declining, some members, like those in San Pedro
Dominguez, received no quinsena.
For fishermen working for armadores, the quinsena is sometimes erratic and
dependent on the ability and willingness of the armador to pay. Fishermen distinguish
between the large armadores, which they alternately call thearmadores ricos, and the

armadores chicos or pobres, the small private boat owners. The armadores ricos are five
men, Ernesto Zaragoza and Julio Luebbert each with 35 to 40 boats and three others who
own 8 to 10 boats each. The others, the armadores chicos or pobres, each own between
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one to four boats, and many are captained by the owner of the boat. According to many
fishermen, crew members are treated better by the armadores pobres, many of whom are
fishermen themselves, but working for them is disadvantageous because they often have
difficulty obtaining loans from the banks and many times cannot pay the crews. Working
for the ricos, on the other hand, may mean that fishermen are paid more regularly and
work on better maintained boats, but crew members often receive lower compensation for
their work.
In the summer of 1994, the cooperative Isla de Pajaros and most of the armadores

pobres began to repair their boats and initiated the quinsena in the first week of July.
Crew members are required at this time to work for the armador or the cooperative. The

armadores ricos, with more disposable capital and less dependent on bank loans, began
to make boat repairs when the season ended, employing workers at this time. While the

armadores pobres generally paid crew members during the first weeks they began to
work, they sometimes had to suspend compensation because they lacked capital. But
fishermen who were to crew boats for one large armador, during the 1994-95 season, also
received no quinsena for their work during the two months prior to the opening of the
season. The armador required them to work, to which they complied because, as one crew
member told me, "if you don't work, you can't go out" (si no trabajan, no salen). "And
if you object, you are fired" (Y sf reclama uno, se corre).
After Los Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative closed, Tacuache, for example,
worked for an armador rico in the 1993-94 and 94-95 shrimp season. His days of piojo
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were over. as he was called by the armada!' to work shortly after the season had ended.
He had just finished his first season with the annador and he felt that the boat owner
would think more of him ifhe went to work. He might also run the risk of being
dismissed from his job. he surmised. if he refused . .opera ganas no tenia:' (but I had no
desire). Tacuache admitted with a smile. He worked for about a month painting the
tangone.\·, the tall booms or supports for the shrimp nets. The work was dangerous and

Tacuache skinned and bruised his legs in the process. He requested a leave of absence in
June and he and his wife Rosa went to Mexicali for 20 days to wait for the birth of their
daughter's baby. He returned in July and began to work once again.
He earned 240 pesos ($80) a qllinsena, working long hours for six and a half days a
week. In the final three weeks before the fleet left, he often worked until 11 :00 P.M. and
in the final week before departure he was not paid. In 1994 there was a pending case in
Guaymas in which the entire crew was suing the armador because he never paid them the
qllinsena and then dismissed the entire crew before the season began.

While the qllinsena, if it is paid, amounts to little money, it is an important real and
symbolic source of income for fishennen. Members gripe and laugh about the low
cooperative qllinsenas, but free fishennen who receive the qllinsena are indignant at the
small amount, which may equal or surpass that paid by the cooperative, they are paid by
the annadores. Fishennen feel abused by annadores who do not pay them, but have
virtually no recourse against these abuses. Annadores know that there is always a ready
supply of workers and some have taken advantage of labor surpluses at the expense of
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fishermen. A fishermen who lodges a complaint or files a suit against an armador for an
alleged abuse may find future employment with other armadores blocked.
Fishermen have difficulty understanding the business mentality of the armadores.
Accustomed to patronismo. they feel abandoned when the armador, who they consider
their patron, does not pay them the quinsena or is unwilling to loan money. Rich
armadores are particularly viewed as patrones and members become incensed when they
do not provide for basic family needs. For example, families of fishermen working for
one rich armador asked him for monetary help after hurricane Ismael hit northern Sinaloa
in September, 1995. Between 100 to 300 alta mar fishermen who had been fishing near
Topolobampo, where the eye of the storm hit land, died in the hurricane, and a number
were from Guaymas. Families with few economic resources appealed to the armador for
travel expenses to travel to Sinaloa to identify bodies of fishermen and money to
transport the bodies back to Guaymas (up to $5000 per body). They were angry when
their requests were denied.
While most cooperative fishermen were able to borrow from officers and had regular
quinsenas, free fishermen do not have these sources of money. They must request loans
from other fishermen or small businessmen, or hock or sell items to receive money. A
number of fishermen possess credit cards and owe to local furniture and appliance stores.
Only a few neighborhood grocery stores extend credit to families of fishermen, probably
because they are considered high risk ventures. Occasionally a wife will establish a
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relationship with a neighborhood grocer who will give her credit for food. for which she
will repay him, at no interest, when her husband returns to port.
Fishermen commonly borrow short term and often at no interest from other
fishermen, principally non-relatives. When a boat arrives in port fishermen seek out
those who owe them money to assure quick repayment, knowing if they wait they may
not be repaid until the end of the next trip. Other fishermen borrow from small
businessmen or fishermen who have established a business of loaning money. If the
amount loaned is large, a fisherman may have to place one of his wife's gold bracelets as
security, to be returned when he repays the money.
For example, Luisa, the wife of Juan, the former cooperative member of La Salada,
owns six gold bracelets. Whenever the family runs short of money, Juan takes out loans
using one or more of the bracelets as collateral. He oftentimes received loans from Jesus,
another fisherman in the same cooperative, who had money "because he doesn't drink."
Jesus's wife also had money to loan apart from her husband's. Jesus was a true
businessman, and loaned money at 20% interest a month. Juan, as many other fishermen,
also borrowed from Chino Ventura, a local businessman who loaned at approximately the
same rate of interest. Juan had a longtime relationship with Chino, and had borrowed
from him over fifty times during the past fourteen years. Chino loaned a lot of money
and until recent years, accepted the gold bracelets as security. But after he was robbed of
all of the gold, he no longer asked for the bracelets as collateral, but continued to loan to
fishermen that he trusted, "because he knows where we live."
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As evident by all of the above examples, families vary considerably in their ability to
earn and manage money. During the 1980's, cooperative fishermen. who had fomlerly
worked for armadores, achieved a level of financial prosperity of which they had once
only dreamed under the private system. They either spent this money or invested it in
their homes or other properties. Moving into the 1990's, as fishermen were once again
being employed as workers for others with more money. the majority were not enjoying
the measure of success that they had as cooperative members. One day early in 1993,
Cooki, a cook in the now closed San Pedro Dominguez cooperative, was bemoaning the
fact that the cooperatives were closing, because he saw that the only way that the "poor
people" (fa gente pohre) could get ahead was by owning their own business. He then
explained why it was so difficult for fishermen to save money.

POI'que nunca agarramos dinero a nosolros pobres, todo el tiempo
cuando llegamos a agarrar dinero,-- a mi me gusta unaferiacita, me
gusta una muchacha bonita parecida [he made the hourglass outline of a
beautiful woman with his hands]. Entonces, no invertimos este dinero, 10
gastamos. I.Porque? POI'que siempre tenemos ganas de tener dinero.
Par el rata que agarran, Ie sientas millonario, pero a los dos a Ires horas,
se acabO el idea porque ya has gastado todo y Ie quedasle sin dinero otra
vez de vuelta.
Asi eslamos nosotros aqui, aqui trabajamos, Irabajamos, Irabajamos,
y no salimos de donde mismo. [He recited the last three words slowly and
with emphasis].
Because we poor people never get hold of money, all the time when
we finally have some money, -- I like a little money, I like a beautiful girl
shaped like this [he made the hourglass outline of a beautiful woman with
his hands]. Therefore, we don't invest this money, we spend it. Why?
Because we always have the desire to have money. For the moment that
you grab it, you feel like a millionaire, but in two or three hours, the idea
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has ended because you have spent everything and you are left once again
with nothing.
Thus. here we are. Here we work, we work. we work, and we don't
get out of the same place. [He recited the last three words slowly and with
emphasis].
Working in the off-season
Chalo. or Tacuache as he was called by the other fishermen, spent the majority of his
waking hours during the offseason (veda) or as the fishermen call it. the pil?io (lice). lying
in a fishnet hammock. Barefoot and wearing only jeans, he would pass hours in the shade
avoiding the hot summer Guaymas sun. He alternately snoozed and awoke briefly to
comment on the piatica, or talk of the other fishermen around him. Tacuache is
vernacular for tlacuache, the opossum. Fishermen describe it as a desert dwelling catlike
animal with long fingernails, a tail "pelada, " (without hair) like a rat and who carries it's
young in a pouch like the kangaroo. Tacuache is also a name given to people from Baja
California, because according to the fishermen they are "slow moving" and "not too
intelligent. "
Tacuache had his own hammock, but preferred to lie in the hammock of Ricardo, a
neighbor fisherman, in the shade in front of his neighbor's house (see Appendix B).
Ricardo's hammock was not intrinsically better than Tacuache's, they both smelled
slightly of rotting seafood. But Tacuache, as well as other fishermen, preferred Ricardo's
yard because it was the meeting place for a number of fishermen, both cooperative
members from Sinaloa as well as other fishermen in the colonia. It also had another
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advantage in the hot Guaymas summers. The hammock hung under a nice shady trellis
and caught any slight breeze, making the sweltering afternoons ever so slightly more
tolerable.
Tacuache had been a member of Los Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative until its
closure in 1993. The majority of cooperative shrimp fishermen, like Tacuachc, prefer not
to work for the first few months after the shrimp season ends. Very few cooperative
fishermen worked during these months in the productive years of the mid 1980's. When
production decreased in the late 1980's and families were unable to save during the
season, some fishermen, particularly those at the lower end of the pay scale. were forced
to look for work after the boats were tied for the season. Other than custom, sometimes
fishermen do not work during the veda because jobs are difficult to find, pay is low, and
many times they do not have necessary skills. Guaymas's economic base is principally
fishing, and more particularly shrimping, and when the season ends the service industry
slows down as well, creating less jobs in the community. Fishermen endure the long time
away from their families primarily because they earn considerably more than what they
can earn on shore and they have four to five months of "vacation." Therefore, to work in
construction as apeon earning a maximum of$30 pesos ($10) a day, only holds appeal
for the most desperate.
In spite of the low pay of the majority of offseason jobs, many fishermen who
receive lower salaries under the emergent private system as well as some cooperative
fishermen, do work in a variety of ways to earn money. To an outside observer, many of
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these activities appear only marginally productive. But for a shrimp fisherman who has
been unable to save money during the season, even the smallest amount of income
brought into the household, as little as 15 pesos ($5) daily, may maintain the family
through the difficult months until the season opens once again.
While many socios in cooperatives during the veda spend time in the offices
complaining because they have no work and no cash. other members and free fishermen
tind a variety of ways to acquire money. Their ingenuity for seizing an opportunity to
earn even the smallest amount of money is remarkable. One fishermen. Serapio, is a
successful salesman. During the offseason he sold perfumes. little carved figurines. and
lottery tickets, on which his wife was still collecting on the day of the departure of the
fleet. He once bought three sets of knives from another fisherman on the docks, and
within 10 minutes had resold two sets and earned enough to bring home the third set free
as a present for his wife. Another fishermen traveled to the Arizona border to exchange
dollars into pesos, where he knew he could earn a better rate than in Guaymas.
Exchanging $2000 U.S., he profited 500 pesos ($166) after traveling expenses.
The diversity of work is also notable. Some fishermen work as watchmen at the
boatdocks and others help their wives sell groceries from small stores attached to their
homes. Victor, a young marinero, earns a daily average of 30 pesos ($10) operating a
shoeshine business in association with another man in Guaymas. He started the business
seven years before when he was still in high school (Prepa) studying refrigeration, and
before he left school to become a shrimp fisherman. Alejandro works 6 hours a day in
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the Guaymas rescue service (rescale) during the veda and also studies English. His work.
which sometimes requires him to treat Americans. inspired him to study. and with
seriousness he carries his English books and papers on board ship during the season.
Fishermen cooks use their skills in the offseason as well. Some sell food from small
mobile carts along the seawall or in front of their houses. One cooperative member sold
snowcones from his cart which he carried to baseball games. While the income was quite
variable, on a good day he could earn 30 pesos ($10) a night. A number of marinel'os
repair shrimp fishing nets in the summer months.
Jose, a marinero. must work during the summer months because he is the primary
provider in his family of three girls and a two year old son. During the piojo in the
summer of 1992 he worked in construction, painted houses, and fished illegally for
shrimp in the bay of Empalme. In the summer of 1993, after the cooperative had closed,
he again worked in construction and after buying a small boat (panga), fished for shrimp
in Lobos Bay south of Guaymas when the season opened in late August. During the
summer of 1994 he had secured employment in "e! Paraje, " the location of a sardine
plant which presently was making animal food. The work "stinks horribly" and he had to
work a 12 hour shift from 7 pm to 7 am. He slept little during the day but preferred the
night shift because it was cooler. He was paid 30 pesos ($10) for the 12 hour shift.

Migration
A small number of fishermen travel to the U.S. to work. For example, during the
offseason in the summer of 1992, four socios in Los Camaroneros de Guaymas worked in
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the U.S., where they might earn an average of$250 to $300 a week, considerably more
than the 150 to 200 pesos ($50 to $66) they could earn in minimum wage jobs in
Guaymas. Antonio earned more, working for two months in Phoenix removing asbestos.
He was paid $9 an hour, and $13 .50/hour if he worked more than 40 hours a week. A
socio in Isla de Pajaros has worked every summer since 1985 in San Diego, crossing
illegally in Tijuana. He works as a roofer and can earn about $40 a day, when he can
obtain work. He is not always successful. however. and when he is not roofing he is
employed to hand out pamphlets. Some free fishermen work in the shrimp fishery the
first months of the season, and migrate to the U.S. when production drops after the first of
the year.

Selling vegetables and fruits
Fishermen who have relatives living in ejido.l' or in other agricultural areas often
bring vegetables and fruits from the countryside (campo) to sell in Guaymas during the
offseason or the Christmas break. Seven socios in the now closed cooperative, Los
Camaroneros de Guaymas, originated from an agricultural ejido in northern Sinaloa,

Higuera de Zaragoza. A number of these socios reciprocate with relatives in the ejidos,
providing them with fresh fish during the season in exchange for fruits and vegetables for
consumption and sale during the offseason. One socio, Raul, returns to the ejido in the
summer to plant beans, regularly traveling to Guaymas with bags of harvested beans to
sell. He also works with a carpenter in his spare time.
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Ricardo, the uncle of Raul, was the first fisherman from the ejido who boarded a
shrimp boat-later convincing others of the employment possibilities in the shrimp
fishery. Ricardo has many relatives in both an ejido near Guaymas, Mi Patria es Primero
and another, Higuera de Zaragoza, Sinaloa. With the money he received after the
cooperative Los Camaroneros de Guaymas closed, in June, 1993, Ricardo bought a 70's
model blue Chevrolet van, the first vehicle he had ever owned. He had plans to transport
vegetables and fruits from both agricultural areas to sell from his house and to stores in
Guaymas. The same month, the family made their first marketing venture in Sinaloa to
bring home fruit to sell.
On a late June morning in 1993, Ricardo packed his entire family of into the seatless
back end of the van. Because Ricardo had not yet learned to drive, Colero, Ricardo's
son-in-law, drove the family to Ricardo's hometown, Higuera de Zaragoza The ejido is
located in a rich agricultural area near the Rio Fuerte in northern Sinaloa. Ricardo had
visited the pueblo in the month of April, 1993, when his shrimp boat was fishing off the
coast nearby. At this time he brought his family in the ejido several sacks offrozen fish,
and in return they gave him a large sack (costal) of pinto beans grown in the ejido, a bean
renowned even in Sonora for its superior taste. In the summer months the fertile region is
acclaimed for its mangos, and groves of large trees weighted with the giant mottled
purple and green fruit extend along the canals, tempting passersby who often stop to
intrude into the orchards and sneak a sample when no one is looking. Almost every
household, as well, grows mangos, limes, peaches, and papayas in their yards (solares).
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Upon arriving in the ejitio, the entire family scoured the area for the fruit. and within
a few days, the back porch of Ricardo's sister's house was filled with boxes and sacks of
the sweet smelling fruit, all of which had been begged or donated. But when the family
prepared to leave the ejido to bring the fruit back to sell. the radiator in the van failed and
the family was forced to extend their stay for another week before they could return to
Guaymas. Much of the fruit destined for the Guaymas market was eaten but the family
collected more and returned with a few boxes to sell.
The family safety net is important for both the well-being and at times to the survival
of fishermen's families. From the point of view of a marketing venture, it appears that
Ricardo's mango gathering trip was a failure. Ricardo and his wife, however, considered
it worthwhile for several reasons. First, they were able to bring back some fruit to sell,
important for a family with no other income source. Second, they were able to visit their
relatives and they were fed and housed for the 10 days they remained in the ejido. And
finally, both their son-in-law and one of their sons secured employment in the ejido,
remaining for several months working for Ricardo's brother in the corn harvest. Ricardo
was proud that the van he had purchased was being used with the intent that he bought it
and that he was able to provide for the family. Ricardo, in turn, would help his sister and
husband during the shrimping season. He almost always stops when his shrimp boat
travels south along the Sinaloa coast, delivering fish to his family who live only a 30
minute drive from a coastal fishing camp.
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Fishing
Fishing is a typical activity during the veda, both as a source of income and food for
the household. A number of Guaymas fishermen return to their home villages for first
few months of the summer to fish. Some travel to Southern Baja California and others,
of Yaqui or Mayo descent, return to their villages closeby to fish in the bays. Inge and
Tremente, for example, are from Loreto, Baja California Sur, where they return to fish for
shark in late May. Others worked for concessionaires (permisionarios) in San Carios,
fishing for bass and red snapper off the rocky islands north of Guaymas. A number of
fishermen dive for clams and scallops, selling their products in Guaymas. Others fish
illegally for shrimp in the bays close to Guaymas.
Crab fishin~
One of the most lucrative offseason activities for Guaymas shrimpers is crab fishing.
Local fishermen exploit large crab (jaiba grande or Callinectes bellicosus, a plentiful
species along the Sonoran coast. Depending on the location, by late June most crab
which spawn in the spring in the Sonoran bays have grown to a size sufficient to harvest.
Crab grows quickly and in two years Callinectes bellicosus can reach a breadth of 6.5 to
7 inches from the widest points on the body (CRIP, personal communication Oct. 2,
1994).
Crab meat demands a good price, especially at the first of the season and the few
fishermen who own a panga or have access to one will set crab traps in the bays.
Alejandro, a cooperative fisherman in Isla de Pujaros, spends his summers in the Bay of
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San Sebastian, fishing forjaiba with his younger brother and father, Tomas, and seIling
crab (jaiba), shrimp (camm'on) and scallops (calla de hacha) from San Sebastian in
Guaymas and Nogales. The men set out about 65 traps in the bay, collecting the crab
each morning from Tomas's panga. Crab sells at a good price, around $5 to $6 a kilo.
During a two month period in 1993, Alejandro earned around 9000 pesos (about $3000)
working principally fishing for crab and snail (caracol China or (Hexaplex
erythrostomus) which also enters the crab traps along with thejaiba. But at times there
were no buyers for the prepared crab meat and fishermen were forced to sell whole giant

jaiba for one peso a kilo to buyers who came Ciudad Obregon.
To avoid "giving away" thejaiba, Alejandro often brought the picked out meat to
Guaymas to sell, where he could obtain 25 pesos ($8.33) a kilo. Although he has no great
economic necessity to earn extra money aside from fishing, Alejandro likes to earn the
money for the fun of it (par el chis/e) and because he doesn't like to be doing nothing (de

aque- but pronounced de aques) or be lazy (huevon) which he says he becomes after a
few days sitting around. He sold the crab to a variety of buyers, including socios in the
cooperative, friends in Guaymas, and a restaurant in San Carlos. In the summer of 1993,
he and his sister had illegally sold (giia/eada) crab, snail and shrimp in Nogales during
the months of June and July. But his sister had moved from San Sebastian in November,
1993, and Alejandro did not want to work alone seIling the product in Nogales, a trip of
about 7 hours from San Sebastian.
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Squid fishing
In recent years during the veda, shrimp fishermen have begun to fish for calamar

gigante, giant squid, using the shrimp boats. A boat may carry from six to eighteen crew
members, and from one to four pangas on the trips. Formerly, the activity was of little
interest to shrimp fishermen who found it disagreeable work with little monetary
compensation. With decreases in shrimp production and because most fishermen eam
less working for armadores, squid fishing has become a more common offseason
activity. Some fishermen like it because it gets them out of the house, where many say
they feel closed in (encerrado) particularly after they are accustomed to living on the
open sea. Local fish wholesalers in Guaymas contract with boat owners, generally
paying no rent, but providing the gasoline and food for the crew. Some crew members
are paid a salary of 300 pesos ($100) for the 5 day trips, as long as the ice lasts, while
others receive payment based on amount of kilos fished. Squid is sometimes sold in
markets as a substitute for more expensive octopus.
In the late spring and summcr of 1992, Mexican fishermen competed with large
Korean squid boat factories, which fished in the Gulf of California and were visible off
the coast of Sonora. Squid are attracted by brightness, and come to the surface at night
when they dctect light. The Korean ships, lit up at night like thousands of bright stars.
were strong competition for the Mexicans. They both caught and canned the squid on
board, and carried enough fuel to follow the fish as they moved throughout the Gulf.
Crews on Guaymas shrimp boats, in comparison, lit the tangones (booms) and back deck
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with strings of slightly pink pale bare light bulbs and carried as little as 3 thousand liters
of fuel, enough for 60 hours running the motor. This was sufficient fuel to fish close by
or to cross over to Baja California, but not enough to follow the squid if it migrated to
another part of the Gulf. The Koreans were also fishing for octopus, and most
troublesome to local fishermen, they were capturing quantities of Gulf croaker (chana)
and destroying local fishermen's nets with their mechanized equipment (La Voz del
~

April 15, 1992). Under protest from Mexican fishermen who resented the

Koreans in their waters, the government withdrew permission for the Koreans to fish in
the Gulf after the 1992 season.

2

Fishing for the giant squid is not always a successful venture, but nevertheless men
still eagerly sign up as crews. For two weeks in May, 1992, shrimp boats had been
returning to Guaymas from Baja, California with tons of the giant fish. One brought in
21 tons in five days, and in two subsequent trips 8 and 7 tons respectively. Each crew
member had averaged $36 dollars a night but costs had to be paid from these salaries. A
fish buyer contracted with Los Camaraneros de Guaymas cooperative and ten members
left on the Bahia Guaymas Empalme on May 25, 1992. The men were to receive 5 pesos
($1.66) a kilo for the heads and 8 pesos ($2.66) for the bodies of the large ones, and 4
pesos ($1.25) for the smaller giant squid. The fish buyer would pay the diesel fuel and the
food. The boat, equipped with neither a radio nor a map, captained by Puras Manchas,
crossed the Gulf to Baja California, near Santa Rosalia and offshore from San Marcos
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Island, the location of a huge gesso mine. Fishermen enjoyed looking at the island,
almost completely covered with white dust, commenting on its beauty.
Late in the afternoon of the first day they assembled their hooks, attaching two pieces
of crescent shaped iron to either side of a footlong wooden stick, and wrapped the line, a
cotton cord, around the hooks. The hook is moved up and down in the water and the
squid grabs hold of it, "porque son pendejos" (because they are stupid) and then are
hauled in. At dusk the first night everyone donned yellow slickers, jackets and pants, and
boots, and positioning themselves around the sides of the boat, lowered their hooks into
the water waiting for the squid to surface. The slickers are important because when a
squid surfaces and is brought on board it carries approximately a gallon of water, which it
sprays up to 10 or 12 feet. The water is followed by an equally powerful shower of a
purple ink (tinta), the squid's defense.
After two nights of fishing for squid, the crew had harvested only 3 giant squid and
decided to return to Guaymas. The reaction of the men to their lack of success retlects
their realism and adaptation to the fortuitousness and vagaries of fishing. Men joked
about their failure and referred to their paseo (trip) to Baja with all expenses paid. With
optimism they repeated a phrase commonly heard among fishermen whose fishing luck
was bad or who experienced some other failure in life, para fa otra (for the other),
meaning that there is hope for the next fishing trip or the next day. A tisherman
explained their reaction. "There are some who become angry. But they are pessimists.
You could go crazy if you think like this. You have to think that there is another day. It
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is only when you arrive at the docks and you don't have anything, then you can feel bad.
Last night we didn't get anything. But did you see the men. They weren't with sad faces.
They are always joking. If you get upset, it doesn't solve anything."
Another captain laughingly explained the fishermen's reaction less philosophically:
"These men have been here for a long time in their houses with their wives, and the wives
are saying' get the tortillas' and other things. They are happy to be on the boat even if
they are not catching fish." He continued more seriously, explaining that the men were
not particularly upset because they knew that they were not the only ones not catching
squid. They had, however, fished for scale fish (escama) off the side of the boat during
the day and were able to bring home some fish for their families. Subsequent squid
crews in 1992, 1993 and 1994 came better prepared and brought along equipment to fish
for other species. In 1992, some brought in as much as several tons of cachi, for which
they could receive 3 pesos ($1) a kilo.
Illegal shrimping in the Bays
It was the 9th of August, 1992. The season for shrimp had not yet opened in the

bays, but Jose and his brother-in-law had been fishing for shrimp in the bay of Empalme
every evening, waiting until it was dark so not to be detected for fishing illegally. They
usually walked from Guaymas. a 35 minute trip to the bay, preferring to go on foot
because the buses pass by too infrequently. They carried several buckets, casting nets
(atarrayas) and food for the shrimp. Around 7:30 PM they walked along the water's
edge until they reached a rocky area where they would throw out the nets. Several more
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groups of men arrived, some on bicycles and others on foot, also carrying atarrayas and
buckets As the sun set, a full moon rose, reflecting in the water and illuminating the
shore. Jose threw out some fish food, dry food moistened with water and formed into
tiny balls. They waited several minutes to see if the shrimp would rise to the surface. As
Jose held the bucket, Jose crouched down and threw out the net. "You have to be careful
when the moon is full, because the shrimp can see your shadow. You have to hide." He
was careful that his shadow did not fall on the water where they had thrown the food. He
pulled in the atarraya slowly and grasped the bottom as he drew it closer to shore.
Placing the atarraya over the bucket, he released the bottom of the net. The shrimp was
very small, which they had been for the past week. In previous weeks they had been
larger and more plentiful, but Jose surmised that either the larger shrimp had already left
for the open sea or were hiding because of the current.
They continued to fish along the shore for several hours but as it became darker, the
shrimp were rising less to feed. Around 8:45 they gathered up the small amount of
shrimp they had caught, only around 2 kilos, and headed for Guaymas. They would need
8 kilos of shrimp with heads to yield 3 kilos without heads. They could sell the headless
shrimp for IS to 20 pesos ($5 to 6) a kilo, which in tum would be sold for 30 pesos ($10)
in the market. The catch for the night was not worth the effort and Jose said that it was
very difficult for them to live on what he could cam. "This year is the most difficult. I
have three girls, 16, 9 and 4 years and another child is due in a month. I am the only one
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earning money and I don't always have work. But I know others who are worse, some
who don't eat for days. "
Jose is among fishermen who'take advantage of lax vigilance of authorities of

Sepesca and fish for shrimp during the veda. Critical economic problems within his
household and in the households of others causes some Guaymas offshore fishermen to
shrimp in the bays before the season has officially opened. In August, when Jose, is
unable to obtain another job because he is repairing the shrimp boats, he resorts to
shrimping illegally. Because shrimping generally is lucrative, in a few hours on a good
night poachers can earn well. And because Jose and his brother-in-law do not fish with a

panga, they risk losing little if authorities should discover their actions and decide to
enforce the law. Thus the venture is worthwhile.
Most Guaymas shrimp fishermen of alta mar attribute the recent reduced production
of shrimp to illegal fishing during the time of the veda, and directly blame Sepesca
inspectors who receive bribes in exchange for allowing the fishermen to engage in the
activity (see Chapter 7). Nevertheless, in contradiction with their ideas of good resource
management, some of them fish illegally with full understanding that what they are doing
directly relates to reduced production in their principal occupation, shrimp fishing in alta

mar. Thus, the problem becomes one which faces open access common properties, many
of them sea fisheries, all over the world. Although fishing within the Gulf of California
is controlled by law, lack of enforcement for all practical purposes renders the fishery a

de/acto open-access common property. Because fishermen know that others are
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involved in the activity, many participate because what they do not fish, others will
capture. Ultimately, this has the potential of leading to the collapse of the fishery, what
Garrett Hardin (1968) describes as the Tragedy of the Commons.
Also at issue for local bay fishermen is their marginal position in the constant
struggle over access to the resources. The Mexican government for years has favored the
large, highly capitalized and expensive to operate alta mar shrimping sector over the
inshore sector composed of fishermen who fish with atarrayas and in pangas (See
Vasquez Leon and McGuire 1993, Me Goodwin 1987, and McGuire 1986). To give
advantage to the offshore sector, the government delays opening the season for fishing
within the bays. In 1994, for example, the bays were opened only 10 days before the
salida of the alta mar fleet. Local fishermen are aware that by the time the season is
opened in the bays, many of the shrimp have already migrated to the open sea, leaving
few in the bays to fish. Thus, many fishermen who fish illegally do not view their
activity as wrong, but from their marginalized position see it as their only opportunity to
beat the system, taking what they rightly perceive as their own, the shrimp resource.
The above review of offseason employment demonstrates that shrimp fishermen can
find employment in the offseason if they are willing either to accept lower wages than
they are accustomed to earning as a shrimp fisherman, engage in illegal fishing or have
sufficient motivation or family support which allows them to engage in other income
producing endeavors. Fishermen and their families exhibit a large range of variation in
their ability and willingness to create or find employment in the offseason. There are
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many fishermen who sit around the docks or in the offices of the cooperatives doing
nothing all day. But there are others, like Alejandro, the cooperative fisherman described
above, who is a very successful crab fisherman in the offseason and earns almost the
equivalent of his average monthly salary fishing for shrimp. Alejandro once took several
unemployed cooperative fishermen to San Carlos and showed them how they could fish
off the rocky shores. He commented that he did not understand why fishermen were not
more resourceful. "No one needs to go hungry in Guaymas. There is always something
to eat." But it is his own personal energy, the help he receives from his fisherman father,
Tomas, and his higher salary that he earns as a cooperative motorista, that enable
Alejandro to live well both during the season and the offseason. The vast number of
Guaymas fishermen are neither as fortunate nor as motivated.

Chapter 6 Endnotes
.
In part this stems from Seguro Social regulations which penalize companies if
workers miss too many days of work. Companies, particularly those that depend on
physical labor, reason that older workers will miss more work because of the difficulties
of the job (personal communication. Jesus Carrasco, Maquilas Tetakawi, Jan. 1995).
2 The Mexican government occasionally gives permission, for a fee, to
concessionaires from other regions of Mexico to fish in the Gulf of California waters.
While obvious to all that the boats were Korean, Sepesca claims that the Koreans
operated under a Mexican name (prestanombre), and for this reason received permission.
Except for bays and areas adjacent to some indigenous occupied areas. such as the Yaqui
and Seri groups in Sonora, other Gulf of California fisheries are open for exploitation.
Even the indigenous waters are sometimes exploited. During the 1994-95 season, the
Seris gave permission to some Guaymas alta mar fishing boats to fish in their waters for
a fee of two canastas (baskets) of shrimp a night.
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CHAPTER 7
THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF SHRIMPING IN SONORA

Part A. The politics of shrimp fishing

"Entre mellos burros, mas olotes"
"Among less burros, more corncobs"

It was the end of August and the armadores and officers in the cooperative still did
not know when the season was to open. " Every year it is like this. It would seem that the
biologists would know when the shrimp were going to reach a certain size and when they
could open the season." Gonzalo, the president of the one remaining cooperative in
Guaymas, was upset with Sepesca because they still didn't know what day they were
going to leave. Unknown to Gonzalo, biologists had finished their investigations,
determining when the season should open, and had sent the information to Mexico City
weeks before. The decision to open or close the season. as well as who is to fish and
where, however. does not depend altogether on the biology of shrimp reproduction. It
must take into account the politics of shrimping.
During the veda, biologists take samples and when 80% of the shrimp have reached a
size large enough for commercialization, recommend the date to open the season. A state
committee. the Consejo Eslalal ConslIllivos de Pesca. composed of about twenty
technicians. determine. for example, that the season should open on the 15th of
September. In Mexico, however, under pressure from the private sector (inicialiva
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privada), the season is opened one week earlier. In the end the politicians have the last
word and the council has not been able to break the tradition ..
Since re-entering the shrimp sector three years previously, armadores, especially
those with a large fleet of boats and considerable political influence, had been fighting
with Sepesca to have the shrimping season on the alta mar open at the same time as the
season inshore in the bays. They feel that the inshore sector has an unfair advantage
because they can benefit from the first days of the season, when shrimp is plentiful.
Additionally, because the inshore fishermen operate in small boats, their profit is greater
because their operation costs are considerably lower than the large highly capitalized
shrimp boats of alta mar.
On August 28th, 1994, a decision was reached by Sepesca to open the season in alta
mar on the 14th of September, and in Guaymas the two largest armadores notified the
others. The question of the shrimping season in the bay, however, was still unresolved.
Armadores met with officials in Sepesca, and under one condition. relinquished their
position that the pangas should leave at the same time as the alta mar Heet. The pangas. it
was concluded, were to leave ten days earlier than the Heet of boats. but were not to be
allowed to leave the bay to shrimp. The coast would be patrolled by airplanes, who would
report the offenders and impose a large fine on those in violation. The law states that
they are not to leave the bays but for years panga fishermen had been fishing in the alta
mar for the simple reason that there is more shrimp in the open sea. Reasons given for
the lack of inshore shrimp is that the bays are contaminated and are fished illegally in the
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offseason, reducing the amount available when the season opens. Other possibilities are
that because the opening in the bays in recent years has been delayed by several weeks or
a month, shrimp have already migrated for the open seas.
The considerable strength exercised by the large arrnadores in Guaymas was in
evidence. In private planes flying along the coast of Sonora, arrnadores reported that
fishermen were leaving the bays to fish in the open sea in violation of the agreement
reached with the arrnadores. The shrimp season in the bays and estuaries in Sonora
opened on the 4th of September, but under pressure from the Guaymas Camara Nacional
de fa Industria Pesquera, the local the national secretario de Sepesca, Guillermo Jimenez
Morales closed the season of fishing in the bays and estuaries near Guaymas on the 9th of
September (La Voz del Puerto, Sept 10, 1994 and EI Imparcial. Sept 10, 1994). A local
spokesman for the inshore fishermen, Jose Felix Fourcade, accused the armadores of
trying to rid the shrimping sector of the pangeros, the panga fishermen, in order to create
a monopoly that they already had, given that the product is packed in their freezing
plants. "Florentino Lopez Tapia [the cacique] would not have permitted us to be
marginalized. But now there is no one to defend the interests of the fishermen of the
bays, and we cannot depend on the powerful armadores who want control of the industry.
Fishermen," he continued, "are threatening to take control of the local office of both
Sepesca and the Camara Nacionaf de fa Industria Pesquera."
In addition to limiting fishing to the bays and in an attempt to reduce the effort on the
fishery, in 1994, Sepesca had issued permits only to cooperative fishermen associated
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with the three coastal cooperatives, the Comunidades Yaquis, Guaymas-Empalme and

Grupos Solidarios. Longtime free fishermen who had been denied permits and were
occupying the offices of Sepesca were then joined by cooperative members who fulfilled
their promise and crowded the offices of Sepesca in protest. The Delegado de Sepesca in
Guaymas, Oceanographer Francisco Melo Sanchez was placed in the difficult position of
t~ing

to please both the inshore fishermen, who were physically impeding work in the

office, and the powerful armadores of alta mar in Guaymas. The thorny problem was not
resolvable locally and Moreno Sada, coordinator of the Delegaciones de fa Secretaria de
Sepesca in Mexico City, was sent to Guaymas to find a solution. Fishermen from the
inshore cooperative, Peu,,'adores del Yaqui, were asking that they be allowed to work, that
the sea could not be concessioned, and its resources are a source of food for all Mexicans.
Further, the fishermen should not be oppressed by the will of a group whose desires are to
be rich. After meeting with the Yaqui cooperative, Moreno Sada, on the 11th of
September, 1994, gave permission for the fishermen again to leave to fish "in protected
water" (La Voz del Puerto Sept. 12, 1994).
Intervention into matters of Sepesca on the part of interested parties within the
fishing industry in Guaymas is not a new phenomena. One of the former Delegados de
Sepesca who was in office during the time of Florentino Lopez Tapia, recounts that
Florentino was always meddling in official affairs, making running the office a difficult
matter .

.
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Rumors floated in Guaymas that some of the powerful armadores in Guaymas were
also controlling who could receive permission to fish in alta mar. In the spring of 1994,
Jose Ramon Uribe Maytorena, a Panista and longtime Guaymas resident, together with an
American, bought 27 boats from the fleet in the port ofPefiasco. He also bought a
freezing plant and was trying unsuccessfully to launch the majority of his fleet in the fall
of 1994.
Jose Ramon, "el Flaco, .. is from a wealthy family and well known in political circles
in Guaymas. He also had "committed some errors," for which he spent time in prison. In
1989 he attempted to buy three tuna boats, writing a check on an American bank for
$1,200,000 U.S. dollars to PRI-run Banpesca. There were insufficient funds to cover the
check and he was jailed in 1989 because he could not repay the money. He pleaded that
it was an innocent mistake on his part, that the fault lay with his American associate who
had failed to place the funds in the bank. After a year in jail, he was released and
absolved of any guilt. Unable to obtain permission from PRI for a try at a political
position, Jose Ramon contacted PAN officials in Mexico, who gave him the dedazo (the
permission) to run for office. In 1991, Jose Ramon ran for mayor, challenging the post
traditionally held by PRI party.
Jose Ramon is a "natural leader:' charismatic and was a threat to the local PRI
stronghold because of his popular support among many Guaymenscs. Fishermcn as well
as other voters disillusioned with PRJ because of the corruption of the former Priista
cacique Florentino Lopez Tapia and his men, turned Ollt in his support, and Jose Ramon
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claimed a victory by 3700 votes. Priistas protested, saying that in actuality he had been
defeated by 11,000 votes. To prevent him from taking office, PRI governmental officials
reportedly negotiated with Jose Ram6n, and according to PRI representatives, "el Flaco"
"sold" his victory for $2 million U.S. dollars. In the agreement, he was not to take office
but was allowed to pick another Panista to replace him as mayor, as well as the city
council, the treasurer, Francisco Montes de Oca, and the Official Mayor, a person who
approves all governmental purchases, Roberto Maciel. Jose Ram6n was happy with the
arrangement, as it gave him an opportunity to manipulate those in power and prepare to
run for federal legislator in 1994.
When elected, Mexican officials in important political offices commonly replenish
spent campaign funds from governmental coffers. Jose Ram6n, while never installed as
mayor. was able through his friends in government to access city funds which he needed
to repay money he had borrowed from his uncle for the campaign. He withdrew a total of
1,500.000 pesos ($500,000) supposedly to purchase 20 patrol cars for the city police. with
the promise that he would purchase them cheaper in the U.S. There was never any
written purchase agreement and money was withdrawn through the city festival fund
before the 1992 carnival and through a line of credit with a banking institution to which
he had access (La Voz del Puerto June 16, 1992). When the police cars never arrived. the
mayor became concerned and notified authorities. EI Flaco left for San Diego when a
warrant was issued for his arrest, was detained briet1y at the border, and then allowed to
cross. On his return to Guaymas both he and Roberto Hugo Maciel Carbajal. the
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Official Mayor, were jailed in the fall of 1992 and not released until June of the following
year.
Jose Ramon cried foul. Because what he had done was common practice, he felt his
incarceration was a political ploy rather than punishment for a criminal act. In the
opinion of many Panistas, he was jailed for a common mode of operation because he was
of the opposition party. He subsequently delivered the police cars, and was released with
the agreement that he would repay money which he owed to the city government. It is
uncertain that he has repaid this additional money to date.
From city politics, Jose Ram6n decided to move into the increasingly profitable
shrimp fishery. He was not new to commerce, having once served as president of the
local chapter of the Cdmara Nacional de Comercio (CANACO), representing the
businessmen of Guaymas. His family had been successful businessmen in Guaymas for
years. But after purchasing the neet of boats, he was only able to obtain fishing permits
from Sepesca for five of his twenty-seven boats. Jose Ram6n charged that two of the
large armadorcs. Lleubert and Villasenor, had successfully blocked his entry into the
fishery. Official word from Sepesca was that the majority of the boats that Jose Ramon
purchased were still in litigation, and as such Melo, the de/egac/o of Sepesca. was unable
to issue permits (La Voz del Puerto, Sept. 24,25,26.1994). Jose Ramon sought help for
his dilemma through the governor of Sonora, Manlio Fabio Beltrones, his political
adversary in the 1991 elections, who in early November promised him help (La Voz del
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November 7, 1994). At the end of the 1994-95 season, Jose Ramon had still not

received his permits.
Like the Guaymas fleet, the Puerto Penasco boats, where Jose Ramon bought his
fleet, were at one time all property of the cooperatives, but had been embargoed and
repossessed by the banks and other businesses for debts owed by the cooperatives. After
legal procedures are initiated, months may pass until the boats can be legitimately
purchased. Furthermore, it is not impossible that Jose Ramon bought boats that were
without permits under the assumption that he could easily obtain them, because in some
cases permits did remain in the hands of the cooperatives. Cooperatives from which he
was to purchase the boats in Penasco also charged that he lacked funds to pay for the
boats.
According to an official in Sepesca (Official #2 Sepesca October 7, 1994), permits
for shrimp boats are issued from Sepesca in Mexico City. To receive a permit for a
shrimp boat those applying must prove that they have legally purchased the boat and that
the boat meets certain safety requirements set by Sepesca. A public announcement is
made of the intent to secure a permit. If a boat has been worked the previous year, it is
easy to transfer the permit from the previous owner. If however, two years have lapsed
since the boat has been in use or the boat was sold without a permit, the process has to
begin again. To limit the force on the fishery, the government sets a permit quota for
each region. In 1993, a total of 1200 permits were permitted for each of two regions: the
1) Gulf of California and Pacific region and the 2) Gulf of Mexico region (199./ Gaceta
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Agropecuaria Sonora 2000, Year 2, number 3). The official in Sepesca did not know
how many permits were allowed for the state of Sonora, but at the first of the 1994
season, 386 Sonoran boats possessed permits. If two years has lapsed, the right for this
boat to fish may be denied because other boats would have secured permits and the limit
in number of allowable boats would have been exceeded. Therefore, there is a certain
amount of risk in buying a boat which has an expired permit or no permit at all, and a
boat owner may have to wait a considerable length of time to obtain one.
Jose Ramon claims that opposition from some other powerful armadores played a
part in his failure to receive boat permits. Local fishermen knew that Jose Ramon
planned to pay fishermen higher wages, local rumors asserting double what the other
armadores were paying, and his entry may have been stopped for this reason (La Voz del
~

Sept. 27, 1994). It could have been stopped by large armadores to control the size

of the fleet, so that there would be more resources for the existing private owners. Some
local residents speculated that party politics may have played a part as well, pointing out
that Sepesca positions are political appointments and are primarily occupied by members
of PRI. It is no secret that el Flaco had slandered governor Beltrones in recent years, and
this probable political difference could have been a reason for his lack of success
obtaining permits. In the words of one fisherman. "In Mexico anything can be arranged.
If he had been a Priista they would have secured permits for him." The new Ley de Pesca,
1992, states that with a permit it is possible to fish for shrimp. It does not, however, state
who in Sepesca will issue the permit nor what are the requirements for obtaining the
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pennit. Thus, the law remains vague and in the words of one annador, "leaves the
issuing of pennits in the hands of some functionary of the government." The fact that
pennits are issued in Mexico City and that a fixed number of pennits is not targeted for
anyone state or port gives Priistas within the government and Guaymas Priista arrnadores
with power in Mexico City greater latitude to influence who enters the fishery.
The problems encountered by Panista Jose Ramon in launching his fleet of large
shrimp boats is not dissimilar to those experienced by free panga fishennen and inshore
cooperative fishennen who were denied access to shrimp resources. In all cases, the
government ruled by PRI party succeeded in maintaining control over this important
export resource. When the local PRI cacique, Florentino, lost political control of
Guaymas and the support of the fishing community, the government lost some control
over this important segment of the economy. This was true even though it maintained a
monopoly within Sepesca and control of the parastatal marketing company, Ocean
Garden. But now, through the entrance of influential Priista armadores such as Lleubert,
Zaragoza, and Villasenor into the fishery, Priistas once again dominate the principal
Guaymas industry. In March. 1995, Ernesto Zaragoza was elected president of the
Ccimara Nacionaf de fa Industria Pesquera (Canaipes) in Mexico City. Inshore panga

fishermen with little clout and an influential Panista who also wants to play alike are
pennitted only limited access to the resource.
It would appear to benefit the government to have control of the shrimping sector in

the hands of Priista armadores. Aside from the fact that marginalized panga fishermen,
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by definition, carry little political or economic clout and for this reason have never been
favored, the inshore sector is less easy to control. The movement of small boats and
black market sales of shrimp probably result in a certain degree of "slippage" of product
which never reaches the international market. Thus, the government favors the heavily
invested offshore sector under the control of the armadores, which they contend operates
more efficiently and brings more product for international trade. Vasquez Leon and
McGuire (1993) challenge the governments contention that the offshore sector is more
efficient, showing how the inshore sector, operating at less cost and exploiting the more
lucrative hlue shrimp, actually is the most efficient means of production.
Nevertheless, the Mexican government. and particularly Sepesca, is caught trying to
balance between appeasing important Priista armadores as well as marginalized
populations, such as the pang a fishermen. The friction between these two opposing
ideologies, promoting liberal philosophies and populist causes, has been in evidence
throughout agrarian reform since the Mexican Revolution of 1910-17. The Guaymas
offshore and inshore fisheries are no different, and throughout the development of shrimp
for the export market, this dichotomy has been in evidence. Armadores have been given
permission to own boats since the commercialization of the species in the mid 1930's
until 1981, but concessions were also given to cooperative fishermen to fish these
resources. ensuring their participation in the fishery.
In 1994, because of the strength of the large armadores and their organization.
Canaipes. local Sepesca officials were reluctant to make a decision which would ire
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influential Priistas. Because an accord was impossible to achieve locally, a Sepesca
official from Mexico City was called in to the resolve the problem. In the end only
enough concessions were given to pacify the inshore sector. To date, Sepesca has not
bowed to the appeals of Canaipes to open the season in alta mar at the same time it is
open for panga fishermen. Nonetheless, by opening the inshore season late and under
protest from Canaipes, closing the season for a few days, they continue to throw the
majority of support behind the large armadores of alta mar.

Part B. Illegal shrimp fishing and the commons: activities of Secretaria de PESCA
(Sepesca) in time of the veda
"No tielle fa cilipa el ;Ildio sillo (J/ qlle 10 llace compadre"

"The Indian that does wrong is not guilty, only his compadre that tolerates it."

Vigilance of the bays against poaching in the off season is paramount to the
maintenance of a viable shrimp fishery. The time of the veda, the season when shrimping
is prohibited, is established when shrimp begin to spawn and subsequently grow in the
bays. Responsibility for vigilance in Sonora is coordinated through the Delegado de
Sepesca in Guaymas, the local representative of the national office of Sepesca in Mexico
City. Sepesca is the governmental agency in charge of issuing permits and regulating the
fishery. Laws impose heavy tines, from $5000 to $10,000, for the extraction, capture,
possession, transportation and commercialization of species declared in veda (Ley de
Pesca y SII Reg/amenta 1992. Secretaria de Pesca). Agents of Sepesca, along with the
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Armada de Mexico, VI zona naval (the Mexican Marines), the cooperatives and the
Camara Nacional de la Industria Pesquera (Canaipes), the organization of arrnadores,
are jointly responsible and work together during the summer months guarding the coast
against poachers. Fishermen accompany the Marines for up to two weeks in government
boats, and cooperatives and armadores designated by Sepesca also sent out boats staffed
by their own crews, cruising the coastline looking for illegal activity both in alta mar and
within the bays. Armadores contributed and privately hired trusted crew members to live
in the coastal fishing communities and report on any illegal activity occurring.
In spite of attempts to control shrimp fishing activity during the veda. enforcement is
largely ineffective. The Sonoran coast is dotted with bays, far away from the watchful eye
of agency offices and armadores in Guaymas, and regulation is a difficult if not
impossible task. In 1993 and 1994, an airplane belonging to the armador Ernesto
Zaragoza sometimes patrolled the coastline but rarely discovered illegal movement.
principally because shrimping is often conducted at night to avoid detection. Vigilance is
particularly ineffective because the activity is generally permitted \vith full knowledge
and complicity of inspectors working for Sepesca who themselves receive bribes in return
for permitting the tishermen to shrimp.
It was the 25th of May, 1994 in the bay of San Sebastian. The shrimp season in alta
mar had closed and the shrimp boats were tied up in the docks. Tomas. a retired
fisherman of alta mar who now fishes in San Sebastian. and his son Mono had just
returned from retrieving their crab traps from the bay. Furiolls with what he had jllst seen
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in the bay, Tomas stormed into his house. With the permission of inspectors working for
Sepesca, in shore fishermen were being permitted to changear, or shrimp with the chango
during this time when all shrimp fishing was supposedly prohibited. The chango is a
miniature of the large drag nets on the shrimp boats and used as a test net on the shrimp
trawlers. Its use, however, is prohibited in the bays even when the season is legally open.
Tomas had counted sixty or seventy pangas with changos operating throughout the bay in
daylight and in full view of the inspectors. The inspectors in Sepesca were asking 100
thousand pesos ($33) for one panga (small fishing boat) to fish for a day. "They fish all
year here, "Tomas told me, "because there is no respect for the time of the veda. The
inspectors in charge of watching the bay are all involved."
Tomas wanted the telephone number of the Chief of Sepesca in Mexico City, so that
he could contact him. "Me estoy ardiendo par dentro de coraje por esto. (I am burning
inside with anger for this). Moving closer to me and touching his finger to my chest to
emphasize the point he expressed his frustration, "Pero que voy !wcer yo. Es 10 mismo, a

ver no mas pOl'que los autoridades, no." (But what can I do. It is the same, you can only
watch because the authorities do nothing). His voice trailed otT with sadness.
The authorities place the inspectors here but they are earning a lot of
money (lin dinert//) with their cuts (mochada - literally cut. but meaning
bribe). And who is going to be affected tomorrow? The fishermen. There
are a lot of things going on here and I wish that the authorities would come
here and see with their own eyes. It is an abuse. It is an abuse what they
do. Que h(lrharo.
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Later in the afternoon there was another discussion on the illegal activities as the
family sat around the dining room table; Tomas and his wife Rosa, two sons and an older
daughter. They spoke in low voices so that no one outside could hear because their own
relatives, as well as local caciques were also involved. Later they quit talking altogether
because they saw Maria, the wife of Tomas's son Mono, sitting outside in the carport.
They were afraid that she would tell her sister, who was married to Rosa's brother, one of
those illegally fishing for shrimp, who would comment to others in the village. It was
dangerous to talk about these things because of the mafia who runs the pueblo. The year
before, a local man worked for the Camara Naciona/ de /a Indus/ria Pesquera

(Canaipes) as a type of spy with the intent of reporting on the illegal fishing. When the
man arrived in Guaymas with a list of those involved, the Canaipes did not want to act
because one of the Guaymas armadores was involved. The local man was afraid to make
this information public for fear of reprisal against his relatives who lived in the village.
When inspectors do enforce the veda, it occurs erratically. During the summer of
1994 there had been some boats confiscated, but for the most part tishermen were left
alone if they agreed to pay a bribe. It: however, the fishermen would not pay the
inspectors, the authorities contiscated their pangas. In late May, three pang as were
confiscated in Chipec, one of the villages in the bay, because the fishermen refused to
pay.
Far more effective in guarding the bays than the inspectors working for Sepesca are
the Mexican marines, who also are stationed in the bays to watch for illegal activity.
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According to local fishermen, they are strict and guard the bay well. The fishermen,
however, take advantage of the changing of the guard, when some marines leave and
others come to replace them or when the marines leave for other duties. In June, on
National Marine day, all of the marines left the bay of San Sebastian to attend a
celebration in Guaymas. Many fishermen in Chipecito, a village in the bay, were well
aware of their absence and took advantage to go out to "changear" (fish with the chango).
In May the "changeros" were leaving at night and returning in the early morning.
While aerial vigilance revealed no activity, from reports from all of the villages along the
coast of Sonora, it was calculated that around five hundred pangas were fishing for
shrimp. When the marines are present, the fishermen are careful to hide their activities.
They brought the shrimp into the agricultural fields close to the village and from there
transported on bicycle to the village. Giiateros, those who buy the shrimp illegally,
stopped to pay the bribe to the inspectors from Sepesca, who waited under the first grove
of trees on the only road leading from the village.
It appeared that the activities in Chipecito had been reported to the Secretaria de
Sepesca in Mcxico City, who in tum pressured local officials into action. In an article
appearing in La Voz del Puerto on June 9, 1994, the delegado de Sepesca in Guaymas,
Melo Sanchez. reported that five pangas in San Sebastian bay had been detained by
inspectors and were found with a number of kilos of small shrimp. In addition to the
confiscation of the pangas, inspectors took all of the equipment, and according to Melo
Sanchez, the fishermen would not have rights to financing in the upcoming season. In a
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related article, the woman in Sepesca in charge of the bay of San Sebastian had been
removed from this office and relocated in another Sepesca office. In San Sebastian,
Tomas was angry when he learned of the article. He checked throughout the villages in
the bay and discovered that no one had had their pangas confiscated. He felt the article
was only to show that Sepesca was doing something, when in fact they were doing
nothing.
Other reports from La Voz also inaccurately characterized fishing in San Sebastian.
On August 6, 1994, an article from the Guaymas newspaper painted a glowing picture of
the vigilance of the bays during the time of the veda. According to the local president of
the Camara Nacionaf de fa Industria Pesquera (Canaipes), Pedilla Juarez, organized
fishermen and Sepesca were all working together participating in the vigilance of the
bays of Sonora against the illegal fishing of shrimp. "There has been a change in attitude
in the conservation of marine species, that is to say, four years ago the time of the veda
was not respected. The watchfulness of the fishermen in the bays, combined with the
force of the armadores and organized cooperatives, has resulted in more reproduction of
the species. "We are aware that the results in the conservation of the resources will be
renected in higher levels of production of marine products:' The federal government,
through Sepesca, the state government and Canaipes had contributed 900 thousand new
pesos ($300,000) towards the vigilance.
The same day that the article appeared in the Guaymas newspaper: August 6, 1994,
in almost every house of fishermen in the villages in the bay of San Sebastian could be
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found baskets of shrimp, up to 100 kilos per household. Nearly all of the fishermen in the
villages were fishing for shrimp, "as if the season had opened" (ya ha llegado fa zaJra).
Fishermen left daily in the early morning to capture the crustacean as·it moved with the
tide from the inner bay to the alta mar, practically blocking the mouth with their nets. In
Chipec, men were selling bags of shrimp at the waters edge in front of the docks and the
villages were bustling because there was money. Families of fishermen were buying
groceries in the tiendas and going to Papizuelas, a neighboring town, to shop.
When reports arrived to the house that everyone was fishing for shrimp, Tomas once
again exploded. "Hijo de fa chingada, " he cried out, running down to the bay to see who
was bringing in the shrimp. He stormed back to the house and asked Loreto, a friend, if
he had brought any beer. "Because of all of this, I want to drink. "
The soldiers who had been guarding the villages in the Bay of San Sebastian had
been called away to Chiapas to police during the 1994 presidential elections. leaving
Sepesca in control of the vigilance. Knowing the extent of the illegal fishing, one of the
large armadores had sent one of his captains to stay in San Sebastian to watch the village
so that they would not fish. "Cara de gall,) (chicken face ), as the captain was called. had
benefited from his stay in Chipecito also receiving fa mochada (taking cuts or bribes)
from the gliateros. Five principal gliateros lived in the village, three women and two
men. Cara de gallo was living in the house of one of the females. The principal gliatero
was the main cacique in the village who has been involved in the illegal capture of shrimp
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for many years. The gila/eros were paying both the captain of the armador and the
inspectors from Sepesca to be able to take the shrimp.
Paying the inspectors and Cara de gallo, when he was present, was obligatory.
Around 2:00 PM on this same day, Chuy, one of the minor giiateras from Obregon, had
completed her fish purchases in the village and was headed back to Obregon to sell the
product. In the village she had bought 40 kilos of shrimp, and then purchased crab and
snail from Tomas before she headed out to Obregon. Within about a half hour she
returned, angrily, to Tomas's house to explain what had happened. The inspector of
Sepesca and Cara de gallo had stopped her as she left the village and asked her what she
had in the van. "Jaiba and caraco!, no mas, " (only crab and snail) she lied. "You are
carrying shrimp as well, the inspector told her. "No, only crab and snail," Chuy repeated.
"We know that you bought shrimp. " They opened her ice chests and discovered the
shrimp, which they promptly confiscated. Chuy had purchased the shrimp for around 800
pesos and had paid women to take off the heads. She had also bought ice to keep it cold
for a total investment of around 1000 new pesos ($333). Because Chuy offered them
nothing, the inspector of Sepesca and Cara de gallo had taken the shrimp from her.
According to local fishermen, if she had offered them 400 pesos, they would have let her
keep the shrimp.
Other giiateros were more cooperative with Sepesca inspectors. In the afternoon.
Tomas's sons returned from Villa Juarez where they had gone to buy a cable for the
pickup that Miguel was repairing for his father. As they passed the grove of trees along
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the canal closest to San Sebastian, they saw the inspector of Sepesca, Cara de gallo and
two of the female giiateras. The car of Sepesca was hidden almost out of sight among the
trees. The women were paying Cara de gallo and the inspectors from Sepesca for
allowing them to buy the shrimp.
The following week, while the marines were still away, the bay of San Sebastian
remained under the averted eyes of Sepesca. By late August, fishermen were becoming
even less clandestine about their illegal fishing. Groups of men and women, walking in
chest deep water, dragged chinchorros (shrimp drag nets) along the bay. Fishermen were
continuing to fish for shrimp in panga~, but many had stopped to repair their nets to be
ready for the official shrimping season in the bay, when they could openly practice what
they had been doing clandestinely during the rest of the year.
Tomas, his sons and a few other fishermen in the bay are the among the very few
who respect the veda. They are frustrated and feel they have no recourse because of the
complicity of the authorities. Many fishermen say that they are fishing for shrimp out of
necessity. When I asked why they were fishing illegally when there were other fish that
they could exploit, Tomas explained that in two hours the changueros could get enough
small shrimp to earn 600 pesos ($200). '"I made 25 pesos ($8.33) the day before
yesterday and 20 pesos ($6.66) yesterday fishing for manta ray and sole. But we are
eating. It is not out of poverty that they are doing it."
Tomas respects the veda because he feels that it is right to do so. He knows that
fishermen in San Sebastian can exploit other species, but it is the lure of easy money and
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greed that prompts them to fish illegally. At times they have quit shrimping altogether
and exploited other species during the veda. For a two week period in July, 1994, and
when the bay was under the surveillance of the marines, local fishermen began to exploit
snails (caracol chino or Hexaplex erythrostomus) and were extracting tons of the species.
Tomas, as well, was a former shrimp fisherman of alta mar and two of his sons are
currently shrimp fishermen. He understands the relationship between conserving the
species when they are spawning and growing, and increased production during the
season. He feels that if fishermen continue to violate the veda, in a few years there will
be no resources for himself and his son, Mono, who are both panga fishermen, or for his
sons who shrimp in alta mar.
Both the illegal chango and chinchorro shrimping in the bay of San Sebastian and the
illegal fishing ofIsmael and Jose, the shrimp fishermen of alta mar who shrimp in the bay
of Empalme, are practiced with the end of earning income in time of need. But there are
dissimilarities in the two cases. Ismael and Jose, who live in Guaymas, do not have the
resources to tish for other species, possessing no panga nor having easy access to rich
coastal fishing areas. They are both trying to support families on small salaries which do
not begin to meet their household needs. The fishermen of San Sebastian, on the other
hand, do have other resources to exploit but choose to take the easiest and most profitable
route. In both cases, it is the lack of enforcement of regulations and corruption of
Sepesca officials who are willingly paid off which allows this detrimental illegal activity
to occur.
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Offseason shrimping is for the most part undertaken by fishermen in the inshore
sector. \ These fishermen, who are driven by both economic necessity or desire to earn
quick money easily payoff corrupt Sepesca officials for the chance to fish.

2

While most

inshore fishermen recognize that fishing the smaller shrimp in the bays means that shrimp
will not grow to a larger size to migrate to the open seas, they also know that if they do
not shrimp when it is available to them, when the season opens the offshore fleet will
effectively take the lion's share of the resource.
The struggle between inshore and offshore fishermen over access to resources lends a
new twist to the common property dilemma. The "tragedy of the commons" model
assumes that when the commons are physically and legally accessible to multiple users, it
produces a free-for-all with all users competing for the resource to the detriment of the
commons and other users (Ciriacy-Wantrup and Bishop 1975; McCay and Acheson
1989:7). In this case, under lax surveillance the numbers of inshore fishermen fishing
illegally increase when fishermen see others engaged in the activity, as each try to receive
direct benefit without regard for deterioration of the commons. Additionally, they also
respond as collective actors, attempting to maximize production while they have access to
the resources which they ultimately must share with the offshore sector. After the
offshore fishing season opens, alta mar boats carrying large nets rapidly diminish
resources. Offshore sector armadores who are unable to fish during the offseason because
of their greater visibility, help to enforce regulations against offseason fishing for less
than altruistic reasons.
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In the introduction, I suggested that managers of the fishery in Mexico, both by
maximizing the effort of the fleets and by allowing illegal fishing to occur in the
offseason have created a!k fuQlQ. "open access" common property in the Gulf of
California and in large part are to blame for recent reductions in shrimp stocks in the Gulf
of California. Open access property rights imply that access to the resource is unregulated
and open to anyone, as were ocean fisheries in the last century. Common, or communal
properties, on the other hand, exclude outsiders and regulate member use (Feeny, et al.
1990). Conventional wisdom derived from Hardin's (1968) article on common properties
assumes that degradation will occur unless common properties are converted to private
property or government regulations are imposed, a fact which has been disputed by
numerous scholars who cite examples of indigenous management of commons areas (see
Introduction).
In the case of Mexico's fishery, both maximizing the effort3 of the offshore fleet and
extending the season benefit an export-led economic growth policy, but lead to a
deterioration of the fishery. Additionally, insidious corruption among the inspectors of
Sepesca render ineffective the regulations which prohibit fishing during the off-season.
another important component in resource conservation. Thus, the role which
management of the fishery has played in Mexico castes serious doubt upon the
"conventional wisdom" that the commons will be protected by governmental regulation.
The participation of the private offshore sector in enforcement of regulations against
fishing in the off:'season has increased in the past two years as armadores patrol by air
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and sea. The new private armadores have taken an active role in the management of the
fishery to protect their interests, but their participation has probably had the additional
outcome of conserving resources. It is within the interest of those private armadores who
already own boats and permits, both to restrict entrance of others and prohibit shrimping
during the offseason. The effect of their influence and participation has been both to
reduce the amount of illegal fishing and ensure that bay fishermen stay within their
legally defined fishing area when the inshore season opens. Both measures guarantee that
the armadores will ultimately capture the majority of the resources.

Chapter 7 Endnotes
Offshore boats, who are patrolling against off-season fishing, are sometimes caught
fishing illegally.
2 In August. 1995 local fishermen and their wives appealed to the local Sepesca
office to allow them to fish for several days because they needed to buy notebooks for
their children to return to school. The local office allowed residents to fish for several
days in the bay. Observers, however, noted a significant increase in alcohol consumption
and public drunkenness, leading them to believe that residents were not suffering
economically as they had stated. On the official opening day of the season in the bay and
while their husbands were out shrimp fishing, women protested with placards the opening
of a bar in the village. Alcohol consumption increases significantly when men eam more
money at the first of the season.
3 Effort refers to the number of fishers or boats, in this case, allowed access to a
tishery.
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CHAPTER 8
STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT ECONOMICS, POLITICS, AND THE
FISHERY

"Hay veces que el palo bebe, y a veces IIi lIadar puede"

"There are times that the duck drinks, but at times he cannot even swim"
At times a business gives good results, and there are occasions when it doesn't produce a fisherman's interpretation

Recently instituted structural adjustment measures which brought about the
privatization of banks in 1991, have had a profound effect on the availability, timeliness
and cost of credit for the shrimp fishing industry. Although armadores sometimes
experienced problems obtaining credit before the transfer of the fleet to the cooperative
sector in the early 1980's, their difficulties were small in comparison to those of
armadores and cooperative fishermen in the early 1990's. Changes in governmental
economic philosophies throughout the sexenios of the last four presidents of Mexico are
reflected in a financial analysis of the fishing sector.
During the sexenios of both Luis Echeverria (1970-76) and Jose Lopez Portillo
(1976-1982), the government sold boats to cooperatives. built packing plants and
provided subsidized diesel. In the late 1970's, during the sexenio of Lopez Portillo, the
Mexican government began to invest heavily in the shrimp fishing industry. In the final
years of the 1970's, at the time when the cacique, Florentino's, presence was beginning to
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be felt in Guaymas, and probably at his suggestion, some federal legislators were brought
to the port and shown the colonias where some of the poorest fishermen lived. Whether it
can be ascribed to coincidence, or as a clear result of the situation the legislators
encountered in Guaymas, it was shortly after this visit that the government began to
invest more in the principal industry of Guaymas (personal communication Armador #3
August 8, 1994). It was Lopez Portillo who gave the greatest impetus to the cooperatives
in the early 1980's, changing the fishing law to reserve exclusive rights to the social
sector and establishing The Banco Nacional Pesquero y Portuario S.N.C. (Banpesca), a
governmental bank whose purpose was to provide credit to the cooperative sector.
To many armadores, the transfer of the fleet to the cooperative sector seemed
advantageous because it appeared that the government was disposed to invest heavily into
the industry and they would personally not have the concern of trying to seek credit.
Banpesca was a bank established for the development and promotion of the fishing
sector, as opposed to other national banks which were more commercial; loaning and
collecting on these loans. For many years the bank, with a seemingly unlimited source of
funds, loaned large quantities of money to the cooperatives at reasonable interest rates
and forgave unpaid debts when cooperative directors failed to repay the loans. Officers in
the cooperatives became accustomed to this constant source of money, and many became
lackadaisical toward their financial obligations. In the words of one banker, while the
arrears grew, the people were not disposed to pay. "It is as if they spoke another
language, that they are not going to ever understand what you said to them. They hear,
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"pay me," but they are never going to understand because they are not sophisticated"
(Official Bank #2 2/2/93). Cooperatives were seen as the "spoiled children" of the
government, and the government gave them all that they wanted, including unlimited
credit. Banpesca officials worked closely with the Federation of cooperatives, and the
Federation directors were influential in deciding who was to receive credit and at what
rate. And not all cooperatives received the same rate of interest. For example, in the
1980's, when San Pedro Dominguez cooperative refused to continue making annual
contributions of the 900 kilos per boat to the Federation, Banpesca raised the interest rate
at which they received credit.
Banpesca itself suffered many internal problems and had other purposes aside from
serving the cooperative fishing sector. It was described as the "casa chica" for the
fishing businesses of the government and bank positions were occupied by the los
gordos" (fat cat bureaucrats) of the government who began to embezzle from the bank.

The government continued to loan through the bank "until it was no longer convenient,"
and then, throwing all of the blame onto the cooperatives for its state of bankruptcy,
closed its doors in the late 1980's during the epoch of Salinas de Gortari. In fact,
philosophical changes in the government brought about the withdrawal of support for the
bank. The government was no longer willing to continue to support losses in national
companies and was moving towards a system of privatization in many federal businesses.
The good life of easy, ifnot politically manipUlated, credit was short-lived. With the
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close of Banpesca in the late 1980's funds became less accessible for the cooperative
sector
In 1987, the government began to loan to the cooperative sector via the national
banks, through development funds such as FIRA, FIN, and, FORO. These were funds
specified for development of certain industrial activities from the banks of the first level

(primer piso), loaning banks which offered loans to businesses through the national banks
of the second level (segundo piso), the local banks. While the government still extended
credit, it was beginning to be more difficult to obtain and the funds provided only 80%
financing. By 1990, these funds were quite limited in scope. In 1991, for example, funds
from FIRA specified for the fishing sector amounted to only 3% of the total available for
lending through this fund, and the Banco de Comercio Exterior (BANCOMEXT) the
vehicle bank through which these funds were made available, only actually loaned .5% of
this amount to the fishing sector. (Comision de Pesca, H Camara de Dipll/ados.
Mexico. D.F. Enero 1993).
Reprivatization orthe banks
When banks began to be reprivatized in 1991, direct loans were available through
these banks but at such an elevated interest rate and so scarce that credit was virtually
inaccessible. Correspondingly, when production dropped during these same years,
cooperatives and armadorcs were unable to pay and the banks were left with significant
outstanding debts (car/eras vencidas) (Comision de Pesca, H C(imara de DipII/ados.
Mexico, D.F. Enero 1993). After the private sector was allowed to enter into the fishery
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in the early 1990's, the government was still encouraging banks to loan to the cooperative
sector, but only when the recipient was able to repay and specifically to producers that
had proven they were able to comply. As banks became more strict, they required more
proof of solvency and began to ask for more securities (Official Bank #3 February 5,
1993). Banks tried, but were generally unsuccessful, to request that cooperative
fishermen place their houses as collateral for loans. Wives of fishermen, in the greatest
number of cases, objected to this requirement, feeling that they would risk losing their
greatest, and sometimes only economic asset. It was during this time that cooperatives
began to experience significant delays in the arrival of capital which they needed to
prepare their fleets for departure at the beginning of the season.
With the reprivatization of the banks beginning in 1991, credit not only became more
expensive and harder to obtain, but the fishing sector also began to experience even
longer delays in the loan approval process. While governmental funds were still available
to banks, they were limited and the rules for selection of those to receive credit became
more selective and more strict. This restriction of credit, along with the withdrawal of
subsidies for the sector, reflected a governmental decision to remove favoritism in this
industry, as in other industrial sectors nationwide, such as the ejido, the equivalent to the
cooperatives in the agricultural sector. In the fishing domain. the changes in
governmental philosophy became readily apparent. Whereas previously there had been a
large "bucket" (hote) of money for the cooperatives, this, along with all favoritism and
patronismo, had disappeared with the new political philosophy of Salinas de Gortari.
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The decision to loan or not to loan to the cooperatives then became a political decision
made internally within each bank, and a number of Guaymas banks began to refuse to
loan to the cooperative sector, primarily because banks were not willing to invest in a
risky undertaking.
Because of low production and very high interest on credit, cooperatives had
accumulated large outstanding debts on previous loans. By January, 1992, the twenty-five
Guaymas cooperatives had amassed unpaid liabilities totaling 64,310,000 new pesos
($21,436,666) with local banks and other creditors (1992a Delegaci6n Federal de Pesca

en el Eslado de Sonora). Interest rates on unpaid loans doubled when a cooperative or
armador was unable to make payments on time, sometimes escalating to a rate as high as

100%.
Because of the crisis, the government made efforts to revive the shrimping industry.
They began to provide more funds for credit for both cooperatives and armadores.
Additionally, in an agreement with the banks Sepesca expedited the permit process for
boats reclaimed from the cooperatives and destined for auction to armadores. The latter
action eased the movement of the boats because vessels without permits were more
difficult to sell. While banks were pressured by Sepesca to retinance debts in the shrimp
sector, more than one bank refused to cooperate and chose to wait to determine if
production in the sector would increase. These were the years of the lowest production in
recent Guaymas history, and banks were unwilling to risk further debts from unpaid
loans. In the words of one banker whose bank had chosen not to participate with
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Sepesca, "It was a battle of power, and in the end there was no reason, but it was a very
closed decision made by officials within the bank." (Official bank #2 2/2/93).
Whereas some banks refused to participate in these governmental programs, others
accepted the governmental funds made available in 1992 for the fishing sector. One
Guaymas bank continued to loan to one cooperative and to former cooperative captains
and motoristas in other cooperatives in the state of collapse. Repayment was more secure
loaning to individual fishermen, particularly the motorists and captains, because these
were among the more responsible and the fishermen with the most assets. Cooperative
boats were transferred to member fishermen, who used their homes as collateral without
having to invest any additional money. In return, they continued to payoff cooperative
debts. "But sometimes we have to talk to them to pay back the debts," a bank official
informed me. "Many times they say that they want a new car, but they have a car that
works. You have to be a little bit of a psychologist." The bank official appeared to take a
genuine interest in the families of the tishernlen, and indicated that wives of fishermen
often came into his office or called him if their husbands had been delayed in returning to
port. The psychology apparently worked for this bank, as compliance in the first year of
the program, 1992-93, was around 80% (Official Bank 1 2/18/93).
Although fishermen believed that their houses would be taken if they were unable to
pay back loans, bank officials stated that they had no intentions of resorting to this
measure, preferring to reclaim the boats in case of non-payment. They chose to finance
captains or motoristas who had nice houses of masonry (ma/ericH) as opposed to those
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who lived in "tarpaper houses" (casas de carton), because the latter fishermen, they
considered, would be more likely to drink and be less responsible.
Both cooperative fishermen and small armadores felt that bankers do not understand
the risks of the industry and are unreasonable when they are unable to make repayment
schedules. In 1991 and 1992, years of very low production and escalating operating
costs, repayment was more difficult for both the cooperative sector and the private
initiative. From the-point of view of fishermen, bankers were always requesting payment.
The small armadores and cooperative members who participated in the above mentioned
program sometimes had difficulty repaying debts both because of low production and
high operating costs. In 1992, the costs of diesel, oil and other needed products were
higher than they were on the international market. While fishermen were able to sell the
product at international prices, they were having to purchase consumptive products at
prices higher than they were available internationally. For this reason they operated on a
very small margin, making good production imperative for solvency.
When financing became difficult in the early 1990's, many cooperative tishcrmen
and small armadores in Guaymas thought that while they were operating in good faith,
the tinancial system was not reciprocating. A fisherman explained the problem as he saw
it.
Fishing is part luck. When it goes wrong, and there is a problem with
the motor or the refrigeration. you come in and bring in very little product.
And the bank takes all of the product. And then they think you should go
out again but there is no money to do it and the banks won't loan. Articles
come out in the papers that the banks are helping the fishermen. but no.
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They are not. This is a lie. If there is a problem with the motor, the bank
says there is no money. This is a problem that works against production.
Fishermen attributed the late arrival ofloans to politics and bureaucracy. As one
cooperative accountant expressed it, "The banks tell you that the money is going to arrive
tomorrow, or on Monday, but it never arrives. And they tell the government that all is
ready. Then they wash their hands." He brushed his hands together. "It is a very large
lie." Other Guaymenses claim that the late arrival of funds for the cooperatives and small
armadores was a calculated move to give advantage to the large armadores, who were not
dependent on loans. This manipulation was alluded to by a banker and confirmed by
another bank employee. Others attributed the late arrival offunds to bank bureaucracy.
Armadores and cooperatives depend on the timely arrival of credit to prepare their
boats for departure. Preparing a boat for the season is a costly and time-consuming job.
Generally the crew members clean and paint the inside of the boat, and standing on

pangas in the water, paint the outside shell above the water line. Crew members scrape
the tangones and paint them with rust-resistant paint. The boat is taken to the astillero or
shipyard, where it is scraped to remove the escaramojo, barnacles or correctly named.

cirriped, sub-class, which have collected on the bottom of the boat. It is then painted
with red anti-corrosive paint and another paint which protects it against vegetable matter.
All of the paint covers a layer of zinc plates which protect the shell from oxidation. The
entire process of scraping and painting the shell of the boat in the shipyard takes three to
four days. If there are other problems with the boat, for example, a broken propeller or a
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hole in the shell, the process may take from two weeks to a month to repair. Other repairs
to the boat are either made by the motorista on the boat or if they are more extensive, a
local boat mechanic. If a broken part is small, it is sometimes removed and sent out for
repair. Boat repairs can be expensive, at times maintenance alone costing up to $10,000
dollars.
One of the biggest problems that had earlier faced cooperatives and is now being
experienced by small armadores is their inability to receive credit in a timely manner in
order to make repairs necessary for the season opening. Banks in Guaymas are
distinctively slow and late in delivering the money to small boat owners. The problem of
the slowness of the arrival of credit is not, however, a new phenomena. The late arrival
of money was often mentioned by cooperative officers in recent years as a major
hindrance in the preparation of the fleet. In at least one case, money was loaned to a
cooperative three days before the opening of the season, delaying the fleet departure by
one month. Bankers request many documents from the boat owners and even when all
paper work has been completed, weeks and sometimes months pass before credit is
extended. In 1994, the majority of the 70 boats remained in port on the opening day of
the season because they were unable to receive credit for failure to meet debt obligations
from the previous year or because credit was so late in arriving that necessary repairs
could not be completed.
Motoristas are responsible for the maintenance and functioning of the motor and
refrigeration. They often spend long hours making repairs, and on well managed boats,
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begin to check the boats' freezers ten to twelve days before departure. Alternating with
the motorista 's helper, they maintain the refrigeration day and night, taking turns staying
on the boat' to be sure they are functioning well. When boats do not receive loans in a
timely manner, these tests are omitted, often causing significant loss in productivity.
Improperly frozen shrimp causes marks on the bodies and means that the product cannot
be sold as first quality. Boats which are unable to make engine repairs before departure,
often lose valuable time returning to port to repair the part.
For example, Miguel, an armador, had purchased his first boat before the 1993-94
season. Because the season had been successful, he purchased two more boats early in
1994 to add to his fleet. In December, three months after the 1994-95 season opened, he
had still not received his bank loan. He was forced to use the little money he had saved
from the previous season to make minimum repairs to allow two of his boat to leave on
schedule and was unable to pay his crews the last six weeks before departure. The
resulting effect was that his boats left without proper maintenance, and two were forced
to return to port several times over the next few weeks because of motor and refrigeration
failures. for the armador and fisherman alike, this means significant lose of income
because they are losing productive days during the first few months, the most lucrative
months of the season. In this regard, the large armadores hold considerable advantage
over the smaller boat owners. While the large private boat owners seek financing, they
are not as dependent on financial credit, and can begin to make repairs as soon as the
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previous season ends, without having to wait for loans. Their fleets, consequently, are
repaired and ready for departure well in advance of the opening day.
From the point of view of the bankers, the boat owners and formerly the cooperatives
are at fault for not bringing the necessary documents to them in a timely manner.
Occasionally the boat owners would provide some documents, but lacked others which
were needed. In other cases, the owners lack the certification for the boat or lack the
permit, which the bankers request before loaning. After all papers are in order, it will
take another two months before credit can be given because it has to be reviewed by
representatives of the loaning fund (Official Bank #3 2/5/93). Bankers acknowledge that
in recent years since the privatization of the banks, rules for loaning have become more
selective and more strict, and decisions about loaning are now made within banks in
accordance with internal politics (Official Bank #22/2/93).
This persistent problem of the slow arrival of credit, therefore, becomes circular.
When the money arrives late because it has not been authorized because of bank
inefficiencies, conspiracy, or because fishermen failed to provide the proper papers, the
armador or cooperative cannot make repairs on time and must return to port. Thus. they
lose productive time during the first of the season. Because they produce less du.e to
these lost days. they are then again unable to repay loans.
Bankers, on the other hand, often have a difficult time convincing fishermen that
they must repay the loans on time and say that contrary to what the fishermen say. they
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do understand the risks of fishing. A banker explained his position and why they
preferred to work directly with arrnadores as opposed to cooperatives.
Yes, we know how sometimes the diesel gets into the freezer
(bodega), how the refrigeration doesn't work, and the shrimp is spotted
and has to be sold for seconds, and we know about bad weather. We know
that the temperature and wind affect fishing a lot. We know this. We
know that sometimes they can't pay but it is not because they don't want
to. It is because they can't. It is very different with the cooperatives
where we don't have access to the records. The bank cannot lose. A
contract with a cooperative and the bank is like a marriage". If you get
along it is good. The decision to work with the socios was a decision of
the bank. But sometimes the fishermen don't feel well and they stay in
from a trip, for whatever reason. We have to talk to them. That is why I
have so many gray hairs (Official Bank #1 2/18/93).
Because bankers were for the most part uncooperative in loaning globally to
cooperatives in the traditional organizational sense, some cooperatives received money
for operation costs and repairs through Ocean Garden. In the 1992-93 season. Ocean
Garden extended credit for provisions which required repayment during the same season

(credito de ado) to boats of eight cooperatives and numerous armadores for up to
$30.000 for each boat (Delegacion Federal de Pesca en el Estado de Sonora. 1992b).
For example, San Pedro Dominguez cooperative was operative in the 1992-93 season
only because of the financing by the government through Ocean Garden. In 1991, they
had received a bank loan for 900.000 new pesos ($300,000) divided into two parts of
$450.000 new pesos ($150,000) for repairs and $450,000 new pesos ($150.000) for
diesel. provisions, and equipment. They were to repay the $450.000 ($150.000) for
provisions during the 1991-92 season and had two years to pay back the amount loaned to
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them for repairs. They paid the amount for the provisions, but were unable to pay on the
debt for the repairs. The problem they had in repayment stemmed both from high interest
rates, principally from their overdue accounts (carteras vencidas) and low production.
To be able to leave at the first of the season in 1991, the cooperative received a direct
loan from the bank at 50% interest to be repaid in one month. Subsequent loans were
made at 28%. The money arrived only a few days before the season opened and the bank
required that socios put up additional collateral aside from the cooperatively held
property. In order to procure the loan, members were required to put their houses as
security, a requirement to which all but eleven members agreed. The others did not sign
because their wives objected, but in a special agreement within the cooperative, these
members were also allowed to fish that season even though they did not put forth the
guarantee. Because they failed to repay these debts in the 1991-92 season, the bank did
not take away their houses, but was unwilling to loan more in the 1992-93 season.
By 1992, San Pedro Dominguez cooperative had accrued a debt of $2,500,000 pesos
($833,333) which had accumulated over the previous three years. Unable to receive
money from the bank because of their carteras vencidas, in 1992 they were approved to
receive U.S. $260.000 from Ocean Garden to operate their nine boats, for which they
would repay in product delivered to Ocean Garden at a rate of U.S. $1.25 per pound of
shrimp delivered. The money however, arrived late, one week before the opening of the
season and while it allowed them to leave, it was not sufficient and arrived too late to
make repairs. A boat required around U.S.$13,333 to purchase the diesel for one trip, in
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addition to approximately U.S.$10,OOO for other provisions. This left very little for
repairs, and consequently several boats made only a few trips before becoming
inoperative. Beginning in the January of 1993, the remaining operative boats in the
cooperative sold about one-half of the shrimp illegally offshore, keeping some and using
part of the money to buy diesel and provisions for their next trips.
In the summer before the 1992-93 season the cooperative officers had been fearful, in
fact, that even if they paid off the loan from the bank they would not be advanced
additional money. Members were suspicious of announcements which were appearing in
the local newspapers stating that the government was going to restructure debts of six
cooperatives, including San Pedro Dominguez. They were right to be suspicious.
By December, 1992, it became evident that they would not be able to payoff older
debts to the banks and creditors were making plans to embargo boats, the office building
and the connected fish market. In spite of the large debts, San Pedro Dominguez was in a
better position than other cooperatives to negotiate its debt. The cooperative, one of the
oldest in Guaymas owned various properties. In addition to the office building and nine
boats, the cooperative owned interest in a processing plant and a large shipyard. The
shipyard, which at one time had been a very successful and active enterprise, was still in
operation repairing boats. but had built no new boats since 1974. At the end of the 199293 season, all of the boats of the cooperative were embargoed. In 1994, only the fish
market and the shipyard remained in operation, providing some work for cooperative
members displaced from their jobs.
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Cooperative fishermen were not alone in their problems. Before more money
became available through FlRA in 1992, small armadores were loaned money directly
from the banks, and like the cooperatives at high rates of interest. They were given five
years to payoff their boats, and because many were unable to meet repayment schedules,
the following season their debts doubled, in some cases surpassing the original cost of the
boat. Later, in 1993 when the debts were restructured through government funds,
armadores were given a more realistic repayment schedule, having up to fourteen years to
repay their loans.
Debt restructuring
While some banks were trying to regain their money by loaning to armadores and
individual socios of cooperatives, there still remained the problem of a large number of
cooperatives who wanted to have their debts restructured so that they could continue in
operation. Banks, who "could not lose" were seizing properties of the cooperatives. By
March of 1992, 110 boats that had belonged to cooperatives had been embargoed and
sold by banks (El Imparcial March 9, 1992), a figure which escalated in 1993.
Throughout 1992 and 1993, dissidents continued to pressure the government into
action through demonstrations and visits to Mexico City. They were continuing to ask
for the restructure of debts, the return of boats which they felt were unfairly seized, and
restitution of the money for the "famous 900 kilos" taken by the Federation. Dissident
fishermen met regularly in Guaymas to object to the lack of response of the government
to their problem. Many fishermen were without employment, as a large portion of
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embargoed cooperative boats had not been cleared for sale. Additionally, because of all
of the unrest in Guaymas, one of the largest armadores was hiring fishermen from Puerto
Penasco to crew Guaymas boats, feeling that they were less "grillones" (less politically
outspoken) than the Guaymas fishermen. Another large armador, seeking the best
captains, was hiring captains from Puerto Pefiasco, leaving some Guaymas captains
without work. Banks were unwilling to work with most cooperatives, and the few who
were still in operation were faced with large unpaid debts (carteras vencidas), doubled by
fines, to the banks.
The fishing industry in Sonora was in critical condition, and both the shrimp and
sardine industry were operating in the red. Of the 93 plants in Sonora dedicated to fish
processing for these two industries, only 52 remained active. Only 16 of the 48 freezing
plants, primarily dedicated to shrimp processing, were in operation. By January, 1993,
production had fallen from 9,256 tons to 6,019 tons for the corresponding month in 1992
(EI Imparcial January 15, 1993). The Delegado de Pesca in Guaymas, Francisco de Jesus
Melo Sanchez announced that the crisis in the Guaymas industry meant a loss of more
than 3,000 jobs, without considering those indirectly related to the sector. Part of the
diminished production was unrelated to lower reproduction of shrimp, but to a
combination of factors. A program of Sepesca to reduce the fishing force through
regulation of permits, coupled with the large number of boats embargoed by credit
institutions. the closure of many packing plants. and the lack of cooperation by banking
institutions to restructure debts resulted in a much smaller number of boats and decreased
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number of employees in the service industry participating in the fishery (La Voz del

Puerto January 15, 1993).
Because of the crisis within the fishing industry and perhaps out offear of a
fishermen's revolt, the government began to hold a series of forums in various sections of
the country, professedly to seek some way that they could be of help. The ostensible
purpose of the forums were to resolve the economic problems within the fishing sector, to
examine the problems specifically within the cooperative sector and the effect of the new
law on this sector, and address the problem of pollution of the fisheries .. There was to be
discussion on how the government could help with the large "carteras vencidas,"
outstanding debts which cooperatives and armadores had with the banks. Federal
officials were to investigate supposed irregularities within the banks for embargoing
cooperative boats and assigning values to the boats much less than their true value. Some
boats, for example, which valued 600,000 ($200,000) were assigned a value of 150,000
pesos ($50,000) by the banks, considerably undervaluing their worth, resulting in lower
remuneration for members of the cooperative. Also at issue were other bank
improprieties. Banks in Guaymas were charging up to 15% more for credit than banks in
other areas of the country who financed the fishing industry. Furthermore. when banks
were privatized, they "purchased" the carl eras vencidas at 15% of the actual debts with
interest. but were trying to recuperate these debts at 100% (La Voz del Puerto February 7,
1993).
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The forum in Guaymas occurred on the 6th and 7th of February, 1993, and
representatives from both inshore and offshore cooperatives in Guaymas and Puerto
Penasco were in attendance to present their cases of financial ruin to federal diputados,
Sonoran legislators, other governmental functionaries, and representatives from Sepesca.
To many Guaymenses more seasoned in Mexican politics, the meeting was merely a
public show to convince fishermen that the government was planning to help the
cooperatives and dissidents, when in fact they were supporting the entrance of the private
sector. Many cooperative fishermen, on the other hand, hoped that at last the government
was going to come to their aid. The forum, held at the Hotel Armida in Guaymas, was
packed with fishermen, who for the most part listened patiently as thirty-four
representatives from cooperatives and some processing plants presented prepared
impassioned speeches. But spokesmen whom the fishermen knew to be dishonest. such
as the head of one sardine plant who had not paid his workers and "El Guero," the
dissident leader who supposedly absconded with protesters' funds, were booed as they
read their ponencias (prepared texts) until the hecklers were quieted by the chairman.
Spokesmen for the government assured the fishermen that a forthcoming meeting with
the Com is ion de Pesca def Congreso de fa Union, Sepesca and the Secretaria de
Hacienda y Credito Pllbfico (SHCP), (a governmental lending institution) would

investigate bank irregularities with regard to the carteras vencidas and analyze the
advances in the restructuring of debts of the shrimping sector.
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Reaction in the office of the dissidents the following day was positive and leaders
felt that the meeting had gone well and that there was hope. "S;, (enemos esperanza. Si

no hay esperanza, no hay vida." (Yes, we have hope. If there is no hope, there is no life).
One refrain often prompted another, and another dissident added his own philosophy
reflected in the saying, "Vale mas morir empajado que malfajado (It is better to die full
than without nutrients). He continued to explain the meaning of the refrain in terms of
the dissident movement.
We are going to fight. We will wait until the hearings are all finished
and see if the government does anything. Ifnot we will do something
else. We are not disposed to drop the fight. The government ought to
learn that this is not the time like before. We aren't going to wait for
rejection.
Other Guaymas fishermen outside of the dissident movement were cynical about the
meeting, and were not interested in hearing another unkept governmental promise. The
only remaining cooperative in Guaymas did not send a representative to the meeting
because the meeting "didn't mean anything." One banker summed up the forum. "The
reality is that they are just words. It means nothing. Salinas wants to do away with
patronismo. But the reality is that we need to recuperate."
The cynics of the group were partially correct. In spite of public announcements in
the weeks afterwards, the government had no intention of helping the lion's share of the
cooperative sector nor the displaced fishermen. After the meeting, a "packet of
compensation" for the marginalized and displaced fishermen was announced by the
Federal Diputados. The government was to help those cooperatives that showed
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efficiency, viability and seriousness. An evaluation of94 Mexican cooperatives
completed in 1992 showed that about one-halfwoulu qualify for financial support
through Ocean Garden and the banks (Federal Diputados 1993). In subsequent months,
only one out of twenty-five Guaymas alta mar cooperatives qualified for funds through
Solidaridad, and private banks and the banks foreclosed on all of the remaining Guaymas
cooperatives of alta mar by the end of the 1992-93 season. Diputados concluded the
meeting by promising governmental help in developing other activities related to the seas
for fishermen displaced from their jobs. They also promised to provide incentives for the
development of the industry and to oblige the private banks to establish a line of credit
for risky activities, including fishing. The government, through these actions, hoped to
avoid th~ total collapse of the industry (Revista Dictamen February 16, 1993). The
government's unstated purpose, which was to quell unrest, seemed to work. Activities of
the dissidents quieted down for the following two months as they waited to see what the
government would do.
While the government of Salinas was just as happy to see the politically infected and
economically bankrupt cooperatives disappear, it was intent on keeping alive this
important segment of the economy which was on the verge of collapse. In 1991 when the
private sector entered the fishery for the first time in 10 years, small armadores and large
armadores alike, as well as the cooperatives, were losing money. By the following year,
whereas small armadores and cooperatives were on the brink of economic disaster, large
armadores, while not making profits, were breaking even. As small armdores and
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cooperatives struggled with high interest rates resultant from unpaid loans, banks were
more forgiving with the large armadores who more than likely met debts with capital of
their own. Through negotiations with the banks, the large annadores were able to
receive credit with no interest in the first one or two years so that they could stay in
operation, and with low interest in subsequent years. One armador surmised that banks
gave this advantage to large armadores because they "move a lot of money," and it is
more convenient for bankers to work with one client with twenty boats, than with twenty
clients owning one boat each (Armador #28/4/94).
By late spring, 1993, the government made available funds for repairs and
provisions for 200 Guaymas boats. Because all but one of the Guaymas cooperatives
were either closed or in the process of having their boats and properties embargoed and
sold, funds from the government were made available to the one remaining cooperative
and small and large armadores in Guaymas. None were destined for any other
cooperatives experiencing financial problems, except through cases where six socios
became owners of a boat. Funds were to be accessed through local banks. In the first
year the boat owners were to pay only the interest on the loan and none on the principal,
and \\lith a lower interest rate than they had previously been paying. Whereas funds
previously had been loaned to the banks at 13% and through the banks to the fishermen at
16%, new government loans through FIRA and other funds, lowered the rate loaned to
fishermen to around 7.5 to 8% for 80% of the total loan request with the other 20%
loaned directly through the banks at a higher rate of interest. In addition, by the summer
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of 1993, Solidaridad, a program ofPRI, planned to finance 80 more boats, but unlike the
banks, would not require fishermen to place their homes as security. One Guaymas
cooperative was selected to participate in this program.
Additional governmental aid came to the Guaymas shrimp industry in 1993.
Subsequent to a Guaymas visit from Salinas de Gortari in August, 1993, in an added
move to help the industry, the government promised diesel to the fishing industry at a
10% discount. In the opening days of the 1993 season, however, only enough discounted
diesel to fuel 80 boats had arrived in Guaymas. Two hundred other boats belonging to
small armadores had to wait for several days to a week after the season had started for the
additional promised combustible, giving critics additional reasons to believe that the
government was giving preferential treatment to the large armadores, who were among
the first to receive diesel (La Voz del Puerto September 12, 1993).
Problems in obtaining credit through local banks persisted through 1994. Because
many armadores experienced problems of obtaining credit in a timely manner or at all, in
1994 some armadores chose to obtain loans directly from the armador Lleubert, who in
1994 was financing 60 boats. Because Lleubert owned three packing plants, he could
collect on the loans in the same manner as Ocean Garden. Armadores would be paid
directly by check in dollars, avoiding the high commissions which the banks charge for
exchanging dollars into pesos if they finance through the banks or with Ocean Garden.
One armador explained that his reason for financing through Lleubert was that the banks
were making money "with the ribs of the producer" (con las coslilla.\' del produclor).
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Guaymas cooperative fishermen had a difficult time accepting the changes in
governmental philosophy which in part brought about their downfall. The withdrawal of
financial aid extended through Banpesca, the' privatization of the banks and the
subsequent difficulties in obtaining credit, and the loss of subsidies in the early 1990's
meant that cooperatives could not maintain operation, particularly when production was
decreasing as well. They suspected that the government had intervened in financing
which previously had come easily through the parastatal industry, Ocean Garden. One
fishermen in San Pedro Dominguez noted that up until 1990, Ocean Garden had always
worked with the cooperative and financed their boats. He suspected that the government
had intervened and it became "dirty financing," and everything was "fixed," and that was
why they were having trouble getting credit. He expressed how they felt about the
changes within the industry. "It is like you have a child that you give all of the
commodities, all the food and electricity. And then all ofa sudden you leave.,,1
Guaymas fishermen who had worked for armadores before the transfer of the fleet to
the cooperative sector, and through the ten years of the cooperative sector, were
accustomed to changes. It was obvious that an end had come, at least for the time being,
to patronismo. Whereas most fishermen have been negatively affected by the entry of the
private armadores, others within the sector are more hopeful that the system would
benefit the industry overall. An official in Sepesca noted that the system would be more
secure and more selective. He then commented on the power of the president to dictate
changes. "It is necessary to change the laws and for this reason we are helping. But who
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knows what will happen with the next president. We could go back to the previous
system." (Official #2 Sepesca 7/12/93).
The Sepesca official understood well the power of the president of an oligarchy, and
the interplay of two ideological paradigms, liberal and populist, which have characterized
Mexican history. Roger Bartra (1975) discusses these two intertwining political lines
expressed throughout Mexican agrarian history since the Mexican Revolution (1910-17),
and which he terms the structure of the bourgeoisie and the structure of mediation. While
the structure of the bourgeoisie strives to support the process of private and public
economic interests, the other mediating structure defends the rights of peasants and is
supportive of agrarian reform. The struggle between these two ideological paradigms
explains the changing tones of governmental policies towards the agrarian sector
throughout the century. The same flip flopping ideology has been seen throughout the
history of this fishing sector. Support for populist causes which improved the lives of
fishermen over the past 50 years might be considered attempts to uphold the same ideals
of the Mexican constitution of 1917 which extended rights to agricultural peasants denied
under the Porfirio Dias regime (1876-80 and 1884-1911). Populist governmental policies
might also be considered, as Bartra suggests, as "mediating" or reconciliation measures to
placate fishermen marginalized under the private system. Fishermen were supported
during the terms of Lazaro Cardenas, Echeveria and Lopez Portillo. During the sexenio
of Salinas de Gortari. however, the PRJ turned its back on the cooperative "social" sector
and supported large business and the logic of capitalist accumulation. Since 1992, we
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have seen an increasing inequality in income distribution between boat owners and
fishermen. With the exception of the four year period in recent Guaymas history when
fishermen ineffectively fought the new economic order and PRJ politics, this
governmental policy has gone largely unchallenged by local fishermen. The futility of
fighting the new economic system, the resurgence in production, and the reactivation of
boats left idle when the cooperatives collapsed have taken the wind out ofthe resistance
movement. For the time the private sector stands to gain, unchallenged, through
presidential dictates which have charted a neo-liberal course for the fishery.

Chapter 8 Endnotes
I The local manager of Ocean Garden repeatedly stated in an interview in 1994 that the
para statal was not a lending institution. Nonetheless, cooperatives and armadores
referred to these advances as loans, which they repaid through product delivered to the
company. While the government had given up-front operating money through Ocean
Garden for years, they ensured the survival of the industry in these years when bankers
were unwilling to loan by extending additional money through the parastatal.
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CHAPTER 9
WORKING AND PLAYING ON THE HIGH SEAS: MARKETS, PASSIVE
RESISTANCE AND GETTING BY

"EI mar y la esperanza IIullea mueren. "

"The sea and hope never die."
In the hours preceding the departure of the fleet on any of the four major docks in
Guaymas, families of arm adores and their crews and cooperative fishermen gather in the
sweltering September sun to celebrate the opening of the 1993 shrimp season of alta mar.
In a Fellini-like carnival setting, smiling and crying women and their happy anel.
glumfaced children come to bid farewell to their husbands, lovers, sons and fathers, with
whom they will have little contact for the next 8 months. A balloon man bumps and
bounces through the crowd with his floating bouquet, adding contrasting color and shape
to the bright yellow boats and red and green defensas, the lower part of the shrimp nets.
"Paletas, paletas, " a popsicle man calls out as he maneuvers his cart around the crowds
on the dock, doing a brisk business among the well-wishers. With their children in tow,
young women in shorts, skirts or levis work their way down the boat docks. They are
careful to avoid tripping on the cables and holes in the docks, some large enough to
swallow up a child. Many carry f10ur tortillas and other favorite foods for their loved
ones and climb on board with their families for a last minute celebration. An older
woman, unrecognizable in her makeup and Sunday tinest, teeters precariously as she
navigates in high heels along the metal ledges of the boat sides.
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Women seek relief from the 90+ degrees and 90+ humidity of the stifling September
morning under their parasols or in the shade of their husband's boat as the fishermen
make last minute preparations for departure. A group of giggling women crowd under a
tattered and largely symbolic umbrella, and comfort a-crying woman among them.
Fishermen proudly carry their young children, showing them off to their friends, while
older children with long faces cling to their father's sides. And as families gathered
around to say good-bye to their loved ones, a divorced fishermen struggles with his
loneliness, losing his battle to fight back the tears. "It's true what the song says, 'tambien
los hombres /loran ." (men also cry), he mumbles before disappearing below into the

motor room where no one else can witness his pain.
The air is filled with emotion and excitement, and the heaviness of the salty air
mixes with the sweat of fishermen and the tears of the women who unabashedly expose
their pain and happiness to reporters and TV cameramen. "It's sad because they are
going to leave:' one wife explains, "but it is a happy occasion because they are going to
bring home money.

r hope the trip goes well."

Unexpressed, but on the minds of

families and fishermen alike, is the possibility that the fishermen may never return.
But true to any tense or dangerous situation to which they are well accustomed,
fishermen joke to improve the condition. A cooperative officer laughs and comments that
the women would now be rid of their husbands and can sleep "al gusto". A captain adds
that his wife is happy because her panzon el!fatioso (irritating pot belly) is finally leaving.
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One young daughter of a fisherman loves her father, but nonetheless is happy he is
leaving because she can once again sleep with her mother.
One by one the boats leave the dockside, encouraged by loud cheering from the wellwishers. Fishermen in Pajaro VI, of Isla de Pajaros cooperative, wave back to their
families as the boat heads out into the Bay of Guaymas. On board, as the laughter and
shouts of minutes before fade with the distance, a silence overcomes the crew. Even the
boat engine, so annoyingly loud on the docks, appears to be quietly respectful. Several
fishermen cluster on the back deck, looking back toward the docks in Guaymas. Jesus,
the cook, wipes his eyes with a handkerchief and intently begins to examine a tiny coke
bottle radio he retrieves from his pocket. The men speak to each others in whispers and
some lower their heads or cross themselves as the boat passes the altar to Saint Carmen,
the patron saint of fishermen, on the northern coast near the mouth of the bay. And ever
so slowly, pensiveness and sadness evolve into a restrained excitement \,..hen fishermen
view the several hundred shrimp boats in the bay. Boats are either racing out to sea or
pirouetting in circles, proudly showing off their new apparel of fresh paint and bright
nets. The fishermen, not unlike hunters anticipating the initial shot, are eager to cast out
the first nets.
Inside the kitchen, Jesus, the cook, begins to whistle as he cuts up the vegetables and
meat for the evening meal. He places his pot on the stove and finishes decorating his
kitchen. He rolls out long pieces of aluminum foiL measures them on the walls and
ceiling near the stove, and cuts them to the correct length. One by one he stretches them
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out on the kitchen table and pours glue, canned milk, onto each, spreading it around with
his hand. With a smile, he begins to wallpaper his kitchen. Outside on the back deck,

marineros ready the nets to be lowered into the water. The motorista makes last minute
checks of the engine and joins the captain to try, unsuccessfully, to regulate the newly
installed radar unit whose directions are in English. The ayudante, Chocolata, prepares
for his evening watch. Retrieving a cardboard box, he flattens it out and places it on the
floor of the captain's deck announcing that it was his "esleepin. '-'(sleeping bag). Captain
Lupan, as he is called in reference to his large size, is excited to be in the hunt once again.
Steering the boat out of the bay, he takes a deep breath and in a lovely baritone voice,
begins to sing a song about the sea. He finishes and laughs, reaches over to grab the radio
receiver and begins to talk to captains of other boats.
The water is calm in the bay but becomes rougher as the boat moves out into open
water. Only the evening before, Hurricane Lydia thrashed the coast of Sinaloa with 160
mile-an-hour winds, delaying the opening of the season by several hours. The sea swells

(Illarejada) in the hurricane's aftermath become larger as the boat heads south along the
Sonoran coast, rocking the boat incessantly and in all directions and making standing
upright a ridiculous endeavor. Within hours the waves become so high that they splash
over the back deck, bathing undaunted and laughing sailors who grab anything on deck to
remain upright while they ready the nets for the water. The anthropologist turns green
and vomits.
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Fishermen laughed at the inconvenience of the aftermath of the hurricane. But
imminent storms and hurricanes are of real concern in the fall months, and fishermen, if
they have control over the situation, do not care to play with the fates by riding out a
storm on the open seas. If possible, they seek shelter in one of the bays or ports along the
coast, a much safer alternative than battling winds and high waves with their top heavy
boats. They cannot fish in the wind because the supports (tangones) for the nets might hit
you, and the boards (tablas) that drag the ocean floor do not drag evenly. Nonetheless, at
least one unexpected storm will catch them away from ports. In haste, they close up the
hatches and doors, and while several help the motorista or captain navigate through fog
or rain, searching in all directions and flashing signals to other boats, the remainder of the
fishermen gather in the kitchen, drinking coffee or Quik. They joke and laugh loudly to
forget the danger, the rocking of the boat, and to pass the time until the storm has calmed.
It is only after a danger has passed that fishermen allow themselvcs to talk of it or dwell

on what could have happened. Almost any tisherman can describe in gory detail how
another companion, relative, or friend died on the sea, and most take moderate
precautions not to join the ranks of the deceased. Many fishermen lived through
Hurricane Lisa, which destroyed a large portion of the Guaymas fleet in 1975, banging
boats into one another, taking off the top wooden decks in use at the time, throwing boats
on shore, and drowning many tishermen. More recently, on September 20, 1995
Hurricane Ismacl struck the coast of northern Sinaloa, drowning between 100 and 300
alta mar fishermen. A number originated from Guaymas.
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Dangers and inconveniences on board are not limited to storms (chubascos),
cyclones or hurricanes. Working with heavy equipment, wenches and the large wooden

tablas are dangerous enough, but lack of immediate medical attention, should an accident
occur, amplifies the danger. Although boats carry antibiotics and other medicines, victims
of an accident often do not receive medical attention on land for up to 8 hours, and
fishermen sometimes die from ailments or injuries which could be treated rapidly on
shore. Moreover, the lack of good drinking water leaves many fishermen with stomach
problems. Seldom cleaned water tanks are filled with tap water at the dock. Almost any
fisherman carries some scar or missing finger from his work. Most commonly, however,
fishermen suffer from back problems. one of the most common reasons why they have to
retire early from fishing. The constant lifting of heavy boxes and bags, stooping over to
behead the shrimp or fillet fish, and the incessant movement of the boat cause stress on
their backs. Occasional falls down icy steps into "Alaska," as the bodega is jokingly
called, or on decks slimy with squid eggs cause lifetime back and knee injuries ..
And while not generally life threatening, many tisherman. at one time or another.
suffer from seasickness. which they endure while continuing to work. stopping only long
enough to vomit. It is a theme of jokes, funny both to those who suffer and those who do
not, and almost anyone can provide an instant. and almost always ineffective, remedy. If
a fisherman continues to suffer unbearably after the first voyage or season. he will more
than likely search for work on land. Much more serious problem than an occasional bout
with seasickness. is that boats sometime sink, taking with them whole crews who drown
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before they can be rescued. Holes occasionally develop on the bottom of the boat,
unknown to the crew until water begins to pour into the bodega. Although boats are
required to carry life jackets, fire extinguishers, and a small boat, sometimes the safety
equipment does not function. When pangas "no sirven" fishermen sometimes comment
that "you would be better off on the back of a turtle."
Fishing is not for the faint hearted. The work is hard, particularly at the first of the
season when shrimp is plentiful, and requires fortitude. Fishermen work long hours, and
for the first few months, may pass days with no sleep or only two to three hours a night.
Exhausted fishermen sometimes try to twist off their own finger instead of the shrimp
head, and fall asleep in the bathroom. With no apparent fear, yellow slickered fishermen
walk on deck in black rubber boots among writhing, strange sea creatures angry at being
displaced from their deep water homes. A careless move with his hands, or a step on the
wrong creature, can mean a sting or bite which will "send you back to Guaymas." But
knowledge of the hazards of fishing are so innate that fishermen can proceed with their
tasks at hand without dwelling on physical dangers. If pinched by a giant crab. they
grimace and wait patiently until the crab loses interest and drops off of its own accord.
These same men can climb out 25 feet on an extended boom (tangon). and onto the tabla
(the wooden board attached to the nets) as the boat rushes through dark waters in the dead
of night, and only occasionally fall off. And they thrill from the adrenaline rush that
living dangerously brings. They are also playful and find delight and fun in the things of
the sea. To pass the time of day, they sometimes play soccer with hard shelled crabs.
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using holes in the sides of the boat for goals. They spit in the mouths of snakes, shadow
box and sit on the backs of sharks which find their way into the shrimp nets. Laughing,
they stuff strings of slimy, gelatinous squid eggs that stick to the nets into their noses and
ears to resemble mucus. They prize a good storyteller, and pass hours recounting their
escapades in the middle of the night. Without the least self-consciousness, they
oftentimes dance or break out into song. During the day, afte'r the first few months of
shrimping frenzy has passed and they shrimp only at night, they sometimes tie their boat
stem (papa) to stem with another boat and hanging over the edge, visit with other
fishermen. They also exchange food and reading material with other boats, throwing
back and forth oranges and tied stacks of action filled, suggestive comic books which
serve as the primary reading material on board. Or alone, they pensively listen to
mournful musica de banda during their watch in the dark early morning hours and
thinkabout their cubierta de tripas (blanket of intestines - their woman). And they are
biologists by practice. They watch pods of dolphin to determine direction of the shore,
and enjoy listening to the soft barks of a circle of sea lions, lying on their backs
"sunbathing" with their flippers in the air. Fishermen are quite knowledgeable about the
biology of sea birds and animals and know where and on what island or beach a certain
bird lays its eggs, where to find whales, turtles and certain types of fish. They can
correctly identify a type of shark by its tin projected in the water. Some practice
taxidermy, squeezing formaldehyde into the body of a sea creature, later to be mounted
on shore. They are good observers, and can distinguish a particular boat or panga at a
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distance, and on closer perusal, can provide the history of the boat and its owners. It is
their love of excitement, fun, the natural beauty of the sea, and the good money which
they earn which makes the long and oftentimes boring days away from home bearable.
But in spite of the diversions, beauty and excitement of the sea, most fishermen fail
to accustom themselves to the sometimes unrelenting wind, rain, and bad weather, and
loneliness and isolation from families who enjoy birthdays, religious holidays, and small
pleasures of life without them. Even fishermen who love the sea get bored when they
have to spend 30 to 40 days away from their families and girlfriends. And "because you
go crazy," many try not to think about what their mujer is doing on shore. But the
isolation, boredom, and doubts and fears about what is happening at home are almost
always sources of pain which some fishermen dull daily by drugs, and which others numb
through periodic drunks and licentious sexual escapades in faraway, and not so faraway
ports.
Because of the close quarters, good communication and getting along with fellow
crew members makes life tolerable "looking at the same faces" day after day. As one
fishermen put it, the down side of fishing is that "there is no back door to a boat," and
"you have to eat what they give you." Verbal fights among crew members are common,
and crew changes on cooperative boats sometimes occur atter disagreements which
emanate principally from boredom. "It is not like the song says," fishermen assert, "that
you forget your differences and 'se vean como hermanos alia en alia mar,' (you see each
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other as brothers over there on the high sea), a line from a favorite song of fishermen,

"Los Pescadores de Ensenada. ..
Guaymas fishermen fish in the alta mar (high seas) of the Gulf of California, and
occasionally on the western Pacific coast of Baja California, as far north as Ensenada, and
south as far as the Gulf of Tehuantepec, to Salinas Cruz, Chiapas. With an operating
permit from the Capitan del Puerto in Guaymas, access to any of these areas outside of
bays is open, with the exception of certain restricted areas such as the upper Gulf of
California, which was closed to shrimp boats in the early 1990's. Traditionally, areas
adjacent to some indigenous communities, particularly the Seris of Sonora, has been
closed to non-indigenous fishermen. But there are exceptions to this rule which extend
back at least to the 1950's. Guaymas fishermen generally stay away from the Seri
l

communities because members of the Seri war council carry guns and even more
menacing, many believe that Seris are cannibals. Cannibalism among the Seris is a myth
which dates back to the 1890's and for which there appears to be no evidence.
Nevertheless, many fishermen are convinced, especially after an incident which occurred
in the late 1950's. In 1958, a crew of Guaymas fishermen who had fished Seri territory
without permission and were anchored in their boat near Kino Bay, were killed and
reportedly eaten by Seris "who at this time ate their meat without cooking it." Some
fishermen during this time. however. were given permission by the Seris to fish for
shrimp. in exchange for bottles of mescal. Fishing in Seri waters has always been
protitable, as these are some of the richest in the Gulf of California. In the Seri territory
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in 1958, for example, one boat reportedly netted 22 tons of shrimp in three days. More
economically minded Seris in the 1994-95 season again permitted outsiders to shrimp in
their territories adjacent to the Isla de Tiburon in exchange for sacks of shrimp collected
daily. Fishermen were still catching large amounts of shrimp in the territory, up to 400
kilos a night.
The work of shrimping
Mexican shrimping boats range in length from 75 to 84 feet. The largest boats are
constructed new for $400,000 U.S. dollars, while the same boat in 1994 might cost
600,000 pesos ($200,000) used. One cooperative captain calculated that if they brought
in 17 metric tons of shrimp, at $7.00 a pound, the cooperative could pay off the cost ofa
new boat in five years. Before the late 1950's, Mexican shrimpers fished with one
trawling net (chinchorro de arras/re) but began to use two in 1959, after they were
introduced by a Texas shrimper. Nets are expensive as well, costing from $1000 to
$1500 each. In addition to the chinchorros, which extend on either side of the boat. a
miniature net (chango) is used as a test net. The chango is generally retrieved every 20 to
30 minutes to check for shrimp, edible fish or non-edible fish or objects (basura) in order
to determine when to pull in the large nets or whether to continue fishing in the same
area. Two large, folding wood boards (tab/as) and heavy chains (espandaderas), both
attached to the nets, drag the ocean bottom to stir up the shrimp or other fish, directing
them towards the mouth of the nets.
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Boats carry a variety of chinchorros (trawling nets) on board, depending on the
distance from shore, the depth of the water, and type of shrimp they are fishing. At the
first of the season, when many fish for the blue shrimp P. stylirostris , captains commonly
use the chinchorros namedfantasmas, a very high, loose (pafio) net which is effective in
fishing the lively blue shrimp and white shrimp, P. vannamei. Fantasmas are used in
shallow waters, from 2 to 8 fathoms (brazas). The chinchorro mixto, so named because it
can be used to fish for both blue shrimp (P. stylirostris) and brown shrimp (£..
californiensis is used near the shoreline with floats (bollos) and in deeper waters without
floats. The balOn and the portugueses nets are used for brown shrimp that can be caught
at depths of 9 to 50 fathoms. The official size of the mesh (malla) is 2 114," and 1 112"
in the lower bag (bolsa). Boats commonly fish with nets of 100 foot diameter at the
mouth and up to a length of 470 mallas (mesh). Others fish with nets of 85', 90' or 110',
depending on the depth they are fishing and the size of the boat.
Boats are equipped with one or more radios, a compass, a sonar (sonda) which
measures the depth of the sea bottom and more recently, some have added radar. Radar is
especially effective when vision of the driver is impaired; particularly at night when it is
very dark, or when it is foggy or rainy. It allows the crew to detect other boats, the
distance to the coast, islands, hidden rocks and low places in the sea bottom. As
mentioned above, boats are required to be equipped with safety equipment, but some
boats do not carry all of this equipment.
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Each crew member category carries with it a specific set of responsibilities. The
captain, whose principal responsibility is locating the shrimp, is also responsible for the
sometimes challenging task of maintaining harmony on board. The motorista, in charge
of the engines and refrigeration, alternates with the captain at the helm. The captain
assumes watch generally from 6:00 or 7:00 P.M. to 1:00 AM., and 7:00 A.M. to 1:00
P.M. and the motorista replaces him the rest of the day, with occasional help from other
crew members. The cook is in charge of shopping and preparing the meals. Informally,
he also functions as the mama for the crew, and generally is there to listen to any problem
another crew member wants to discuss. The ayudante de motorista helps the motorista,
and like the motorista is responsible for the engine and the refrigerated room (bodega),
where the shrimp and other fish is frozen until the boat reaches port. The marineros are
responsible for retrieving and maintaining the chinchorros and the chango. Pavos, the
young apprentice men on board, do anything that is needed. All crew members help
behead the shrimp and fillet fish which will be sold or saved for home consumption.
Crew members are sometimes chosen on the spot to replace a missing cook or

marinero. And then trial by fire occurs, as ayudanles become marineros, or marineros
become cooks. Under the coaching of another fisherman more knowledgeable in the
culinary arts or another marinero who is experienced in scampering up tall masts, the
novice learns quickly. Meanwhile other crew members suffer through burnt meals,
uncooked beans, excessively salty food and food soaked in grease. And although now
fishermen must go through a test to see if they can swim before they receive their
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licenses, there are still a number of fisherman who do not know how. Marineros
sometimes have to climb onto the tangones to repair a part or unhook a stuck rope.
Because they never wearing life vests, those that don't swim fear they will fall and never
surface again. To prepare them in case they should fall, some have been taught to swim
on the spot, by placing a rope around their waist and dragging them in the water
alongside the boat until they get the idea.
Depending on the contents of the test net, after a period of 2 to 4 hours the fishing
nets are retrieved. The motorista or captain reduce the engine's Rpm's as four of the six
crew members assume their stations. The ayudante and cocinero supervise the winches
which draw in the nets, which they disconnect once the wooden platforms (tab/as) have
reached the water surface and the nets are secured to the boat. The captain or motorista
in charge increases the Rpm's to force the shrimp and fish to the end of the nets, and the

fa/so (the rope attaching both to the tab/as and to the nets) is retrieved by a long, hooked
stick (bichero), and attached to a pulley, and the nets are pulled to the side of the boat.
The nets are brought on board with the aid of the langones (booms) and suspended by a
rope passed through a pulley on the center mast above the deck. The marineros, located
at the back sides of the boat retrieve the ropes which tie the bottom of the nets, and
pulling them vigorously, release the shrimp, fish, and other sea creatures onto the deck.
Fishermen examine the mass of slithering, panting, flapping or dead sea creatures. and
comment as to their success, or lack of, in capturing shrimp and other fish.
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When pulling in the nets or in the engine room, a crew works with little verbal
communication. On the back deck (cubierta) as the men take their positions to pull in of
the nets, the loud noise of the engine and wenches prevent normal speech, and fishermen
adapt by using a variety of body signals. And through custom, the signals are used even
when speech is possible, and fishermen sometimes communicate successfully without
speaking or yell out of habit.
After the catch is brought on board, crew members bring out little wooden :stools,
and while stooping over and using a 1'01'1'0, a piece of wood attached to a stick at right
angles, sort the edible fish and shrimp from the non-edible fish (basura). The shrimp is
thrown into baskets, sometimes sorted by size. After beheading the shrimp, the heads are
shoveled overboard through holes in the side of the boat, accompanied by the deafening
screeches of hundreds of sea birds who fight over the scraps. Sea gulls, pelicans, and
frigates (tijeras or scissor birds) are the constant companions of the boats. They ny
above the boat or sit on the masts, "bathing" the deck or an unsuspecting tishermen
below, while waiting patiently for this moment. After fighting over the shrimp heads and
other pieces of tish. the opportunists ny to another boat nearby to catch a second. or third
breakfast. Their hovering presence attests to the activity on other boats from afar.
After the shrimp is beheaded, it is washed with sea water. and dipped into a cold
mixture of salt. molasses and water. before it is packed into plastic boxes or bags and
stored in the /Jodega. The dipping mixture, called the salmllera, or mie/, permits the
shrimp to freeze faster and prevents it from sticking together. The beheading, washing,
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dipping and freezing must occur rapidly so that the shrimp will not spoil or develop spots

(manchas), which result from poor processing or too warm temperatures in the bodega.
Optimally, temperatures in the bodega should be maintained at -20 degrees centigrade or
colder. After storing the shrimp and fish, fishermen clean the deck with a high pressure
hose of sea water so that shrimp will not be contaminated with diesel or other sea matter.
Fishermen work round the clock at the first of the season, and many times may only
finish preparing one lanze (pulled in the nets), when the next one arrives.
Captains have a particular knowledge of certain favorite fishing areas, and they must
know the low spots, rocky and sandy areas, or sunken boats. Some productive captains
keep logs which contain information about the depth, location and water temperature
where they find the shrimp. They must also know the tides and currents which affect
each area during both the lunar cycle and different seasons. Captains oftentimes carry
tide calendars, fishing in the deep areas when the tide is flat (mare a muer/a) and toward
the shore when tides fluctuate to extremes with the full moon. They know that the best
fishing often occurs when the tide is retreating. They like to fish in the mouths of rivers,
because shrimp grow faster with fresh water (agua dulce), and in front of bays because
the shrimp often come out into the open sea with the tides. Aside from a knowledge of
good fishing areas and the tides, a good captain is described as one who is intelligent,
enthusiastic, works very hard and with a lot of force (un pestin). One successful captain
explained that a good captain is willing to work when there is some, but not a
dangerously high wind, because the wind produces strong tides which scare the shrimp
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into groups, making them easy to catch. "But many captains don't like to work when
there are choppy waters (marejada) produced by winds, because they don't feel good.
But we have a saying which is true, "A rio revuelto, ganancia de pescador." (In a
churned up river, the fishermen brings in a lot offish).
Using codes so that other fishermen will not understand, captains often communicate
by radio with another captain or motorista friend to inform each other of a particularly
rich shrimping area. Without revealing his location to others, the captain explains where
he is. "Remember over there, where we were together last February, that's where I am."
Or, to communicate how much a boat has brought in, "Remember the date you came to
the house for the baptism? That is the amount of kilos we caught last night, times 5."
Production of shrimp for export
Baring unexpected problems with the boat which means that they must return earlier,
beheaded and frozen shrimp is generally unloaded in port after a period of25 to 40 days.
Captains return to port when they determine they have produced enough, are tired of
fishing, or the boat is low on fuel. For a boat to break even economically, it must
generally produce IOta 12 metric tons in the season at a selling price of $7 a pound. A
captain, therefore, must at least meet the minimum production requirements. about 2 tons
per trip before returning to port. Guaymas lishermen generally unload in Guaymas, but
may also unload in other ports. most commonly Mazatlan. In an agreement with a
particular packing plant, shrimp is unloaded at the dock and either carried by truck to the
plant, or dumped directly into vats on docks adjacent to a plant. The frozen shrimp is
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washed with water and passes into the plant for processing and packaging on site. One or
two crew members remain with the product, to be certain that none disappears and that it
is weighed correctly, until it enters the processing plant. A representative of the armador
or the cooperative remains in the plant while women sort and fill plastic trays by shrimp
size, color and quality. In spite of the attentiveness offishennen and their
representatives, armadores and cooperatives alike complain that packing plants
notoriously short weigh or substitute their shrimp for a lesser quality shrimp.
The packed plastic trays of first quality shrimp are filled with water to keep the
shrimp from dehydrating, frozen at 5 to 10 degrees centigrade and later packaged for
export in either 5 pound (2.268 kilos) boxes (marque/as). destined for the U.S., or in 2
kilo boxes, shipped to the U.S., but ultimately to Japan. While Japanese prefer medium
sized brown shrimp, from 15 to 80 count per pound, Americans prefer the very large
(grando/e) blue shrimp, 10 to 12 count per pound. Second quality shrimp (rezaga) is not
exported, but sold nationally, as is shrimp contaminated with diesel. Representatives
from Japanese companies who purchase shrimp inspect the product as it is unloaded from
the boats and dumped into the vats and washed. Fishermen smile and bow to the
Japanese representatives as they enter to inspect the shrimp, as a fisherman instructs.
"You have to bow, they're Japanese." The Japanese are demanding buyers, purchasing
only brown shrimp, because they say it has a better taste and prettier color, and only
perfect shrimp with no yellow or black spots (manchas). A Japanese man who worked
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for Ebisho Co., Ltd., in Tokyo, a wholesaling company, using a mixture or Spanish and
English, explained why his company sends representatives to inspect the shrimp.

Los Japoneses son exigentes como la manera de cocinar es muy
diferente, like sushi and tempura. Necisita la cora [sic}" "Look good,
beautiful. " El azul no tiene el color. Muy important look good.
The Japanese are demanding as the manner of cooking is very
different, like sushi and tempura. It must have the tail [cola). The blue
shrimp doesn't have color. Very important look good.
The Japanese inspector picks up a specimen, examines it for spots and squeezes it to
see if it is firm. A fisherman, listening to the Japanese explain his criteria for selection,
speculates that Americans like the blue shrimp because gringos have blue eyes.
Exported shrimp is big business in Sonora. As noted in Chapter 1, during the 199394 season, $70 million dollars worth of shrimp was exported from Sonora, an amount
which was surpassed in the 1994-95 season. About once a week, trucks from each
processing plant ship the frozen shrimp to the U.S., where it is distributed to other
countries, principally Japan. After the shrimp is sold, money orders (giros) for sales are
sent back from the U.S. in dollars. The excellent quality and flavor of Mexican shrimp of

alta mar brings a good price, around $7 wholesale a pound for large shrimp. In recent
years. however, competition from lower priced and smaller aquacultured shrimp from
Ecuador, Thailand and other Southeastern Asian countries. as well as some from Mexico.
has lowered the selling price of Mexican shrimp of alta mar in the United States.
Nationally in Mexico. consumption of shrimp is rising, probably due in part to the lower
selling price of shrimp cultured locally. In 1993, Sonora produced 20% of shrimp grown

.
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in Mexico, surpassed by Sinaloa which produced 72%. At an average price of $4.50
dollars a pound, shrimp aquaculture has the potential of producing 120 million pounds for
the international market (Gaceta Agropecuaria, Sonora 2000, Ano 2, #3, 1994). Thus,
Sonoran shrimp acuaculture, alongside shrimp of alta mar, has the potential of becoming
another important export crop.
Nine shrimp processing and freezing plants operate in Guaymas, and the majority of
shrimp is packed under three labels, Ocean Garden, Cozar (Zaragoza's brand) and Selecta
(Luebbert's brand). While for a period of time fishermen were required to sell through
Ocean Garden, the parastal marketing company, today the product can be sold to any
company which is registered with the Mexican government. Because of difficulties in
obtaining money at the first of the season, however, many armadores prefer to work with
companies who will give a monetary advance, like Ocean Garden. or armadores, such as
Luebbert.
Buying and selling illegally: Black markets
The legal market, discussed above, is the official outlet for shrimp tished in alta mar.
But the giialeros who buy and sell shrimp and fish on the black market are also of great
importance to tishermen, and relate symbiotically in a way which transcends mere
economic exchange. Giiatero.l' not only huy fishermen's products, but serve as little
businessmen (comercianle.l'), selling or trading groceries or picking up a spare part that
might be needed for the boat. They are also the taxis, ambulances. and important
fountains of information about what is happening on other boats. And because of this
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important relationship, fishermen sometimes sell shrimp and fish to giia/eros at a lower
price than they know it is worth, because they know that in some future date they may
need their services.
Fishermen, through long time acquaintances, have established relationships with
certain giia/eros along the gulf of California coast. They distinguish between giia/eros
de conjianza (mutual trust) and gua/eros ra/eros (those who steal from you). Fishermen
particularly distrust those gua/eros from Empalme, the closest pueblo south of Guaymas.
When boats are shrimping at night. giia/eros race up in their boats (pangas) in the early
morning. One giia/ero generally stands up in front, with his legs wide apart for balance.
and leans back holding onto the anchor rope as if he were riding a horse. They approach
the shrimp boats as soon as possible after the tirst lanze has been dumped on board, jump
onto the boat and to try to convince the captain and crew to sell small and large shrimp
and the by-catch (fauna de acompanimiento).
If the crew is interested in selling. they begin to haggle over prices. "because if you
are quiet, they keep the price the same." If the guato gives them a poor price. groans and
laughter ensue from the fisherman. A tisherman asks the giiatero. "aflora, la cflatarm.
como la pagan la c/wtarf'{/ (right now. the small shrimp. what do you pay for it'?). to
which the giiatero replies. "a 221an{ls (22 pesos)." The fisherman laughs in mock
disbelief and turns to his friends to dramatize the offer. "Fijate nonuis" (pay attention to
that). Another fisherman tells the giia/ero why they are not interested in buying from
him.
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"No 0 sea que vamos a ir pa 'bajo. Yafuimos para alia ya sabemos
como estrin los precios de alia. No nos chingues manito."
No, that is we are going down [south]. We went there and we know
how the prices are over there. Don't screw us, little brother.
The captain makes a soft whistling sound through his teeth, and palm to the side,
moves his hand up and down, like a boat, to show they were going south.
The crew talks softly among themselves and disagrees over whether they should sell
to this

'~'odido

sospec/zoso," (suspicious bastard), finally deciding to meet his price

because they want to be rid of the product. But before selling, they check the giiateros
scale with a 10 kilo bag of salt, and discover it to be 3 kilos off in the gllatos favor. They
laugh, accuse him of cheating, and adjust the selling price accordingly. To get even with
notoriously crooked gllateros, fishermen have been known to freeze ice inside bags of
shrimp to augment their weigh. After confirming the sale, the giiateros often leave to
approach another boat and secure another sale before returning to pick up the catch. A
boat may be visited by 3 to 4 pangas in a morning, and fishermen sell to whoever gives
the best price or is a giiatero de cOl?/lanza.
Prices for fish and small shrimp vary according to whom they are sold. the location,
and the season. Small shrimp and some fish often sells for higher prices in Sinaloa.
particularly near Mazatlan and in Sonora, in Kino Bay, while in other areas different fish
sells at higher prices. In Kino Bay, fish markets sell a small japanese shrimp (Sicionia

spp.) locally called cacahllate, which dozens of women behead in the early morning
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hours along the beach. In the week preceding Easter, (fa Semana Santa) prices for the
shrimp and by-catch are often the highest of the year because consumption increases.
Free fishermen commonly sell small shrimp either to giiateros offshore or those in
Guaymas, if the armador or cooperative crew prefers. Off-shore and inshore, small
shrimp is customarily sold on the black market for national consumption, unless the boat
owner also owns a packing plant. Because processing costs are the same for large or
small shrimp, .45 a pound, fishermen can sell to giiateros for approximately the same that
processed small shrimp brings, $2.50 to $3.00 a pound, and not have to pay processing
costs. Therefore, they often prefer to sell quickly on the black market and away from port,
where they have immediate access to the money. Selling away from port has another
advantage. Ifthcy can get away with it, fishermen can also sell the medium and large
shrimp, and realize an even greater personal profit.
As notcd in Chapter 5. "Making a living at shrimp fishing: economics and identity,"
during the time when the cooperatives operated, income from black market sales was
almost an equally important source of income as legal sales. Fishermen in cooperatives
sold small and large shrimp, both because they knew that their officers were taking
money from them and the opportunity was there. While at one time they processed small
shrimp through the cooperative, many realized that officers were paying them less than
the product was worth. A fisherman selling medium shrimp to a guatero referred to
officer's corruption by explaining, "This shrimp is for us. The shrimp in the bodega is
for the officers in the cooperative." Free fishermen still believe they have rights to sell
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offshore, and complain that the arm adores (private boat owners) "rob" half of this
income. Denying free fishermen all of this income, which they feel is rightly theirs, only
reaffirms their feelings that as poor fishermen working for rich armadores they will never
be able to get ahead.
Contrary to popular belief, fishermen keep or sell much of the edible fish. This is
particularly true after the first few trips of the season when time limitations and handling
of shrimp precludes much attention to fish or crustaceans of much less commercial value.
Nevertheless, there is an underexploitation of other species for lack of markets. In some
cases, the prices are so low for the by-catch, .25 to .50 a kilo, that fishermen do not see it
as a worthwhile task if any labor is required. The by-catch is generally sold off-shore, not
because fishermen receive a better price, but to avoid having to contend with the hordes
of non-fishermen who come to meet the boats and beg some fish. In order to bring home
fresh fish for their families, however, the two or three days before arriving in Guaymas
fishermen begin to fillet and freeze fish for home consumption. Certain fish, such as
manta ray, are salted and dried on board and either brought home or sold in Guaymas.
Other functions of Bi.iateros and pangueros: support systems in alta mar
As noted above, the giiateros and panglleros (those who fish in small boats) help
fishermen in time of need along the coast. Tomas, a former member of Isla de Pajaros
cooperative, maintains a close relationship with boats who often fish in front the bay
where he lives. Each morning at 5:00 AM and at 7:00 PM he talks from his home by
radio to the boats that are close to San Sebastian. Tomas and his sons sometimes buy the
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edible fish from the boats, which he fillets and sells to buyers in his village. He is often
given the crab, and in exchange he and his crew take turns helping to remove the heads of
shrimp for the fishermen of alta mar. From one boat alone, he sometimes nets over a 112
ton of crab during the evening lanzes. But the favors don't only go one way. If someone
is sick and has to go ashore, or a crew member arrives late to his boat, Tomas provides
the transportation, sometimes, but not always, receiving payment for his gas. He and his
son are also the merchants for the boats, buying groceries for the cook and treats for the
men.
To many armadores, but especially to the socios in Isla de Pajaros who fish along the
coast of Sonora, the help of Tomas is invaluable. They know that if there is a problem on
the boat, he will be ready to help, either instructing the crew by radio or retrieving
something for them in the panga. In February, 1994, Alejandro, Tomas's son, had been
fishing outside the bay of San Sebastian when a hole about 1 1/2" in diameter developed
in the shell and water began to pour into the bodega. The boat began to sink. Panic
overtook the younger marineros on board who had never been aboard a sinking ship.
"Apenas hize un hi/o y no qlliero morir," (I just made a son and I don·t want to die), one
cried out in anguish. Alejandro comforted him and told him it would be all right. '
Alejandro was not afraid because he had a "survival spirit" and had lived through a boat
sinking before. He also knew that his father was close by and could be depended on for
help. The crew rushed to remove the shrimp and for the next 24 hours scooped water
from the boat. Tomas was called on the radio to be prepared to retrieve the crew if
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necessary. He remained on the radio, giving support to the crew and advising them to
start back to Guaymas, but to stay within 6 fathoms (brazas) of the shoreline, in case they
had to abandon the boat. The captain called to another boat who successfully towed them
to Guaymas. Alejandro was nervous on the trip home, well aware of the danger and his
responsibility as a motorista. But he was reassured as Tomas continued to stay in radio
contact, later calling the cooperative to check to see if they had arri,:ed safely. Concerned
that the boat might be "salado," filled with bad luck, Alejandro considered going for a

"limpid' (spiritual cleaning) with a brujo (witch) named Juanito in Guaymas. Time did
not permit, however, as the leak was repaired rapidly and they were out again to sea
within a few days.
Although Tomas is given crab and occasionally buys fish from the large boats, others
in the village "guatea" shrimp. One young woman buys both from fishermen in the bay
and the large boats, and travels once a week to Nogales to sell. With 10 to 15 kilos of
frozen shrimp, she makes a good profit, buying the shrimp for 10 pesos ($3.33) a kilo and
selling it for 30 ($10). And to make the trip doubly profitable, she slips through the hole
in the fence at the border and buys clothes in the swap meet (tiangis) in Nogales, Arizona
to bring back to San Sebastian to sell.
Assaults:
In recent years, boats of alta mar have been subjected to a number of assaults,
particularly along the northern coast of Sinaloa where lax vigilance permits modern day
pirates to operate in full daylight. The pirates operate in small boats, occasionally a speed
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boat, but generally inpangas. They jump on board with guns, tie up the fishermen and
place them in the holds. The robbers then take the shrimp, clothes, jewelry, and other
personal belongings of the crew and throw the radios overboard so that they will be out of
communication. Attacks probably occur more easily because fishermen are accustomed
to being visited by the pangas, and marines who patrol cannot distinguish between a
marauding panga or one which is buying fish. Often the assailants visit the boat the day
before, drink coffee with the crew, gain their confidence while they check out how much
shrimp the fishermen have stored. Because of the attacks, in the past two years some
fishermen have begun to carry small weapons on board to protect themselves in case of
an attack. Unaccustomed to carrying weapons, guns have been known to fall out of
fishermen's pants and onto the deck. While to date no one has been killed, assaults at sea
are dangers which rival storms, lack of medical attention and sinking ships.
Contraband
Shrimp boats not only carry legitimate products, but illegitimate ones as well.
Practically isolated from inspectors, and because marine vigilance is not sufficient to
cover the area, they are the perfect vehicle for transporting contraband. Drugs,
principally marijuana, are sometimes picked up in Nayarit and Sinaloa and carried by
fishermen to Guaymas. On a larger scale, in 1993, an armador from Guaymas with four
boats. had a more auspicious undertaking than fishing for shrimp. In Guaymas, the
bodega of one of his boats was altered to make a false hold and in the early morning
hours off a remote coast in Nayarit, pangas delivered cocaine to his boat, where it was
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stored it in the false holdings. Officials in Mazatlan were tipped off, and the owner and
crew members were arrested and jailed for possession of 9 tons of cocaine which they
had hidden in the boat. Shrimp boats sometimes give rides north to Guaymas to women
from the south of Mexico, in exchange for their feminine favors.

2

Realism and adaptation
Fishermen are the ultimate realists.. Responding daily to whatever the elements or
necessity dictates, they are capable of improvising on the spot and making rapid
decisions. Because of the uncertainty inherent in their work, fishermen adapt readily to
whatever is dealt them. Their nicknames for each other, born out of this realism, their
keen sense of observation and equally developed sense of humor, stand as emblems to
their honest reaction to life. Nicknames such as Cabeza de pu/po (octopus head, named
after a nearly bald man), Cara de manta (manta ray face), Chanate (a black, "ugly" land
bird), Mosco (mosquito, because the man is irritating), Matamaize (maize plant - a tall
man with hair that sticks up on top), Penquillo (penguin. - a man who works with
refrigeration), Pura sangre (Pure blood - a stupid man who thinks he is very important),
Camaron (shrimp - because the man has a red complexion), A/catraz (a pelican, named

because he eats a lot and has a long, fat neck), e/ Tiburon aguado (waterlogged shark, for
a fat man) and Inge (short for Ingelliero (a college educated engineer) and so named
because he tries to speak English and eats a lot, which engineers have to do to remain
intelligent), are only a few of the countless examples. Fishermen often add the feminine
ending to the name of a cook or if a fisherman appears effeminate, hence fishermen may
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carry the names of Raula or Mosca. And even more evidence of their acceptance of life,
fishermen take little or no offense at being called even the most derogatory of names.
The common saying of fishennen. El mar y la esperanza nunca mueren, (The sea
and hope never die) probably reflects most closely their philosophy of life. The sea is
fickle, sometimes giving, sometimes not. It may be a disappointment today; like life, but
there is always the hope for the possibility of a better catch, a better life tomorrow. This
philosophy, often expressed through joking, prevails in the face of all adversity and
allows fishermen to adapt to their constantly changing, and sometimes difficult life
situations. Adaptation to the recent crisis in the fishery was facilitated both by already
existing mechanisms for making a living in times of low production as well as
fishermen's ability to cope with and laugh about their bad luck.

Chapter 9 Endnotes
Seris are legally allowed by the Mexican government to carry guns to defend their
own territory.
2 A number of these women enter into prostitution in Guaymas until they earn
enough money to cross into the United States.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS

"Cllalldo mllere la abllela, me mllero yo"
"When grandmother dies, I die"A fishermen explaining how they should conserve the fishery resources.

This ethnography is a political ecological study of change in a Mexican industry,
brought about by both economic restructuring and an ecological crisis in a fishery
commons. The two factors were closely related, each constraining and shaping resource
use. The dialectic between the fishermen and the state was the focus of the interaction,
and we saw how fishermen both survived throughout the crisis and how active resistance
played an important part in shaping response to the state. The study illustrated the
difficulties that a subaltern culture encounters when their natural and self-elected leaders
are coopted by the state. and macro-economic policy changes sweep away fishermen's
livelihoods. But it also shows how from their seemingly powerless situation, fishermen
create their own ways of getting by and ahead, making life tolerable from their
marginalized position within the system.
The social effects of structural adjustment economic policies
There are many political and economic studies of the new economic orders for
developing countries during the 1980's. Political scientists and economists analyze the
"structural adjustment" economic policies characterized by withdrawal of subsidies,
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market liberalization, privatization, devaluations of money suggested or demanded by the
International Monetary Fund (lMF) and the World Bank, as stipulations for loans for
debt-ridden countries, including Mexico. In large part, the reported effects of structural
adjustment policies have been in terms of gross national product, and in a more limited
way, through statistics which illustrate how structural adjustment measures have affected
health, education, and wages.) In an analysis of 41 developing countries in 1987, the
World Bank concluded that economic performance of outward-oriented economies has
been 'broadly superior' to inward-oriented ones.

2

With the exception of 1986-87, when a

severe economic crisis and devaluation of the peso reduced GDP, Mexico's economic
growth increased from 1984 through 1991 (Lustig 1992:40-41). Real wages, however,
fell sharply because of the devaluation of the peso in 1982, 1986, and 1994.

3

Devaluations actually benefited cooperative fishermen, because their product is sold on
the international market and payment was made in dollars. Privatization. in contrast, has
negatively impacted workers, including fishermen. displacing many from their jobs,
reducing benefits for those who remained in the industry,4 and excluding fishermen from
the advantage that devaluations bring to an export industry.
Parallels between ejido reform and privatization of the shrimp fishery
The government's withdrawal of support for the cooperative sector and increased
support given to the private sector parallels what has happened in Mexico' s agricultural
sector. where the government gave increasing support to large private producers and
5

withdrew support from the small producers and ej idatarios. While the government
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eliminated neither cooperatives nor ejidos, there are some important differences between
the fishing and agricultural sectors. Ejidatarios are allowed to make the choice whether to
enter into the certification process to rent or sell land. Cooperative offshore fishermen
were not given this option. Because they work on highly capitalized boats, cooperative
offshore fishermen were completely restricted from using the resource when they were
denied credit. Furthermore, they were given no choice in the decision to allow the private
sector to enter the fishery, al1d consequently change has been more rapid in the fishery
than in the ejido sector. In both cases, however, credit was limited for ejidatarios and
cooperative fishermen, effectively squeezing out fishing cooperatives and paralyzing
ejido production.
Like fishing cooperatives, ejidatarios have experienced difficulty in obtaining credit
since 1988, when Salinas implemented austerity measures to shore up the economy.6
Like fishing cooperatives, debts have accrued for ejidatarios and many have been left
with massive unpaid debts (carteras vencidas) which they have been unable to restructure
through private banks. While the outstanding loans of "lower end" ejidatarios have been
transferred to the National Solidarity Program (Solidaridad), which eased the repayment
schedule, there has been no corresponding program in the shrimp sector. Even though
7

ejidatarios still have access to land, in many cases the small amounts which are loaned to
them through Solidaridad are insufficient to initiate production. Both fishermen and
ejidatarios are being denied their "patrimony." Fishermen who are not members of the
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remaining Guaymas cooperative, and ejidatarios who have access to land, but lack credit,
find their only recourse is to work as laborers for the private sector.
Parallels can also be drawn between the squeeze that Chiapas farmers felt when
coffee prices dropped in 1989 and the effect on the shrimp fishing industry when
production dropped sharply in 1990. 8 In both cases, the lack of governmental support for
the social sectors (cooperative endeavors) bankrupted the systems. Faced with declining
income, poverty, and restricted access to resources, Guaymas fishermen, like Chiapas
farmers, also rebelled. Chiapas ejidatarios and landless peasants demand democracy and
justice, and object to corrupt governmental officials, changes brought about when price
subsidies were reduced or eliminated, and changes in agrarian law which canceled the
redistribution of additional land. Guaymas fishermen, on the other hand, rebelled against
the perversion of democratic rule and pervasive corruption within their cooperatives and
Federation, lack of credit and subsidies, and the government's support for the private
sector.
The first field reports of ejido reform show that peasant organizations and ejido
unions have been destroyed, their force undercut by the expansion of the private sector.

<)

In Veracruz, for example, new agrarian laws have weakened the ejidos and their caciques,
giving more strength to local assemblies (Baitenmann 1994: 12-18). The destruction of
the ejido as the political apparatus for ejidatarios also has parallels in the both the
Guaymas inshore and offshore fishing sectors. Like ejidos, cooperatives served as the
main form of political organization, participation, and control in the Guaymas fishery.
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The elimination of the Federation of fishing cooperatives, the coordinating body of the
cooperatives, and the death of the Guaymas cacique have broken the strength of
caciquismo in the Guaymas fishing community as well. Similar to the political functions
of ejidos in Veracruz, the Federation and the cacique allowed cooperative fishermen a
collective voice, where they could air grievances, make demands, and receive some
protection against abuses from the private sector. On the negative side, cooperatives were
also subjected to the same degree of internal corruption and lack of democratic rule as the
ejidos.
The study of the entrance of the private sector into the offshore shrimp fishery has
had the same effect which researchers

10

described when private investment in agriculture

was encouraged by governments in Mexico and other countries in Latin America. The
resultant effect of open markets has been both the loss of self-sufficiency in food
production, increases in non native export crops, greater income stratification between the
rich and poor, increased hunger (Escudero 1994), and worsening economic conditions for
peasants (Foley 1995).11

There has been a loss of self-sufficiency in food production as

fishermen are required to turn over to boat owners one-half of the product which was
destined for home consumption under the cooperative system. In the fishing industry,
lack of working capital caused by withdrawal of governmental support prevented
cooperative fishermen from reaching the production levels of the private sector and have
given advantage to the largely privatized offshore sector over the cooperative inshore
sector.

---------

12

With approximately one-third of the shrimp fleet and five packing plants

------- - - - -

----------------------~-------
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concentrated into the hands of two Guaymas armadores, we see even greater income
stratification between the rich and poor. Decreases in income caused by lack of
production and displacement of fishermen when the fleet was turned over to the private
sector increased hunger among families.
Devaluations of the peso, which ordinarily benefit an export related industry, have
not bettered the lives of the majority offree shrimp fishermen. Boat owners have gained
tremendously with peso devaluations but have had to pay extremely high rates of interest
on credit for the 1995-96 season as Mexico struggles through its continuing economic
crisis. Few fishermen experience the same standard of living they enjoyed during the
1980's when they were owners of their own boats in the cooperatives, when shrimp
production was at all-time high levels, and when they too benefited from selling a product
on the international market at the same time local currencies were being devaluated.
While there is less information on the social impact of structural adjustment
programs in changing world economies, it comes as little surprise to social scientists
familiar with world systems and political economic theory, that an increased differential
in allocation of resources and income between the richer and the poorer is often an
outgrowth of development based on capitalist production for the world's markets. The
new structural adjustment programs increasingly jeopardize villagers in Africa, Latin
America, and the Caribbean who have already had to compete with large private capitalist
enterprises. Reduction in subsidies and lack of credit prevents smallholders from
competing and enjoying the benefits of increased sales and better prices in the new world
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markets. While the shrimp fishermen of Guaymas for the past 50 years have interacted in
this international marketplace, the majority have been negatively affected by changes
which opened up their industry, once restricted to cooperative fishermen, to the private
sector. Like ejidatarios in Mexico and smallholders in Africa, cooperative fishermen in
Guaymas were also excluded from the market by the withdrawal of subsidies,
untimeliness or lack of credit, and subsequent close of the cooperatives. The majority are
no longer owners of boats, but workers for wealthier boat owners and do not realize
profits which they once did under the cooperative system.
Family coping strategies. passive and active

resistanc~

Like urban poor populations who rely on the informal sector in Latin America to
augment salaried incomes, fishermen families survive during economic crises and
"structural adjustment" programs by depending more on reciprocity, and by intensifying
already existing activities in the informal economic sector. They consolidate households
and more household members, especially women, contribute to household income. With
families savings gone, fishermen depend more on informal credit, and buy only food and
other essential items. Men work at odd jobs during the offseason which they did not have
to do when production was good and they were earning more as cooperative fishermen.
Desperation sometimes leads them to fish illegally during the off-season when shrimping
is prohibited. Those fishermen not displaced from the fishery intensified black market
sales offshore to augment sagging incomes. Therefore, the same mechanisms which
fishermen families use to survive during the off-season and through months of low
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production allowed them to endure job displacement when the cooperatives closed and
the private sector took over the fishery, and when production dipped precipitously low.
But when the cooperatives closed, some important mechanisms for the well-being of
fishermen also disappeared. The entrance of the private sector and the collapse of the
cooperatives meant the end to patronismo, an extremely important mechanism for the
survival of Mexico's poor. The collapse of the cooperatives meant that patrons, such as
the long time cooperative officer, Marco, mentioned in Chapter 4, "Cooperative success
and failure," were not available to loan money to fishermen in the difficult off-season
months. The important role which patrons such as the cacique, Florentino, and some
cooperative officers played in the maintenance of fishermen goes a long way towards
explaining the persistence of patronismo and fishermen's tolerance of corruption among
these same leaders.
In spite of the corruption of the cacique, Florentino Lopez Tapia, and the Federation
of cooperatives, fishermen had some protection under this system against abuses in the
work place. A number of fishermen had personally been helped by the cacique, receiving
houses and work when they had neither. Many now feel that they have little recourse
against mistreatment, and it is not uncommon to hear from the same fishermen who
opposed Florentino that they wish he were still around to protect them. In Guaymas, a
local organization of private boat owners, part of a larger national organization, the
Camara Nacional de la Industria Pesquera (CANAINPES), represents the owner's
interests. In contrast, no other strong organization has emerged to advocate for
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fishermen. Two recently formed federations of inshore cooperatives, "Del Puerto de
Guaymas, F.C.L.," and "Luis Donaldo Colosio Murrieta" have not yet demonstrated the
ability to organize and protect the rights of fishermen (La Voz del Puerto Sept. 8, 1995;
Oct. 5, 1995). Private fishermen are reluctant to sue through government channels for
abuses suffered under the private system because they fear that it might prejudice their
chances of gaining other employment in the fishery.
In the absence of the cacique, who brokered both between the fishermen and the PRI
government, fishermen now rely on two successful means of gaining the attention of the
government; carrying their message in person to the president of the republic and
engaging in hunger strikes. The fact that supreme power lies in the Mexican president and
the cultural institution of personalismo allows peasants direct access to the president, and
carrying hand written messages and manifestos has been a common means of gaining
support for peasant causes throughout Mexican history. Paternalism and the hierarchical
organization of government ensures that the hunger striker's requests will not be ignored
by top governmental officials. Hunger strikers are always guaranteed to gain public
sympathy, particularly when they are staged for public officials. Because el pueblo view
these public figures paternalistically, officials who ignore the protesters are publicly
chastised for not attending to their "chiidren.,,13 Dissident leaders during the early 1990's
both carried their messages directly to the president, Salinas de Gortari, and engaged in
hunger strikes to gain his attention. 14 In August of 1995, a young inshore fisherman from
Guaymas, Raul Sanchez Fourcade, representing several thousand cooperative Guaymas
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fishermen headed to Mexico to stage a hunger strike, protesting a decision that the season
for the boats of alta mar would open at the same time as the boats in the inshore sector.
The mere threat ofa hunger strike and the young man's strong support from fishermen
provoked officials to respond. By the time Sanchez had arrived in Mexico, he had
received positive response for his request from the new agency which oversees fisheries,
the Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources and Fisheries (Secretaria del Medio
Ambiente, Recursos Naturales y Pesca --Semarnap) (La Voz del Puerto August 22, 23
1995; EI Imparcial August 23, 1995).
The nature of resistance and getting by
Research on the Guaymas offshore fishery supports much of the work of Scott and
others in their description of peasant resistance. I proposed in the introduction that
selling offshore occurs at multiple conscious and unconscious levels. The distinction was
made not to shO\v the revolutionary potential of peasants, which some scholars find only
possible among so-called "middle peasants" (Wolf 1969) or in the presence of "organic
intellectuals" who can lead the peasants to rebellion (Gramsci 1971 in Kaplan and Kelly
1994: 126). The distinction between conscious and unconscious acts was made to
illustrate the difficulty in explaining an act such as "pilfering grain" or selling fish
illegally offshore. Fishermen see selling offshore as their only means to do what
Hobsbawm calls 'working the system to its advantage-- or rather to its minimum
disadvantage' (Hobsbawm 1979: 13). They also see it as "getting even" with their own
corrupt officers and the state, whom they hold ultimately responsible for their

---------------------------------------------------~~-== .~~-~.~----------------
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disadvantaged position. Fishennen also see it as dividing the profits as they should be
divided, with themselves as beneficiaries as well as the cooperative directors. At another
level, selling illegally is simply another coping mechanism for getting by during difficult
economic times. According to Scott, the idea of intent or thought behind the action is so
imbedded in the peasant's struggle for subsistence and survival that it is not articulated
(Scott 1985:301).
In the introduction I also suggested, quoting Marx, that the sea is the 'divine or
natural presupposition' to the labor process and underlies in part fishennen's active
resistance to domination. In their popular memory (consciousness), fishennen believe
they have the right to work their common property, the sea, because they have always had
access to the resource. This memory persists although few alta mar shrimp fishennen
remain who ever enjoyed direct access to the sea, fishing coastal areas in small boats.
Nonetheless, when agents of the state or boat owners prevented them from fishing or
keeping product which they think is rightfully theirs by 'natural or divine presupposition'
(Marx in Chatterjee 1982: 12), they actively resisted. As one fishermen replied when I
asked if he thought the boats would get money to leave for the season, ''They are shrimp
boats. They have to leave." He might as easily have added, "I'm a fishermen. I have to
fish." Their identity as fishennen of alta mar often overrides any thought as to boat
ownership or access to the resources, and they failed to understand actions of the
government who withdrew support or bankers who required that they repay bank loans.
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Cooperative fishin"
Parallels and dissimilarities can also be drawn between the Guaymas cooperative
shrimp fishery and fishing cooperatives studied worldwide. In literature on the world's
fisheries, scholars comment that cooperatives often fail because low levels of education
and illiteracy of their members allow them to be easily cheated. This investigation does
not support this finding. From the inception of the cooperatives, fishermen were aware
that they were being cheated by their officers and accountants in the cooperatives. They
failed to remove corrupt officers, not because they were unaware of their activities, but
because they feared the cacique and the repercussions of such actions. Fishermen were
also dependent on some corrupt leaders because they loaned money in time of need.
Quantitative data from the administered questionnaire also casts doubt on the importance
of lower levels of education in cooperative failure. The educational ievel of members of
the successful Isla de Pajaros cooperative is not significantly higher than the educational
levels of members in other cooperatives. While one former officer in this remaining
cooperative attended one year at a university. the last two presidents have had a 6th grade,
and 2nd grade education, respectively. Other members who serve as watchdogs in the
cooperative, looking for ways to save money and to prevent corruption, also have very
low levels of education. While in general. low levels of education of fishermen may have
made it easier for officers to cheat. this was not found true in this cooperative. 15 Because
fishermen spend the majority of the year working on the boats, absence from port and
unfamiliarity with accounting procedures are more significant factors than their achieved
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levels of education in explaining the failure of members to be more perceptive. Success
of one cooperative has more to do with its history of honest administrations, strict
discipline of members, and the designation of individual boat and crews as the units of
production.
This research does support the studies of McGoodwin (1980), which cite corruption
as a reason for the downfall of inshore cooperatives in Sinaloa, Mexico. Corruption
within the cooperatives in Guaymas was insidious and was one of the largest contributing
factors to the downfall of the majority of cooperatives. Officers and accountants in the
cooperatives worked in collusion to manipulate the accounting records, alter receipts, and
take out "loans" which were never repaid.
Faced with corruption in their cooperatives and no recourse that would not bring
about punishment and worsen their existing situation, fishermen began to passively resist
the system. With permission of the officers, cooperative fishermen sold small shrimp
outside of port, dividing this money equally between all crew members. Fishermen also
clandestinely sold large amounts of medium and large shrimp off-shore, reducing the
amount of production for the cooperative. Fishermen reasoned that because their officers
were taking money from the cooperative, the only way to ensure their fair share of the
profit was to sell shrimp themselves and keep all proceeds. Reduced production and
increasing corruption meant that selling shrimp offshore was the only way to increment
miserable salaries. In turn, less money brought into the cooperative meant that in times
of low production, the cooperative could not repay bank loans. Macro-economic policies
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which encouraged private sector development meant that both the government and
privatized banks were not interested in rescuing the cooperative sector. Thus, structural
adjustment economic policies and reduced production, combined with internal corruption,
both on part of the officers and the members, all contributed to the demise of the
cooperatives.
Fishermen in the successful Isla de Pajaros cooperative are now even more
committed to making the cooperative work after witnessing what has happened to fellow
fishermen now working in the private sector. With the exception of the best captains, a
great number of private fishermen earn significantly less than cooperative members, and
have fewer guarantees. Aside from salaries, cooperative fishermen also share profits,
have year round insurance, greater job security and have rights to all bycatch and small
shrimp. Research in the Guaymas off-shore shrimp fishery clearly shows that cooperative
fishing, organized into smaller, accountable units and administered well, can be
successful. The majority of cooperative fishermen, particularly at the lower end of pay
scales, are unquestionably better off in the Guaymas offshore shrimping industry than
fishermen working in the private sector.
The political ecology of shrimp fishing
Scientists have long recognized that overfishing occurs when fishermen switch from
traditional fishing technologies to modem technologies, including trawling, purse seining
and the use of capital intensive boats. While it has been demonstrated for shrimp fisheries
that small boats are more efficient, (less costs per production unit) (cf. Vasquez- Leon
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and McGuire 1993; Brown, et. al 1991) they are much less productive than a shrimp
trawler, because a trawler can capture more shrimp in less time. Some argue that fish is
preserved fresher on trawlers (Brown, et. al 1991 :37; Kurien 1993:5-6).16 Overcapacity
of shrimp fleets has resulted in part because developing countries where shrimp stocks
are most abundant are anxious to maximize the lucrative export market and because
international development agencies have been more willing to fund large trawlers over
small scale fishers (Kurien 1993; Bailey, Cycom and Morris 1986).
Overcapacity of the fleet is based on the scientific assumption that shrimp cannot be
overfished because of its rapid growth rate and high fecundity, although there have been
examples of overfishing occurring. One blue shrimp, for example, releases 500,000 eggs
in a year, an amount capable of populating an entire bay, and has a life cycle of 1 1/2
years (Holtschmit 1995). Scientists who support this assumption blame environmental
causes coupled with increased fishing effort as the cause of the collapses. They reason
that fishing effort can increase as long as the industry remains profitable (cf. McGuire
1991). Data from the Gulf of California show a clear relationship between larger fleet
size and decreased shrimp stocks (Magallon-Barajas 1987; CRIP 1994). To a certain
degree, fisheries management in Mexico does take this relationship into account when
determining fleet size. but in the past only in a reactive fashion after resources are
seriously depleted. The number of boats in the entire Gulf, including Guaymas and
Mazatlan, were limited to 1.200 in 1995, although in 1992, in the midst of the crisis, the
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head of the Guaymas Sepesca office talked of limiting fleet size to 800 boats, leaving
inactive certain boats and reducing the fleet through attrition (Rodriguez April 2, 1992).
A number of changes in 1995 have addressed problems of the environment,
overcapacitation of the fleet and fishing during the offseason. The Secretaria de Pesca is
now the Secretaria de Medio Ambiente, Recursos Naturales y Pesca. The new Secretaria,
Julia Carabias, was formerly director of the National Institute of Ecology and has a
demonstrated commitment to fisheries research. Sepesca now issues permits for shrimp
boats for a period of three years, reduced from five years, making it easier to limit the
effort in anyone year should resources show signs of depletion. The number of permits
issued is strictly limited. Increased vigilance on the part of the marines and the private
boat owners have made fishing during the offseason more difficult. During the 1995 offseason. private armadores and the existing cooperative as well as the marines have been
actively patrolling local bays. incensing local residents who were accustomed to bribing
fishing inspectors in return for the right to fish.17 Conservation measures appear to be
\vorking and production continues to improve. There appears to be some evidence.
however. that decisions to limit access to the fishery by controlling the number of permits
are in fact designed to favor large armadores who already monopolize the industry. rather
than an over concern over resource depletion. The participation of the armadores in
vigilance of the commons in the offseason is certainly for less than altruistic reasons.
While the participation of the armadores in protecting the bays against illegal fishing
in the off-season has probably helped to increase production. their strong political
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influence on the decisions of Sepesca has had a negative economic effect at the first of
the 1995-96 season. In their eagerness to limit exclusive access of the inshore sector to
the resource, armadores pressured the ministry 'of fisheries to open the 1995-96 season of
alta mar early, only 10 days after the opening for the inshore sector. In previous years,
the season was opened in October, but for the past several years it has opened in
September. Government biologists and some arrnadores objected to opening the season
early because shrimp had not grown to sufficient size, and complain that management
decisions are politically rather than biologically determined (El Imparcial Oct. 7, 1995).18
Consequently, while the quantity of shrimp produced in the first months of the 1995-96
season has been greater than in previous years, the monetary value for this shrimp is
lower because of its smaller size.
Prospects for the future and suggestions for sustaining the resource
To maintain the shrimp fishery, and to decrease harm to other species in the Gulf. it
would seem prudent to open the season later. close the season earlier and to reduce the
neet size by not issuing new permits for both the offshore and inshore sector until the
fishery stabilizes. Fishermen question why the fishery remains open \vhen females are
gravid. and doubt the ability of biologists. whom they blame for allowing it to happen.
Sepesca may be operating under the scientific assumption that there is no direct
relationship between stock size and recruitment. so they can justify leaving the season
open longer when females are gravid. II) Policy decisions in this Mexican fishery are as
much political in nature as biological. and primarily predicated on maximizing this export
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market. Certainly, under the persistent economic crisis in Mexico, pressure will continue
from both private boat owners as well as governmental officials to continue to manage
under the premise of maximum sustainable yield.
To insure a viable future for the fishery, more research needs to be conducted to
provide baseline data for the gulf fishery in general. Unfortunately, money is lacking in
the research arm of Sepesca, Centro Regional de Investigaci6n Pesquera (CRIP), and was
stopped altogether during the 1994 Presidential election, when funds were directed
towards the campaign. With the 1995 economic crisis and devaluation of the peso, there
is little money available for research. To understand the relation between fleet effort (the
number of boats fishing an area) and environmental effects, some suggest setting aside an
area where both shrimping and fishing are prohibited (Holtschmidt 1995).
Species conservation would improve if greater efforts are made to restrict illegal
fishing of shrimp during the offseason. Based on extent of illegal fishing activities in the
bay of San Sebastian reported in this study, it would appear that only a few fishermen in
Sonoran bays are \villing to respect the veda. But the personal integrity and intelligence
of the fishermen who do respect the laws in San Sebastian are not unique among coastal
fishermen in Sonora. In other bays, fishermen comment on the lack of help they receive
from Sepesca in trying to conserve local populations of fish. When outsiders are
excluded from a local fishing area. fishermen and divers switch fish stocks when they see
that one resource is reducing in number or is too small to fish. But local fishermen
themselves sometimes engage in illegal activity when they see others taking advantage.
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As long as Sepesca continues to allow illegal fishing to occur, local fishermen will
maximize income fishing even when fishing is prohibited. It would be only under
conditions of strict adherence to the law by Sepesca inspectors or by placing all vigilance
under the authority of the marines and armadores in co-management with local
populations, that the situation of fishing during the off-season can be controlled.
To diversify the fishery, markets need to be developed for alternative species and bycatch, and new boats built should be adaptable for other species. While during recent
years some markets are opening up for certain species, like calamar (squid), which are
easily caught from shrimp boats, prices are so low for many marine products that
fishermen have little desire to exploit them. There appears to be a general lack of export
market for bycatch of shrimp boats which might increase the price paid to fishermen, but
might also have the negative effect of denying low cost marine products for the people of
Mexico.
Additionally, to protect marine life household and agricultural waste entering the
Gul f needs to be monitored and environmental regulations enforced. In the case of
Guaymas, it is urgent that governmental officials deal with the quantities of industrial
waste discharged into the bay and build wastewater treatment plants capable of handling
domestic and industrial sewage. Destruction of esteros, the breeding places of gulf fishes
and mollusks, needs to be halted and officials need to reprioritize decisions to create a
tourist resort area outside of Guaymas. The city of Guaymas itself has immense charm,
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and if the bay were to be cleaned could become an important tourist attraction, drawing
tourist development away from the irreplaceable estero environments.
In the final analysis, the decision to limit the effort on the fishery and open and close
seasons when it is biologically prudent, as well as ensure that management decisions are
made with the environment in mind, is constrained by political desires to offset the
balance of payments deficit by promoting this valuable export crop. Sepesca officials are
caught in the middle of what biologists say is imperative for the sustainability of the
fishery, and the needs and dictates of the government and powerful armadores who seek
to maximize production. Without serious regard to the future of the industry, we could
again see permanent displacement of the fishermen who work in the industry.
Sustainability has as much to do with sustaining local populations of fish as it does the
fishermen who harvest the resources. With a proper harvesting balance, both marine and
human populations can be supported.
Under proper management to curtail overfishing, the shrimp as well as other fish
industries in the gulf, have excellent prospects for the future. Environmental groups, such
as Conservation International, are pleased with the interest that the new president of
Mexico, Ernesto Zedillo, has in involving local groups in developing a plan for Mexican
marine resources. Aside from what appears to he more governmental interest in
maintaining the fishery, the Gulf by its very nature tends to rejuvenate itself. The sea is
primarily productive because of the phenomena of upwells, caused both by the varied
topography, surface winds, and huge tidal amplitude in the north. Upwelling occurs
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when the wind blows surface water towards the coast, and water is deflected outwards.
When the surface water is deflected away, it leaves a space which is filled by nutrientrich bottom water, the food for fish. Additionally, plankton blooms, the topburst of
organisms, use sunlight and nutrients of the water to produce extra biomass, which in tum
promotes the rest of the food chain (Finley 1995; Brusca 1980: 9-30). According to Dr.
Lloyd Finley of Conservation International, in the Gulf there is also an advantage to
being between tropical and temperate climates because there is more variety of species.
In his words, "The natural systems are here to make a productive place in the Gulf of
California, probably more than other place in the world. Definitely," he continued, "the
fishery is sustainable. But there needs to be more control."
I have tried to make this a very human story, the kind which anthropologists are best
at telling. By writing this history of Sonoran fishermen, I have fulfilled a promise which
I made to them: that I would tell their story "pOl'

011'0

!ado" (in the U.S.). If nothing else,

the story gives voice and I hope dignity to a resilient and proud subaltern culture. the offshore shrimp fishermen of Guaymas.

Chap~rlO Endno~s

1. See Lustig 1992; Woller 1994; World Bank 1983, 1985-91.
2. Gross Domestic Production increases averaged 6% in outward oriented
economies. and from -3.5 to 2% in inward-oriented countries. The reduction of the
public sector correlates directly with the rate of economic growth (Woller 1994:389).
3. These devaluations affected sectors of the population differentially. Wealthy
people who held foreign bank accounts in dollars. suffered little because they could
participate in capital flight. The poorest Mexicans. who have little savings and wage
income. were also relatively unaffected by the devaluations. While real wage income
dropped 41.5 percent between 1983 and 1988, per capita consumption dropped only
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11.1 %, indicating there were other sources of family income and savings on which
families relied. An important contributor to total income of the poor is non-wage income.
Among the bottom 10% of Mexico's poor households, non-wage income composes 2/3's
of the total income (Lustig 1992:73). Devaluations struck hardest at the wage-earning
middle class.
4. Reports from mining, steel mills, automotive plants, trucking, fertilizers, sugar
and secondary petrochemicals showed that privatization resulted in a direct loss of
200,000 thousand jobs between 1983 and 1989 (Ramirez 1994:33). Unemployment
increased significantly during the 1980's and social expenditures decreased, 31.1 %
between 1983 and 1989, particularly in health and education (Lustig 1992:75-89).
5. Changes to the Article 27 of the Mexican Constitution relating to agricultural
reform parallel changes in fishing laws which allow private sector participation. Under
agricultural reform, it is now legal for ejidatarios to hold individual title to the land, to
rent and sell property, and enter into joint partnerships with outside investors. There has,
however, been little progress made under the new law (see Baitenmann 1994). Changes
in both sectors were made with the purpose of increasing efficiency and attracting capital
investment. In 1991, less than one percent of the U.S. $9.2 billion investment in Mexico
was made in the agricultural sector. Several studies have shown that ejidos are as
productive as private parcels of the same size, when we take into account land quality,
access to water and credit, and agricultural inputs, such as fertilizer and seed (Cornelius
1992:6). A study made by the World Bank before ejidal reform was instituted showed
that agricultural productivity between individual ejido parcels and small private holdings
were of no significant difference (Heath 1992). In terms of revenue per hectare, however,
ejido parcels were less productive than the same size private parcels, but this relates more
to Banrural credit policy which gives ejidatarios less freedom to produce non-basic, and
more economically profitable crops. Research has shown that ejidatarios (users of land in
an ejido) are constrained by limited access to capital and credit from making large
infrastructural improvements and bettering production technologies.
6. Presently less than one percent of ejido production is financed through Banrural.
7. Ejidatarios currently receive around $100 per hectare a year, but these loans are
scheduled to terminate within a few years.
8. In Chiapas, for example, reduced coffee prices between 1989 and 1993 meant that
income to the ejidatarios was reduced by 70%. Unable to repay loans, they became
ineligible for new loans (Harvey 1994:9-11).
9. See Stanford (1994) for the cantaloupe industry in Michoacan, and Baitenmann
(1994) for a study of coffee production in Veracruz.
10. For example, see Stanford 1994, Moberg 1992, and Escudeo 1994.
II. With opening markets, it is becoming increasingly more unprofitable for farmers
to raise grain (Appendini 1992; Hewitt de Alcantara 1992) and for poultry, pig and dairy
producers to compete with foreign markets (McDonald 1995). In Belize, to assure credit
from the IMF, Caribbean countries pledged to plant nontraditional crops and attract
manufacturing from the United States and Europe, and staple food production is being

-------------------------------------
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abandoned in favor of citrus crops grown for export (Moberg (1992). In many cases,
however, high startup costs for export crops prohibit the poor from participating in these
markets (Harvey 1994: 13-15). In Apatzingan, Michoacan, changes in federal regulations
removed legal restrictions that exporters of fruits and vegetables had to work through
local peasant organizations. U.S. companies now provide credit and work only with
wealthy commercial growers. Lacking money to plant, smallholders are no longer
planting cantaloupe. Consequently, overall cantaloupe production dropped by almost·
half from 1987-88 to 1988-89 (Stanford 1994a: 104-5). There is also evidence that
peasants are losing some political representation as the ejido as the political apparatus is
being destroyed (Baitenmann 1994). The ejido has served as the base of a pyramidal
structure tied to the governing board, regional peasant organizations, and finally to the
Confederacion Nacional Campesina, ultimately tied to PRI, the ruling party.
12. Vasquez Leon and McGuire (1993) question the assumption of efficiency which
underlies the Mexican government's preference for the highly capitalized offshore sector
over the inshore small boat sector. By comparing production costs with revenue, and
noting that small boats produce a higher proportion of catch of higher priced blue shrimp
leads them to conclude that the offshore sector is disadvantaged in comparison to the
inshore sector. Through loss of the Federation of cooperatives, the inshore sector has lost
bargaining power with the government, and fisheries management increasingly yields to
demands of the local private owner (armador) association. In Ghana, (Acquay 1992) the
offshore export sector has also benefited from structural adjustment economics. An
economic reform program instituted by the Ghana government and the World Bank
differentially affected artisanal, semi-industrial and industrial fishermen, benefiting
artisanal fishermen but making fishing no longer profitable for semi-industrial fishermen
and government companies. Joint venture private fishing companies who fished for tuna,
an export fish, intensified fishing after the devaluation of the monetary system, making
the fishery more lucrative.
13. The fact that the people view presidents and top public officials as "padres" was
recently reaffirmed by the father of Luis Donaldo Colosio Murrieta, the PRI presidential
candidate assassinated in 1994. Luis Colosio Fernandez spoke to fishermen at the first
meeting of the new federation of fishing cooperatives named after his son, noting that
fishermen in the social sector were "untiring searchers for justice and equality" and
"faithful to the ideals of Luis Donaldo Colosio to achieve the respect of law in search of
social justice and the well-being of his children" (La Voz del Puerto Oct. 5,.1995).
14. I'[unger strikes are not options practiced only by the marginalized populations of
Mexico. Understanding their popular appeal, ex-president Salinas engaged in a two hour
hunger early in 1995 to gain the support of the Mexican people when he was implicated
in the assassination of a top PRI official.
15. It can be added, however, that this past year, for the first time in the 12 years of
operation, members discovered that officers sometimes took out "loans" from the
cooperative, which they failed to repay. Upon discovering the unpaid loans, officers were
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made accountable for paying back the loan, and members plan to request information on
loans at each annual assembly in the future.
16. Personal observation of both the inshore shrimping sector and the offshore sector
reveals that the freshness of the product relates to a number of factors. Inshore fishermen
sometimes do not return to shore for up to eight hours, and often do not carry ice chests
for conservation. Product also loses its freshness on boats of alta mar if the shrimp catch
exceeds the amount crew members are able to quickly behead and freeze. While shrimp
on offshore trawlers is conserved more quickly by freezing after beheading, the product
sometimes does not reach the market for 30 days after it is caught. Inshore processed
shrimp reaches the market faster.
17. In July, 1995 a marine patrolling in the Yaqui waters near Guasimas, Sonora
shot and killed a Yaqui fisherman fishing illegally. In protest, Yaquis carried the corpse
to Guaymas where they planned to deliver it to SEPESCA. Unable to enter because
officials had locked the doors, they proceeded to the locked offices of CANAIPES. Two
weeks later an agreement was reached between the Secretary of Environment, Natural
Resources and Fishing (SEMARNAP) and the Yaquis. The marines are now prohibited
from entering the bay and Yaquis are in charge of policing their own territory (La Voz del
~July 1,1995; EI Imparcial July 14, 1995).
18. The ex-coordinator ofInspection and Vigilance of the Camara Pesquera Oscar
Valez Rodiguez complained, "Now we are tired of the fact that the decisions in fishing
are based in political and social aspects, and not technical-scientific." He continued,
chastising Sepesca for not paying attention to the Centro Regional de Investigaciones
Pesqueras (CRIP) - the research arm of Sepesca- when they advised that the shrimp
needed another month of development (EI Imparcial October 7, 1995). Opening the
season a month early also meant that offshore fishermen were exposed to seasonal
hurricanes which tend to subside in late October. The recent hurricane which killed 100300 fishermen occurred only five days after the opening of the 1995 - 1996 season.
19. See McGuire (1991) for an extensive discussion of the relationship between
recruitment and fishing effort. It may be that at reasonable levels of effort, fishing gravid
females may not cause stock reduction (McGuire 1995 personal communication)
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APPENDIX A
METHODOLOGY

"A fuerza ni los zapatos entran"
"By force you cannot put on shoes"

Field research commenced in February, 1992 and continued through May, 1995.
Based on data obtained from four preliminary field visits in 1990 and 1991, I planned to
make a comparative study of the relative success of three of the 25 Guaymas fishing
cooperatives. However, upon my arrival in Guaymas in February, 1992, I discovered that
several of the cooperatives had closed and a number of others were experiencing
economic problems. I also learned that the government was revising the Ley de Pesca
(Fishing Law), making changes that would allow armadores (private boat owners) once
again to enter the fishery. Ultimately, this change became the focus of my three year
longitudinal study.
Ethnography was my primary methodology for collecting data. I collected oral
histories and observed and interviewed key informants over an extended period of time.
also participated in the work of fishing, community events, and in the everyday lives of
tishermen and their families. Ethnography was chosen because of the complexity and
sensitivity of much of the research and because of the richness of data that it generates.
also used the ethnography to formulate questions for a survey instrument and to interpret
quantitative results. In the summer of 1993, I administered this questionnaire to a

------------------_.
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stratified random sample of 104 fishermen who were members of three separate
cooperatives.
In addition to fishermen of alta mar, I interviewed government officials, bankers,
numerous armadores, officers of cooperatives, accountants, reporters and ex-officials of
the Federation of cooperatives. I conducted research in other Sonoran bays away from
Guaymas to understand the relationship that the inshore sector had with fishermen of alta

mar. I made the acquaintance of various giiateros (illegal buyers of fish) and visited
them in their homes, one in the neighboring state of Sinaloa. Published resources
included the periodicals La Voz del Puerto, from Guaymas, Ellmnarcial, an Hermosillo
newspaper, and the Excelsior and La .rornada from Mexico City.
In the spring of 1991 I had the opportunity to visit the Guaymas fishery leader,
Florentino Lopez Tapia. I had spent some time in the municipal president's office talking
with Florentino' s personal secretary, Jose Manuel Cervantes, when the secretario asked
me if I would like to meet Florentino. Florentino was still the municipal president

(presidente municipal) of Guaymas at the time, and unknown to me was in the throes of
the political struggle which ultimately removed him from public politics. My presence in
the office had already been noted by the leader, who had inquired who I was. His

secretario reported to the mayor that I was an "anlrop6/oga,"(anthropologist).
"jAnll'Opq/i.lga!" (cannibal), Florentino reportedly responded, invoking a common
Mexican play on the two words. "We don't want her in here. She'll eat us up." I met
with Florentino, explaining to him that the purpose of my research was to study the
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fishing cooperatives. Florentino admonished me to speak only to the officers in the
cooperatives and obtain my data from them because the other fishermen (not stated, but
meaning those involved in the resistance movement) would tell lies. He graciously
answered my questions, as I did his. Aside from the object of my research, most of our
conversation pertained to the superior quality that alta mar shrimp had over cultivated
shrimp, and the low prices which the U.S. paid for shrimp. After the interview he
instructed an aide to escort me to the boat docks and the packing plant then owned by the
Federation. Unfortunately, Florentino's death in 1992 precluded me from interviewing
him more in depth, particularly to discuss his perceptions as leader of the fishermen. I
have tried to reconstruct his point of view on the resistance movement from interviews
with those close to him as well as from his political opponents. In all fairness to him, my
reconstruction undoubtedly falls short of the truth.
I interviewed both free fishermen whose cooperatives had closed as well as
cooperative fishermen. I chose three active cooperatives to study. In searching for
cooperatives to analyze. I simply asked a number of community members and fishermen
which cooperative organizations would be intl!resting to study. Almost invariably the
response was the same. and I chose organizations based on these recommendations. San
Pedro Dominguez cooperative was formed in 1950. and Los Camaroneros de Guaymas
and Isla de Pajaros were both founded when the neet was passed over to the cooperatives
in 1981. In retrospect. I realized that respondents were directing me to cooperatives
whieh had the greatest economic stability, as the three I chose were among only six
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cooperatives which survived the 1992-93 season. Additionally, I chose to study a fourth,
bankrupt cooperative, La Progresista Sonorense

l

.

La Progresista had also been in

operation since the early 1950's, and members were active in the resistance movement.
Because I was initially interested in the resistance movement and because corruption
within the cooperatives was a sensitive topic, many fishermen were at first reluctant to
speak openly .. Although the cacique held no political position when I commenced
research, he was still a powerful force behind the scene and fishermen feared
repercussions. Fishermen began to speak more openly about these sensitive issues after
the death of the cacique, in April 1992. Until they were comfortable with me as well, I
learned the work of fishing and the language of fishermen. I initially found their special
vocabulary and vernacular Spanish difficult to understand. But after several months I
gradually began to understand what at first I had determined to be incomprehensible.
Ethnographic research was conducted on shore with fishermen and their families, as
well as offshore on fishing trips. I participated first as an observer on a squid fishing
expedition during the offseason in 1992, and later as an unpaid crew member on four
shrimp fishing trips with Los Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative and one short trip on
Isla de Pajaros VI, a boat belonging to the remaining cooperative. The length of time I
accompanied fishermen ranged from two days to two weeks. These trips allowed me to
understand the work of fishing, the special problems which fishermen face far away from
shore, as well as experience the isolation and boredom they oftentimes feel living apart
from family members. Participation on trips also allowed me to view t1rst hand what I
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later came to identify as acts of resistance, the sale of shrimp on the black market.
Survey research alone would not have provided me with accurate data on this clandestine
activity.
After the first few days of observation on shrimping fishing trips, I assumed a role as
a crew member, primarily as kitchen help but also helping during the early morning (1 :00
A.M.) guard (guardia) of the motorista. For several hours each morning and under the
watchful eye of the motorista, I assumed the helm and maintained the course of the boat
using the sonar (sonda). It was after I became well integrated as a crew member that
barriers between myself and fishermen began to fall, distance which had probably
originated from my sex, education, and culture. Later fishermen were proud to announce
to others that I had made trips with them and had helped them aboard ship. Probably
more importantly from their marginalized position, they felt good that a professional
found importance in their work.
To gain permission from the Capitan del Puerto to travel on boats and to facilitate
entrance into the cooperatives, I presented letters of introduction from the President of the
University of Arizona, Manuel T. Pacheco. the delegado of Sepesca in Guaymas in 1992,
Lic. Moiscs Zazueta Gastelum and my supervisor and director of graduate studies in

ITESAl. Dr. Guillermo Soberon Chavel. My association with ITESlvl. a highly respected
institution in Mexico, helped me considerably in gaining entrance to the community.
Because I taught an English course to fishermen in one of the cooperatives, and because I
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was associated with ITESM, fishermen tagged me "teacher," to them a much less esoteric
term than "anthropologist," which few understood.
Survey research
After six months in the field, I asked several fisherman to write an open ended
questionnaire for me. I then made the self-administered, anonymous questionnaire
available to members of the three cooperatives chosen for study. I asked the fishermen to
write the questionnaire for several reasons. First, I wanted to see which questions were
important for me to ask in the ethnographic research. Second, I wanted to check to see if
information I had gathered ethnographically, particularly about corruption within the
cooperatives and the Federation, was substantiated when informants had the opportunity
to reply anonymously. In spite of the anticipated very low return, only about 10% of all
socios in three cooperatives, I found that open-ended questions substantiated
ethnographic data. I have not included a quantitative analysis of the data within this
dissertation, primarily because of the low number of respondents. Responses have,
however, been integrated in the ethnography. A copy of the questionnaire, Questionnaire
#1, is included below.
Based on 15 months of ethnographic research, in May 1993, I designed a survey
questionnaire (Questionnaire #2) to gather demographic data and to compare three
operating cooperatives; San Pedro Dominguez, Los Camaroneros de Guaymas and Isla de
Pajaros. I conducted the survey research over a period of three months in the summer of
1993. I chose a random samples from each of the three cooperatives, stratified on the
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basis of pay equality. Patrones and rnotoristas were grouped together, as were ayudantes
and cocineros. Marineros composed the third stratified group. Because populations were
small in Los Camaroneros de Guaymas and San Pedro Dominguez, I attempted to
interview all active fishermen in these two cooperatives. Economic information gathered
was based on the 1992-93 fishing season.
I performed a statistical analysis to determine if it were possible to combine the
demographic data for all three fishing cooperatives. For each demographic factor (age,
income, education, etc.) a two sample t test was performed on data from two cooperatives
to determine if there were statistically significant differences. The t test was chosen
because 1) the population variances were unknown and 2) the test is tolerant of deviations
from the assumption ofa normally distributed population when the sample sizes of both
data sets are equal to or greater than 15. I established a null hypothesis for this test series
that any differences between data sets for a given demographic factor were due only to
randomness. Because the great majority of the t tests indicated significant differences
between cooperative demographic data, the data from the three cooperatives were not
combined.
Interviewing began in Los Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative in June, 1993. A
total of33 of the 43 active members who had fished that season were interviewed. Two
socios refused and four others were not available for interviews. Four other socios were
not interviewed because they were working in the U.S. Those interviewed included only
one socio who had left the cooperative for the year to work for an armador.
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Thirty-three of the 42 active fishermen in San Pedro Dominguez cooperative were
interviewed. Fishermen, who for the most part older and not holding outside jobs,
accompanied me to homes of members or brought members to be interviewed in the
cooperative. Of the total population in this cooperative, four soeios refused to be
interviewed and two more were working outside of Guaymas. I was unable to locate two
fishermen. I did not interview one fisherman because soeios advised me that it would be
dangerous, as he and his wife were involved in family fights.
During the period when I administered the questionnaire, San Pedro Dominguez
cooperative was negotiating with banks to remain in operation, and was also trying to rent
their boats to a company from Texas. Both negotiations failed and the boats of the
cooperative were subsequently embargoed and sold. The possibility that they might have
been able to continue to work has important implications for interpretations of survey
data. Although I kncw the fishermen fairly well, members were the most clandestine of
the three cooperatives about the illegal sale of shrimp. A number refused to answer the
question. Explanation for the secrecy is multi-dimensional. In part it relatcs to the older
age of the fishermen and the custom that this should not be discussed. In part their
secrecy related to the large amounts that they sold offshore and perhaps their lack of
confidence in me to keep the secret. Fishermen were upset with their directors because
they knew they were taking money, and for this reason were selling large amounts on the
black market. Fishermen were also selling offshore to be able to continue to fish. With
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the permission of officers but unknown to the bank, fishermen were selling off-shore to
purchase food and diesel fuel.
Intervi'ews in Isla de Pajaros cooperative were conducted during the month of August
1993, as crews prepared their boats for departure. I personally interviewed or
questionnaires were filled out by 38 of the 97 active members (39%). A few more, up to
50%, were included in the sample for interview, but I was unable to complete all
interviews when the opening day of the season occurred a week before anticipated.
early discovered that interviews left with socios to fill out were rarely returned. This also
resulted in some lost data. Of the three cooperatives surveyed, I was least acquainted
with members of Isla de Pajaros.
Gender differences and ethnographic research.
A female doing ethnographic research in a male domain presents special problems.
particularly when research is conducted in isolation and away from the presence of other
females. After the first awkward days, both on my part and on the part of fishermen. I
encountered no difficulties. While not particularly concerned about my own safety as a
lone female aboard a ship crewed by males. to mitigate any problems I wanted fishermen
to understand the purpose of my trips. I also wanted to avoid alienating wives of
fishermen whom I hoped would eventually become my friends and collaborators in the
research project. I have always been treated with utmost respect from Guaymas
fishermen. who early in my research assumed a protective watch over me. chastising
other fishermen who might comment on the presence of a female in male territory.
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Any potential problem or misinterpretation of my presence on board the boats was
resolved in the following manner. On my first fishing trip made early in the fieldwork, I
accompanied cooperative fishermen fishing for giant squid during the offseason. I knew
few fishermen at this time and no wives of the ten crew members. To avoid problems
and to lessen potential conflict with wives, I invited along a young biologist, Horacio
Martinez, then a masters student at the Instiluto Tecnol6gico y de Estudios Superiores de

Monterrey (ITESM), Guaymas campus, to accompany me on the trip. Because fishermen
know that biologists often make studies on the shrimp boats, my association with ITESM
and the biologist helped fishermen to understand my presence as well.
But more importantly, to avoid problems on longer trips, I made acquaintances with
wives of fishermen. Other researchers have noted that women fishermen often have
difficulty on board ship because wives of fishermen perceive them a threat (Kaplan
1988). To mitigate potential problems, I asked fishermen to take me home to meet their
families. Three social workers working in the cooperatives also introduced me to various
wives. Knowing the wives seemed to dispel any fears on their part as to my intentions. In
accordance with cultural norms, I participated in the female domain. helping in the
kitchen and caring for babies. [also often made reference to my own family and 'carried
along pictures of my children and grandchildren. Knowing both the activity of fishing
from the point of view of fishermen. as well as the special problems facing families
waiting at home, gave me still another dimension to the fieldwork. Without the support
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and friendship of the wives of Guaymas fishermen, this study would not have been as
easy or complete.
My lack of gender problems conducting fieldwork in part was also aided by my
maturity. I was older than most fishermen, who average in age in their early 30's. Gender
and cultural differences seemed unimportant to fishermen and I found a number of
fishermen to be candid in their conversations. They often spoke openly abollt their
personal concerns and activities even though they knew that I was acquainted with their
wives.
Lying on survey questionnaire
While administering the questionnaires I became aware that some socios were lying
in their responses to specific questions. In particular, lying occurred in relation to
questions on marital status, levels of education, others (particularly the wife) working in
the household, total annual household income and amounts earned from the sale of the

rehllsca (by-catch), including the chalarra ~ (shrimp). I anticipated that responses to the
latter question would exhibit a wide range a variability. due to its clandestine nature. and
would vary in relation to the amount that the socio trusted me with the information. I was
right. There were a significant number who refused to answer the question. and others
who underreported the amount. One socio even told me later that he had lied in response
to this question. underreporting how much he had sold. The question was included
merely to see the range of responses. not because I felt that it would necessarily be
accurately reported. Nonetheless, responses given to me by members of Los
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Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative were in many cases accurately reported, having
been confirmed by ethnographic participant observation. Thus, I give more credence to
their responses on illegal sales, which rank among the highest in quantity of the three
cooperati ves.
While I was aware that fishermen would lie in response to illegal sales, I did not
anticipate other questions to be problematic. Fishermen also lied in response to questions
relating to marital status, levels of education and others working in the household. When
lying, their responses most nearly reflected ideal cultural norms. Thus, it was not so
much that they were hiding information from me, because many were aware that I knew
the truth. Many saw the questionnaire as a cultural test of sorts, and as such they should
receive good marks. Therefore, answers which would make them appear less than the
perfect cultural creature were falsified. For example, there were very few who answered
they were divorced. although in at least six known cases they were. Others lied in
response to levels of education, perhaps embarrassed because they had little formal
schooling. Others over reported household income, particularly the contributions made
by other household members. Not surprisingly, few indicated that their wives worked
although I was aware that many did. I changed none of their responses on the
questionnaires even when I knew they were Illise.
In part I discovered that respondents were lying through what I considered to be an
annoying occurrence. Partially because tishermen were eager to help and in part because
they were curious. they wanted to know the responses of their friends. Group discussions
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are also common culturally. Therefore, I found it very difficult to interview a fisherman
in private. Unless he filled out the questionnaire himself, he was usually accompanied
by another fisherman when I asked the questions. Even when we retired to a quiet comer,
we were soonjoined by other fishermen. Wanting truthful and individual responses, I
found this to be an annoying phenomenon. I acknowledge that it undoubtedly affected
research results. But in spite of its negative aspects, the presence of others in the
interview had its positive side. On a number of occasions, if a fisherman lied in response
to a question, his accompanying friend would either admonish him in my presence to tell
the truth, or would later tell me in private how the fisherman had lied. I was successful,
nevertheless, in interviewing fishermen when their wives were not present. I felt that the
wife's presence might change responses particularly relating to salary, because I know
that some fishermen do not share this information with their spouses.
The reason for lying on the survey questionnaires was also discovered through
ethnography. In addition to wanting to be "culturally correct", fishermen lied to protect
themselves. It is known that informants sometimes lie to survey interviewers for fear that
the data will be used against them. Informants lie to ethnographers as well.
Ethnography, however, is less threatening and informants tend to speak more candidly.
Moreover, observations can affirm or disclaim information given by informants. Because
the researcher spends long periods of time with the people and becomes less of a
curiosity, ethnography also reduces the possibility of what Bernard (1988) terms
'reactivity,' that is, people changing behavior because they know they are being studied.

----------------------------------------__________=-====0====-=-=--=,·,________________
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Appendix A Endnotes
I La Progresista Sonorense and La Isla de Pajaros cooperatives are real names. Los
Camaroneros de Guaymas and San Pedro Dominguez are fictitious names.
2 The chatarra (literally throwaways or leftovers) is a name given to small shrimp
which is sold on the black market. Fishermen who sell offshore oftentimes mix medium
and large shrimp in with the chatarra .
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Cuestionario para socios
Numero
Fecha- - - - Este cuestionario es para hacer una evaluacion del trabajo relacionado a la pesca y en
particular con las cooperativas. La primera parte contiene preguntas socio-economicas. La
segunda parte es un analisis de relaciones que usted tiene con otras personas en la
cooperativa y afuera. La informacion que me diga es de confianza. No voy a usar su
nombre 0 com partir informacion relacionada con su nombre.
Este cuestionario durara solo 30 minutos y usted colaborara con el desarrollo de la
investigacion de tesis doctoral de Anita Wood.

1. Nombre de cooperativa a Ie pertenece
1. San Pedro Dominguez
2. Los Camaroneros de Guaymas
3. Isla de Pajaros
2. Nombre de su categoria
1. Patron
2. Motorista
3. Ayudante de maquina
4. Cocinero
5. Marinero
3. i,Donde nacio?

4. Fecha de nacimiento

5. i,Cuantos anos tiene de pescador cn barco camaronero?
6. i,Cuantos afios tiene en su cooperativa?

7. i,Ha estado en la mesa directiva?
1. Si (i,por cuantos anos
2.No
8. i,Hasta que grade estuvo en la escuela?
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9. l.Cual es su estado civil?
1. casado
2. viudo
3. soltero
4. divorciado
10. Si esta casado, vive con su esposa?

11. Hasta que grado estuvo en la escuela su esposa?
12.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Otros que viven en casa:
Quien mas vive con usted?
Es hombre 0 mujer
Cuantos afios tiene(n)
Esta casado, soltero, divorciado, viudo?
Si esta casado(a), vive la esposa(o) aqui?
Cmil es su relacion al jefe (cabeza) del hogar

Persona

Sexo Edad Estado civil Vive esposo

Relaci6n al jefe
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13.l,Tiene otros hijos que no viven en casa?
1. si
2. no
14.l,Cmintos tiene?
15.l,Cmintos dependen de usted?
16. l,la casa en que vive:
1. es propriedad suya
2. esta rentada
3. esta prestada
4. es de otra persona
17. l, Trabaj6 toda la temporada?
1. Si
2.No
18. Si no, l,en cmintos viajes trabaj6?

19. (,Trabaj6 en la misma catagoria (patron, marinero) cada viaje?
Si no, explique:
20. l,Cucmto liquid6 esta temporada pesquera? (ingresos por pago de salfuio)

21. (,Cmintos rendimientos recibi6? (de la rebusea)

22. (,Cuanto gan6 en total en esta temporada pesquera?

23. (.En este tiempo de la veda que haee?
1. Albaiieria
2. Pesear
3. Buseear
4. Vender cosas
_5. Trabajar en el campo

_6. Ir a los EEUU a trabajar
7. Nada
_8. Otra cosa (Qual?)
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24. loCUllnto gana aproximadamente durante esta temporada de Ia veda?
25. loEstan trabajando otra personas en Ia casa?

INom. reIaci6n Trabajo tiempo completo Cuanto Cuanto por mes contribuye
/por hora

a la casa

26. l.Tiene otros ingresos?
1. Si
2.No

27. Si contest6 si, locuales son?
28. loCuanto por mes?
29. l.Le manda usted dinero a otra persona?
1. Si
2. No
3. No quiere conte star
30. Si contesta si, loa quien?
31. i,Cuanto Ie mando esta temporada?
32. Enumere sus pertenencias
1. vehiculo (carro 0 pickup) 2. motocicleta 3. terreno 4. rancho 5. granaja 6. barco
7. panga
8. taller
9.otro
10. otm casa II. ganado

- - - - - - - - - - - _ _---------------..
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II Parte: Este parte es un amilisis de relaci6nes que tiene con otras personas en la
cooperativa e afuera.
1. i,Si necisita un prestarno (urgente 0 financiado), a quien pide?
2. i,Si quiere hablar de cosas personales, (problemas, alegrias, etc) con quien habla?
3. i,Si quiere hablar de la politica en pesca con quien habla?
4. i,Si quiere informaci6n del trabajo, con quien habla?
5. i,Si se toma una parrando con quit!n va?
6. i,Hay otra persona con quien tiene relaciones que no esta en esta !ista?
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APPENDIXB
CORRIDOS, POEMS AND POLITICAL CARTOONS
'~

mal tiempo, buena cara"

"In bad times, a happy face"
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De poHtica y cosas peores
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Goleador ...

De politica y cos as peores
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'La barca.d~ Guaymas ...
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APPENDIXC
THE HUMAN FACE OF "STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT" AND ECOLOGICAL
CRISIS IN THE SHRIMP INDUSTRY: THE FAMILY OF RICARDO AND LUCIA:
1992-1995.

"De Izamhre 110 se mllere"

"Of hunger you shouldn't die"
If you don't have food, you have to look for it - a fisherman's wife explains

Structural adjustments which are designed to bring efficiency and investment to the
industry may be detrimental, at least in the short term, to humans who are impacted by
the change. Macro economic changes coupled with ecological crises make the impact
doubly difficult for workers. To better understand the social impact of these two separate
phenomena in the shrimping industry we can make an in-depth analysis of the lives of
one fisherman's family who experienced these changes. We can trace the lives of
Ricardo and his wife Lucia from the closure of his cooperative through the two years
following.
Lucia is the wife of Ricardo, a former member in the now closed Los Camaroneros
de Guaymas cooperative. Ricardo has been a shrimp fisherman for 30 years. Both he
and his wife were born in a small town close to the coast in northern Sinaloa, Higuera de
Zaragoza. When Ricardo was a young man, in 1962, his family moved to an ejido close
to Guaymas, Mi Patria es Primero, where his father worked in the agricultural fields. It
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was shortly afterwards that Ricardo climbed aboard shrimp boat for the first time and
become a fisherman.
Ricardo is a memorable character at first glance. He stands about 5/4" tall and is in
his early fifties. His large panza (belly) reflects his love of eating and for his chubby
cheeks he has been given him the nickname "cache/es" (cheeks). Ricardo has a mustache
and long sideburns, and his short, straight black hair sticks out in front except when it is
wet. He is a m%ris/a on the shrimp boat, the boat's engineer, and when he is on the job
his face and clothes are generally covered with grease. Because of his belly, he has
difficulty keeping up his pants and as he moves they work their way down his body
revealing the crack in his buttocks. When he stands he tugs and pulls them up, only to
have them fall once again in a few minutes. On shore he dresses like a typical Sinaloan
vaqUero (cowboy). Because he likes to sit and doesn't like to work too hard when he is

not on a shrimp boat, both his family and friends comment among themselves, and
occasionally tell him he is huev6n (lazy). Only once did I hear him deny the accusation.
From his rocking chair in the shade in front of his house, he extended his arm toward the
house and yard, and moving his arm sideways, told me, "If I were not a hard worker
(/I'abajadol') we wouldn't have all of this."

Ricardo is quick to smile and kid others, but in turn often makes himself the brunt of
the jokes. He is also calculating and chooses to work behind the scenes. He carefully
tries to avoid direct confrontations and while outspoken among his friends on the politics
of the Guaymas fishery, he preferred not to become publicly involved in the political
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movement against the Federation. For these characteristics others in the cooperative have
also given him the name "guzano" (worm). He is described as close minded and
stubborn, and once having made a decision, rarely changes his mind. In the words of his
wife,

Si tiene un idea, nadie se quite el idea. No tiene mucha paciencia. Yo
tengo mucho."
Ifhe has an idea, no one can make him change his mind. He doesn't
have much patience. I have a lot.
Ricardo and his wife Lucia live in the Colonia de los 100 Pescadores, a single family
housing development constructed in the 1980's by the cacique, Florentino, and the
organization he governed, the Southern Sonoran Federatian of Cooperatives. Four
associates from each of the twenty-five cooperatives who did not own homes were
designated to receive the houses, which were to have been paid back on a monthly basis
to the Federation. The colonia actually contains only sixty-eight houses, all which
originally belonged to fishermen and their families or friends and compadres of the
cacique, Florentino.
Ricardo and Lucia have fOllr children. A twenty-three year old daughter, Chuy, is
married to "el Gordo" or "el Colero," a name which his wife gave him because he
follows her around. While they live with his widowed mother in another house in the
same colonia, they often eat with Lucia and Ricardo. Intermittently, Ricardo and Maria's
twenty year old son Felipe, also a fisherman, and his "companera," Alexandra, and their
two year old daughter also live in the hOllse. During the 1993-94 fishing season,
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Alexandra and the baby left to live with her sister. They returned, however, in the
summer of 1994 to live with Ricardo and Lucia when she and Felipe ran out of money. A
twelve year old daughter, Sara, and another son, "Prieto," twenty-one, also live at home.

In 1994, Prieto, along with his sister Chuy and her husband, worked in a maquila plant in
Empalme, a town located close to Guaymas. Prieto is quiet and responsible, and was the
sole supporter in the family for eight months when his father was out of work. His sister
calls him "el querido chingado," because he appears to be shy but always has girlfriends.
The household was complete with Coker and Tavo. Coker was a mangy cocker spaniel
which eventually died after a home "treatment" of used boat motor oil failed to cure him.
Tavo is a tiny, wrinkled man of indeterminable age who originates from the same pueblo
in Sinaloa. He ate with the family and slept on a cot behind the house. Tavo is a
bricklayer and the only one in the household who was consistently employed in 1993.
While he was living with Ricardo and Lucia, he helped build a house for Amigo's
brother. In 1994 he moved to Hermosillo to work for Ricardo's sister.
While they are in port, Ricardo and his fishermen friends from Sinaloa are usually
seated in Ricardo's front yard under a ramada of living vines. It is usually cool here
because of the shade and the sea breezes, even when the heat and humidity are high. One
large blue rocker, a number of chairs in various states of disrepair, and the hammock
provide seating for the guests in the yard. A rickety wooden table, a balance, a broken
freezer turned on its side and used to store ice, complete the outdoor furnishings. Ricardo
rarely lies in his hammock but can almost always be found either sitting in the rocker or
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one of the chairs with one leg crossed over the other parallel to the ground. Friends often
come to visit and he passes the day talking politics (pasando ef dia en fa grilla) with his
friends.
Ricardo and Lucia are both political activists and their house is a center of activity in
the barrio. There is always a great flux and flow of people, animals and flies, all
attracted by food and some by votes, in and out of the open kitchen door. Disillusioned
with the PRJ politics of the cacique, Florentino, Ricardo and Lucia became Panistas in
1991. They had supported the municipal presidency of Jose Ramon, (el Flaco), I the
Panista who was prevented from taking office and tried unsuccessfully to launch his
shrimp fleet in 1994.
Because they are politically active, the yard is not only a gathering place for
fishermen, but also a place where local politicians seeking support for office or a project
come to talk. The politicians know that Lucia, and Ricardo, when he is in port, will bring
their friends to vote. The Panista municipal president of Guaymas who was appointed to
replace Jose Ramon, a former Secrelario de Pesca and childhood friend of Lucia and
Ricardo, licenciados (college graduates) in the government, reporters, as well as the
carnival queen are only some of the people who visited the house in the past three years.
On occasions when Ricardo alTived from a fishing trip (de viqie), the politicians as well
as other fishermen were invited to the house. Ricardo would also invite his political
adversaries and the officers of the cooperative. Not knowing when he would need a
friend or political favor, he believed in making sure all avenues were open.
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The times when Ricardo arrived in port after a trip meant more work for Lucia, who
spent most of her wuking hours in the kitchen cooking and serving up plates of shrimp,
small squid, or fish to the guests seated outside in the solar. When he had money,
Ricardo also had great quantities of beer on hand which he lavishly shared with his
"friends" His generosity was so remarkable that one recent December, while on a
drinking spree, he gave away all of the seafood which he had brought home from his trip.
The food was intended for home consumption and important for the large family. The
family was chagrined over the loss of the seafood and complained that he had even giving
some to a "doctor" in city hall. When he sobered up, Ricardo accused someone of
stealing the seafood and denied giving it away.
The relationship with important politicians in the government is beneficial both for
the family and other fishermen in the barrio as well, because when they have a problem
they know that their friends in government can be counted on for help. For example, in
the summer of 1993, two young men, sons of fisherman in the colonia, were arrested and
placed in La Quince, the local name for the jail in Guaymas located on 15th street. In
play, the two young men tied up a third little boy and gagged his mouth. The mother
filed charges and the two were arrested. The consensus of the barrio, however, was that
they were "good boys," not "marijuanos," and that the mother was crazy and invented
many charges against them. Chuy, Ricardo's and Lucia's married daughter, who had
attended high school and secretarial school, wrote and passed a petition around the
neighborhood, obtaining signatures for the release of the young men. After filling the
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petition, she and her mother took it to the Panista municipal president, who was Chuy's
padrino in her civil marriage two years previously. The president had the young man
released the same day. On another occasion, Ricardo was arrested for driving while
intoxicated, but was also released the same day by his Panista friends in the government.~
When Los Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative closed at the end of the 1992-93
season, each member was given 14,000 pesos ($4,666), their share from the sale of boats
and other property. With $9000 pesos ($3000) of his money, Ricardo bought a blue, 70's
model van from a priest, and which was presumably in good condition because the owner
"did not drink or act wild." He spent an additional $100 dollars for new tires, and an
additional 30 pesos ($10) to repair the brakes. With 1000 pesos ($333) he bought a used
combination refrigerator and freezer, and Lucia began to sell popsicles, milk, soda, and
other food from the house.
For two years, Lucia had dreamed of building a store in the front of her house. She
had contacted her friends in the government for loans through Solidaridad, a program of
PRJ and Conasllpo, the government food distribution agency. She had so far, however,
been unable to secure a loan. Nor had she received encouragement from Ricardo. Lucia
wanted the store to help out the family financially. She thought that Ricardo had not
encouraged her to build the store because of his machismo. In her words, "the macho
does not want the woman to improve herself."
The purchase of the refrigerator-freezer, however, gave Lucia an opportunity to begin
to sell groceries. With the van, Ricardo began to make trips to the ejido, Mi Patria es
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Primero, where his family lived near Guaymas, and brought back purchased seconds of
tomatoes, onions, chilies. Ifhe could persuade the milpa guards to let them pick, he and
his relatives also gathered corn free from Zaragoza's rented fields. With the van they also
had plans to bring mangos from Sinaloa also to sell. Lucia grated ice stored in the old
freezer outside, and poured fresh fruit syrup over the top to make raspadas (snow cones).
While the mango venture was not too successful, they were able to support the family
selling vegetables from the ejido and fresh cilantro which Ricardo grew in their backyard.
A store was a natural for Ricardo and Lucia, because they were located centrally on a
corner lot and because there were always people visiting their home. Furthermore, you
could never lose with a grocery store, according to Lucia, because you could always eat
what was left over.
Through the summer the store was the only source of income for the family, who
was bringing in around 100 nuevos pesos ($33) a day, but of which only a small portion
was profit. Their "windfall" from the cooperative spent, the family made it primarily
through the sale of the raspadas and the vegetables. They earned very little from the soft
drinks, 4 pesos ($1.33) a case and only 1110th a peso (.03 cents) for a liter of milk. In late
September, 1993, the store suffered a major blow when the refrigerator-freezer failed.
Lucia could no longer sell sodas or milk, nor store the fruit syrups for the snowcones.
She was also not able to keep the vegetables cool during the hot September days. The
refrigerator, furthermore, could not be fixed because all of the extra money which
Ricardo had received when the cooperative closed had been invested in the van. The van,
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in spite ofit's good care by its former owner, the priest, was causing nothing but
problems for Ricardo.
But the family still help hope for the 1993-94 fishing season, because Ricardo had
found a job as a motorista with an armador. As a motorista, Ricardo earned well even in
the worst of seasons. During the first trips of the season he could earn at least $2000
dollars a trip. But when the 1993-94 season opened, and stretched into the second, third
and fourth weeks, Amigo's boat had still not left. The armador was trying
unsuccessfully, like many other armadores in this season, to obtain a bank loan. Because
the armador lacked money (lana) and was never unable to obtain a loan, Ricardo made
arrangements to fish for another armador. The armador, a professor, was to receive
financing from a Texan. By late October, however, it was clear that the professor's boat
was not going to be launched and he was looking for a buyer. While Lucia continued to
maintain the family selling flour, snowcones, and candy, Ricardo spent his days working
on the van. Ifhe had money for gas, he drove to the docks to look for work when the
boats arrived in port.
In October, 1994, I encountered a dejected Ricardo sitting with his feet inside the
open hood of his van with his feet resting on the motor. "Se file a pique" (It sank), he
informed me. Misinterpreting his allusion to a boat, I thought that the van was once
again broken. But Ricardo was not speaking metaphorically. He had driven the van onto
the docks to see about work (a ver el movimiento), backed to turn around, and then started
forward. According to Ricardo, the brakes failed and the van went overboard into the bay
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of Guaymas, sinking six fathoms (36 feet) to the sea floor. Ricardo had jumped from the
van at the last minute, fortunately, according to Lucia, because they had no insurance. A
crane on the dock had to dredge up the van. Observers on the docks discounted the brake
failure as the reason why the van went off the edge, pointing out that Ricardo still did not
know how to drive.
The reaction of the family to all of the bad fortune was typical of the families of
fishermen, accustomed to living with danger and through difficult times. Ricardo, even
in his

distre~s

over the damage to the engine and the missing windshield, still laughed.

His daughter Sara, also the optimist, told me how they were able to save the crate of
tomatoes which was in the back of the van, and were able to eat all of the fish which
swam through the broken windshield. Lucia, as well, was happy that Ricardo was not
hurt because they had no insurance, and was thankful that they had only three mouths to
feed in the household. Alexandra and the baby had gone to live with her sister, and
Prieto, who had accompanied the family on the ill-fated mango adventure in Sinaloa the
summer before, had stayed to work in the ejido. Tavo was now living in Hermosillo. As
a result of a boycott against the bank by wives of fishermen in the colonia, no one was
paying rent on their mortgages, so the family's expenses had been reduced.
Throughout the fall, Ricardo was unable to obtain work as a fisherman. Because of
the broken van, he was also no longer able to make trips to the ejido for vegetables. But
he was not alone in his problem. Almost daily, two to three fishermen from the closed
Los Camaroneros de Guaymas cooperative sat in the yard with him and themselves made
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daily trips to the docks to look for work. The displaced fishermen were not that much
worse off than some of their friends in the barrio who received work on the shrimp boats.
Tacuache, Ricardo's neighbor, was working as a marinero with an "rich" private boat
owner, but was earning very little, 450 to 500 pesos ($150 to $166) a ton. On the first
trip the boat had brought in four tons, but he had only earned 1200 pesos ($400) after
taxes, insurance and processing costs were paid. In the words of his wife, Adelita, "and
he had no hot food, and had to endure all of the hardships of the sea. Every day is worse
for the fisherman. It would be better if he just looked for work on shore." Tavo, another
Los Camaroneros de Guaymas member, returned from a trip which had only brought in
600 kilos of shrimp. El Mundo, a former captain in Los Camaroneros de Guaymas, had
left as a marinero for one trip but found it difficult to take orders when he was
accustomed to giving them. He also earned little for his work. Ricardo laughed and
pointing his finger at el Mundo, announced "Capitanfi'acasado, capitanfracasado"
(ruined captain). He then put his arm around the shoulder of his friend, and began to
poke fun at himself. Pointing his finger at his chest he called out, "Motoristafi'acasado,
motoristafi'acasado." He continued laughing, pointing and chanting, "capitan
fi'acasado, 11lotorisla fi'acasado."·
For Lucia, life would be easier if Ricardo had left. Aside from their disastrous
financial situation, after 30 years with Ricardo, she, as the other women in the colonia,
were accustomed to living at least eight months alone with their children. Alone, they did
not have to endure the whims and demands of their husbands. She told me how hard it
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was with him around. "If I go to pay a bill, he tells me, 'don't forget the receipt,' and
'don't forget the tortillas.' Like I don't have a brain." And then with resignation she
explained, "Es macho, pues." She grew tired of his demands and the talk of fishing and
politics of her husband and his cronies seated outside, and usually escaped into the house
to watch television or talk to the wives of other fishermen. Her face was beginning to
show her stres~, and her usual cheery disposition was rarely evident. But one morning
early in March, 1994, Lucia and her female neighbors were celebrating in Maria's
kitchen. Maria's depression had turned to joy. She exclaimed in a loud voice, "Se file en
viaje, Ricardo, hoy en fa manana. Se file en viaje." (He left on a trip, Ricardo, this
morning.) "All this morning I could not believe it." The women were all laughing about
how he had finally found work. When I asked if she had cried when he left, another
fisherman's wife answered for her. "Yes, tears of joy," as she wiped fake tears offofher
cheeks. Laughing, Lucia recounted the evening before when Ricardo told her that she
needed to get his clothes ready. She had replied to him, "But I've had them ready since
the first of the season. Washed, ironed, all ready." Aside from the financial benefits and
the less demanding lifestyle for Lucia, the other women were happy because they would
be free to talk in Maria's house without having to watch what they said around the men.
Unfortunately, this was the only trip that Ricardo made the entire 1993-94 season.
Because of the financial problems within the family, Prieto had returned from Sinaloa and
found work in the maquila and was helping to support his family on 200 pesos ($66)
which he earned every two weeks. Late one Friday afternoon, May 6th, 1994, I arrived at
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Lucia's house. It was starting to get warm, a premonition of the hot, muggy months of
summer to come. Lucia was in her kitchen making flour tortillas on one of the few
occasions when I encountered her alone in the house. Ricardo had sold his van and
boug~t

a truck, and had gone to the ejido to buy watermelon to sell in the colonia. Sara,

the younger daughter, was out practicing with her neighborhood dance team. Prieto had
not yet arrived from work at the maquila. Lucia's face was sad as she expressed her
despair, pausing for a few minutes from her work rolling tortillas.
First the television quit working. The washing machine hasn't
worked for two months, and we have had no water for a week. I haven't
bathed for days. Ricardo brings water in the pickup from somewhere in
the city. It has been two weeks since the refrigerator quit working and this
is the time when we need it, "en tiempo del calor" (in the hot season).
Instead of going ahead, we are going backwards. I am so tired of
everything that I am thinking of leaving.
Tear drops fell down her cheeks and she wiped them off with the sleeve of her Tshirt.
While I was visiting Lucia, Ricardo drove up from the ejida with the truck partly full
of watermelon. Young boys appeared from nowhere in the colonia, some climbing
aboard the pickup while others made a line into the yard and began to pass the
watermelon from hand to hand. They made a huge pile close to where Ricardo observed
from his blue rocking chair in the yard. The boys would be given pieces of watermelon
in return for their work. Ricardo and Lucia would sell the remainder of the watermelons
for 2 pesos ($.66) each.
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Since the refrigerator has been broken for the umpteenth time, Lucia has quit selling
flour, rice and other staples, helados (popsicles) and sodas from the house. Lucia had sold
them cheaper than anyone in the colonia and a lot of people had come to buy from her. It
had been the grocery store, and the little that Prieto earned in the maquila since he had
returned from Sinaloa in January, that had kept them going throughout the winter. And
now, Lucia told me, there was competition. A neighbor two doors down hadjust opened
a store in her house. Lucia did not know if the neighborhood could support another
grocery store even when they could get another refrigerator or repair the one that had.
While Ricardo supervised the young boys unloading watermelon and his mother
continued to roll tortillas, Prieto arrived home from work and entered the kitchen.
Listening to our conversation about the broken refrigerator, he announced that he wanted
to help his mother and buy her a new refrigerator, "y con/avor de Dios, para el dia de las

madres 10 saco." (with the grace of God, I will get it out for mother's day). He was
hoping to put enough down so that they could pay in installments. Lucia was also
participating in a savings program for women organized by the Catholic order, the
Franciscans. Women contributed 50 pesos ($16.66) a week and then every week one
woman kept all of the money. She hoped to have 300 pesos by the end of May when it
would be her turn to withdraw money, and then perhaps they could get the refrigerator for
sure.
Characteristically, someone in the family always made light of the most dismal of
circumstances. Prieto began to joke about how they all gathered around on the two
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couches and watched the stereo at night. He made Lucia laugh and she forgot about
leaving for awhile.
The family passed through the summer of 1994 with great difficulty. Flat tires and
other problems with the truck and lack of money to buy gasoline prevented Ricardo from
traveling to the ejida to bring back vegetables and fruit to sell. Felipe and Alexandra and
the baby had returned to live in the house, and while Felipe was working in construction
he barely earned enough to pay for the expenses of the baby. Alexandra worked
occasionally cleaning houses, but because Felipe did not want her to work, had to lie to
her husband, telling him that she was working for me. By July, the household was worse
off than ever. One Saturday morning, from a neighbor'S phone, Lucia called me to come
over. "Are you desperate?," I inquired, alarmed by the sound of her voice.
"De:.peradisima," she replied. They had no money and the refrigerator was still broken

and neither she nor Prieto had been able to buy a new one. At the house, Prieto and
Felipe sat watching a television which their neighbors had loaned to them. The fishing
season had not been successful for Felipe and as he sat glumly on the couch, he
announced with seriousness that if it did not get better the following fishing season he
would put a bullet in his head. Alicia, the two year old, was the only bright face in the
household, squealing and running down the hall oblivious to the catastrophe in the
household.
Since the cooperative had closed, the family had suffered tremendously. Sara, the
young girl in secondary school, failed her tirst year. According to the family, aside from
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the fact that she may have been slow to learn (burro), the school had requested that she
buy books and other articles which the family could not afford. The month of August,
before the start of the season, the family diet consisted almost exclusively of beans and
tortillas.
But things were beginning to look up for Ricardo in August, 1994, as he had secured
ajob as a motorista on the boat of an armador. And he was also able to get work for
Raul, his nephew from Sinaloa, as his ayudante. Raul had worked as a free fisherman in
recent years in Los Camaroneros de Guaymas. Together they began to repair the motor
and refrigeration to prepared the boat for departure. But one day when a water pump
failed on the boat the armador accused Ricardo of breaking it. "It worked all right in the
summer," the armador told Ricardo. Ricardo was angry at the accusation that he had
broken the pump, and several days later when he saw the armador in a bank, began to
swear at him. He confessed later that he wanted to give him a cachetada (punch in the
face) but thought it was inappropriate to do in the bank. Ricardo was fired and another
motorista was hired in his place. "Pero voya salir en el tOI'O," "But I'm going to leave

on the bull," Ricardo announced with optimism a few weeks into the season,
metaphorically comparing a boat moving in the water to a bucking bull. Ricardo planned
to ask for his job back from the armador when they arrived after the first trip. Ricardo
was working in the first weeks after the season opened cleaning trash off three of the
Guaymas boat docks and removing it in his truck. By "pure luck" hanging out on the
boat docks, Ricardo found work as a motorista on another boat for the second trip of the
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season. Lucia and the other family members held hope that he will be able to keep his
job throughout the 1994-1995 season. I commented to Lucia that Ricardo must have
been happy to have the work. Without looking up from mixing the masa for the tortillas,
and in reference to Amigo's reputation as huev6n, she replied slowly, "I don't think so."
Because the regular motorista returned to work, Ricardo was only hired for the one
trip. He was eventually paid 5000 pesos ($1,666) but had to wait for twenty days before
receiving his money because the armador refused to pay. By December, 1994, Ricardo
was back working in earnest purchasing vegetables, fruits and chickens in the ejido and
selling them from their house. With the combined work and contributions of Felipe,
Prieto and Ricardo, the family had just recently repainted the house inside and out. They
had also covered the roof with a layer of tar to prevent the leaks which had soaked
furniture during recent rainstorms. One of the two refrigerators was working. Although
Prieto, Chuy and Colero had been laid off from their jobs in the maquila, they would
probably be rehired in January. The household, at least for the moment, had stabilized
and they were beginning to recover economically.
The poignant recount of Ricardo and Lucia was not a unique occurrence in the lives
of Guaymas fishermen during the time when the cooperatives were dismantling,
production was down, and private banks were not loaning to the armadores. In many
other households the story was repeated. Problems appeared to be lessening in the 199495 season as production increased and arm adores were having less problems receiving
credit. Ricardo, for example, made three trips during the 1994-95 season, and had
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secured work at the first of the 1995-96 season as a motorista with a "rich" armador and
took out his son-in-law, EI Colero, as a pavo on the same boat. Nonetheless, a large
number of fishermen have been displaced from the fishery when the ministry of fisheries
reduced the number of permits available for shrimp fishing. Displaced
former members
,
of Los Camaroneros de Guaymas work in a variety of jobs, including selling chickens,
cheese, and hot dogs. One became an electrician and others work in construction in
Phoenix. For the majority of fishermen who remain in the shrimp fishery but who earn at
the lower end of the payscale, working for an armador has greatly decreased earnings.

Appendix B Endnotes
I See Chapter 6 The Political ecology of shrimping in Sonora
2 After PRI won the 1994 elections and assumed control of city government, Ricardo
was picked up by police on this old charge. He had to pay $200 to be released.

--

-- -- - - - - - - - - - -
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